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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift van J.L.M. Pelkmans

I

Zwevende wisselkoersen kunnen, bij afnemende geldillusie,

leiden tot een zichzelfversterkend inflatieproces.

II

Zowel de theorie als de (Westeuropese) praktijk van ekonomische
integratie kijken terug op 25 jaar aanzienlijke inspanning. Het

is pijnlijk te konstateren dat beider resultaten nauwelijks ver-

der reiken dan de douane-unie.

III

Imperialisme-theorie dient te worden opgevat als de politieke
ekonomie van de betrekkingen tussen rijke en arme landen en
behoort als zodanig tot een van de belangrijkste onderzoeks-

gebieden van de 'internationale ekonomie'. De eenzijdigheid
van de westerse benadering van het vak 'internationale ekonomie'

kan worden verklaard uit de langdurige negatie van deze opvatting.

IV

Er is nauwelijks aanleiding te verwachten dat de dollar in de

nabije toekomst zijn dominerende rol als internationaal betaal-
middel zal verliezen.

V

Het is onduidelijk waarom academici hun relatief aantrekkelijk
en afwisselend werk beloond moeten zien met een relatief hoge

salariiring. De voorspelde massale werkloosheid onder academici

kan dan ook met recht worden bestreden door salarisaanpassing

van zowel werkende als werkzoekende academici.



VI

De in de internationale betrekkingen nog steeds gehanteerde
scheiding tussen politieke theorie en ekonomische theorie

werkt eerder verhullend dan verhelderend.

VII

De resultaten van Kissinger's huitenlandse politiek blijken

omgekeerd evenredig aan het totaal van zijn vliegkilometers.

VIII

Topsport en het schrijven van een dissertatie zijn niet slechts

verenigbare, doch elkaar wezenlijk ondersteunende aktiviteiten.
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On purpose and method

This book is an effort to construct a theory
of international economic integration. The

main reason for writing this book has been the pressing question
why it is that nation-states embark upon such an involving and
painstaking enterprise. Prevailing theory of economic integration
does not, in our view, satisfactorily answer this question. In
fact, it largely ignores the problem of explaining why economic
integration is attempted; it has been mainly concerned with the
search for some of the costs and benefits under rather special
assumptions.

The purpose of the book is to find an answer
to the following, fundamental question: "Why do nation-states ini-
tiate economic integration, and once started, why would they pos-
sibly continue?" In our conviction, every process-theory of eco-
nomic integration should ultimately attempt to answer that ques-
tion. The reader should realize that such efforts of theory-buil-
ding may not easily lead to an all-comprising answer. There is
no exaggeration in the statement that integration is a highly com-
plex and multi-variate phenomenon. Consequently, it was deemed ne-
cessary to introduce some limitations.

The background reference of our theoretical
efforts has been the post World War II development in the Western
European subsystem of international relations. This choice effec-
tively limits the validity of the conclusions. Two distinctive
properties of this subsystem rationalize the selection. The first
one is 30 years of peace, peace being defined as the avoidance
of war. Prolonged peace tends to influence the economic structure
by the absence of destruction and the possibility of substantial
reallocation of production. In a so-called 'war-economy', such a
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reallocation would be out of the question. The presence of
peace may seem trivial to economists, but it is not. Though ra-

rely explicitly stated, economic theory of the non-marxist varie-
ty has always been conditional upon peace. There is even more to

it in the case of integration if its political and economic theo-

ry should be made compatible. To the extent that political theory
is linked to our analysis, one may only turn to those political

treatises that accept the assumption of secular peace and to the

extent that political practice is linked to our analysis, one

may only study those subsystems of the real world that do not
violate the peace-assumption. The second ground for selecting

Western Europe as a source of reference is their distinctive eco-

nomic order: Western European countries are 'mixed 03:.ro-ies'.

In  Chapter   I, the more rigorously defined concept  of the 'welfa-
re state' is derived as a special form of the 'mixed economy'.

Strictly, the welfare-state concept is theoretical, but it is

believed to possess sufficient actuality so as to approximate

some essential characteristics of Western European economies after
World War II.

The book is divided in two parts. The first four

chapters are entirely non-mathematical and are likely to be ac-
cessible to both economists and political scientists. The next

four chapters are mostly, though not completely, concerned with

formal economic theory.
The first part aims to develop a volitical economy

of the process of integrating welfare-states.
Chapter I delineates the concept of the 'welfare-

state' and indicates possibilities to analyse its behavior with

some simple, well-known tools of economic theory. The following
chapter treats international econamic relations within a welfare-

states system, economic integration being defined as a special
case of these relations. Chapter III discusses critically the

conventional theory of economic integration; to keep the chapter

readable, it draws from an extensive Appendix (-B), in which a
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systematic geometry of conventional theory is presented. In Chap-
ter IV, our theory of the process of integrating welfare states
is provided.

The second part of the book singles out one (of the
three, found in Ch. IV) determinant of the process: poZiey-inte-
grati=n. It is assumed that policy-authorities heavily stress
short-term economic policy of the Keynesian variety (the monetary/
fiscal policy 'mix) and that they hesitate to apply devices such
as commercial policy and exchange-rate policy. In our opinion,
the latter assumption may not be so far from actual policy beha-
vior in the 1950's and 1960's in Western Europe. The four tra-
ditional policy-instruments, mentioned above, can now be analysed
in their effectiveness to achieve internal and external balance.
To that effect, we first have to develop a Keynesian theory of
trade liberalisation. Commercial policy has hitherto been analysed
in flexible-price models only, but, as Chapter V demonstrates, its
Keynesian counterpart may be applied to the same problems as in
standard tariff theory.

Next, the Chapters VI, VII and VIII treat respecti-
vely the case for trade integration, the policy problems of a
customs unions and of a common market, extending the basic model
of Ch. V.
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Chapter I.
The theory of the welfare.state

Par. 1. Introduction

Integration is the combination of parts into a
whole. In consequence, economic integration is

the combination of component economies into a whole. It is
not always clear what precisely "an economy" is. Centuries
ago, it might have been appropriate to consider the compo-
nent economies as villages and the resulting economy as the
"local" economy. One may also speak of the regional, the na-
tional, the international and the world economy. In prin-
ciple, all those economies are susceptible to integration,
but they may be entirely different in character.

In the present study, we concentrate on the pro-
cess of international economic integration and all integra-
tion, internal to the nation, is assumed to have taken place
already. Therefore, the component economies are national eco-
nomies. But we have to delineate much more accurately the
properties of the national economies under investigation in
order to pursue the analysis adequately. Analysing the
Western European economies of the post World War II-period,
some special characteristics can be discovered that enable
generalisation into a unitary concept: the 'welfare-state'.
This chapter deals with the concept and behavior of the wel-
fare-state. Here, international relations are mostly neglec-
ted; they are treated in Chapter II. As the welfare-state is
a particular form of the wide spectrum of possible economic
orders, this underlying problem will be treated first. Next,
the concept of the welfare-state will be dealt with. Third-
ly, some indications will be given about economic theories,
that may properly analyse the behavior of welfare-states.
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Finally, the major implications for the political order will

be set out.

Par. 2. The problem of economic order

Different locations of economic decisions imply

different economic orders. Usually, three (ideal-)

types are distinguished: the pure-market economy, the purely

planned economy and the mixed economy.

A pure-market economy applies the three principles

of 'laissez-faire'. ' Laiesez-faire' can be denoted as a

school of thinking that advocates the allocation of factors

and commodities (1) to be governed by free markets, that

claims that each individual (2) both has private welfare

maximisation as his sole objective as well as the capacity to

act accordingly, and that conceives the state's (3) single

task to be the provision of pure public goods, such as police,

defense, and a unified and appropriate jurisdiction as to

rules of competition and the protection of private ownership.

Such an economic order, it is believed, would produce optimal

allocation of factors so as to achieve the highest possible
output. This opens the theoretical possibility that per capi-

ta incomes can be at a maximum, if necessary by non-distor-
tive lump-sum subsidies.

The role of the state is one of preservation: in-

ternally, it should maintain the optimal environment for pro-

duction, commerce and competition; externally, it should pre-
serve peace. To the extent that the state succeeds in reali-

zing those basic conditions of 'laissez-faire', internal and

external politics become fully irrelevant to market proces-
ses.

In summary, given certain conditions about internal

and external order, the decision-units are only economic sub-

jects, such as enterprises and consumers, capitalists and
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workers. Internal order should be so arranged juridically
that individual freedom of economic subjects is fully gua-
ranteed. Unrestrained individual decision-making yields opti-
mal market performance.
A pureZy p:inved economy replaces the market decisions about

production and investment by political decisions of a collec-
tivist nature, coherently put together in a plan. The inter-
nal economic order is now entirely politicized, that is, all
such decisions about production, foreign-trade, investment,
but also the various factor remunerations and commodity-pri-

ces are both of economic and of political importance. Usually,
decisions about consumptive spending are left to economic
subjects. Competition may be introduced for costprice-reasons

(efficiency) but there is no direct relation with the selling
price (being political). Economic plans are constructed for
the achievement of targets in some years to come; resources
in the economy are geared to produce the planned results.

In summary, the unit of decision is the state, apart from
consumption. The State derived this power from collectivation

of private ownership and centralisation of political proce-
dures. The ex-ante decisions of the political system (= tar-
gets) should be optimally achieved by the planning.
A mixed economy combines elements of both systems, mentioned,

although it is basically still a (non-pure) market-economy.

In a mixed economy, market processes are ex-post corrected

and ex-ante influenced so as to achieve a given set of socio-
economic objectives. The political system and social pressure

charge the government to pursue objectives that are not ne-

cessarily identical to the outcomes of 'laissez-faire'. How-

ever, a plan is either not installed or not imperative, but
'indicative' (France). Interference in market processes may

sometimes be substantial and sometimes negligeable. In prin-

ciple, private ownership and decision-making power, flowing
therefrom, regarding production, investment and (some) fac-
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1)torremunerations is not touched . The political relevance of

this right is very different from that under 'laissez-faire'.

In summary, decision-units are both the State and

economic subjects. The environment, the State creates for

commerce and competition is no longer that of 'laissez-fai-

re'; it is full with restrictions, prohibitions, minimum

standards, controls; but it is also changed by the provision

of several important 'non-private-goods' and by the centra-
2)

lisation of crucial services. In such an environment, private

economic decisions can be 'freely' taken. However, even those

constrained decisions may ultimately be influenced by govern-

mental economic policy.

In view of the diverging characteristics of the three ideal-

types of economic order, there is a strong presumption that

every economic order may impose different conditions to a

process of economic integration. In the first place, this can

be seen from their different perspective on international

economic relations (see par. II.6.), logically leading to
differences in organising the latter in various rules or in-

stitutions. Secondly, the level-of-analysis-problem3 would

1) This is simply so because, until now, all mixed economies
have grown out of 'laissez-faire' economies. Growing out of
a planned economy, private ownership would not be restored
but markets would. Hungary may become a case in point.

2) Non-private-goods entail joint consumption, just as public
goods, but in a limited sense. According to Samuelson, a
non-private good is one "which , though not available e-
qually to all, has the property that the amount available
to one individual does not reduce that available to others
by an equal amount"( Breton, 1974, p. 5.). For a for-
mal proof  that the essential properties of public goods
extent to non-private goods, see Breton, 1974, Appendix I,
p. 209 ff.

3) Certain phenomena and processes on the international scene
cannot be properly understood by looking to governments
only, that is, by an analysis exclusively on the 'govern-

ments' level. Apart from governments, the structure and
course of international relations may be influenced by
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become insoluble since, in the various economic systems de-

cisions are taken at different levels that would become in-

compatible under one overall process of economic integration.

Therefore, three process-types of economic integration can be

envisaged and three theories should be developed.
The present book concentrates on the construction of the the-

ory of the integration-process of mixed economies properly.

As such, this theory does n8t exist, although some of the
building blocks can be discerned in the literature. With some
notable exceptions, Western theoreticians have been engaged
with the theory of integrating 'laissez-faire' economies4);

in contrast, their Eastern European colleagues have been more

aware of the necessity to develop distinctive theories of in-
tegrations).

For mixed economies, integration must imply both economic and

political consequences. A far-reaching process of economic
integration will touch upon the decision-making of economic

subjects as well as upon that of participating governments.
In this sense, integration is a typical problem of order. As

Cooper (1974, p. 1) puts it, it "cloaks a problem that goes

to the heart of political theory: how should human beings or-

ganize their collective endeavors, especially those that re-
quire governmental action, so as to best achieve their di-

verse and often conflicting objectives?".

(fn. 3 continued)
other actors (politics) or by economic subjects (econo-
mics). This has been called the 'level of analysis pro-
blem'; see Singer, 1961. To the extent that economic or-
ders allot decisions to one level only (laissez-faire:
economic subjects; planning: governments), they are not
compatible in an integration process.

4) Some exceptions are Tinbergen (1954-a), Pinder (1968),
Cooper (1974), Balassa (1961,b) and the theory of optimum
currency areas (par. III.5.; Salin, 1974). Standard wes-
tern theory is surveyed in Appendix B);

5) See, for example, Bogomolov (1974) and Vadja (1971) but
especially Kozma (1974).
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To specify this basic question for the case of mixed economies
is not sufficient. We need a clear-cut, well-defined concept-
ualisation of the mixed economy, will it be possible to gain a

more than superficial understanding of the nature of economic

integration processes, such as those in post-World-War-II

Western Europe.

Par. 3. The welfare-state

3.1.  A first description

Our working hypothesis is the following:
The 'welfare-state' is every nation-state, the government of

which is able to guarantee a large majority of citizens a con-

siderable degree of discretionary spending.

By definition, discretionay spending exists if in-
come transcends the basic income, needed for acceptable stan-

dards of living. These standards shall in any event include

housing, food, clothing, and health. The notion of acceptable
standard will have different meanings in different countries

and at different times, so that the degrees of discretionary

spending are not fully comparable as between two or more wel-
fare-states. For the minority of citizens that cannot enjoy
this considerable degree of discretionary spending, a minimum

income guarantee will have been legislated in one form or an-

other so as to approach the basic income: their discretionary
spending being zero, this way, it is at least prevented to be-

come negative.
The concept of discretionary spending has been de-

rived from Engel's law, indicating a relative decrease in the
consumption of basic needs for existence in case of increa-

sing (available) income. A low income implies therefore a low

degree or absence of discretionary spending, this is, an en-

forced consumption pattern: after the purchase of basic neces-
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sities, hardly or no income will be available anymore. Higher

income groups may have more stringent criteria for standards
to be acceptable for their existence, but the relative com-

pulsion will be less.

Indeed, in our hypothesis, it is the escape from
compulsory spending, that gives rise to general feelings of

welfare.

Given this first description, it is unlikely to

discover welfare-states, other than highly developed coun-
tries. The capacity of a government to guarantee such a de-

gree of discretionary spending is determined by its capacity

to guarantee high per capita incomes. Only some underdeveloped,

oil-producing nation-states may become welfare-states in the
distant future.

A further implication of this first description is
that welfare-states cannot logically be 'laissez-faire'- eco-

nomies. Under laissez-faire, the government could never even

consider the interferences that may (sometimes) be necessary
for a commitment, so fundamental as that of the welfare-state.
As it is the purpose of this study to analyse processes that

have characterised Western European economies after the war,

we shall only deal with welfare-states of the mixed economic

order, and explicitly exclude possible welfare-states of the

planned economic order. There is an important political con-

comitant to this choice: in conformity with the Western Euro-

pean situation, welfare-states are assumed to have a system of

representative government.

In summary, welfare-states are highly developed, mixed econo-

mies with a representative government.

3.2.   The substance of the welfare-state

The commitment for private discretionary spending

may seem 22 be somewhat artificial on first sight. The present
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paragraph will discuss the realisation of the guarantee by

governments, indicating that welfare-states can properly be

typified by this guarantee.

Economic theory of representative government holds
that "the true outputs of governments are policies" (Breton,

1974, p. 16-17). Public and non-private goods should be disso-

ciated from material objects such as parks and armies and
should be related "to the much broader and meaningful concept

of public policies" (idem, p. 16). Government policies are
geared towards very general aims that have been politically

formulated by political parties. The party or coalition in
power translates those aims in a more coherent program for

actual policy achievement via the legislation of sets of ob-
jectives and instruments. In the sphere of econggic Policies,

a great quantity of continuously returning objectives can be
found for the 1950's and the 1960's in Western Europe. In
their comprehensive study , the Kirschen-group (Kirschen, ed.,

1974, chapter I) has established 19 objectives that have been
repeatedly proclaimed by Western European governments in the

said period. Table I-1 gives a summary of their investiga-
tions.

Only three objectives are typically meant for the short-run

[ full employment (1), price-stability  (2) and balance  of pay-

ments equilibrium (16)1. All others have a more or less struc-
tural character.

It is rather obvious that not all objectives from this im-

pressive list are considered equally urgent. Priorities may

differ among countries and there will be no a-priori conver-
gence in urgency. However, there are two reasons which enable

us to select some policies as the most important ones. First-

•  ly, government programs must ultimately be based on the pre-

sent and future support of political parties, lobbies, action-
groups, social movements and, on the medium-term, voters6).

6) In Breton's terms, this concerns the 'demand side of re-
source allocation in the public sector'. See Breton, 1974,
esp. Chapter 5.
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Table I-1

Economic policies in Western Europe

a) Economic objectives 1) full employment

2) price-stability

3) expansion of production
4) increase in leasure time

5) redistribution of personal incomes
6) reduction of regional disparities
7) protection of specific branches
8) quantity or quality of population

b) Resource-consuming 9) defence
objectives 10) internal security

11) education

12) health
13) development aid to poor countries
14) protection of environment

15) passenger transport facilities
c) Economic quasi- 16) balance of payments equilibrium

objectives 17) security of supply
18) improvement of international divi-

sion of labour

19) improvement of internal compe-
tition

Source: Kirschen, ed., 1974, Table I-6, I-7 and I-8.
For the term 'quasi-objective', see par. I.4.1.

This tends to confer a bias for short-term economic policies
in the realisation of governmental programs. Structural poli-
cies need not necessarily be ignored but their political ap-
peal tends to be rather low. Undue emphasis on structural
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policies will therefore destabilize coalition governments

from the moment that cyclical swings start to endanger some
other objectives; it will cause one-party governments to be

threatened with electoral defeat for identical reasons7).

Secondly, the objective of economic growth (3) will often be

a basis condition for the effective pursuance of objectives

such as increase of leisure time (4), defence (9), education

(11), development aid (13), transport facilities (15) and
possibly full employment (1). Moreover, the sensitive ob-

jectives of income-distribution (5) and reduction of regional

disparities (6) are undoubtedly facilitated by secular in-

come-growth. Consequently, four objectives have attained a

primacy: full-employment, price-stability, expansion of pro-

duction and balance of payments equilibrium. Under the name of
'magic square' these four objectives have been widely recog-

nized as constituting the core of welfare-state's economic
policies8).

The primacy of the 'magic square' underlines the

adequacy of the concept of discretionary spending. The achie-
vement and maintenance of fuZZ employment is an evident

method to keep up to a guarantee of discretionary spending.

Unemployment does not only constitute a waste of resources,

decreasing the potentially achievable national product but it

puts heavy strains on the transfer mechanism if per capita

incomes should be kept high. Widespread unemployment makes
it impossible to maintain income-guarantees that meet ac-

ceptable standards as defined and certainly nothing beyond.

7) Of course, this reasoning is only correct to the extent
that governments comply to the basic assumption of maxi-
mizing the probability of reelection. In slightly diffe-
rent phrasings, this 'Schumpeterian' assumption has been
applied by Downs (1957) and Breton (1974). See also
Stevers (1968).

8) The third program on EC's medium-term economic policy is
centered around the 'magic square'. See the De Wolff-re-
port (De Wolff et. al., 1971).
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The strive for economic growsh constitutes a non-radical,

but effective means to have average incomes increase without
disastrous social tensions. It should have the effect of en-

larging the group of citizens, that enjoy discretionary spen-

ding, and widening the degree of discretionary spending of
everybody in this group. Consequently, it has become possible

to consider the welfare state as an irreversible achievement:

the majority of voters that is enjoying some degree of con-

sumptive freedom has become very large. In a way they have
become committed by the steady income rises to support "their=

welfare state, irrespective of the parties in power. Economic
growth has become so self-evident that it is considered cou-
rageous and politically dangerous to announce zero-growth,

even under definite crisis-circumstances  .

Pr€Je-stab€Zity is an essential condition for the utility of

money in its various functions. Inflation may unjustifiably

hit certain branches or groups and it complicates the judge-

ment about relative degrees of discretionary spending.
Bazanee of payments eqki Zibrium serves as a reminder of the

fact that international economic relations are conducted

among sovereign states with an own fiduciary money, each.
Citizens of welfare-states will only accept long-term-balan-

ces in non-domestic currencies, if they provide them with a

legal claim of commodities (convertibility). The promise of

convertibility is however only trusted if the relevant coun-

try has 'sufficient' international reserves. Does the rele-

vant country not possess 'sufficient' reserves, either the

9) See the Times, August 5, 1974, where Wilson's announcement
of zero-growth is considered as 'politically dangerous',
even in face of a severe economic crises. Also, during the
1973-74 oil crisis, governments of welfare-states have emcha-
sized the temporaryness of zero-growth and subsequent mea-
sures can be generally characterized as an escape of zero-
growth.
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gold value of the currency is to be changed or bilateral10)

state trading and international barter would have to follow.
Both ways out have often been considered as inimical, es-

pecially the latter. For these reasons, the requirement of

external balance has to be taken seriously, if welfare-states

wish to continue their announced policies under fixed ex-

change rates.

It is important to realize that the nation-state has to ful-
fil two requisites before it can sincerely expect to become

a welfare state. First, and foremost, there is the provision

of general education (see also objective 11). Increase of

skill has been correctly understood as an individual insu-

rance for a better income position as well as a collective

necessity for economic growth. Second, and much more confu-
sing, there is to be a well-functioning system of social se-

curities. It is open to debate how perfect and complete such

a system of social securities and benefits should become,

but, until today, the various national systems are still be-

ing improved. These social safeguards for individuals evoked
for the first time the name "welfare-state" . However, the11)

term 'welfare' has been utilized here in a rather peculiar
sense: it does not so much entail the satisfaction of certain

10) This is not very useful if the gold price is not itself
stable or fixed. Three recent developments have demone-
tized gold substantially: the flexible gold-price in the
private market since March 1968, the inconvertibility of
dollars into gold for central banks since August 1971 and
the flexible gold-price for official gold transactions
since autumn 1974 (the Zeist meeting of EC ministers of
Finance and subsequent talks with US).

11) "Whatever its origins, it came into general use in the
years after 1945 to describe a phenomenon which everyone
recognized, when the Government's responsibility for the
provision of social services was extended", J.F. Sleeman,
1973, p. 1; also chapters 3, 4 and 5. See further M.Bruce,
1968, and G. Myrdal, 1956, p. 27-28.
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wants, but, rather, the existence of some sort of collecti-

vized poor-relief fund or of an improved substitute of chari-
table work under laissez-faire. It does n6t generate discre-
tionary spending, although it prevents the receiver to fall
back to subsistence.

Therefore, the older term 'welfare state', as a nation-state
having a developed system of social securities, is misleading.
Such a system guarantees the continuity of a certain income
flow, in case of personal indigence to meet the requirements
of participation in the process of income generation. Given
those requirements, one may be too old, or handicapped, one
may not possess the adequate education, one may have become
widow, etc. This category of people remains outside the
(factor) market and demonstrates that the laissez-faire as-
sumption of individual capacity for welfare maximisation only
pays attention to market processes. As welfare states continue
to be market-oriented, in principle, income is to be generated
by (collective) participation in the economic process; so,
financial interference via social benefits becomes a necessary
complement.

It is crucial to understand that the systein of so-
cial securities does not constitute the essence of the welfare
state; it is merely a necessary and insufficient condition of
the latter. It is a necessary condition because it alleviates
all kinds of personal indigence. It is an inskfficient condi-
tion as it is practically impossible to attain a considerable

degree of discetionary spending by a system of reliefs alone.

It is not entirely certain whether the concept of
the welfare-state will still be based on the notion of dis-
cretionary spending in the future. The underlying assumption
of the notion is that a usefull approximation of the subjec-
tive idea of welfare can be found in the extent that compul-
sory spending can be overcome. But what seems to be welfare,
initially, may lead to a satisfaction-problem later as it is
realized that an infinite amount of non-basic wants might be
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satisfied, in principle. Furthermore, the intensive process

of income-generation may gradually produce substantial dis-

economies (congestion, pollution, nervosity, accelerating

change).

Last but not least, the realized freedom in spending may
find its political counterpart in a general quest for more

direct say in production and/or local government.
We suggest that a welfare-state, which, consciously and pri-

marily strives to solve this sort of questions, will pass
from a welfare-state  into a "weZZ-being-state ': it would

seek for an optimal political and economic order for enabling

a satisfactory, discretionary spending. No welfare-state

seems to have reached that stage yet.

3.3.  The welfare-state defined

The afore-going inductive description has, on pur-

pose, been carried through on a fairly high level of abstrac-

tion. The aim of this chapter is, after all, not to provide

a minitious description of the character and the short his-
tory of welfare-states that exist already; on the contrary,

this chapter seeks to demonstrate that the welfare-state may

be fruitfully applied as a concept for further thinking, ab-

stracting from detailed differences among the countries in-
volved and generalising its pronounced features.

Let us, for the purpose of analysis, define the

welfare state as follows:

The welfare-state is a highly developed nation-state with a

market-oriented economy, the government of which guarantees

a considerable degree of discretionary spending to a large

majority of citizens by pursuing the following objectives

1) full employment

2) balance of payments equilibrium

3) economic growth

4) price stability
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via a coherent set of economic policies.

This definition may conceal some implicit assump-
tions

a) fixed exchange rates are assumed; the parity may, however,

be considered as adjustable in conformity with Western

European practice under the IMF-Bretton Woods system during
the 1950's and 1960's.

b) any specific order of priority among the set of objectives is
not relevant to the concept of the welfare-state as such,

although it will usually be relevant for its actual beha-
vior.

c) it is assumed that the specific form of the mixed economy,

the welfare-state is, will serve the vague and general aim

of attaining and improving welfare; however, the definition

does not explicitly deal with the possible sub-ordination
to higher aims, such as national security (see also objec-

tive 9 of Table I-1). Integration being a problem of exter-

nal order, this relationship is to be clarified before

building theories. This will be done in Chapter II.

Par. 4. Economic policy of the welfare-state

4.1.   The theory of economic policy

In terms of policy-analysis, the welfare-state

has now been reduced to a state, attempting to maintain the

'magic square' of economic objectives. Thus, the behavior of

welfare-states may be profitably studied with the help of
Policy-theory12)

12) The present paragraph is based on the following "classi-
cal" sources: Tinbergen (1952;1967), Meade (1951;1955-a),
Mundell (1968, chapter 14), Kirschen and ass. (1964), and
Kirschen, ed. (1974, Vol. I), chapter I.
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We distinguish aims, objectives, quasi-objec-

tives, targets, achievements, forecasts and instruments. Aims

are generally formulated political concepts such as welfare,

equality and national security. In policy-formation, they need
to be translated in more clearly defined objectives that are

measureable, in principle. The annual, quantitative expression

of imperative objectives are called targets, to be distinguis-

hed from forecasts, that reflect the calculated outcome of

those magnitudes under various conditions in a model. The

figures actually reached are called achievements. If some
(economic) variables are not proxies for aims, but neverthe-

less condition some genuine objectives, we have quasi-objec-
tives.

An instrument is an economic variable that can be manipulated

by government's agents in order to achieve (a) given objecti-
ve(S) · However, not every economic variable can be used as

an instrument. A political constraint is that the manipula-
tion with the variable should not arouse notable discontent;
in Polak's words, objectives "refer to variables for which we

care; instruments, to those for which  we  do  not care" (Polak,

1962, p. 151) . A technical condition is that the causal13)

relation between objective(s) and instrument should be suffi-

ciently strong. Governments' potioy is now defined as the ma-
nipulation of instruments in order to achieve given objectives.

In the welfare-state, the general aim of 'welfare' is trans-

lated into the objectives of full employment, economic growth

and price-stability under the requirement of achieving the

13) Following Polak (1962) and Mundell (1968, ch.14), Breton
defines an instrument as a (economic) variable that does
not enter the utility-function of citizens. As the govern-
ments' utility is ultimately be determined by the probabi-
lity of reelection, it will treat those variables as in-
struments that do not decrease this probability for a suf-
ficient amount of citizens. Variables that would decrease
this probability are then objectives. See Breton (1974)
pp. 17-18.
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quasi-objective of balance of payments equilibrium. The be-
havior of welfare-states shall be determined by the continu-
ous attempt to pursue rational economic policies so as tomaximize the probability of getting reelected.

The theory of quantitative economic policy may
either work with targets or with objectives, dependent on the
accuracy of econometric information.
From macro-economic theory, one derives generally accepted hy-
potheses, taking the form of equations that relate instrument-variables to an objective. The degree of aggregation is usual-
ly fairly high. For a completely structured economic policy,
aiming at n targetvariables, one shall usually need n equa-tions and n instrumentvariables.
Suppose, we have the objectives X and Y and we are informed
that the instrumentvariables A and B are related to both, we
obtain the following policy model:

X = X (A, B) --------- (I-1)

Y = Y (A, B) --------- (I-2)
If the targets are set X and Y resp, this system becomes use-
ful, subject to the condition that the causal relation betweenthe instrumentvariables and the objectives is sufficiently
Strong (a tariff on the import of tennisrackets will not be
sufficient for the achievement of external balance). For the
conduct of policy, differentiate the system (I-1)-(I-2)

dX =  H dA +  d» (I-3)

d y=  4 dA + 6Y d B (I-4)-,1              OB

The partial derivatives   (such  as  6Y/6B, etc.) measure  the
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reZative effectiveness of manipulation with an instrument14).

To get the absolute effect, the relative effect is to be mul-

tiplied with the absolute magnitude of the manipulation (dB).

Generally, the direction of the effect (i.e. the sign of the

partial derivatives)is known from economic theory, but the

magnitude may or may not be known from econometric research.

To solve the policy problem here, consider dX and dY as the

preferred (i.e. given) alterations of the objectives and dA

and dB as the yet unknown manipulations of instruments, that

can be found mathematically. Economic policy in this frame-

work boils down to the realisation of the required manipula-

tion dA and dB.
This realisation itself will involve a variety of

complex problems such as hierarchy in the policystructure
(see Mundell, 1968, ch. 14), the assignment of competences to

distinct policy-makers (see Mundell, 1969) and the closely re-

lated problem of appropriate decentralisation (Tinbergen,

1952; 1954-b). For the present purpose, we shall consider the

government as a unitary policy-maker and ignore the mentioned

complications.
Therefore, we may simply take for granted that

the government realizes dA and dB, if necessary. If it is

forecasted that objective Y will remain below the targetlevel

9 by an amount dY, the subsequent dA and dB need not even be
related to the cause of the missing dY: that A and B are re-
lated to Y is a (necessary and) sufficient condition. Adding

more objectives does not change the principal policy-problems

as long as one adheres to two rules: the Tinbergen rule and
the Mundell-rule.

14) Strictly, relative effectiveness should be measures in
terms of elasticities. Dividing (I-3) by X and (I-4) by Y,
one may obtain x = a.a + B.b  -------- (I-5)

y = y.a + E.b  -------- (I-6)
wherein a,B,y and E are elasticities and x,y,a and b are
relative changes.
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The Tinbergen rnZe states that the numbers of ob-

jectives must equal the number of instruments. As, in fact, we

work with a system of several equations and several unknowns,
this rule is derived from mathematics: the system may become

under- or over-determined.

Figure I-1 demonstrates this rule graphically

A
Y

Amax. -

S

Y

Z

X

B

Figure I-1

(see Mundell, ch. 14, appendix). The XX-line is the locus of

all combinations of the instruments A and B that realise eq.
(I-1). The YY-schedule is the locus of all A-B combinations
that realize eq. (I-2). For the simultaneous achievement of X

and Y, there is one unique solution at S.

If there had been a third objective Z with the equation

Z = Z (A, B) --------  ( I-7)
the system would have become underdetermined. A third instru-

ment would become necessary.
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The MundeZZ-ruZe states that instruments should be

attached to specific targets, in markets where they are most
effective. If the system (I-1)-(I-2) is considered in terms of

comparative statics, the Mundell-rule is irrelevant, because

the system will always be determinate (except when XX is pa-

rallel to YY). However, a dynamic analysis may reveal that the

path and speed of adjustment justifies the coupling of speci-

fic targets with specific instruments. This is caused by the

interdependence of the instrumentvariables.
Non-adherence to the Mundell-rule may imply that the system

becomes dynamically unstable or that adjustment is roundabout
and slowl 5)

Two explicit warnings may close this section.
First, the theory of economic policy tends to make economic

policies appear much more logical ('rational') than they are
in fact. The next section attempts to illuminate some compli-

cations. Second, apart from quantitative economic policy,
there may be qualitative policy and reforms, concerned with

structural or fundamental changes in society (Tinbergen, 1967,

P. 7.).

4.2. Complications

Several complications arise if we approach the

practice of policy-making.
a) The policy-system is interdependent, that is, there are

interactions and interrelations between one target and an-

other, between one instrument and another, and between tar-

gets and instruments that have not been connected (as the
Mundell rule prescribes). As the immediate effect of an

instrument upon a target can be expressed by the relative

15) Mundell has called this policy-rule the 'principle of ef-
fective market classification'; see Mundell, 1968, ch. 11.
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effectiveness, these interdependencies and cross-effects

carry such names as suppression-effects, dispersion-
effects, backwash-effects, feedbacks, repercussions and
spill-overs. There is a strong case for clearcut defini-
tions, here. Conceiving policy as in par. I.4.1. will con-
siderably sharpen these concepts. We will not endeavour to
provide such definitions here; they are not of primary im-
portance for the notion of the welfare-state. What is re-

levant, is the complexity of all these interdependencies.
Manipulation of one instrument will often have

consequences for the manipulation of other instruments:
for example, a restrictive monetary policy will necessi-
tate (higher) interest subsidies under regional policy.
Correcting prospected divergences of targetvariables will
rarely be possible without effecting other target varia-
bles: the suppression of inflation will be beneficial to
the objective of balance of payments equilibrium and
(usually) inimical to the objective of employment. Al-
though usually not a problem in a system of equations,
these interdependencies may prevent the simultaneous

achievement of all major objectives if some instruments
have boundary conditions or if some objectives are con-
flicting16)

b)  Optimal policy-making is constrained by institutional and
political constraints. Political constraints may consist
of a fixed order of priority in objectives, of extreme
sensitivity as to the application of specific instruments

and of the permitted range of magnitudes that instruments
may move in. Respective examples are the primacy of full
employment in the 1950's and 1960's, the great problems

16) In the so-called flexible target-approach, a function with
several targets is maximized, given boundary conditionsand trade-off's. See Niehans, 1968. However, this approach
is still mainly theoretical.
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around the introduction of income policies and the fact

that interest rates should never pass a certain maximum

(in Figure I-1, say, S would move beyond A-max.). Insti-
tutional constraints arise from the say, several organs

(and possibly interest groups) and the parliament may
exert on the use of all kinds of instruments. This may

simply be an extension of the problem of political sensi-

tivity, but it also could involve such matters as time-

lags, differences in interpreting certain policies and

policy evaluation.

Sometimes, constraints on policy may effectively frustra-

te quantitative economic policy, so that qualitative po-

licy, or even reforms, will be required to maintain the

guarantee of discretionary spending. In their turn, such

great changes may touch upon  important issues of econo-

mic order. If the introduction of specific new instruments

is held to be incompatible with the prevailing balance be-

tween market processes and policy, severe tensions will

arise as policies will become suboptimal, or may even
fail.

c)  Welfare-states possess the capacity for policy, by as-

sumption, similar to the assumed capacity of individuals

to pursue their private welfare-objectives under laissez-

faire. But the capacity-assumption of welfare-states, un-

derlying policy-models, ignores some problematic features.

First, information will usually be imperfect and the mo-

del may not be a wholly reliable guide; also, information

may be incomplete. However, the Tinbergen-approach impli-

citly assumes such knowledge to be present and sufficient-

ly reliable. For some policy-problems, one may circumvent
this limitation by relying on the Mundell-rule: without

detailed econometric knowledge, but with the knowledge cf

the sign of the policy-multipliers, optimal policy combi-

nations may sometimes still be achieved. Second, there

may be technical problems of great importance such as the
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difficulties of effectuating a price-stop. Third, inter-
national law and specific agreements may eliminate in-
struments, thereby reducing the capacity for policy.
Fourth, economic subjects must display a willingness to

act according to the taken measures and a general loyalty
towards policy aims. A policy-model assumes loyal citi-

zens but governments with a weak majority may easily en-
counter strong resistance.

Fifth, and foremost, an open economy fundamen-

tally calls into question the capacity of any country to
fix its targetvariables autonomously and to pursue them

autonomously, but we shall refrain from further comments
here (see Ch. II).

Altogether, economic policy may not be all that simple.
Therefore, we have to realise that the application of

policy-models as a proxy for the behavior of welfare-
states can never be wholly satisfactory.

On the other hand, the disadvantages should not

be exaggerated. In order to construct theories of econo-

mic integration, one should have some indications about

how the relevant decision-units behave. For laissez-faire,
the ('rational') behavior of economic subjects has always

constituted the basis for theory. Under a mixed economic
system, there are two decision-units: economic subjects

and the government. The approximation of welfare-states'

behavior by concentrating on the realisation of its "true
output. (economic policies) provides us with the indis-

pensable base for the theory of integrating such mixed
economies. It is from this perspective, that one may ade-

quately formulate what economic integration means to wel-
fare-states, (Chapter II), whether they will be induced

to initiate it (Ch. IV, Ch. VI) and to continue the

process (Ch.'s VII and VIII) eventually.
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Par. 5. The linkage between politics and ecznomics

The transition from the 19th century 'laissez-

faire'-states to the welfare-states of the last

three decades has implied the change from a 'non-policy-eco-

nomy' to a 'policy-economy'. But there is a corollary, that

is often overlooked. The separation of politics and economics,

so stringently upheld by laissez-faire, has become blurred to

a large extent in welfare-states. This corollary accounts for
the political overtones, a process of economic integration is

known to have. Let us first summarize how the 'laissez-faire'

state (and classical 'welfare-economics' in the track) envi-

saged the proper relation between politics and economics.

5.1.  Politics under laissez-faire

Under a strict application of laissez-faire thin-

king , the nation-state is irrelevant to any welfare-issue,
once the legislative, the judiciary and the executive are

able to guarantee an environment in which free market proces-

ses can flourish. Markets -for products and services,   for  mo-

ney and credits and for factorservices consist of multitudi-

nous atomistic suppliers and demanders. Every individual

strives for private welfare maximisation and he (she) is, by

assumption, able to participate in income-generating proces-

ses by offering factor services. All these conditions being
rigorously specified, it can be proved that an optimum ar-

rangement for the country's total welfare shall be achieved,

if one is prepared to accept the Pareto-criterion for optima-

lity and the (quite sweeping) assumptions about consumer pre-

ferences. Any other arrangement, distortion and intervention
will render the outcome second-best and must therefore be

considered as inefficient.As there is only the criterion of

private welfare and all economic subjects are assumed to ma-
ximize their welfare-functions, this inefficiency may also be
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denoted as irrational and, by definition, non-economic. Thus,

should the government interfere in markets or take any other

distortive step, this can only be condemned as non-economic,

irrational and inefficient. If parts of politics would not be

distortive, it would still be non-economic, but also irrele-

vant to market-processes and therefore not a-priori irrational
or inefficient.

A significant drawback of this rigid, one-sided po-
sition was that no economic theory of government was developed

until quite recently. The behavior of the government was con-

sequently dealt with in a rather primitive way.
There were two possibilities: either, one conceived of the

government being influenced by specific groups (capitalists,

workers, consumers, etc.) or governmental action was simply

accepted as a datum. Under the former, one was sometimes able

to prove that distortions were beneficial for the influential
17)

group , although lowering total welfare. Under the latter,
second-best analysis could indicate the costs and benefits of

measures, such as taxes, subsidies, minimum wages and tariffs.

This meagre view on governmental behavior is not surprising

for a framework of thinking, prescribing negligeable govern-
ment action in the economic sphere and considering any other

government action as 'politics' and irrelevant to this econo-

mic sphere.

In short, the split between politics and economics was at best

complete and if it was not, it could not be rationalized well.
The only two functions that politics had to fulfil served as

data for laissez-faire thinking. First, politics were concerned

with the internal order of the nation-state, that is, with

procedures, institutions and laws that would create and main-

tain an environment in which free market processes could

17) A famous example is the Stolper-Samuelson theorem. See
Stolper & Samuelson (1941).
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flourish and private ownership was protected. Seen from this

angle, politics could be said to have some relevance to econc-

mics as it offered opportunities to approach the ideal environ-

ment as close as possible. Second, politics were concerned with
the external order of the nation-state, that is, with creating

instruments, pursuing foreign policy and making international

agreements that would help to maintain territorial integrity,

sovereignty and its preferred internal order. The main instru-

ments were the standing army, the diplomatic corps and the

customs. Seen from this angle, politics were even more peri-

pherial to economics as the former was solely concerned with
the underlying assumption of peace.

Given the appropriate internal order and given peace, there

was no role for politics in 'laissez-faire': it had no connec-
tion with and no relevance to economics.

5.2.  Welfare as a political concern

This picture does not, and cannot, fit the rela-

tion between politics and economics in the welfare state. There

were two broad reasons to depart from laissez-faire: first,

markets no longer consisted of atomistic subjects but often of

influential parties; second, the government was gradually

changing its output (policies, taking the form of public and

non-private goods, and services).
The rise of the large trade unions and political parties, even-

tually leading to general suffrage, and these facts combined

with the virtual disappearance of illiteracy, led to a well

organized movement to increase the interferences of the state

and its agents. To a large extent, this was a poZiticaL pro-

cess although the issues were welfare-oriented. If we observe
the present welfare-state, in the streamlined conceptualisation

we have given it, this movement has resulted in heavy and broad

commitments of the government in terms of four dominant objec-
tives. This  general guarantee of 'welfare' seems quite un-
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touchable.

It is a major concern (the major concern, probably)

of the government and the political responsibility of Ministers

(or a whole Cabinet) is at the base of the process of rein-

forcement of the actual program, that is to substain the
guarantee. All this is poZitics and all this is economies. The

suggested neglection of the state is replaced by a mounting

flow of demands made at the state's address. It is no longer
only the market mechanism that determines the outcome, once

the environment is appropriate; the political process strongly

conditions, sometimes even fixes, the outcomes beforehand, and

market processes are steered, conditioned, limited or let free,

dependent on politically sensitive objectives that have to be
achieved. Full employment is no longer a logical result of
markets in a non-politicized environment; in the welfare-state,

full employment is a political demand of voters and a politi-

cal objective for governments, that, given the mixed economic

order, should be achieved by stimulative corrections of mar-
kets, if necessary.

Secular economic growth may be enhanced by creating a favor-
able climate for foreign investments, by subsidising R & D,
and by long-term government orders to basic industries and

services. A recessionary fall in the growth rate may be fought
by lowering interests and taxes, in the short run, so as to

maintain a high probability to get reelected.

Similarly, if there is a deficit on the balance of
payments, there are two solutions: expenditure-switching po-

licies (tariffs, exchange rate change) or expenditure-reducing
policies (austerity with monetary and fiscal policies). The

choice of the policies is not only a matter of technical eco-
nomics; quite the contrary, the choice has become politicized

as the probability to get reelected under the first option is

often larger than under the second . And, finally, is inflation

only an economic issue? This can hardly be confirmed. The ef-

fects on social security, savings and slow growing sectors
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are generally held to lead to political frictions. The impact

of domestic inflation upon the balance of payments may be of

low interest politically, but its indirect restraining effects

are not. Finally, there is the ever present fear for galloping

inflation, that would undoubtedly be socially and politically
destructive for welfare states.

Succinctly, in the welfare-state, 'welfare' has be-

come a political concern of utmost importance. Thus, the

character and degree of intervention, some technicalities of
economic policy, the influence of economic subjects on mar-

kets, all such traditionally 'economic' problems are at present
permeated by politics. And, what is more, there is nothing

irrational about it. As Breton (1974) has demonstrated, re-
source allocation in the public sector may be profitably ana-

lysed in terms of demand for and supply of government policies

as long as some typical properties of the public sector are
taken into account such as the institutional framework, the

burocracy, the distinction between private and (public and)

non-private goods, and, most importantly but also most vague-
ly, the wish of parties in power to get reelected. For our

purposes, we do not need a detailed survey of the economic
theory of representative government. Its contribution is to

rationalize the fundamental connection between two hitherto

largely separated aspects of nation-states.
The impermeability of economies may belong to laissez-faire,

it does ndt characterize the welfare-state, where welfare

constitutes an essential part of internal politics. This strong

linkage of politics and economics cannot possibly be excluded

if a process of integration would start to unify the economy
of one welfare-state with those of others.
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Chapter II.
On a system of welfare-states

If we wish to understand integration, being a

special form of international relations, it is necessary to
study the behavior of welfare-states on the international sce-
ne. This chapter investigates in particular how welfare-sta-

tes interact. At the end of the chapter, some basic characte-
ristics of economic integration theory will be derived from
the presented analysis.

Par. 1. International relations under laissez-faire

Laissez-faire has separated international econo-
mics and international politics, quite similar to

the domestic cleavage between politics and welfare.
The common argument for a specialized classical

theory of international economics is the existence of terri-
torial borders, demarcating sovereign nation-states, that pos-
sess own currencies and own governments that may potentially
interfere with international flows of commodities and factors.
But precisely these very arguments for splitting classical
economic theory into a national and an international one are

repudiated by its main theorems. To see this, it must be

realized that classical theories of international economics
are mainly concerned with the case for Pareto-optimality in the
world economy. This case can be constructed if private wel-
fare maximisation is not distorted by borderintervention of
governments, by essential differences in laws and customs and

by risk-bearing transactions in various currencies. Classical
thinking therefore advocates a free system of international

exchange, free flows of capital and labor, an equally compe-
tive environment in all nation-states and the discipline of
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the gold standard. All such conditions apprepriately speci-

fied, one may construct a similar case for cpt--ality as for

the domestic economy. The eventual achievement cf internatio-

nal Pareto-optimality would effectively unite the component

national markets into one world market. This would constitute

economic integration in the 'laissez-faire' sense . Such an1)

economic integration is built on two assumptions: the neglect

of international politics and complete economic abstinence of

governments.
The common argument for a specialized (10ssical

theory of international politics is once again the existence

of sovereign states, But here, the corollary is different.
Nation-states were considered as true political, juridical and
military entities where the 'state' possessed internal supre-

macy (internal aspect of sovereignty) and external indepen-

dence (external aspect of sovereignty). Nation-states were

'impermeable' entities ; neither could any higher institution2)

impose restrictions upon them. This is bound to lead to inter-

national anarchy where power and self-interest determine the
behavior of nation-states. The classical theory of internatio-

nal politics is of the grim, Hobbesian type. Sometimes, two
levels of international politics are distinguished: high and
low politics. The former are the questions of power politics,

of coercion, war, alliances and self-maintenance; the latter

are the 'petty' problems of normal international contacts of

national citizens, such as trade and payments, factor mobili-

ty, travel and functional international cooperation, in short:

low politics are concerned with welfare. Possible connections

between high and low politics were considered as incidental.
The theorists were only interested in high politics, given the

1) RBpke (1957) has advocated the return to such a system on
the basis of this definition of economic integration.

2) A celebrated term from an article by Herz (1957).
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anarchic nature of international relations.

Here we meet the essential compatibility of clas-

sical international politics and economics: the low politics
(read: welfare-issues) were considered 'irrelevant' to power
politics. Thus, whereas territorial intervention or interfe-

rence in domestic jurisdiction would be considered as bel-
ligerent acts, intensive international economic intercourse
with other nation-states was ignored by political theory.

Economic theory ignored politics much the same. Foreign af-

fairs were consequently tantamount to high politics and were

typically conducted by diplomats; international economic re-

lations were left to lower (often foreign) consular agents.

Just as the successful conduct of foreign affairs, namely

peace, was a precondition to free exchange, so a successful

outcome of market processes, namely wealth, was a precondi-

tion to an effective foreign policy.

Par. 2. International relations among welfare-states

The classical theory of international politics

cannat be applied to the understanding of inter-

national relations among welfare-states. Welfare-states have
arisen in the era of total war and atomic weaponry. These

phenomena go counter to the proclaimed 'impermeability' of

nation-states. Even a conventional war would no longer be iso-

lated from society at large, but would enforce production to

be subservient to high politics. Under such conditions, peace

becomes an absolutely indispensable condition to welfare. But
also the nature of welfare-states will call for peace. Govern-

ments of welfare-states are heavily committed by the guaran-

tee to uphold a considerable degree of discretionary spending.
This commitment entails a tendency to favor detente, peace-

full coexistence and a lowering of the defense-budget in view

of many competing demands. Therefore, a welfare-states system
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will perceive very high barriers to conduct power pelitics

among its participants , Such thresholds will rct high poli-3)

tics of their natural primacy: thus, international relations

among welfare-states will largely consist of low politics. The
traditional conduct of foreign affairs is thereby excavated.

That is the significance of the secular peace-assumption under-

lying the theory of the welfare-state. National security-pro-
blems, self-maintenance and territorial integrity rank equal

or next to low politics in the system of welfare-states. Such

an assumption cannot be fitted into the classical theory of

international politics.

But also the classical theory of international

economics is n8t applicable to the welfare-states system. Its

basic assumption of governmental abstinence in economic pro-
cesses is at odds with the welfare-state, being a policy-
economy. But there is no reason to suppose that border-inter-

vention or discrimination in trade and finance is always and

everywhere needed. Interference will take the form of ex-post

correction mostly, if objectives (or targets) will not be

achieved, leaving a substantial role to market processes.
Therefore, it is appropriate to distinguish two levels of in-

ternational economic decision-making: market decisions and
policy-decisions. At any moment of time, the balance between

the two will be determined by the achievements of policy-ob-

jectives. The government will be particularly concerned with

the realisation of the magic-square-objectives as they tend

to increase the probability of getting reelected. The ranking

of market vs. policy may not only differ according to cyclical
Swings but also with regard to the objective at stake. Leaving

3) This does not exclude an alliance against a commonly per-
ceived external threat, such as existed during the Cold War.
This perception may well intensify their economic relations
together with their political ones. See Pelkmans (1972).
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international trade unhampered may be inimical to the balance

of payments objective but it may be beneficial to the rate of
economic growth. And a policy of high interest rates may at-
tract sufficient capital to arrive at overall balance in the
foreign exchange market, but it will tend to undermine the
previous incentive to growth. Moreover, matters become even
more complex as all participants in the system are welfare-
states and all will attempt to arrive at an adequate balance
between market-induced flows and policy-induced (or -preven-
ted) flows. Classical theory of international economics is
not suited to analyse these relations.

In contrast to international relations under lais-
sez-faire, international economics and international politics
will be strongly linked in a system of welfare-states. This

has become recognized in institutional practice. The character
of foreign policy has been thoroughly altered under the low

probability of war and the fading away of external threat per-
ceptions. Since foreign policy still aims at the protection of
'national interests' abroad, it has become deeply involved in
the dominant class of problems in the system of welfare-states:
low politics. More specifically, foreign policy of welfare-
states has become largely economicaZZy oriented.

From the angle of welfare, a similar conclusion
presents itself. In section I.5.2., it has already been con-
cluded that welfare has become a political concern of utmost
importance. The pursuance and achievements of economic policy

will be followed by political parties, if not by the nation at
large, and failures would entail political consequences. This

will pertain to all economic policy, including decision-making
on international economic relations. This will politicize in-
ternational economics twofold: international flows of commo-
dities, services and factors will tend to be subordinated to
999estic politics, whereas, on the other hand, the forecasted
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international flows may be influenced by the politics of gtheE

welfare-states. Therefore, economic policy of welfare-states

does not merely have political overtones, but indeed in:er-
natic .2 poZiticaZ overtones.

Par. 3. Neo-functionalism

The intimate connection between international eco-

nomics and international politics is a troublesome

feature for integration-theory. It may still be possible to

distinguish economic integration from political integration
but it is intuItively clear that it may be inappropriate to

isolate the two. Neither political science nor economics has

satisfactorily coped with this new phenomenon. Apart from one

exception, both disciplines have tried to isolate political

from economic aspects of international relations in order to

apply more or less conventional approaches in their own fields.
This one exception were the students of international organi-

sation that have energetically analysed the new and emerging

patterns of international relations. They have been attracted

by the far-aiming goals of European integration and have main-

ly been responsible for a variety of political theories of

integration.

Of their three approaches of theory-building,
neo-functionaZism is probably closest to the purpose and set-

ting of our study . Several of its features are of interest.4)

4) The other two are federaZism and the transaction-approach.
The former is hardly concerned with theory but rather with
a strategy for all those who subscribe to common rather
than properly national goals. Given this strong political
will assumption, it is mainly interested in the building
of stable, common institutions. In fact, it does not con-
sistently link politics and economics because the primacy
of the former is raised beyond any doubt. Therefore, fe-
deralism cannot be used to explain relations among welfare-
states. See Brugmans (1968); Friedrich (1968); Spinelli
(1966); and de Vree (1972, p. 27-37). The transaction-
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First, neo-functionalism assumes pluralistic and (usually)high-
ly developed societies, where representative governments
have to steer the public sector towards some out of many com-
peting demands. The large majority of such demands is concerned
with welfare. Though more historical, this concept of the na-
tion-state comes quite close to our theory of the welfare-sta-
te. Essential is that welfare is considered as a political
concern. This leads neo-functionalists to view economic inte-
gration as the struggle over power to influence welfare. Second,
they have ignored high politics , which approaches our finding

5)

of their decrease in importance. Third, although neo-functiona-
list theory is institutional, their interest is on the transfer
of decisionmaking in economics mainly; this is definitely

(fn. 4 continued)
approach is not concerned with institutions but with thepre-condition of cohesion. Communications and transactions
imply interdependencies among citizens and among groups; in
consequence, integration into larger communities is onlyfeasible to the extent that transactions reveal a criticalcohesion. See Deutsch  (1957), (1968-a), (1968-b) ; Puchala(1970); and de Vree (1972, ch. 4). The transaction approach
has a number of disadvantages. The measurement problems areenormous, so that conclusions are often drawn from themeasurement of flews that are easily accessible statisti-
cally. Furthermcre, a recurring problem is to what extenttransactions cause, are, or follow integration. In addition,its economic conditions are badly specified. Finally, theapproach often generalizes inferences from historical case
studies, thereby disregarding the usually fundamental chan-ges in economic 2/ political order, having occurred sincethen.   For all these reasons, the transaction approach  may
not be a reliable aid to acquire further insights in the
integration-process. However, its starting point cannot bemissed. As will be seen later in this chapter, welfarestates have buils up a strong and complicated web of trans-actions   that is Fire-conditional to economic integration.Those transacticcs can be measured, in principle, by 'eco-
nomic openness' .see par. II. 4.1.). Yet, this is different
from the transaction-approach, mostly because we shall dis-sociate ' openness - from concepts   such as interdependenceand   integraticm.

5) See Hoffmann (13€€ , Alting von Geusau (1969).
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economic integration. Fourth, their focus is on process. Fifth,

and quite interesting, this process is not substained by a
strong political will that may solve all inconveniences, but

by some 'inner dynamics' and 'expansive logic'.
Apart from its attraction for theory, there is also

an emperical argument of great importance. The practice of

Western European integration from the Hague Convention of 1948

up to the beginning of the 1960's has clearly showed signs of
a belief in what later became known as 'neo-functionalism'.

The Schumann-Plan (1950), the Beyen Plan (1955) and the pream-

ble to the Treaty of Rome (1957) are all concerned with poli-

tical cooperation in welfare issues, making explicit openings

to further expansion of tasks, extension of membership and
additional, more sensitive areas of integration. Haas' (1958)

pioneering analysis has typically been inspired by ECSC as a

succesful effort to reconcile non-political functionalism with

non-feasible federalism into an institution with 'expansive

logic'. Therefore, our effort to understand Western European
integration in the 'fifties' and the 'sixties' must take its

basic strategy into account. Yet, we shall only refer to the

streamlined conceptualisation, as has been formulated in re-
trospect during the 1960's. Therein, integration will be pro-

moted by some elites or interest-groups that may select an

issue-area of functional interest, both sufficiently 'limited
and tangible to obtain agreement for establishing central in-

stitutions with real powers over existing member states" and
"sufficiently vital in each participating state to foster

integration-promoting disequilibria". (Alting von Geusau,
1969, p. 24). This modest integration being established, func-

tional linkages between related issue-areas may next yield
pressure to extend integration. This is called 'spi11=9Yer'·

Recurring spill-over might lead to an 'ascending spiral of

integration', an inner dynamics that is essentially the
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result of functionalist logic6).

However, there are two basic assumptions of neo-

functionalism, that seem to have decreased the explanatory po-
wer for the Western European process. It is important to dis-
cuss these points in view of the affinity neo-functionalism
displays with our approach.
a) The functionalist logic is dependent on the absence of su-

premacy of politics over economics (Haas, 1967); in fact,
this has been concealed by considering welfare as a politi-

cal concern. As Hoffmann (1966) has well understood, it is
therefore more appropriate to rephrase the condition into

the prevalence of low politics to high politics. Especial-
ly, but not solely, President De Gaulle's tactics have led

both neo-functionalists (Haas, 1970) and their critics
(Hoffmann, 1966; Alting von Geusau, 1969) to recognize that
there are hardly or no functional linkages between high and
low politics, so that sector integration may become 'encap-
sulated'. This recognition would largely deprive the theory

of its attraction. 'Spill-over' would be limited to a few
sectors, integration might reach a status quo but would be
under continuous pressure to 'spill back'. In our view, the
threat of high politics should not be exaggerated. Firstly,
the salience of high politics is low in a system of welfare-

states. Second, we have seen in par. II. 2. that domestic
welfare issues acquire international political overtones,
upgrading welfare issues (and especially the magic square
objectives) to a new class of high politics. Third, as far
as high politics may regain primacy, this would be for
reasons outside the subsystem of welfare states. However,

6) For comprehensive surveys of neo-functionalism , see
Pentland (1973), Lindberg & Scheingold (1970-a, ch. 4),
Lindberg & Scheingold (1970-b) and Haas (1967). See also
de Vree (1972, ch. 3, 5 and 6). Excellent, but slightly
deriating, is Nye (1971).
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as our aim is to seek for an intre-group case for integra-

tion, this does not belong to the subject matter of inves-

tigation. Therefore, it is considered justifiable to keep
high politics at the periphery of our considerations7).

b)  Neo-functionalism is dependent on quite sweeping state-
ments (often implicit) about the aptitude of econ981£ in-

tegration to be dynamically stable: concentrating on wel-

fare-issues only, 'spill-over' is supposed to be logical,

profitable and not really problematic, once the relevant
groups perceive the functional linkages. Some authors have

pointed to this unfounded belief in the dynamics of eco-

nomic integration (Harrison, 1974, p. 189-190; Hansen,
1969, p. 195-198).This belief was unfounded since it was

neither sustained by own economic analysis, nor by refe-

rence to economic integration theory as it stood at the
time. It seems to be the counterpart of the strong poli-

tical will assumption that is often introduced by econo-
mists: just as economists take the political process as

given and analyse the costs and benefits of an actually

achieved stage of integration, neo-functionalists do not

seem to question the (presumed) functionalist logic of
economic integration and are only concerned with the pro-

per mechanism to avoid disfunctionalist politics of domes-

tically oriented groups.

The present study is a modest effort to investigate precisely

the 'inner dynamics' of ecgn-081£ integration, that neo-func-

tionalism took for granted mostly. The framework of analysis
is unequal to, but compatible with, the neo-functionalist

7) Note that this virtual exclusion of high politics hinges
upon the 'secular peace assumption' (see pp. 1-2) and upon
the characteristics of a welfare states system. For a good
account of the increasing salience of welfare issues (even)
for American foreign policy, see Brown (1974, ch. 2 and 8).
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framework. Above, some similarities have already been provi-
ded. In particular, the nature of international economic re-

lations among welfare-states will be extensively dealt with.
Functional linkages between economies will turn out to be high-
ly intricate. Moreover, linkages can be found on two levels of
analysis. Before constructing a theory of economic integration,
these complexities have to be straightened out.

Par. 4. Economic openness of welfare-states

4.1.   The concept

There is no welfare-state that endeavours to main-
tain all transactions within its borders. Their economies have
a large variety of transactional and communicative contacts
with the international system. Economic opennes8 measures the
share of international transactions in the total of a country's

transactions for a given period. The concept has generally been
maltreated in the literature. The common proxy of economic
openness has been the 'foreign trade share', defined as im-
ports plus exports divided by GNP. But, of course, all trans-
actions that are (or should be) recorded by the balance of pay-
ments belong to the category of international transactions and

should be exhaustively dealt with. This includes the interna-
tional exchange of services, of various types of capital, trans-
fers and retributions, but also the payments that flow from
exchange of technology and persons. However, full recognition
of economic openness involves the additional problem of weigh-

ting the different categories of transactions. This question
cannot be solved by separating out ratios for every category;
one must still have some sort of common measure to interpret
them all. A ratio of capital flows to GNP of 1 % has a diffe-

rent weight than the (fully separated) ratio of foreign trade
to GNP of 1 %.

For the reasons, given, the concept of economic
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openness is much less rigorous than it seems to be on first

sight. The hitherto unsolved problem of weighting precludes

effectively an emperical verification of the (comparable) de-

grees of economic openness of welfare-states. To what extent
their economies are linked to one another, both absolutely

and comparatively, cannot be wholly satisfactorily determined.
Nevertheless, it is generally asserted that

Western European economies are typically open economies. This
statement has been investigated in Appendix AB)on the basis

of a more sophisticated, but still quite subjective, compound

of openness-ratios than the customary foreign-trade-share. It

is established that Western European economies display con-

siderable to very high degrees of openness for a period of

two post-World-War-II decades. There is also evidence that

economic openness of most countries concerned has substitanti-
ally increased. In addition, the geographic concentration of

international transactions to one another has increased as

well. Therefore, it may be concluded that Western European

countries have greatly stressed international economic rela-
tions, and particularly among one another. An important infe-

rence is that the 'consolidated' openness of the EC has re-

mained roughly stable. That implies a relative decrease of
extra-EC economic relations to intra-EC economic relations.

It is, however, not sufficient to consider the EC as a rela-

tively "closed" economy . Especially, the USA (and Japan) re-
9)

main important for trade and investment in products of a re-

latively high technology. Furthermore, poor countries and

OPEC remain crucial for the import of raw materials, fuels

8) In the back of the book.

9) In the Chapters VI, VII and VIII, nevertheless, we shall
work with the assumption of a closed system of integrating
states by considering a two country model. A three country
model is only used in par. V. 3.
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and some tropical products. Obviously, the high and ever in-

creasing intensity of international economic intercourse of
welfare-states is an establishment that deserves proper evalu-
ation.

4.2. The significance of economic openness

On the score of economic openness, both 'laissez-
faire' economies and welfare states seem to behave similarly
in an equal stress on internationalisation. However, the im-
plications of openness are not the same under both systems.
The crucial difference is the question of governmental concern.

If 'laissez-faire' economies can freely exchange

under an appropriate environment, in peace and without artifi-
cal barriers, a de facto unified market will arise. To have
several markets unify into one under 'laissez-faire', one need
not attain a pre-established critical degree of openness but
rather the absence of intentional measures. Under laissez-fai-
re, therefore, the quantitative degree of economic openness is
irrelevant. The sole condition to market integration is a qua-
lity: that the economy be open. This quality of openness can
be achieved by the simple absence of barriers. Whenever two

national markets are going to be linked, without further ob-
stacles, commodity- and factor-flows will equalize prices and
remunerations on the margin, so that markets will become fully
integrated. This equalisation will occur if the said flows are

marginally sufficient . The quantitative degree of openness10)

may only have some influence on the speed of adjustment, here:
convergence. But apart from such considerations, the meaning
of quantitative economic openness is doubtful under 'laissez-
faire'. On the other hand, qualitative economic openness is a

10 ) Flzws may not suffice to bring off equalisation if the
size of the respective markets varies widely.
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necessary and sufficient condition for integratier  :f  markets.
In contrast, welfare states can be expected 22 in-

fluence the degree of economic openness if that is apprepri-

ate for achieving objectives. Ever since World War II they

have considered a secular increase in the degree of openness

to be beneficial for some of the 'magic square' objectives. By
the end of the 1950's border-intervention had been substanti-

ally decreased by five GATT Tariff Rounds and OEEC's program of
liberalisation.

This quality of conditioned openness was to tie the Western

European markets together, giving rise to tendencies of price-
convergence, similar to (but less complete than) the integra-

tion of markets under laissez-faire. But in a system of welfa-

re-states, qualitative openness does not suffice: prohibitions,

distortions, subsidies and controls may falsify the tendencies

of price-convergence between the different welfare-states. In

effect, this means that tendencies towards integration of mar-

kets will usually come to an end, far short of equalisation

of prices and factorpays. Therefore, it cannot be concluded
that economic openness only needs to be marginally sufficient

as distortions may effectively prevent or hamper equalisation

of prices and factorpays. The quality of economic openness in

welfare-states may consist in the relaxation of borderinter-

vention, but, in order to be sufficient for price-and pay-
equalisation, it should also cover intra-national distortions

that set apart forces in various markets, Only under that con-

dition, the quality of openness would suffice. Obviously, this
condition will not be fulfilled as it would amount to the

break-down of the welfare-state. Hence, in a welfare-state

system, marginal flows of commodities and factors shall not

bring off market integration. Also, quantitative degrees of

economic openness cannot be considered as reliable indicators

for the degrees of integration of markets (see also par. II.
6.1.). The basic reason is that governments of welfare-states

are concerned about openness.
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Welfare-states encourage and discourage economic openness in
an active way. This is not always clearly recognized. It is

often heard that welfare-states tend to be 'inward-looking'

because of their preoccupation with domestic objectives (Myr-
dal, 1956; 1961). Such a statement overlooks that liberalisa-

tion of trade and factor flows is done for exactly the same
reason as the upholding of some distortions: both are meant

to serve domestic objectives. In consequence, the concern for

economic openness in a system of welfare-states has created
two penetrative problems, one for the governments individual-

ly (1) and one for the system as a whole (2).
ad (1) Open welfare-states may suffer from a trade-off between

effectiveness and autonomy. Autonomy is defined as the extent

of potential control over the total of a country's transactions.

By nature, international transactions can only be influenced

from one side and autonomy will not be complete, except if all

transactions are decided by the government (planning) or if
measures are prohibitive. Effecti veness is defined as the

change in objectives in relation to a given change of a given

instrument, holding other instruments constant.

Suppose, economic growth is endeavoured after by
stimulating exports. As exports are a function of foreign de-

mand, autonomous policy making can never be effective in this

case, as ways and means will have to be sought to increase

foreign demand that is not under home control. Suppose next
that the government wishes to stimulate employment by public

spending on home-produced goods. The more open an economy
is the larger the part of this income-incentive that will11)

leak away to other countries. Again, openness decreases auto-

nomous policy-making. Suppose finally, that the government
wishes to stabilize prices by a domestic price stop. In a truly

11) Here, measured by the average propensity to import. How-
ever, the more appropriate term would be:"The more inter-
dependent an economy is...", this interdependence being
measured by the marginal propensity to import (see par. II.
5.1.).
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open economy, this would only be feasible for a short period of

time if there is world inflation.

How obnoxious this trade-off is for welfare-states,

may be realised if the phrasing is reversed: by varying the

autonomous character of policy making, effectiveness of some

instruments will vary accordingly but that of other instruments
may vary inversely. This introduces severe political problems

for responsible ministers. Cutting off one type of transac-

tions to the benefit of one objective (or a group of voters)

may be inimical to another objective (or another group of vo-
ters).

ad (2) Objectives and instruments of different countries may

be supporting and/or conflicting; the latter ones require an
international order to solve such conflicts in common. The

long-standing tradition of sovereignty makes such an interna-

tional order an utopian fantasy. Decentralisation of conflic-
ting decisions on policy gives two possibilities: it may

either lead to escalation, causing a descending spiral of in-

ternational economic relations, eventually eliminating open-

ness, or, to a sort of minimal loyalty for cooperation in or-

der to develop a non-coercive structure of the international
economy (GATT, IMF). The second possibility was chosen after

the war, be it out of fear for a return to the thirties. Some

of the conflicting instruments were 'organized away'. This

negative loyalty for a common case underlines once more that
effectiveness is often enhanced by giving up some policy-au-

tonomy.

Par. 5. Economic interdependence of welfare-states

5.1.  The concept

The previous paragraph has indicated that the de-

gree of openness is of great concern to welfare-states, stron-
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ger, the degree of openness is to some extent the result of

combining permissive and interventionist policies. However,
the concept of openness itself does not provide us with indi-

cations about this concern. It is not the degree of openness
itself that is good or bad or indifferent; it is the influ-

ence on market-processes and policy that gives openness its

relevance. To establish the proper weight of international

economic contacts for a given economy, interdependence is li-

kely to be a more appropriate concept. Internationat economic

interdependence indicates the sensitivity of a given economy
for international economic processes 12).

In a system of welfare-states, there are two types of inter-

dependencies: market-interdependence and policy-interdepen-
dence.

Market-interdependence indicates the sensitivity of a given

national market for international economic processes. In prin-
ciple, this may mean either cyclical or secular sensitivity.

Market interdependence is the dynamic counterpart of the sta-

tic concept of openness. The former expresses the responsive-
ness of flows' to price- and income changes . Thus, market13)

interdependence is verified by a compound of commodity-price
elasticities, the interest-elasticity of capital flows and

the marginal propensity to import, to mention the major de-

terminants .

Fo:€3--interdependence indicates the sensitivity of national

economic policy for international economic processes. This is

ect a purely statistical concept (and, of course, not a sta-

tic concept). It can only be appropriately investigated in an

economic model. Such a model will display as its essential

12) This definition is influenced by (but unequal to) the
well-known one of Cooper (1968, p.5). See also Cooper,
1969; 1972.

13) For a similar opinion, see Tollison & Willet (1973 ,p.259-
260), although, what they denote as economic interdepen-
dence, is merely market interdependence.
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characteristics that international economic variables are in-

cluded in its objective-functions. As a minimum, the model

must contain two economies (the national economy and "the rest

of the world"), but if national policies discriminate among

foreign countries, a three-country model will be necessary

(see Ch. V-VIII).

In our analysis of a welfare-state system, all

countries will pursue policies, so that policies in one coun-

try should be analysed by looking both to the effects within

the country and to the effects in the other country. Are the

latter supporting or indifferent to the targets of that coun-

try, the common repercussions will work themselves out through
the markets. On the other hand, be they  conflicting, policy-

reactions are bound to follow, that will change the forecas-

ted results of the policy in the first country.

5.2.    The significance of economic interdependence

International economic interdependence can proba-

bly best be understood by discussing its two forms in the con-

text of economic order.

Both a system of laissez-faire economies as well

as a system of welfare-states are subject to interdependence,

as both tend to emphasize openness. But a laissez-faire econo-

my will only be subject to market-interdependence, because

there will be no policy. Two 'laissez-faire' economies, ap-

plying no restriction, will be economically open, will expe-

rience high market interdependenee and will qualify for mar-

ket integration. Conceptually, the three are different but,

under 'laissez-faire', their practical effects are identical.

The lack of policy should generally guarantee the necessary

quality of economic openness; lacking policies also precludes

policy interdependence and makes for rapid market integration.

For a system of welfare-states, this is no longer

true. Firstly, market-interdependence will be influenced by
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administrative measures and by policy-incentives, so that
price-convergence over national markets is no longer guaran-
teed. Second, policy-interdependence will arise, that will
tend to induce additional disturbances to international ex-
change. Therefore, economic interdependence of welfare-states
is much more involving and complex.

Economic interdependence of welfare-states is in-
extricably tied to their concern for aut90929us Policy-making.
Irrespective of whether interdependence will manifest itself
in one form or the other, it will definitely deer-ease Policy-
autonomy. This reduction of autonomy need nat imply a reduc-
tion of effectiveness; it all depends. Suppose, country A
stimulates economic growth and country B acts likewise, the
achievements of both policies will exceed the unilateral fo-
recasts, if A and B are interdependent. These favourable re-
sults are not wholly due to autonomous policy-making, although
effectiveness has been higher than expected: objectives such
as the promotion of higher growth rates are supporting. In
contrast, suppose that A still wishes higher growth rates but
that B has run down on its foreign exchange reserves and has
swung to a severe austerity-program with higher taxes and ta-
riffs and rigid wages and government expenditures. Interde-
pendence of A and B will now largely frustrate A's growth
policy as its exports to B will decrease sharply: here, po-
licies are conflicting, and A's autonomy and effectiveness
are reduced simultaneously.
Now, it may be better realized how politics and economics in-
tertwine in a welfare-system. Autonomy constitutes the basis
for the political responsibility, tied up with the guarantee
of a considerable degree of discretionary spending. A substan-
tial reduction of policy-autonomy is a threat to the welfare-
state: it touches upon the assumed capacity to pursue poli-
cies, that is to sustain the fundamental commitment to voters.
The lack of control over the outcomes of market processes
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brings them at the mercy of international economic develop-
ments and this is precisely what welfare-states do n8t wish.

This yields a somewhat peculiar sequence. First,

welfare-states tend to endeavour economic openness. Second,
this openness will call forth economic interdependence. Third,

it will be realized that the latter touches upon policy auto-

nomy. Fourth, this will ultimately lead to repercussions, con-

cerning the first decision.

Two such repercussions could be conceived:

a) limiting openness
b) limiting policy (or abstain from it altogether).

As the latter would imply a return to laissez-

faire, it can safely be disregarded. But the former alterna-

tive is likely to run counter to some objectives that were

benefitting from openness. This will give rise to policy-di-

lemma's and political choices. The problem is aggravated by
the fact that other welfare-states have the same experiences.

Mutual increase of international economic intercourse will

continuously be threatened by countervailing measures of some

welfare-states that are domestically pressed to regain auto-

nomy.
Thus, economic policy-dilemma's become politicized and domes-

tic issues become internationalized. Lacking an international

order for cooperation, consultation and some prohibitions, in-

terdependence could provoke dangerous economic and political

tensions in a system of welfare-states. Realizing this, a
third repercussion can be constructed:

c) limiting autonomy for all welfare-states concerned.
This alternative is feasible if the fear for a desastrous es-

calation of nationalist economic policy is sufficiently strong.

The loyalty to cooperate is negative: welfare-states "buy off"

some of the 'beggar-thy-neighbour'-policies, while leaving

sufficient discretion, loopholes and escape-clauses to have
the Conventions or Treaties accepted at home. They do not, in

fact, construct a new international organisation with some
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coercive power; they arrange for Treaties with a Secretariat
as a center for consultation and conferences only.

Therefore, such an international cooperation is
nothing more than "organizing interdependence" . Organisations
such as GATT and IMF - though institutionally a great leap
forward - merely agbno ledge the reduction of autonomy for the
countries concerned. Because of the self-reinforcing tensions
among autonomous policy-makers, that are feared, alternative
c) has yielded a minimal escape from international anarchy.
However, a genuine limitation of autonomy has not taken place
and will not easily take place either. Governments of welfare-
states are very sensitive to reduction of autonomy. Looking to
effectiveness, the reduction of autonomy may sometimes seem
'rational', but usually there will be groups of voters or ob-
jectives that would render it politically 'irrational'. The
ambiguous attitude of welfare-states in efforts of internatio-
nal cooperation is a typical result of economic interdependen-
ce. Attempts to understand international relations in a wel-
fare-states' system should incorporate the intricacies of eco-
nomic interdependence. It is especially here that the separa-
tion of international economics and international politics
blocks the insight in the behavior of governments.

In addition, it can be seen that 'neo-functionalism'
has been overly optimistic about economic interdependence.
Even leaving the issue of high politics apart, low politics
and economics of policy-making in representative governments
of welfare-states display a complex interaction . There is14)

14) Some students of international economics have come to re-alise that. See Cooper (1972); Kindleberger (1971); Pelk-mans (1972). This has also given a new impetus to some po-
litical scientists, moving away from the original economicoptimism  of ' neo-functionalism'   to  a  much more balanced
position concerning interdependence and low politics. SeeMorse (1969);(1970);(1971); Kaiser (1971); Keohane & Nye(1973-a);(1973-b)   etc.
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no a-priori reason to expect a continuous increase of func-

tional cooperation. Rather, the pattern will be one of minimal
loyalty to weak agreements so as to avoid extreme inefficien-

ces and big depressions, combined with frequent invocation of

escape-clauses by individual countries. No government of a

welfare-state can be expected to cut off ways and means, that
voters expect it to use in case of crisis. International co-

operation being functional, this does not imply linear progress
in international organisation per se. The commitments of govern-

ments of welfare-states are so much demanding and sensitive
that economic interdependence will give rise to irregular and
capricious behavior 15).

15) A clearly dissenting opinion in the recent assessment of
interdependence, is Waltz (1970). For Waltz, interdepen-
dence indicates a relationship that is costZy to break.
Waltz' article has caused some confusion in that his defi-
KitiJK is appealing but his Treatise is mistaken. Obvious-
ly, two countries, the markets and policies of which are
interdependent, will find their relationship 'costly to
break', as successful policy will be strongly linked with
the associated country; so conceived, Waltz' definition is
useful.

However, his framework of analysis, and consequent-
ly his emperical conclusions, are i *13ompatibZe with the
welfare state system. He thinks in terms of the classical
theory of international politics, does not realize the sa-
lience of welfare in developed countries and does ndt ad-
here to the crucial assumption of seculat peace. All those
points are at odds with the characteristics of the welfare-
state-system. In consequence, 'costly' for Waltz need not
imply the failure to curb inflation or the decrease of home
employment, following a rupture of interdependence; rather,
it is the genuine restraint of autarchy that might arise.
Therefore, he concludes that interdependence is low, if not
a 'myth'. However, he is not concerned with welfare-states
but with nation-states, giving primacy to high politics:
the 'costs' of interdependence are measured in terms of the
conduct of high politics. There may be some relevance to
Waltz's concept, but not in the Western European system of
welfare states.
Moreover, he confuses economic openness with economic in-
terdependence in his neglect of policy-interdependence
(pp. 208-209).
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In other words, would economic interdependence
have effectiveness and autonomy oppose really sharply, it
will be autonomy that is likely to prevail.

Par. 6. Economic integration of welfare-states

6.1.  The concept

In the very beginning of this study, economic in-
tegration is defined as the combination of two or more econo-

mies into a whole. The concept of 'economy' having different

implications for different economic orders, the process of
combining them will vary accordingly.

For laissez-faire economies the 'process of combi-

ning two or more national economies into a whole' will simply
come to the combination of two or more markets into a whole.
This is market integration. The 'process' is reduced to in-

stantaneous adjustment, as it takes place in a non-policy
world (and high flexibility).

For planned economies economic integration comes
to the combination of two or more plans into a whole. This is

defined as pZanning i ntegrafice. It (ideally) takes place in
a non-market world.

For welfare-states, the definition is more intri-
cate, as the process will comprise three possible developments:

market integration, negative policy-integration and positive

(fn 15 continued)
Finally, his measurement of openness is not fully adequa-
te. See Appendix A for an effort to establish openness;
in fact, it is concluded that openness is substantial
enough to effectuate sensitive constraints upon policy-ma-
king. See also Rosecrance & Stein (1973). For a further
treatment of Waltz, see Pelkmans (1972) and Morse (1971).
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policy-integration16).

P:=EJE-i':tegration are all intentional moves of participating

governments to arrive at one economy.
Neg=3€12 poticy-integration"consists of the removal of discri-

mination" (Pinder, 1968, p. 126). In effect, it is commonly
accepted to initiate integration-processes with efforts to

exclude the use of specific instruments of border intervention

by means of Treaties. Such Treaties may provide for a Secre-
tariat but its power will not exceed that of Secretariats ha-

ving been discussed in par. II. 5.2.
Positive poZiey-integration is the process of combining two
or more policy-structures into a new one 17).

A  201icy=str cture   is the machinery for preparation, legisla-
tion and carrying out of policy-decisions. Assuming a unitary

form of government, a welfare-state possesses one large poli-
cy-structure. The incremental moves towards a common policy-

structure involve necessarily the transfer of jurisdiction.
Both negative and positive policy-integration imply a limita-

tion of autonomy: the former by circumscribing it and the lat-

ter by transferring some of it. Nevertheless, the two should

be distinguished on political grounds. Just as with interde-

pendence, the common interest of eliminating national instru-

ments of discrimination (= negative policy integration) will

be clearly perceived by all partners, but the transfer of ju-

risdiction (= positive policy integration), in addition to
that, may be perceived not so much as a loss of autonomy but

as a loss of sovereignty with a vague and doubtful benefit in

16) Adapting Tinbergen's (1954-a) concepts, Pinder (1968) has
clarified the relevance of distinguishing positive and ne-
gative integration.

17) Pinder (1968, p. 126) defines positive integration as "the
formation and application of coordinated and common poli-
cies in order to fulfill economic and welfare objectives
other than the removal of discrimination".
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return. In Pinder's words, "...a treaty can more easily make
effective the 'thou shalt not' commandments than the 'thou
shalt' ones" (Pinder,  1968, p.  135) .

The market-integration, that accompanies the men-
tioned attempts of governments, consists of the combination
of two or more markets into one, as if it were under laissez-
faire. But this overly general definition would n6t do justi-
ce to essential differences of the two economic orders con-
cerned. Given classical assumptions about the behavior of eco-
nomic subjects in highly competitive markets, negative poli-
cy-integration and market-integration point to the same thing:
convergence of commodity-prices and factor-pays. But the cru-
cial assumption, underlying this statement, is that, apart
from border-intervention that is now eliminated by negative
policy-integration, the government abstains from any further
interference in the market:
The reality of welfare-states is different: first, market-

behavior of economic subjects is not wholly competitive, but
to some extent oligopolistic (see par. IV. 3.2.); second,
governments do influence and correct market processes in a
thousand ways without invoking border intervention. Thus, to
obtain complete market  integration in a system of welfare-

states, both negative and positive policy-integration would
have to be completed. In other words, policy-integration would
then RESduss market-integration.   This   is   not very satisfacto-
ry. It seems more appropriate to view market integration as a
process that leads to convergence of decisions by all econo-

mic subjects concerned. Therefore, market-integration is best
conceived to comprise all reactions of economic subjects, lea-
ding to a further convergence of commodity-prices and factor-
remunerations in the relevant countries 18).

18) For a similar definition, see Kindleberger (1973, p. 182-
183), who uses factor-pay-equalisation as a :i=kfard to
measure integration-progress.
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6.2.   The significance of economic integration

Economic integration can be looked upon as a pro-

cess and as a state of affairs (Balassa, 1961-b, p. 1), that
is, the process is commonly thought to go through several dis-

tinct stages. The highest stage that can be perceived must in-

clude the unification of national policy-structures into a
new, common one. It is, of course, this voluntary transfer of

important parts of jurisdiction that has fascinated the 'neo-

functionalists'and others.

Neo-functionalism has tried to rationalize an incrementalist

pattern towards common decision-making. But this focus on the

ultimate stage, or, more generally, on institution-building

is dangerously one-sided, as it is only concerned with positi-

ve policy-integration.
To be sure, positive policy-integration is the most

spectacular type of the three forms of integration and in the

final analysis, it is indeed decisive. But the process of eco-

nomic integration is a very long one and most of it is likely

to be a combination of market-integration and negative policy-

integration. In a world of high tariffs and widespread econo-

mic nationalism, negative policy-integration must necessarily
constitute the first move . However, negative policy-inte-

19)

gration is already quite involving (see par. III. 2 and par.
IV. 4.1.) and may take a decade or more. The ensuing market

integration is even less visible; it is not in the press and

policy-makers will only notice it gradually. At later phases,

negative policy-integration and market-integration might pos-

sibly interact, still without including impressive positive
policy-integration. The nature of economic integration cannot

be understood by focusing on common decision-making primarily

to the disregard of market integration and negative policy-

integration. It is probably this institutionalist bias of neo-

19) Excluding sudden, outright federalism.
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functionalism that explains its economic optimism.
On the other hand, it is equally dangerous to focus

on market-integration only. The conventional theory of econo-

mic integration has suffered from this onesidedness (see Ch.

III).

An additional implication of the present frame-

work for analyzing economic integration is the similarity of

interdependence and integration. A process of economic inte-

gretion will necessarily involve market-interdependence and

policy-interdependence, but the existence of some sensitivity

of markets and policies for international economic processes

(= interdependence)will not necessarily imply integration.

The definitions of interdependence establish merely a certain

sensitivity but do not specify the origins of the given open-
ness. The various forms of integration allot the decisions to

economic subjects (market-integration), individual governments

(negative policy-integration) and a group of governments (po-

sitive policy-integration) but do not specify the sensitivity
of markets or policies involved.

The fact that welfare-states have "organized inter-

dependence" with respect to some forms of border-intervention

could only formally be denoted as (weak) negative policy-in-

tegration. It will lead to greater openness and so increase

both market-interdependence and policy-interdependence.
The establishment of increasing market interdepen-

dence in a given period is not tantamount to market integra-

tion per se, but it will significantly contribute to the pro-

cess of price convergence. Thus, market interdependence is a

necessary, but insufficient , condition for processes of mar-
ket integration20).

20) Kindleberger's (1973, p. 182) well-known example is the
futility of integration between Iceland and New Zealand.
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Further apart are policy interdependence and policy integra-

tion: the former refers to the 119!Sages of policies over na-
tional frontiers, whereas the latter points to governmental
decisi9Ds about constraining one's own policy structure or

constructing a common policy structure. Once policy interde-

pendence is felt, the government may react in one out of the
following two ways: it may seek to "organize interdependence"

or  it  may  seek to "integrate" (negatively or positively) 21)
This choice is determined by the underlying ZoyaZty to coope-
rate. "Organizing interdependence" points to a ginigal_and

DegatiYe_19Yalty to cooperate internationally, born out of

fear, and meant to prevent international anarchy. The willing-

ness to start economic integration points to a s stanti-al
and positive loyalty to cooperate with other welfare states,
running the risk to be exposed to conflicting policies of

participating countries without having recourse to all pos-

sible instruments. Again, policy-interdependence is a neces-

sary, but insufficient, condition for policy-integration. It
may suffice, if and only if integration ZoyaZty is positive

and transcends the bare minimum.

In summary, it will be economic openness that will
give rise to market interdependence and policy interdependen-

ce (but not necessarily proportionately). In its turn, econo-

mic openness has become possible by some minimal moves of ne-

gative policy integration ('organizing interdependence' by

limiting border intervention somewhat). Market interdependen-
ce may now lead to some first reactions of economic subjects,

that are conducive to the convergence of commodity prices and

21) In principle, it may also turn autarchic. However, this
would hardly be compatible with the fact that welfare sta-
tes are (and need to be) open economies. Therefore, they
will seek for ways to preserve autonomy without a dis-
astrous decrease of openness.
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factor pays e.g. to market integrative processes. Policy in-

terdependence  may  now lead to various reactions of governments:
they may further stimulate negative policy integration or even

positive policy integration but, in general, they are more

likely to favor some retrogression. Given a weak loyalty to

cooperate, such a retrogression will typically take the form

of invocating escape clausules: in doing so, the delicate in-

stitutionalisation will not be disrupted but autonomy is ful-

ly preserved. On the other hand, would integration be favored,

interdependencies will be strengthened. In turn, this will
lead to similar dilemma's for governments, but now implying

more sensitive inroads to policy autonomy. Given substantial

integration loyalty, further integration may once more be
chosen.

Economic integration naturally comprises economic

interdependence. The latter does not only precipitate the for-

mer, it underlies it at various stages of intensity. In sear-

ching for the process characteristics of economic integration,
it shall be necessary to study interdependence and derive .the
reactions of economic subjects and governments, given infor-

mation about integration loyalty, policy objectives and sub-

ject behavior.
Therefore, the following working hypothesis will

underlie the rest of our study: The process of economic in-

tegration can be understood in its course if it is conceived

as a process of ever intensifying economic interdependence.

This working hypothesis may help to evaluate the proper func-

tions of the three process determinants, having been found in
the present paragraph: market integration, policy integration

(both negative and positive) and integration loyalty. In Chap-

ter III, this framework of thinking shall be confronted with
the conventional theory of economic integration. Chapter IV

will present our view of the process, in terms of the concepts
and notions here derived.
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Chapter III.
The conventional theory of economic integration

Par. 1. Introduction

In the present chapter, we shall investigate
to what extent the prevailing theories of eco-

nomic integration answer the purpose of our study.

As will be shown below, a consistent applica-

tion of the framework of thinking of the first two chapters

will bring to light a variety of weaknesses in established li-

terature. They all lead to the conclusion that the welfare-

states system cannot be analysed adequately within the current

framework of economic integration theory. First, the widely

accepted desription of the economic integration process will

be evaluated with reference to the properties of welfare-sta-

tes. Next, the presentation of theory is cut in two parts.
The reason is that theoreticians about integration have main-

ly focused on two features of the economy: markets and money;
the two have been kept apart so that disconnected theories have

arisen. Par. III.3. will treat in depth the theory of market

integration and Par. III. 5. will deal with the theory of op-

timum currency areas.

To keep the chapter readable as well as within
tolerable limits, the analysis of Par. III. 3. will draw from

a comprehensive survey of the theory of market integration in

Appendix B. This facilitates the concentration upon the ex-

planatory power of the theory; it enables us, furthermore, to

leave the many technicalities out of the main text. The same

procedure has not been followed as regards the monetary part
in Par. III. 5., because the theory of optimum currency areas

is a less comprehensive body of analysis and has largely been
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formulated in a verbal and non-rigorous wayl).

In Par. III. 4., and to a lesser extent, in III.5., the cri-
tique on current theory will result in the formulation of so-
me conditions for a more appropriate approach, to be presen-
ted in Chapter IV.

Par. 2. The Balassa-stages of economic integration

Economic integration is obviously a long process.
Both the completion of market integration and po-

licy-integration will take several major steps.
The process-characteristics of economic integration may vary

with the multitude of steps taken. Therefore, distinguishing
major phases in the process may help theoretical understan-

ding, although there can also be considerable danger in de-
fining stages in long run processes 2).

In integration-theory Bela Balassa's description
of five process stages has gained momentum as it is widely
used in textbooks and articles in more or less accurate
form . According to Balassa (and others) the integration pro-

3)

cess may run through "a free trade area, a customs union, a
common market, an economic union and complete economic inte-
gration. In a free trade area, tariffs (and quantitative

1) Parts of the theory of market integration have been tested
from their incipiency (from Verdoorn, 1952, to Balassa,
1975, ch. 1-3) whereas the theory of optimum currency areas
has never been formulated so as to be eligible for testing.

2) W. Rostow's stages of economic growth come to mind (Rostow,
1961), published in the same year as  Balassa's approach to
integration and also distinguishing five steps.

3) See, for example, Kindleberger (1973, p. 181), de Roos (1971,
p. 253-254), Caves & Jones (1973, p. 294), Swann (1970, p.
32), Clement, Pfister & Rothwell (1967, p. 176) and Wells
(1973, p. 273-274), (etc.); see also Nye, 1971, p. 29.
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restrictions) between the participating countries are abo-

lished, but each country retains its own tariffs against non-

members. Establishing a customs union involves, besides the

suppression of discrimination in the field of commodity move-
ments within the union, the equalisation of tariffs in trade

with non-members countries. A higher form of economic integra-
tion is attained in a common market where not only trade res-

trictions but also restrictions on factor movements are abo-

lished. An economic union, as distinct from a common market,

combines the suppression of restrictions on commodity and fac-

tor movements with some degree of harmonisation of national
economic policies, in order to remove discrimination that was

due to disparities in these policies. Finally, total economic
integration presupposes the unification of monetary, fiscal,

social end countercyclical policies and requires the setting-

up of a supra-national authority whose decisions are binding
for the member states" (Balassa, 1961-b, p. 2).

This Balassain presentation of the integration

process contains two flaws. The first one is concerned with

the incorrect definition of a free trade area. This mistake

is a peculiar one because of GATT, art. XXIV, 8. b. can be

adopted as the appropriate definition. Balassa (and others in
the track) has omitted the origin-of-product clause, so that

his definition amounts to a group of countries that only li-

beralizes intra-group-trade4).  But this would give rise to

trade deflection, that will not be welcomed by all partners.

Shibata (1967) has demonstrated that Balassa's first two sta-

ges, the free trade area and the customs union, constitute
aZternative means to prevent trade deflection: the first

'stage' uses certificates of origin and the second 'stage'
uses a common tariff schedule (see App. B: Par. B - 2.2. and

4) Such an arrangement is a "trade-bloc", to be analysed be-
low and in Par. B - 2.1. (B stands for Appendix B).
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B - 2.3.). Thus, the definitional error does not stand alone;
the 'sequence' of integrative stages becomes doubtful for the

first two ones (see also Shibata, 1967, p. 174, footnote 38).
The second flaw is more fundamental and Balassa

has only recently dealt with it. In his own words "These de-
finitions have been criticized on the grounds that they con-
form to the principles of classical economic doctrines but do

not apply to present-day market economies, which are charac-
terized by a considerable degree of state intervention..."
(Balassa, 1974-b, p. 1).
A close look to the definitions of stages, given above, con-
firms this statement only partially. The first three stages,
the free trade area (FTA), the customs union (CU) and the
common market (CM) , constitute forms of market integration.
The CU leads to commodity market integration, sometimes called
'trade integration' and the CM leads to complete market in-
tegration, sometimes called 'trade and factor integration'.
Thus, for the initial stages of economic integration, the
source of reference is the laissez-faire economy and the con-
cepts are purely classical. However, Balassa's fourth and

fifth stage constitute pure forms of policy-integration. In
the fourth stage he suggests "some degree of harmonisation
of national economic policies" to take place, and the final
stage results in the "unification" of the major policies. The
extreme vaguety of these definitions makes them inadequate to
sharpen our insights in the course of the process. Neverthe-
less, it must be concluded that Balassa has taken the mixed
economic order of advanced countries into account. Therefore,
the critique on the BalassaIn sequence should not be misspe-
cified: it is not the conformity to classical economies, as

such, that is objectionable in his presentation, but it is
the 'dichotomy' of the process. The dieks:om) of the Balas-
saIn process is defined as the separation of market integra-
tion and policy-integration. The first three stages seem to
take place in the classical economic world whereas the fol-
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lowing two stages seem to typify a world of government inter-
vention.

Splitting up this process in two separate ones, deprives the

analysis of the basic character of economic integration of wel-

fare-states: the interplay of negative policy-integration with

market-integration that leads to higher policy-interdependence
that will in its turn have an impact upon negative policy-in-

tegration, etc. Separation of policy-integration and market-

integration can never lead to a full understanding of the pro-

cess, and probably not even to the understanding of one phase
of it. Balassa's dichotomy has policy-integration foZZow upon

market integration. Moreover, the dichotomy is unbalanced, as
the clear-cut definitions of market integration stages and the

10088 description of the policy integration stages do not seem

to guarantee a similar rigour for analyses and a parallel de-

velopment in depth. Therefore, application of the dichotomised
version of the process may not only lead to a misunderstanding

of economic integration, but also to serious gaps and omis-
sions.

On the other hand, it should be realized that the

dichotomized presentation of economic integration reflected to
some extent the undecided debate of the 1950's between the

'dirigist' and the 'liberalist' approach of the phenomenon

(Balassa, 1961-b pp. 7 - 10). People who favor diverging eco-

nomic orders, will necessarily favor different pathes of eco-
nomic integration. Therefore, practitioners tended to postpone

the controversial issues of positive policy-integration ( Ba-

lassa's stage 4. and 5.) to higher stages and emphasized nega-

tive policy-integration that both 'liberalists' and 'dirigists'

wished to achieve anyway.
Nevertheless, the dichotomy has significantly biased available

theory. Practically all conventional theory is "pure" theory,

(that is, non-monetary, and of the classical variety).
There is a vast amount of literature on the theory of market

integration, that is, the theory of FTA's, CU's and CM's, and
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there is virtually no analysis of policy-integration other

than loose and descriptive. Interaction between market-integra-

tion and policy-integration has rarely been studied systemati-

cally, to our knowledge.

In consequence, we shall only deal with the so called 'pure
theory of market-integration' in Par. III. 3. and with a mone-

tary variant of integration theory in Par. III. 5.

Par. 3. The theory of market integration

3.1.  A framework for laissez-faire

The completion of market integration boils down to

the unification of market conditions by achieving one price

for equivalent commodities and one pay for equivalent factors
on the component markets. It has traditionally been studied by

extending the pure theory of international trade and invest-
ment. Therefore, it could be said that the theory of market

integration analyses changes in production (i.e. specialisati-

on) and consumption in the process of freeing movements of

commodities and factors from one component market to another.
Both in pure trade theory and market integration theory, the

concept of the market has been adopted from the theory of the

free market. Therein, the market is an abstract conception. It

is defined as the taking place of exchange under perfect com-
petition. The geographical extension of this free market is ir-

relevant since what characterizes the market is price-identity.
Throughout one market, exchange will result in one price. If

there are two different prices in a certain area, markets must

have been separated by cultural or geographical barriers or by

intentional (governmental) measures. Without such separations,
commodities and/or factors would flow, leading to price-conver-

gence.

One may distinguish commodity-markets and factor-
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markets. For all these markets, the boundaries are economical-

ly determined by price- (or pay) identity for similar exchange
transactions. There is no economic reason why the geographic

boundaries of all these different markets would be the same.

The pure trade theory, and thus market integration theory, has

explicitly added a spatiat dimension to the abstract market
conception. Both theories apply as an initial assumption that

the market is fully congruous with the nation-state's territory.

Component markets should be understood as national markets and

integrating component markets should be understood as integra-

ting national markets. This spatial dimension is justifiable

on political, nat on economic, grounds. It forces the theorist
to emphasize the spatial requirement of perfect competition:

perfect mobility of factors and commodities. This postulated
domestic mobility is bound to result in one price for equiva-

lent exchange transactions throughout the nation-state's ter-

ritoy (read: the market).
Thus, for the theory of the pure market to be use-

ful for analysing international (trade and factor) relations,

it has been assumed by classical theory that 'the' nation and
'the' markets are fully congruous. In other words, the politi-

cal frontier, bordering the nation-state, and the economic
frontier, bordering the national market, were assumed to coin-

cide. This is quite correct for political reasons, but it is

entirely arbitrary in market terms. It implies that commodity

and factor mobility have to be absent at the border, although
they are very high within borders. It is here that a basic

weakness of classical integration theory can be discovered;

two additional assumptions are introduced  to 'save' the arbi-

traryness of this economic frontier: at the border, factor

flows are assumed to be absent and commodity flows are assumed
to be restricted by the government. This leads to a perfect

model of 'laissez-faire', where the government does not inter-
fere except by imposing restrictions at_the_frontier·

In consequence, the 'classical' model of integra-
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tion is highly artificial. In its laissez-faire setting, the
reasons for border-intervention remain urezp:--.7.22, which means
that it will be equally hard to explain why they will be abo-
lished under market integration. Thus, right from the begin-
ning, it is impossible to rationalize negative policy-integra-
tion: it can only be taken for granted as a 'political' (i.e.
'irrational') measure (see Par. I. 5.1.). This calls forth
some painstaking questions in tariff theory, and consequently
market integration theory:
- Michaely  (1965, p. 580, footnote 2) has pointed out that it

is hard to find dkatifications for tariffs if the terms of
trade is kept fixed;

- Lipsey (1960) and others are forced to assume that tariff
revenue is returned to consumers in some 'neutral' fashion;
although one can construct a case for such a procedure if the
terms of trade can be improved, it is extremely unreaZ€stic;
if the terms of trade is fixed, even the procedure is use-
less.

- Standard tariff theory does ndt answer the question why ta-
riff reductions in GATT are negotiated under conditions of
reciprocity ( reciprocity is 'irrational' since unilateral
tariff decrease is beneficial); however, reciprocity is re-
quired by the concern for external (and internal) balance,
fears that would be unjustified  within  the  current  framework
of tariff thecrk.

- Finally, the pure theory of market integration does n6t an-
swer the question why tariffs are permitted by GATT to be dis-
criminatory in customs unions and free trade areas; obvious-
ly, this is the purpose of an explanatory theory. But Cooper
8 Massel (1965-a) have demonstrated that a discriminatory
tariff reduction is aZways inferior to a non-discriminatory
one wi thin the 2:.3•,en: framework of tariff theory. thereby
demolishing any attempt to formulate arguments for starting
non-global integration.

All those embarrassing questions cannot simply be
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dealt with by proclaiming tariffs 'inefficient', the govern-
ments implementing them 'irrational', reciprocity and discri-

mination 'political', while sticking to a higly artificial and
irrealistic framework of analysis. For governments of welfare-

states, charged with heavy commitments to voters that have to

be upheld by applying few available instruments, such a theo-

ry is not very interesting.

But there is more. Some major problems of welfare-

states are simply assumed away in the classical model of mar-

ket-integration. The congruence of the nation-state with one

national market, characterized by high commodity- and factor-

mobility means, in effect, that internal economic integration

has been completed up to perfection. It shall be remembered
from Par. I.1. that our study is built on the assumption of

neglect of intra-national disintegration, but for entirely dif-
ferent reasonss).

In addition, it should be remembered, that the free-market con-

ception implies complete price- and payflexibility (bottomed

by subsistency levels for labour).
Thus there is always internal balance or full employment in

this economy.
This price-flexibility ensures also balance of trade equili-

bri]38 as a surplus would increase and a deficit suppress real
prices thereby restoring external balance.

Altogether, we observe that the theory of market

integration can hardly be appropriate for studying integration
of welfare-states. It applies a 'pure' model of laissez-faire

with some built-in biases against all interventions, assuming
away three obtrusive problems for governments of welfare-states:

5) In contrast to classical theory, we do not exclude regional
and sectoral problems by postulating high mobilities; rather
in the welfare-state, they will become sensitive questions
and this awareness is sufficient for guaranteeing discreti-
onary spending by additional measures.
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the maintenance of internal economic integration, of internal
balance and of external balance. Its explanatory value will
therefore be low as will be extensively demonstrated below.
However, the theory is not worthless since it has sharpened
our insights in the structural changes of international trade,
concomitant with trade integration.

3.2.  The case for starting trade integration

Generally, market integration will be initiated by
liberalisation of commodity flows in order to achieve partial
or complete commodity-market integration. Without further con-
straints on the analysis, this comes down to the case for freer
or free trade. Free trade can be approached by four methods:

a) reduction of tariffs: the GATT - Rounds are a case in point.
b) preferential reduction of tariffs: examples are some coloni-

al systems, the Commonwealth Preferences and the Generalized
Preferences (for LDC's) in GATT.

c) preferential elimination of tariffs: the three possibilities
are a trade bloc (see below), a FTA and a CU.

d) sectoral elimination of tariffs: examples are the ECSC and
The Automotive Agreement between the USA and Canada; this
approach is called 'sectoral integration'6).

As our study is concerned with a subsystem of welfare-states,
approach a. is not applicable. The other three methods result
in partial or complete commodity-market integration within the
relevant subsystem and ought to be analysed by the theory of
market integration.

However, prevailing theory has not covered all those methods.
This may be attributed to a political and an economic reason.

6) Sectoral integration was part of the (neo-)functionalist ap-
proach; see Stikker (1951); modern sectoral free trade is
bases on different arguments; see Behrman (1972), for example.
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The poZitical presumption is that the feasibility of ever con-

tinuing the liberalisation processes b. and d., for the blocs

concerned, is extremely low, so that commodity-market integra-
tion will never be attained. In fact, they are considered par-

ticular, and regionally limited, alternatives for a. On the

other hand, under method c. commodity market integration seems
to be immediate. Here, the liberalizing subsystem is implicit-

ly assumed to display a stronger political will to integrate.
This political distinction between c. and b./d. seems justifi-

able.

The economic presumption is that method c. does, and methods

b. and d.  do not, remove all intra-group distortions. In other

words, c. would lead to commodity-price equalisation, where b.

and d. would only lead to tendencies to price-equalisation.

This presumption is not correct. As can be observed in Par. B-

2.1., B - 2.2. and B - 2.3. of Appendix B, the trade bloc and
the CU will lead to complete commodity market integration, but

the FTA will n8t (in most cases) lead to price-equalisation

throughout the area. In this sense, there is no economic dif-

ference between an FTA and the approaches b. and d., all con-
stituting incomplete commodity-market integration.

Thus, prevailing theory has sought the case for

initiating integration solely in method c. But even under this

method, the customs union has received, by far, the most at-

tention, to the virtual exclusion of the trade bloc or the PTA.

This emphasis is unjustified within the current framework of

commodity-market integration. This can be proved in the follo-

wing way.

Figure III. 1. may alternatively represent a trade bloc, a PTA

and a CU. A trade bloc is defined as any group of countries
that eliminates intra-group tariffs7).

Such a trade bloc will induce trade deflection (see Par. B-2.1.)

7) As will be observed, this is precisely the (erroneous) de-
finition of Balassa's FTA in Par. III.2.
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and the FTA and the CU are alternative means to prevent this.
Figure III. 1. represents the x-market in country A. The coun-
tries A and B are potential members of an integrating subsys-
tem; C represents the rest of the world. For simplicity, it is
assumed that constant costs prevail for B and C, but rising
costs for A.

A is considered least efficient (see Q), B's is intermediate
and  C  is most efficient. A's initial tariff  is { (Pa-Pc  'Pc  o
100  %; B's tariff  is { (Pb-Pc   Pc}·  100  %.
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Figure m-1

The problem is to prove that the 'case' for the CU is stronger

than for the other two pathes of commodity-market integration.

If this cannot be proved, or if an alternative way is preferab-

le, the emphasis on Cu-analysis cannot be justified on econo-

mic grounds. On the explicit waiver of all objections against

producers-surplus and consumersurplus ( a habit we adopt from
8)

8) See footnote B-4, and the literature there quoted.
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integration theory), the effect of starting integration will be

the following.

In the trade bloc (A-B), country A will import CF from C, but

via   B, whereas, before   the   bloc - formation, A imported  AB  di-

rectly from C. In the FTA (A-B), country A will import CF from

B, whereas, before the FTA-formation, A imported AB from C.

In the CU (A-B), country A will import CF from B, whereas, be-

fore the CU-formation, A imported AB from C; this occurs if and
only if the common external tariff (CET) is equal or above B's

previous tariff.

The so-called welfare-effects are, for country A:

trade-bloc: (ADC + BEF) - DEKH

FTA :  (ADC + BEF) - DEKH

CU :  (ADC + BEF) - DEKH

Thus, as seen from the x-market of A, there is no reason for

concentrating on customs-union analysis. However, the effects
on the x-market of B are nbt identical. Under a trade bloc, B

will receive revenue CF x CG (since Pb-Pc = CG), whereas, B
will not receive any revenue under the FTA or the CU. From this

analysis two conclusions follow:

1. the crux of trade-integration should not be looked for in

the least efficient market (A), but in the market of inter-

mediate efficiency (B).

2. there is no a priori justification to single out the CU in
a theory of commodity market integration; in the simple

analysis of figure III.1, the case for starting integration

with a trade bloc is stronger than it is for the other two.

Therefore, if the choice of free trade approaches

is solely limited to the alternatives under c., there is no

economic reason for the prevalence of the CU; to the contrary,
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there would only be a reason to favor the trade bloc9 .
Current tariff theory may even raise further objections: would
alternative a. be available, country A would favor unilateral
tariff reductions above the trade bloc, the CU and the FTA (A
would now receive the revenue CFLG that B would receive in the
trade bloc).

Thus, from market integration theory it follows

that any discriminatory trade arrangement will be inferior10)

to a non-discriminatory one; in other words, the reasons for

trade integration must be non-economic, this is political, and

'irrational'. Governments that act to pursue regional integra-
tion are therefore condemned as irrational policy-makers, a
quite pretentious conclusion for a basically rather abstract
theory.

But let us ignore, for the moment, the option of non-discrimi-
natory approaches to free trade. Given the concentration upon
trade integration, the neglection of the trade bloc option is

again based on 'non-economic' reasoning.

Since the permitting of trade deflection is superior to the
prevention of it by means of a FTA or CU, the choice for the
latter above the trade bloc must again be 'political' and 'ir-
rational'. Also that conclusion seems to be somewhat pretenti-
OUS.

In our view, it might be more realistic to doubt the assump-
tion of smooth adjustment. But if trade deflection is objec-

tionable because of fears for inadequate adjustment to the new
trade and production patterns, it must be the government that
Will repress those fears.

9) But the trade bloc is a theoretical concept, since it is for-
bidden in GATT; moreover, thinking in term of welfare-states
(i.e. not in terms of 'laissez-faire'), trade deflection
would be a prohibitive barrier to any negotiation in prac-
tice.

10)Fig. III. 1. is a simplified version of the Cooper & Massel
proposition (1965-a), to be treated below.
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This brings us back to the 'welfare-state' where governments

are indeed concerned about adjustment and pursue policies for

internal and external balance to ascertain the adjustment that

would not otherwise be sufficient. The concern for such objec-

tives is entirely superfluous in a 'laissez-faire' model as we

have seen in the previous paragraph.
The conclusion is that, within the current frame-

work of market-integration theory, the case for starting trade

integration is non-economic, i.e. 'political'. Given the choi-
ce for trade integration, the case for starting with the Balas-

sain process (FTA/CU) is also non-economic i.e. political. But

what is 'political' and 'irrational', so, unexplainable in the
pure theory, may turn out to be explainable and rational, once

the assumption of smooth adjustment via intersectoral and in-

terregional commodity and factormobility as well as pay and

price flexibility is replaced by a less optimistic one.

3.3.    The 'static'case for the customs union

The question remains why CU's have been heavily

emphasized in theory. Three possibilities can be investigated

1) the CU is superior to non-discriminatory

forms of trade liberalisation

2) the CU is superior to a FTA

3) the CU is a means to enhance welfare (be it,
that other arrangements would be better, but

they are not feasible, supposedly).

ad 1) In Fig. III.1. the simple analysis has been given alrea-

dy.
On the assumption that both CU-members (A and B) are

small, relative to the rest of the world C, we may reasonably
assume rising costs for  gth A and B. This complicates the ana-

lysis a little, but does not change its conclusion: "... a
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customs union is necessarily inferior to an appropriate policy
of non-preferential protection . This proposition has be-..11)

come well-known as the Cooper-Massel-proposition. Cooper &
Massel treat all representative cases of a possible CET, fin-

ding no economic justification for favoring the CU-option abo-
ve the option of non-discriminatory tariff reduction. In Ap-

pendix B, this most challenging proposition about current the-

ory is exhaustively treated, extended from partial to general

equilibrium analysis and found to be fully correct, subject to
the constraint of a fixed world terms of trade (see Par. B -

3.3.)12) 
Cooper & Massel suggest two ways out. One is that

within the current framework of market integration theory, go-
vernments are condemned as "irrational" policymakers. The other

possibility is that the pure theory of market integration is

ndt capable to explain the behavior of governments in this res-
pect, because it could not even explain why the previous ta-

riffs were there in the first place. If commercial policy is

to be a piece of economic policy, there have to be economic

objectives that could be served by tariff-levying. But this

implies a fundamental departure from classical theory.
The Cooper-Massel proposition brings to the fore,

what has already been indicated in Par. III. 3.1., that the
reasons for one interference in a model of non-interference

are arbitrary and not comprehensible.
Thus, either the model is inappropriate or there is no case to

consider CU's as superior to non discrimination, except for

some incidental positions for large unions.

ad 2) Once a group of countries has decided to form a trading

subsystem in a tariff-ridden world, on the apparent as-

11) Cooper & Massel, 1965-a, p. 96.
12) But even under variable terms of trade, only some positi-

ons of CU's are superior to non-discriminatory trading
(see Fig. B-17).
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sumption that other options are not feasible or too slow and

involving, and if trade deflection is to be prevented for one

reason or another, the case for a CU can be investigated as
against the case for a FTA.

Assuming that  9Ib A and B have rising costs, this choice is no

longer indifferent. A comparison of the figures B-7 and B-10 of

Appendix B can show this: the casuIstry is great and for many
cases the conclusions may be incidental. Two variables are of

particular interest: the negotiated CET in the CU and the mag-

nitude of A's demand in the FTA (country A being least-effi-

cient). But a relatively high CET and a relatively strong A-

demand for x tend to make the two forms of trade integration

protective, and unattractive from an efficiency point of view.
However, for a more accurate comparison, we would have to clas-

sify a multitude of cases, varying in CET(high, average, or low),

in A's demand (strong, intermediate, weak) and in degrees of

efficiency vis A vis the rest of the world.

As Victoria Curzon (1974) has rightly argued , one may recog-13)

nize a bias in the casuIstry in favor of a FTA: whereas country

A will be indifferent on the average, country B will clearly

benefit under the FTA-option in most cases. A CU can become

effective under rising costs, if and only if B can sell in A

above B's autarchy price; this implies that B suffers from tra-

de destruction and trade contraction (see Fig. B-11; for ter-

minology, see Par. B-2.1.)

A FTA can never lead to price-increases in B be-

cause B-consumers would immediately import from C at the given,

B-tariff inclusive price. Thus, country B will tend to favor a

FTA in order to supply A's market, because it does not lead to

trade destruction and trade contraction, whereas a CU would.

In addition, an extra tariff revenue will accrue to B's govern-

ment as B's supply to A will be replaced by tariff-inclusive

13) Notwithstanding the favourable bias (for FTA's) in her ana-

lysis; see Par. B-2.2., esp. footnote B-13.
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import from C; for B, also this benefit is not possible in a
CU.

For country A, no such bias can be indicated without extensive
casuIstry. The revenue-argument (for B) does not apply to A be-
cause it will loose substantial, if not all, previous revenue
under both options. (See Par. B-2-2., and B-2.3.).

In most cases, both options lead to some trade cre-
ation and some trade expansion, because of price-decreases. The
sole objection A could raise in some cases is the resulting
price-differentiation in the FTA as against the certain price-

equalisation in a CU. In terms of a comparison of 'welfare-ef-
fects' this is not relevant, but it could be politically objec-
tionable to arrive at higher x-prices in A than in B. On the
other hand, as Shibata has pointed out (Shibata, 1971, p. 85),
non-intervention in other members' commercial policy towards
third countries is a counter-vailing political motive to ac-
cept such price-differentiation. But there is no general eco-
nomic case for country A to favor a CU above a FTA, not for
country B, because the FTA-option is practically always more
beneficial, not for A, because there is no bias in the compared
effects, and not for the two together because the bias, if any,
would be in favor of the FTA rather than the CU.
Within this context, also the BalassaIn sequence cannot be de-

fended economically. If there is a strong political will to
intensify integration beyond a first stage, the CU is clearly
the better alternative. But in terms of efficiency, it only is
if the CU adopts a low CET. However, if a CO would adopt a low
CET, it is difficult to grasp why it does not choose for the
trade bloc after all.

In conclusion , the theory of (commodity) market
integration does not explain why CU's could be favored above
FTA's. Within this classical context, the reasons can only be
'political'.

ad 3) If other arrangements are not feasible (the trade bloc is
forbidden in GATT) or not suitable politically (the FTA
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is more problematic as a starter of a long process), the CU may
then be defended as a non-optimal but effective means to enhan-

ce welfare.

The CU is then a special, once for all, application

of commercial policy with the double effect of serving welfare

and simultaneously facilitating further processes of economic
integration via the completion of commodity market integration.

As CU-theory is a straight application of the the-

ory of second-best, since the tariff-distortion is replaced by

a discriminatory-tariff-distortion, no general a-priori answers

can be provided. Only some determinants can be specified which
help to minimize trade diversion, trade contraction and trade

destruction and to maximize trade creation and trade expansion.
These determinants are a relatively high ex ante tariff in A

(minimizes trade diversion), a relatively high competitiveness

in B (a low autarchy-price in B maximizes trade creation in A),

elastic demand in A (maximizes trade expansion), elastic sup-

ply in B (minimizes trade contraction) and inelastic demand in
B (minimizes trade destruction) 14) .

However, those Soncepts have a minor applicabili-

ty in general equilibrium analysis, as Par. B-3.1. and B-3.2.

extensively demonstrate. Moreover, also the stated determinants

are hard to trace if partial equilibrium analysis is replaced

by a general one. They are submerged in the ex-ante height and
the alteration of the consumerprice-ratio in A, the former be-

ing determined by A's relative (in)-efficiency and its previ-

ous tariff, the latter being determined by B's relative effi-
ciency vis a vis C and A's preferences (see Fig. 8-16). The ex-

post concumer-price-ratio is, of course, the intra-CU-terms of

trade, if B is large enough to supply A. The analysis being
more complicated, the conclusions are still the same: cus-

toms unions may or may not be welfare-improving, dependent on
the factors, just given. Nevertheless, one additional argument

for CU's to have welfare increase can be analysed in general

14) See esp. Fig. B-10 and B-11.
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equilibrium analysis only. If the CU is not too small, the
world terms of trade may improve for the participating coun-
tries, this is, deteriorate for the rest of the world, because
of the likelyhood that trade with non-CU countries will decrea-
se (see Fig. B-17). This makes the intra-group-case for a CU
stronger as regards the expected welfare-increases, but also
vis a vis the FTA-option (where area-trade with the outside may
increase, be maintained or decreased - see Par. B-2.2.) and,
for some cases, even vis A vis the option of non-discriminatory
trade liberalisation. Especially the latter possibility has
great relevance, as it implies that CU's may enable levels of

welfare that would not be achieveable under any other construc-
tion of trade-openness. But we are left in the dark about the
precise conditions (see Par. B-3.4.) when this may occur. This
renders the argument quite incidental: as a rationalisation of
government behavior, it remains an uncertain and weak argument.

In conclusion, recent advances in CU-theory have
not provided us with a definite case for commodity market in-
tegration via the method of a customs-union. Nor is it certain
that, given a strong political will to integrate beyond the
CU-stage, the CU-stage of market integration will help to in-
crease welfare. The theory of commodity market integration,
therefore, does not explain why governments of countries (read:
laissez-faire economies) enter into economic integration, and
how:

3.4.   Other arguments for customs union

Objections against the pure theory of (commodity)
market integration have taken two essentially different forms.
The first group of authors adheres to the given frame;ork of
static analysis but stresses the meagre results: they point to
the weakness of the case for FTA's and CU's, the complex con-
ditions for net benefit, the obstacles for properly quantifying

\
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the static effects of trade integration and the high probabili-

ty of small benefits, even with large mistakes in quantifica-
tion15T  -The second group of authors calls   for an adaptation   of

the given framework: different assumptions or supplementary

ones are introduced. Most of the arguments belonging to the

latter class have been grouped together under the confusing,

but obstinately recurring, name of "dymarnic and other effects".
This paragraph seeks to point out as clearly as possible what

supplementary effects are truly 'dynamic' and which can be

suitably fitted into the framework of market integration the-
ory. As far as they cannot be fitted into the prevailing ana-

lysis, such objections may seriously question (once more) the

validity of the framework of current theory.
The following issues are usually forwarded

1) economies of scale

2) competition
3) investment-flows

4) non-tariff distortions

5) economic frontiers

6) commercial risks.

ad 1) Only the so-called technical economies of scale, which

are - by definition - internal to the firm, are compa-
tible to static integration theory. Par. B-5.1. integrates the

case of decreasing costs into CU-analysis for partial equili-

brium. But, on the other hand, technical economies of scale

are no  compatible with the assumption of perfect competition.
Ev if one is prepared to overlook this incompatibility, the

se for CU's is only marginally strengthened, if at all (see

Fig. B-18). However, the argument of economies of scale has

often been presented as overriding compared to the commonly
known static effects.

15) See, for example, Scitovsky (1958), Johnson (1958), Janssen
(1961), Balassa (1967), Kreinin (1969) and Lundgren (1969);
etc.
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Yet, there are doubts. First, as far as technical economies of

scale are concerned, they are both static (so, comparable to
the usual effects) and imply anything but 'a devastating attack

on orthodoxy" (Krauss, 1972, p. 434). Second, other (dis-) eco-

nomies to size, to growth, etc., have dynamic overtones and

cannot be fruitfully discussed within the current framework.

(For suggestions about a different framework, see Par. IV. 3.2.).

ad 2) Closely related to the above issues, are the discussions

about the maintenance of 'perfect' competition. The ma-
jority of goods - and factormarkets in advanced countries are

no longer correctly characterized by the assumption of 'perfect'

competition and the presumption of many authors is that market

integration is strongly related to the imperfection of compe-

tition. This argument has been formulated in several ways:

"Some authors believe that integration wiZZ increase the power

of monopolies and/or cartels; other maintain that cartel agree-

ments shok:d be reached in an economic union; finally, some
contend that economic integration leads to more competition"

(Balassa, 1961-b, p. 163; italics of Balassa). The third pos-

sibility should not be misunderstood. Its main defendant,

Scitovsky (1958), defines competition as the ability and wil-

lingness to encroach upon each other's market, and not merely

as a multitude of suppliers. It is questionable whether 'Sci-
tovsky-competition' is compatible with the static theory of

market-integration or whether it is a truly dynamic extension

of it; at any rate, 'Scitovsky-competition' is compatible with

largescale technology. This offers opportunities for a dynamic
analysis of trade integration. The fact that the leading in-

dustries of an economy are challenged both by the opportuni-

ties that the enlarged (CU)-market offers as well as by the
fiercer competition it may experience, has often been conside-

red as a healthy 'cold shower'. The cold-shower argument com-

bines the scale-advantages with Scitovsky-competition and may,

with some pains, be seen as an extension of the static theory
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of market-integration. The interesting aspect about this rea-
soning is that higher degrees of concentration in a CU need not

necessarily imply a lessening of competition and inefficiencies
in resource-allocation.

However, it should be pointed out that the Scitovs-

ky-argument is not always accepted. Especially Perroux has per-
sistently argued that trade integration is well suited to mono-

poly-capitalism (Perroux, 1958; 1968) and will inevitably streng-
then this system by increasing concentration of capital and mar-

ket-power.
It is obvious that Perroux's argument cannot possibly be fitted

into the previous analysis (see also Par. IV. 3.2.).

ad 3) Another major assumption of the pure theory of trade in-

tegration is removed if intra-CU investments or extra-

CU investments inflows are being discussed, since the CU is a
concept that does not allow for factor mobility over national

frontiers. The objection that this concept is not wholly rea-

listic has some authors driven into investigations on direct
investment patterns in this case. However, this makes nonsense

of an accurate weighting of welfare-effects, as is done in CU-
theory, because investment in- or outflows would immediately

disturb this weighting.
Also, induced investments are incompatible with the

rigid delineation of Balassain process-phases. The mixture of

trade and investment has become really problematic from (f)
1965 onwards (in Western Europe) when both flows and stock of

American direct investment had grown sensitively large. This

phenomenon of the growing extra-CU investments has not been

accounted for in prevailing classical theory. Its close linka-

ges with the questions of scale, technology and competition

has rendered the presented method of isolating trade integra-
tion obsolete. New arguments for economic integration have

been brought to the fore, often in the realm of political eco-

nomy (Servan-Schreiber, 1967; Mandel, 1968 ; etc.). Again, we
run into an argument for a different framework. (See Par.IV.3.2_k.
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ad 4) The concepts of market integration being derived from the

classical trade theory, means, other than tariffs, have

not been considered in prevailing theory. Although there is a
practice of half a century or more, the issue of non-tariff-

distortions is a very recent one . Even the definitions of16)

FTA and CU in GATT are very unclear on this point . Never-17)

theless, it is quite sure that the removal of tariffs does not

suffice to achieve commodity-price equalisation. Some distorti-
ons may be eligible for harmonisation (technical standards,

health requirements, customs valuation), some distortions do

not properly belong to laissez-faire, supposed by theory (re-

gional and sectoral subsidies, state-trading) and some distor-

tions are not normally included in government behavior of lais-

sez-faire economies but could be (quota's, discriminatory go-

vernment procurement). The latter ones could possibly be analy-

sed within the CU-framework, but all others point to the pre-
sence of a mixed, rather than a 'laissez-faire' economic order.
Furthermore, it need hardly be emphasized that there is nothing

'dynamic' about NTD's; they only indicate that the completion
of a CU according to classical criteria (e.g. commodity-price-

equalisation) will imply noticeable inroads to policy-autonomy
of member-states.

ad 5) As has been shown in Par. III. 3.1., static trade theory

assumes political and economic frontiers to coIncide,
this is, no economic frontiers other than the territorial ones.

In reality, however, such perfect internal economic integration

might not have been fully achieved. Both in a static and in a

dynamic context, regional imbalances may occur. This is most

pertinent in a CM (see Par. III. 3.5.) but also trade integra-

16) See Scaperlanda & Pelkmans (1971), Baldwin (1970), Walter
(1969); and Scaperlanda, ed., (1973).

17) The GATT only specifies "other restrictive regulations of
commerce" for both CU and FTA; GATT (1952), art. XXIV, sec.
8 (a and b).
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tion might lead to a relative worsening of regional welfare.

Technological backwardness and lack of infrastructure may sup-

press factor-remunerations, leading to a regional demand shor-
tage, that in its turn leads to lower growth and negative in-

centives for both capital and labour. Intra-economy factor mo-

vements become perverse and the process may well become circu-
lar (Myrdal, 1957).

The benefits of an even larger market than the national one,
the possible scale-advantages and the technological require-

ments involved, will strengthen this circular process, accor-

ding to many sources.
Several English economists (notably, Kaldor, 1971)

have argued that, given fixed exchange rates in the CU, cumu-

lative balance of payments deficits might occur that would

quickly lead to a negative balance of benefits.

Two solutions have been proposed. Both are not ap-
plicable to the given framework. Moreover, as it were a neo-

functionalist argument, both solutions belong to higher Balas-

saIn stages of economic integration. The first option is regi-
onal policy in the union (Balassa, 1961-b, pp. 202-210; Bird,

1965) that would belong to Balassa's stage 4. or 5. The second

option is to create regional currency areas (Mundell, 1961) or
at least flexible exchange rates among CU-members (Meade, 1957),

that belongs to the question of monetary unification (Balassa's

stage 5.).

ad 6) The sovereignty-principle suggests that a government of

a country can initiate any thinkable borderintervention

and any prohibition. A CU, however, implies a pooling of na-
tional jurisdictions about international trade within the CU-

territory, so that sovereignty, in this respect, must be con-

sidered as foregone . This does not mean, that trade can no18)

18) Sovereignty is a quality and, strictly, it is not divisible.
Integration of commercial policies should, rather, be seen
as the transfer of parts of domestic jurisdiction to a com-
mon institution on a voluntary basis. Therefore, economists
would probably better avoid the phrase that sovereignty is
partly -lost'.
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longer be inhibited; it means that trade can no longer be
thwarted by the instruments, specified in the treaty, under the
circumstances, described in the treaty. The national govern-
ments do retain a large potential of existing and not-yet-exis-
ting means to influence trading. This makes harmonisation of
administrative systems, of customs valuation and of major prin-
ciples of trade and tax law so important. In fact, one may ad-
here to the view that the governments 29-tential to interfere
unilaterally and suddenly is a major NTD itself, effectively
preventing complete price equalisation even in a CU. To be su-
re, the reduction of uncertainty  has nothing 'dynamic' and
there is no account for it in CU-theory; for the latter, per-
fect foresight prevails and only tariffs and quota exist. But
in practice, reduction of uncertainty will be welcomed.
In summary, the omnibus-group of arguments is only vaguely
described and loosely analysed yet.
On the whole, they tend to strengthen the case for a CU, but
there is little possibility for proof. Non-tariff-distortions,
economic frontiers or monopolies, that are not dealt with in
the CU treaty may lead to a negative sum of benefits. Stronger,
regional imbalances or widespread utilisation of NTD's are bound
to undermine integration loyalty, if a welfare-state system
would be at stake. The "nebulous" character of the effects
makes it difficuL: to account for them as theoret€2s= achieve-
ments of integration analysis. Not all of them are truly "dy-
namic",their impact is very uncertain, their invocation to
strengthen the case for a CU has something of "ad-hoc-ery".
But the greatest problem really is that they do not all proper-

ly belong to the pure theory of market integration:
they question indeed the explanatory value of prevailing CU-
theory.

3.3.   The case for the common market

The CU-arrangement leads to the achievement of a
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doubly -constrained optimum. The one constraint is that the CET
prevents the achievement of the free trade optimum in global

terms; the other constraint is that factors cannot move. The

possibility of free factor movements will lead to the absolute
optimum in regional terms, subject to the necessary behavioral

assumption that factors immediately respond to differences in

remunerations by moving. This regional optimum is, of course,
inferior to a global non-constrained optimum, but it provides

the highest possible welfare in the integrating subsystem that

can be thought of, given the productionfunctions and preferen-
ces. Thus, contrary to the CU, the case for a CM is a very sim-

ple and straight-forward one: the completion of market integra-

tion by letting factors flow throughout the subsystem leads,
given the usual behavioral assumptions, to a higher optimum

than the CU19)

However, the CM is n8t generally accepted as such
a beneficial device. The reason is that the framework of ana-

lysis, leading to the above conclusion, is broadly contested

as being unrealistic or, at least, incomplete. Several argu-

ments will be discussed that complicate the case for a CM, wit-

hout, however, extensively dealing with all developments in
the literature.

1. regional disparities in development:

The classical theory of (productive) capital

movements is not appropriate if regional differences in deve-

19) Note that we disregard the highly restrictive Samuelson-
theorem that has factor pays equalize by free trade alone.
See Samuelson (1948; 1949). One of the reasons is that CU-
theory has never been framed in the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuel-
son-model, that is required for this theorem. For a fur-
ther discussion, see Balassa, 1961-c.
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lopment exist. The basic reason is that factor pays may not
always constitute good "allocators",   that  is,   in  case  of  com-
parison of potential regions of establishment under regional
disparities, scarcity and marginal productivity may not display
a unique correlation. Often, the productivity of capital will
increase in the presence of a large volume of investments: the

so-called "agglomeration-effect" (see Balassa, 1961-b, pp. 193
ff).

This agglomeration-effect is a complicated, badly

known mixture of internal and external economies, and some dis-
economies. Such things as the availability of specialized, high-
ly skilled labour, good communications, plentyness of energy,
credit institutions as well as the larger regional market may
be counted to be benefits, whereas population density and infe-
rior living conditions may be counted to the disadvantages.
Thinking in terms of marginal productivity, however, would in-

dicate investments to go to more backward regions. Both exter-
nal economies and (secular) technical progress form escapes
from the assumption of decreasing returns to factor proporti-
ons, that is at the basis of the common classical theory of mar-

ket behavior. In classical terms, the resulting movements are
christened "perverse". They tend to accentuate the relative
stagnation, ultimately leading to decay, of peripherial regions.
In such an economy, growth tends to become unbalanced, these

imbalances tend to be strengthened continuously, minimizing
spreadeffects, making the process a circular and cumulative one
(see Myrdal, 1957; Streeten, 1961).

A completion of market integration by permitting
free factor flows will tend to strengthen the process of cir-
cular causation. In a laissez-faire economy, this is (formally
spoken) not relevant; in a welfare-state, this is virtually im-
possible to defend.

2. Motives for capital movements

Socio-economic policies are at the basis of many
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capital-movements nowadays, be they development aid, swap ar-

rangements or induced capital inflows. Contrary to the period

before 1914, capital movements have not been completely freed

since World War II, because of balance of payments reasons.

In consequence, welfare-states have attempted to

attract foreign investments by global policies and regional

subsidies and have strongly emphasized internal productive in-

vestments.

Thus, it is extremely difficult to explain international capi-

tal flows by the classical mechanism, if one first has to eli-

minate politically oriented aid-flows, speculative flows and

direct investments that have been attracted artificially. More-

over, a substantial body of theory has developed that looks for

different perspectives on direct investment flows.

As Par. IV. 3.2. emphasizes, direct investments originate from

a world of imperfect competition, implying a fundamental depar-

ture of classical analysis of integration.

3. motives for labor mobility

In classical theory, there is no formal distinc-

tion between capital- and labormobility. However, social, cul-

tural and linguistic barriers in a CM may be high,if not pro-

hibitive. The case for a CM ignores strong resentments to la-

bor mobility.

Furthermore, the quality of labour can be very dif-

ferent and the various groups of increasing skills may not dis-

play an equal tendency to migrate. In addition, the question of

skill can make the question of diploma-recognition a necessary

condition for significant labourmobility. Moreover, the mecha-

nism of wage-equalisation may be thwarted by divergent social

policies (see Balassa, 1961-b, ch. 10), whereas it may be fa-

cilitated by external inflow of labour, such as happened in the

EC (Yannopoulos, 1969). All those points are at odds with the

classical framework of a CM; rather, they point once again to
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the actuality of the concept of the welfare-state.

4. Internal and external balance

Classical theory is a 'pure' theory, that is, (a-

mong other things)it is a non-monetary theory. It is not con-
cerned with the convertibility of currencies and the stability
of exchange rates. It can justify this neglect by the assump-
tion of complete price- and pay flexibility (see Par. III.3.1.),

especially in the longer run, implying balance of trade equi-
librium. In the CU, this assumption may already be objectio-

nable, but in a CM there are more problems. Outflows of short

term capital or direct investments constitute a direct threat
to internal and/or external balance. In the classical reasoning,
such 'frictions' would be solved by a shift in the terms of
trade, leading to more exports, in its turn leading to attrac-

tive investments possibilities, giving rise to a reversal of

the investment flow. But, in a 'Keynesian' world, this mecha-

nism would not work, at least not in the politically relevant
short run: either, exchange rate adjustments or restrictions

are bound to follow if the subsystem is consisting of welfare-
states.

Fears, such as those just mentioned, will undermine
the willingness to move into a CM, even if the member-states

are convinced of the long-run benefits in terms of optimal ef-
ficiency. Thus, the case for a CM depends critically on the

fact whether the classical adjustment mechanisms do not disrupt
internal and external balance. However, since World War II, de-

veloped states display a weak belief in classical adjustment,

both for internal and external balance. In addition, once a
set of policy-instruments is invoked to guarantee internal and

external balance, as welfare-states do, the case for a CM will

critically depend on the supporting or conflicting influence,
capital mobility has on those instruments. This means that the

pure theory of (complete) market integration cannot analyse,
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and explain, the case for a common market of welfare-states.

In addition, features such as the (autonomous 7) behavior of

multi-national corporations, and the Euro-dollar and Euro-

bond market should also be investigated in their impact upon
internal and external balance.

In conclusion, we shall need a wholly different

framework of analysis in order to formulate the case for a com-
mon market of welfare-states.

Par. 4. The dichotomy of conventional theory

In a classical setting, the case for a CM is

straight-forward, once the CU has been formed. The

erection of the CU is not a priori certain, since, in a three

country model of tariff-ridden trade, the formation of a CU

may decrease welfare, on balance, because trade diversion,

trade contraction and trade destruction may outweight trade
creation and trade expansion. The CU being there, however, the

additional introduction of factor mobility between A and B (as

CU-members) cannot directly affect C, since there was no fac-

tor mobility before: no factor-flows are diverted because of

CM-discrimination, as the classical model does not assume out-

side factor and trade flows simultaneously. This excludes "fac-
tor diversion" by definition. Consequently, there are only be-

nefits of improved allocation in the CM. From its regained

identity with the free market conception (in a larger space),

it follows that the CM is an optimum that is solely constrained

by the exclusion of the rest of the world. For the subsystem
involved, the CM is a non-constrained optimum. According to

this formulation, the case for complete market integration sup-

ports the Balassa-thesis of progressing stages of economic in-

tegration.

But that is only seemingly the case. The dichotomy
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can be sharply formulated here, both in an inductive and in a

logical way. The theory of market integration, dealing with the
first three phases of the BalassaIn process, conveys a reversed

picture of reality. Although CU's constitute a longstanding de-
vice in practice the theory has not been able to provide a20)

fairly general justification, whereas, in the case of CM's, the
theory provides a definite rational for the leap to the CM, al-

though in practice there is great reluctance to enter this sta-

ge. These facts do not only rob the conventional theory of mar-

ket integration from its explanatory power, it evokes the in-

tuitive conclusion that the analysis utilizes incorrect behavi-
oral assumptions. The strong presumption is that reasonings of

the laissez-faire economy do no  longer. reflect the behavior of

welfare-states, not in CU's and not in CM's.
This is easily proved as follows.

If the BalassaIn CM is a non-constrained optimum, this must im-

ply that one cannot think of stages beyond the common market.

In other words, wishing to enter a stage beyond the CM amounts
to the wish to achieve something beyond the ve:fare-optimum.

How can one rationalize to move to the Balassa-stages 4. and 5.7
The conclusion must be that a rigorous application of the Ba-

lassaIn proces-stages is contradictory: although stages of po-
licy-integration after the CM-stage have been conceived, thin-

king in terms of market integration renders any phase beyond a

common market fk:Cy € ncompre hensibZe. The contradiction is only
there, because the integration process has been completely di-

chotomized. The separation of market integration from policy
integration leads to a perfect model for "laissez-faire", that

cannot logically be connected with the theory of economic policy
and policy-integration.

The dichotomy can not be defended with the argument that CU's

need not be conceived and analysed in the framework of laissez-

20) See Viner (1950, ch. 1 and 2). For a recent evaluation of
all efforts to integrate around the world, see Balassa,
1974-b.
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faire. The conception of a CU of mixed economies necessarily
implies that national policies will be affected aZready at that

stage of integration. Stronger, the development of a CU-theory

for welfare-states has to construct the reduction and eventual
elimination of tariffs as a conscious policy-move, equaZZy aus-

ceptibZe to po Zicy- theory as other policy-measures are suppo-

sed to be. This acknowledgement recognizes that the BalassaIn

order of the integration-process should not be maintained in

its dichotomized presentation. For a proper understanding of

the process one should overcome dichotomy.

Balassa's approach presents a lucid exposition of
the thinking about economic integration during the 1950's, but

it seems to have a minor applicability in the 'seventies'.

In addition, to a considerable extent, Balassa's stages reflect

the prevailing conviction that market integration is widely

practiced and relatively easy, whereas policy-integration is

only resi,lually attempted and presumed to be relatively trou-
blesome. Moreover, a gradual shift in emphasis can be observed,

away from 'neo-liberalism' and towards a broader recognition

of policy-cooperation. The Spaak-report and the Rometreaty

still display a strong emphasis on market-integration . Fi-21)

nally, the intricate issues of economic interdependence have

only recently been analytically formulated . Writing at the
22)

beginning of the sixties and having the (E)EC as the sole im-

portant example, Balassa's presentation has probably reflected
the then current conviction.

On the other hand, we are left with the problem

that such a dichotomized theory does not leave possibilities

for analysing the effects of market integration on domestic

policymaking, the effects of autonomous policy-making on poten-

21) See, for example, Pinder (1968) and Verrijn Stuart (1959).

22) In effect, only since Cooper's book (Cooper, 1968). See,
for example, Cooper (1969), Claassen & Salin (1972), Kindle-
berger & Shonfield (1971) and the De Wolff-report (De Wolff
et.al., 1971, part I).
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tial market integration and the behavior of member governments,
resulting from this interaction. Both trade- and factor market-

integration are bound to increase the sensitivity of welfare-
states to the international economy. But the 'sensitivity to

the international economy' is what interdependence is all about

(see Par. II. 5.2.).

Thus, the dichotomy of the process would precZude an ana:yais

of increasing in:erdefendence under progressing market integra-

tion. Dilemma's of forestalling certain international liberali-
sation-efforts as against the elimination of certain national

Policy instruments can not be studied. However, precisely this

type of dilemma's determine the process of economic integra-

tion among welfare-states, and a theory shall have to be con-
structed that accounts for them.

Par. 5. Optimum currency areas

Entirely separated from market-integration theory,
a monetary view on the size of economies has been

developed in the theory of optimum currency areas. In sharp

contrast to the given analysis of trade integration, this mo-
netary view has taken the mixed economic order into account

from the very beginning. Its most fundamental difference with
classical theory is doubtlessly its recognition of incomplete

and/or slow adjustment, both within the national economy and

with other economies. Its due regard for policy is evident from

its various attempts to conceive optimality as the best fulfil-

ment of several objectives from the 'magic square'. Thus, the
theory of optimum currency areas has overcome dichotomy; in

addition, it seems compatible with the concept of welfare-sta-

tes.

Mundell (1961) has initiated this body of theory
by breaking with the tradition of the pure trade theory (see

Par. III. 3.1.) of assuming coincidence of political and
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economic frontiers. Commodity and factor markets may be larger
or smaller than a nation and whether this is so can be derived

from commodity and factor-mobility. Whereas in advanced coun-

tries commodity mobility may be high within the entire system

of industrial countries, factor mobility may not even be high

within nations. Hence, factor immobilities may serve as demar-

cations of (economic) regions and political frontiers as de-

marcations of the national currency areas. In his words "a

region is an economic unit whereas a currency domain is parti-

ally an expression of national sovereignty" (Mundell, 1961, p.
185). This conclusion is then coupled to the debate of fixed

VS. flexible exchange rates (see Friedman, 1953). "The argument

for flexible exchange rates based on national currencies is

only as valid as the Ricardian assumption about factor mobili-

ty. If factor mobility is high internally and low internatio-

nally, a system of flexible exchange rates based on national

currencies might work effectively enough. But if regions cut

across national boundaries or if countries are multiregional,
then the argument for flexible exchange rates is only valid if

currencies are reorganized on a regional basis" (Mundell, 1961,
p. 181-182). Hence, "the validity of the argument for flexible

exchange rates...hinges on the closeness with which nations
correspond to regions" (op.cit., p. 185).

Mundell wishes to give every region a separate

currency, the flexibility of which will guarantee adjustment

of inflation or employment that cannot be expected from the

factormarkets. Therefore, the condition for one currency (or

fixed exchange rates) in an integrating subsystem of welfare-

states is to be a sufficiently high degree of factor mobility.
Lacking factor mobility, differential patterns of inflation or

of unemployment will ultimately require a multiple currency re-

gime despite the trade integration.

Precursor of this theory was Meade (1957). His suc-

cessive elimination of four possibilities of adjustment to re-

curring external deficits only leaves the option of flexible
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23)exchange rates for an integrating area . In Mundell's view,
external deficits will not be recurring and will not endanger
policies for price stability and employment, if high factor
mobility would prevail throughout the integrating area. Hence,
a classically defined customs union, that does not include in-
ternational factor mobility, could not possibly do with fixed

exchange rates; on the other hand, entering a common market may
still not guarantee stable exchange rates since de facto - fae-
tor mobiZity should be sufficient.

Mc Kinnon (1963) has extended the reasoning by in-

cluding economic openness. Trade integration will significant-

ly increase openness and that will sharpen the conflict between
autonomy and effectiveness of policies (see Par. II. 4.2.).
Mc Kinnon points out that a fluctuating exchange rate is the
more inflicting upon price-stability, the more open the econo-
my is; under openness, internationally tradeable goods will
cover a substantial part of purchases, so that exchange rate
fluctuations will significantly influence the policy for pri-
ce-stability. Thus, small open economies may better peg their
exchange rates to that of a large trading partner . Put in24)

terms of integration theory, Mc Kinnon's argument would imply
that trade integration may take place under fixed exchange ra-
tes if intra-group trade forms by far the biggest part of ex-
ternal trade of memberstates . This being a necessary con-25)

23) He deems it higly unlikely to achieve structural adjustment
by intra-area-transfers, by the discipline of fixed ex-
change rates (i.e. a precedence of external balance over
internal balance), by pooling of autonomous policies andby direct controls (since there is trade-integration). Note
that this method of elimination displays close affinity
with Friedman's (1953) case for flexible exchange rates.

24) The relations of Luxemburg and Belgium, or Ireland and
Great Britain may be relevant examples.

25) This condition was not yet achieved in the EC during the
sixties; see Par. II. 4.1. and Appendix A.
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dition, it is not a sufficient condition however. Stabilisation

policies easily become incompatible under fixed exchange rates.
As Mundell aptly puts it: "In a currency area comprising dif-

ferent countries with national currencies, the pace of employ-

ment in deficit countries is set by the willingness of sur-
plus-countries to inflate" (Mundell, 1961, p. 179). Another

disadvantage of the Mc Kinnon criterion is that it implicitly

assumes world prices to be more stable than domestic prices;

given world inflation, however, the more open an economy is,
the more effectively a flexible exchange may shield off the

domestic prices from world prices.
Nevertheless, the Mc Kinnon contribution has some

attraction. In fact, it is a forerunner of the whole thinking

in terms of economic interdependence. It is not the openness

properly that is relevant; it is policy-interdependence, fol-

lowing from the close connection between domestic and foreign
markets that is giving weight to the argument. If commodity mar-

ket interdependence is high (although factor market interdepen-

dence is not), policy interdependence will necessarily arise,

implying a trade-off between effectiveness and autonomy on some
occasions.

A favourite example is money-illusion, without which

variable exchange rates would be senseless. However, open eco-

nomies are very unlikely to display money illusion. A retreat

to more autonomy by introducing flexible rates in a trading

system would then be deceiving, since the real wage reduction

would certainly be observed in such open countries.

The theory of optimum currency areas has been under

quite heavy attack. We shall not endeavour to survey the multi-
tude of objections (see, for instance, Salin, 1974; Onida, 1972;

and Reitsma, 1972). In fact, most of the critique boils down

to the accusation of exaggerated simplicity. Mundell's appa-

rent faith in factor mobility is overly classical. One may
point to the social frictions of capital and labor mobility
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(cumulative causation, etc.) and the unreliable speed of ad-
justment,that might be intolerable for some welfare-states. We
have already discussed some drawbacks of Mc Kinnon's theory.

Suffice it to add that his emphasis on price-stability is not
tenable for all welfare-states; some will surely given prece-
dence to employment.

More generally, economists have come to realise
that it is rather fruitless to lump a large variety of often26)

conflicting arguments together in a super-theory of currency
areas: "... the goal of such a unified theory is probably il-

lusionary" (Willet & Tower, 1970, p. 61). What we need is a

policy-theory of interdependence wherein negative policy-inte-

gration is clearly specified so that the arguments for the

various forms of monetary cooperation can be investigated.

Such an analysis may deal more properly with the interaction
of market-integration, negative policy-integration and its po-

sitive counterpart.

26) Compare, for example, the extensions by Kenen (1969), Mun-
dell (1973) and Grubel (1970); purpose, methodology and
conclusions of all three contributions are hardly or not
compatible.
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Ohapter IV.
rhe complex dynamics of economic integration

Par. 1. Process determinants

This chapter is an attempt to provide a more ap-

propriate framework for the understanding of eco-
nomic integration. The importance of such a framework is not

only based on the wish to discern the basic driving forces of
an intricate process; its relevance is also derived from the

contrasts and divergencies with the conventional view.
Three major determinants shall be dealt with. The

first one is integration Zoya Zty: loyalty cannot be expected
to be invariably high, although it should remain positive in

order not to fall back to mere interdependence. The second de-
terminant is market integration. Our definition of market in-
tegration (see Par. II. 6.1.) explicitly departs from the clas-

sical one; the latter simply assumes economic subjects to re-

act immediately, costlessly and without friction in an environ-

ment of perfect competition, perfect foresight and non-inter-
ference. In contrast, our definition recognizes that complete

market integration in the classical sense may hardly ever be

wholly achieved but different forms of policy-integration can

be evaluated as to their market integrative effect by the es-

tablishment of whether they lead to more or less convergence.
It shall appear that market integration will take rather auto-

nomous forms under some conditions. Given the formal autonomy

of economic subjects in market decisions, we may alternatively
denote market integration as 'integration from below'.

The third determinant is poZiey-integration; in

contradistinction to the previous determinant, it may also be
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denoted as 'integration from above . As has been set out in,1)

Par. II. 6.1., it consists of negative and positive policy-in-

tegration.

Given the interaction between the three determi-

nants, integration will usually be in a state of flux. A status

quo of one determinant will not necessarily immobilize the ot-

her two. This makes for a complex dynamics, that will not be

uncovered so easily. As will be emphasized in the closing pa-
ragraph IV. 5., our knowledge of determinants is certainly not

sufficient to predict the course the process will take.

Par. 2. Integration loyalty

2.1.   The strong-political-will assumption

For a long time, students of integration have had

widely divergent views on integration loyalty. Those, thinking
in terms of classical international relations, discarded the

federalist idea of constitutional union, while favoring far-

reaching, liberalisation of trade and factor flows. Others, in
their attempts to overcome the classical 'anarchy' in world re-

lations, perceived more than sufficient reason to rationalize

integration loyalty.
Amidst the many currents, two lines of thought ha-

ve persistently been more optimistic about integration loyalty
than all others. Both have started from or arrived at (the re-

sult is comparable), what we shall denote as the "strong poli-

tical will" to integrate. One can be found in most of the eco-
nomic literature; the other is neo-functionalism.

Economists have very often implicitly assumed that

the wish to integrate should be taken for granted. Pointing out

1) Another alternative would be, as Tibor Palankai (Budapest)
has suggested to me, to denote these forms as micro- and
macro-integration, respectively.
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some necessary requirements for specific stages and estimating
costs and benefits, would be the task of economic integration

theory. That approach has considerable drawbacks. Obviously,

the construction of theory will be facilitated if economic ana-

lysis could simply take the wish to integrate as a datum.
However, having described the characteristics of

the welfare state,   one   need not wonder   that   such   "all·  Lut   j n-

tegrationist states" cannot be found easily. Quite Lhe contra-
ry, the use of the strong-political-will assumption is naieve

and will conceal the intricate dynamics of the economic inte-

gration process. It assumes that the interaction between mar-

ket integration, policy integration and integration loyalty

can never shake the latter. It assumes away the often delicate

balance between some pressure groups, or between groups of vo-
ters, a balance that is sensitive to negative results. Above

all, it leads to the picture of a Zineair and sm:o:k process

of integration, that would only show spill-over and progress.

Of course, observation of reality gives us quite the reverse:

tensions, small crises and fears for spill-back and disinte-

gration cannot be said to add up to a lineair and smooth pro-
cess.

Neo-functionalists have largely done likewise, but

in a much more subtle way. As has been set out before, they

considered power politics and grandeur disfunctional to the

presumed primacy of welfare in highly developed, pluralistic
societies, whereas, on the other hand, they understood that the

loyalty to integrate should be 'conquered' so to say. Haas, a
leading exponent, has even defined integration as "the process

whereby political actors... are persuaded to shift their loyal-

ties, expectations and political activities toward a new and

larger center..." (Haas, 1966, p. 92). Thus, integration in-

cludes all strategies and conscious efforts to enhance inte-

gration loyalty. The basic of their optimism was their assump-

tion of a predominance of economics over (high) politics; once
this was accepted, spill-over would continuously strengthen
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integration and, in fact, "create" the strong political will by
process. By so reasoning, they have overlooked that a predomi-
nance of economics over politics is not identical to the assump-
tion of a continuously strong political will; it nei ther auto-
matically implies that economic integration is a smooth, line-
air, ever progressing process. This is the case if and only if
'welfare' is bound to increase at all stages for all participa-
ting welfare-states. Since this is not certain at all (not even
in the then prevailing-but inappropriate-CU-theory), the func-
tionalist theory has grossly overaccentuated the progress in
the process of economic integration.

Our suggestion about integration-loyalty would be
that it is a multi-determinate concept and should be the sub-
ject, par excellence, of political integration theory. Its com-
plexity appears from the historical dimensions that will tend
to create its particularities; furthermore, it is influenced by
the process of integration. Both aspects of integration loyalty
cannot be wholly lost out of sight in economic integration the-
ory and shall therefore be glanced over below.

2.2. Integration loyalty and historical context

The sole intention of the present section is to
give some idea of the variety of reasons to support integration.The matrix in Table IV.1. illustrates some of the major reasons
for Western European countries to join efforts after World War
II. If the matrix, being tentative and non-exhaustive, is to
have any meaning, it is to point to the complexity of what we
lump as integration loyalty. Among the internal political fac-
tors we have the broad recognition, after World War II, that
nation-states were no longer variable in the classical meaning
(1.1.). This argument has taken several forms, such as the es-
tablished 'permeability' of nationstates, implying the impos-
sibility to maintain territorial integrity at whatever costs.
In other sources, the relative insignificance of the nation-
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state is emphasized as compared to the supremacy /f the super-

powers.

Table IV.1.

The complexity of integration-loyalty

political economic

1.1. viability of 2.1. allocative efficiency
nationstates

1.2. European peace 2.2. growth
internal 1.3. affinity 2.3. economic interdepen-

1.4. wish for superpower dence

2.4. wish for economic

power

1.5. threat perception    2.5. fear for recession
external  1.6. external catalyst    2.6. technological gap

1.7. external recognition

Sources: Spinelli (1957), Van der Meersche (1971), and Brugmans
(1972).

In yet another phrasing, the fast developments in
military technology and weaponry is said to render the concept

of the nation-state outmoded. For the members of the potential

subsystem, this argument of non-viability of each one of them
constitutes an incentive to join efforts in some form of coo-

peration. A second intra-group determinant can be the search

for lasting peace; in Western Europe, this has, of course, been
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one of the main arguments to present the Schumann Plan. If
close neighbours have traditionally displayed a strong pro-
pensity to fight one another, the most definitive way to redu-
ce this propensity is to merge. So, Germany and France were
transferring their control over their respective coal and
steel production to a common center. This ECSC was also very
Significant for the outer world as the two World Wars of the
20th century had both originated in Europe, so, lasting peace
in that Continent was tantamount to world peace for many other
countries. A third internal factor consists in social, cultu-
ral and/or religious affinity or homogeneity. The fourth is a
nostalgia, since the days that (Western) Europe reigned the

world were definitely passed after two World Wars. Realizing
this, influence could possibly be regained by uniting. To the
group of external determinants, we firstly count the 'exter-
nal threat perception'. This has certainly been one of the
most forceful motives to set in motion the long process of
pooling sovereignty . Closely connected with this first argu-

2)

ment is a second one, the pressure exerted by powerful non-
members to endeavour integration. That the USA have been the

external catalyst and the USSR the preceived threat, is beyond
any doubt for Western Europe. A final external argument may
consist in the worldwide recognition as a coherent group.
In the economic sphere, a first intra-group motive is the
search for allocative efficiency. This is emphasized in the
Spaak-report, for example (Spaak et.al., 1957). This motive
cannot be fully uncoupled from 2.2. and 2.6. Furthermore, the-
re were high expectations in membercountries that economic in-

tegration would enhance economic growth. For France this per-
tained especially to agricultural products and for Italy,

shortage of home demand was driving it into export-led growth

2) Remember that Churchill has offered France to unite the
two countries in june 1940 - when he perceived the big Ger-man threat - whereas he was no longer willing to join in
1951-1955.
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in industrial products (etc.).
The third determinant is the recognition of econo-

mic interdependence of the relevant group of welfare-states.
Economic interdependence gives a common interest in the stee-

ring and management of all closely associated economies. For
some statesmen that were facing the low feasibility of beco-

ming a Superpower, the strive for becoming an economic power

was still quite attractive.
Among the external economic factors, the fear for

a world-wide recession and/or upsurge of protectionism is fore-

most. Although this fear has led all welfarestates to 'organize

interdependence', the negative loyalty and weak cohesion in

GATT and IMF was not deemed to be a sufficient guarantee. A

final argument is to be found in the shaping of the appropri-

ate environment for fast technological growth and economies of

scale, of size and the like. This argument has been the deci-

sive ground for founding Euratom, but has also played a role

as regards the EC.

Table IV. 1. makes abundantly clear that the con-

cept of integration loyalty is an easy shorthand for a complex

mixture of values and motives. This conclusion has an important
implication. There is not much possibility for generalisation

and abstraction so as to arrive at useful guideposts for the

theory of economic integration The strong will assumption, that

is, the traditional neglect of the possible insufficiency of

political grounds to integrate, is not only naIeve, but it ap-

pears to be virtually impossible to replace the assumption by

a more suitable one. There will be a unique historical element
in every integration process. In consequence, a theory of eco-

nomic integration will never attain full explanatory power; at
most, it may explain the mechanism of process.

2.3.    Loyalty as a function of process

Integration loyalty is not a static thing. During the

long road, integration has to go, many of the factors of
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Par. IV. 2.2. will alter in weight. But even if the overall
evaluation of the integrationist moves of the member-countries

does not change substantially, integration loyalty is still in-

fluenced by three specific conditions of the process. These
three conditions are highly correlated and interconnected and

an improvement in one may be an overriding incentive to the

others. There is firstly the impact upon socio-economic objec-

tives of the entanglement of market and policy-integration. For

example, integration loyalty tends to decrease if integration

from below results in the strengthening of large industrial

centers to the detriment of certain regions, unless integration
from above is so far advanced as to conclude a well-balanced

regional policy to offset these strains. Similarly, if integra-

tion from above has eliminated national commercial policies,

and the subsequent market integration tendencies lead to net

unemployment in certain CU-members, those countries will dis-
play a decreasing loyalty to integrate further. On the other

hand, if voters attribute income-growth to the interaction of

market and policy integration (this inference being right or

not), integration loyalty will obviously be strengthened.

The second condition of the process is the adequacy

of common inst€totions. Common policies of any kind are not

imaginable without some executive power. External commercial

policy or internal agricultural policy have been extremely cum-
bersome in the EC, even with some common machinery. Moreover,

in systems of representative government, voters, political par-
ties and even pressure groups call for clear responsibility in

major policies; if major policies are largely or wholly decided
at the subsystem-level, the willingness to cooperate will be

suppressed if there would not also exist an effective parliamen-

tary system for the group as a whole. Voters and political par-
ties will tend to turn nationalistic because only at the natio-

nal level they may claim control and influence (if a common

parliament would not have adequate powers). But not only for the
integration from above, common institutions are of critical
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importance to integration loyalty; this also has some relevanze
tc the integration from below. If a firm wishes to be truly

multi-national - at the subsystem-level - the logical scluticr.

would be a well-harmonized and closely knit system of commer-

cial laws, tax laws, social laws and rules of settlement sc as

to enable a common statute for non-national firms at the sub-

system-level. In its turn this urges trade unions at the subsys-
tem level. However, trade unions at the subsystem level may

need those harmonisations of law equally much to be really ef-

fective. It seems likely, however, that trade unions will be

quite reluctant to vehement integration from below without ha-
ving the possibility of placing some countervailing power at

the subsystem level.

The third condition is a relatively Zow sensitivirs

:c =asses of sovereignty. In practice, it will be difficult to

distinguish the sentiments about sovereignty from material dis-

appointments in actual problems. But the inadequacy of common

institutions may often be a result of such sentiments. In its
turn, the compelled decentralisation of policies may again lead

to less than optimal policy-achievements (etc.). There is some

presumption, that integration from below is less dependent on

this sensitivity. This would imply that the attitude towards

sovereignty should not be the sole variable to look at. Less

visible and less public processes of market integration may con-

tinue to increase economic interdependence and, in this way,
the common interest in regulation of the subsystem's markets.

Par. 3. Market integration

3.1.   Static effects

As has been concluded in Par. III. 3., the pure the-

ory of market integration cannot explain the course of economic

integration among welfare-states. However, it has some things
to tell about market processes properly. The most important in-

ference is that trade integration tends to increase trade-open-
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ness toward member-states and tends to decrease trade-openness

toward third countries (trade-diversion). Stronger, inefficient

member-states will undergo a net increase in openness because
trade creation and trade-expansion will be delivered by foreign

producers. This also holds for members with intermediate ef-
ficiency (B in Ch. III) if they are modest ex-ante importers3).

Concentrating on the CU, with a normal intermediate

CET, intra-group trade will increase sharply. For welfare-sta-
tes, this implies that price-stability, employment and external

balance will become more interdependent with the same objecti-
ves (and the policies concerning them) in other memberstates,

yielding less effectiveness for autonomous policies. Given the

fact that a CU entails the loss of commercial policy, policy-

interdependence will necessarily be increased along with the

strengthening of market interdependence. This changing struc-
ture of intra-group trade will lead to a redirection of export

flows, to readaptation of existing production structures (i.e.

declining And growing industries in all member-countries) and

to a net increase of available income to consumers. Dependent

on scale curves and ex-ante protectionism, it may also lead to

a net cost reduction and therefore to a second impetus on spen-

ding. Together, expenditure will tend to show a net increase
that may explain the growth-expectations that many observers

attributed to Western European economic integration. However,
this all depends on the flexibility of the industrial struc-
ture: this flexibility is extreme in the classical world of

Par. III. 3., but, in a 'Keynesian' world, it would be rather

low. Insofar as net unemployment results, the net additional

spending will tend to be lowered, although this could be offset

by fiscal policy. Such considerations lead to the supposition
that, the lower the flexibility of the economy is, the higher

the probability that market-integration will be accompanied by

3) Compare Fig. B-11, where ex-post exports of B to A will in-
crease B's openness:
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expansionary fiscal policies to have hone industry abscrt imain-

tain) the released labor. Altogether, it will be extremely hart
to separate income-increases from reallocation, those from fis-

cal policies and those from technical progress and factor in-
crease4).

Even accepting the classical framework, the 'welfa-

re' gains of CU's are known not to be necessarily positive, and,

at any rate, to be rather small. But this need not be so for
the welfare-state since a net-increase of employment, a struc-

tural improvement of the trade balance and greater stability of

prices should be considered as additional benefits: to obtain

any idea of such benefits, we need an entirely different model,
that emphasizes policy-aspects of integration. It is this as-

pect of the process that has attracted our specific interest
and some efforts to deal with it are presented in later chap-
ters.

3.2.   Market integration under imperfect competition

The pure theory of market integration has traditio-

nally assumed perfect competition, although there is plenty of
evidence that this is no longer valid. The stubbornness may be

attributed to the persistent failure to integrate monopolistic
competition into (classical) trade theory (Johnson, 1968-b).
On the other hand, Par. III. 3.4. has provided some efforts to

overcome dissatisfaction with CU-theory as it stands. Upon clo-

se inspection of the arguments, given there, the suggestion

presents itself that some separatedly treated points may in

fact belong to one and the same overall argument. Closely as-

sociated with this suggestion is the problem that it has become

4) Sodersten, for example, does not attribute Western European
growth to integration; he calls that an 'optical illusion'.
Sodersten, 1971, p. 442. Schouten (1962) attributes Western
European growth to an already prevailing growth-atmosphere
(substantial technical progress and savings; increase in
working population) and not to integration.
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increasingly hard to ignore some most conspicuous developments

in Western Europe in the 1960's.
These considerations together have led us to sup-

pose that the process of market integration is ZargeZy deter-

mined by firm behavior under imperfect competition. This sec-
tion will n8t present a theory of market integration under im-

perfect competition, although some recent developments in the-
orys might render an attempt rewarding. Rather we shall focus

on five features of market integration (all with an eye to

Western European experience in the 1960's) that constitute 999=

firming evidence for our supposition above. Those issues are

(1) economies of market integration, (2) the merger movement,
(3) intra-industry specialisation, (4) the 'American Challenge'

and (5) the Euro-currency market. Discussion will not concen-

trate on the literature involved but should solely lead to as-
sess the scope of the phenomena involved. As will be recalled

from Par. II. 6.1., market integration is defined to comprise

all reactions of economic subjects, leading to a further con-

vergence of commodity prices and factor remunerations in the

relevant countries. Only (5) is important for price convergence;
the other four are concerned with profits: in a roundabout way

via market shares, product differentiation and take-overs as
well as in the direct way of profit equalisation: new foreign

establishments. Only the latter way can be compatible with the

classical mechanism of factor market integration.

ad (1) economies of market integration

Economies of production may be internal or external
to the firm (or even to the plant), static or dynamic and posi-

tive or negative, the latter usually being denoted as disecono-

mies. In addition, there may exist (dis-) economies of consump-

tion. Table IV.2. suggests a classification of possible forms

5) See, for exa.pie, Caves (1971) and some of the contributions
in Dunning, ed. (1974). See also Caves (1974).
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of the former.

Table IV.2.

Economies of production under market integration

1. internal a) technical economies of scale Static

b) economies of overall size static (7)

c) economies of growth dynamic

d) 'learning by doing' dynamic

2.  external  a) growth-pole economies dynamic
b) industrial interdependence dynamic
c) induced technical progress dynamic

Sources: Silberston (1972) and Balassa (1961-b). (Dis) econo-

mies in consumption have been excluded.

At least four out of the seven point to imperfect com-
petition, that is, to a restricted number of non-atomistic sup-

pliers. That is fairly immediate for the first three (la, 1b

and lc) but, on a strictly theoretical level, it must also
hold for 'learning by doing'. Internal economies will (c.p.)

lead to decreasing costs and are therefore necessarily incom-

patible with perfect competition. External economies need not

necessarily imply imperfect competition. However, Perroux's

'industry motrice' that forms the heart of a growth pole is not

liable to be an insignificant market supplier (see Perroux,

1955). Also, Balassa's emphasis on the growth potential of in-

dustrial interdependence is based on the previous obtaining of

economies of scale: "... a succesful innovation in an industry

producing intermediate goods will induce suppliers and buyers
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to reconsider their production methods and to employ hitherto
not applied advanced technology" (Balassa, 1961-b, p. 149).

The economies of market integration are usually

associated with economies of scale, in due neglect of other
forms. Nevertheless, economies of scale have remained hardly
less resistant to satisfactory verification than the other eco-
nomies of market integration. Although some research has been
done, the expectations of substantial economies of scale for
firms within the EC6 have not been emperically verified. There

only is some evidence that economies of scale are potentiaZZy

present in a variety of sectors in Western Europe and USA

(Haldi & Whitcomb, 1967) and for Great Britain alone (Silber-

ston, 1972). Silberston is careful to emphasize that the know-
ledge of scale curves is, in itself, no proper indication of

the likelyhood of actually grasping scale advantages. First,
technical economies of scale "occur mostly in the initial in-

vestment costs and in operating labor cost, with no significant
economies observed in raw material cost" (Haldi & Whitcomb,
1967, p. 15) so that savings in buying costs may be much more
important than saving in processing costs, sometimes. Second,

a scale curve assumes away the possible inefficiences of vari-
ous firms , an assumption that may conflict with reality.7)

Third, large firms may sometimes be inhibited from grasping
scale economies by a great number of small plants. Fourth, a

6) As they were raised upon the foundation of the EC; see Sci-
tovsky (1958) and Balassa (1961-b, ch. 6). For a much dis-
cussed, macro economic approach of estimating economies of
scale in developed countries, see Denison (1967).

7) Leibenstein (1966) has called "X-inefficiency" the situation
that many firms produce de facto below their production pos-
sibility frontier. Incidentally, it should be pointed out
that some English economists seem to have expected a lowe-
ring of English x-inefficiency (that they perceived) as a
result of fiercer competition after getting into the Com-
mon Market: See Krauss (1972, p. 432).
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small plant with the youngest vintage of machines may grasp
scale-economies that a large firm with many viriages may not

seize. Subject to these reservations, he cczcludes that a pos-

sible extension of the British market "would obviously enable

optimum scales to be achieved in the long run no re readily
than at present" (Silberston, 1972, p. 3891.

ad (2) the merger movement

A lasting flow of mergers could be established8)

in the one and a half decade following the Rome Treaty, esta-

blishing the EC. This has obviously had an impact upon compe-

tition as well as upon market integration. As to competition,
there are indications that two relatively isolated marketforms

exist alongside each other: for a decreasing share of the Wes-

tern European market, a multitude of firms find themselves

competing in a polypolic fashion, whereas an increasing part

is captured by larger firms, displaying the properties of oli-
gopolies. Probably, the merger movement has both increased the

average firm size of the larger firms and included the incor-

poration of smaller firms into the part of the market that is

imperfectly competing.
As to market integration, we come across processes

that cannot be analysed within the conventional framework of

market integration. As far as the mobility of capital and en-

trepreneurship within the CM is concerned, conventional theory
ignores the mechanism of take-overs and mergers and does not

provide us with insights into the process of integrating the

relatively autonomous, imperfect part of markets. It may only

have some validity for the decreasing number of small firms

(which will - more often - deal with 'non-tradeable' goods).

But mergers have also frequently occurred with outside compa-

nies, a possibility that is hard to analyse in the restrictive
CM-theory.

8) See, for example, de Jong (1969).
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These considerations acknowledge that we need a behavioral
theory of large firms, that should explain - in particular -
why they concentrate and along what patterns once market bar-
riers are about to be significantly decreased. An interesting
attempt to construct such a theory has been made by De Jong
(1972, pp. 130 ff) who has concluded that market integration

will initially lead to a sharpening of competition together
with deconcentration but later to a merger movement of great
intensity. The basic reason is that market integration has the
effect to accelerate the course of the product cycle. The has-
tened maturisation of young markets will both intensify the
search of producers for other markets as well as for innovated
products. This will sharpen competition. Precisely this heigh-
tened competition will put pressure on profit margins of the
less efficient firms. In highly diversified, large corporations,
efficiency does not always attain the same level as in small,
specialized firms; at that point, the product cycle enters the
stagnation phase and larger corporations will pass on to de-
fensive take-overs and mergers.

In De Jong's view, 'Scitovsky-competition' and
Perroux's long term increase of concentration (see Par. III.3.4.)
have been included in one analysis, in which fiercer competi-
tion is the first and more concentration is the final effect of
market integration (and market-interdependence).

ad (3) intra-industry specialisation

Grubel (1967) and Balassa (1975, pp. 108 ff) have
established that the pattern of specialisation in the EC since
1958 has not been between industries, as could be expected from
CO-theory, but within industries. This has been commonly explai-
ned by invoking a typical characteristic of imperfect competi-
tion: product differentiation. Therefore, market integration can
be said to further trade in close substitutes, in other words,
member

countries may simultaneously export and import virtually
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the same goods. Since product-differentiation is a means to

avoid pure competition, heightening of intra-industry speciali-

sation can be seen as another indication that the process of

market integration is largely determined by imperfect competi-
tion.

ad (4) the American Challenge

In the mid-sixties, Layton (1966) and, more vigo-

rously, Servan Schreiber (1967) have drawn attention to an as-

pect of market integration that could not be expected in the

conventional framework of market integration. They pointed to
the mounting flow (and stock) of US direct investments in Eu-

rope. Ever since this 'American Challenge' has been 'discovered'

it has been realised that market integration had come to be

largely autonomous. Diverging conditions for establishment

could hardly have the impact of causing wide divergencies in

factor earnings, commodity-prices and growth-rates, since new-

ly settling American (that is, non-EC) firms were free to choo-

se among a variety of country options. Non-EC firms had no a

priori reasons to discriminate any of the EC countries, so that
they could effectively diminish the divergencies in the said

variables. Thus, the low preparedness of EC-firms to settle in
other EC-countries did not block market integration: tendencies

of convergence were simply caused by outside capital.
Another important aspect of US direct investments

was the crusade-character of Servan Schreiber's call. It un-

doubtedly increased integration-loyalty of Western European
firms, of the EC commission (EC, 1970) and possibly even of

membergovernments.

Two aspects were especially emphasized in the en-

suing discussion: bigness on the one hand, and the restricted

availability of human capital, managerial skill and knowledge,
on the other. Once again, two features that are commonly attri-

buted to the multi-national corporation as distinct from the
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local, small one.

ad (5) the Euro-currency market

The autonomy of market integration has come to the
fore most incisively by the astonishing rise of the Euro-dollar
market and, later, the Eurobond market during the sixties and
the early seventies. In absence of negative policy integration
that could have induced processes towards interestconvergence,
this out8€de market has certainly called forth a sharply increa-
sed market interdependence for money and short term capital.
But to what extent it has produced market integration is not
entirely clear. The reason is that the Euro-currency market is
an 'elite'-market, where bigness is considered a necessary con-
dition for creditworthyness. Therefore, the Euro-currency mar-
ket may have unified the short term lending and borrowing con-
ditions for large firms in Western Europe (if not elsewhere),
but it may also have created a gap between the petty firms,
subject to national credit conditions and the big ones. On the
other hand, many commercial banks have themselves operated on
the Euro-currency market and this may have eliminated the clea-
vage. Outside integration of Western European money markets has
largely circumvented a possible progress in negative policy in-
tegration. This has given rise to an involuntary restraint of
policy autonomy. To the extent that countries have reacted upon
this loss of autonomy in monetary policy with negative policy
dieintegration (restrictions), the petty borrower may have been
struck much harder than the multinational enterprise.

Whatever the extent of money market integration,
the process is clearly propelled, once more, by the large firms.

3.3.    The relevance of market integration

From the discussion above, it appears that market
integration is probably determined by a fairly autonomous beha-
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vior of large firms. In effect, a relatively moderate degree of

negative policy integration (for example, low tariffs and some

freedom for factor movements and short term capital) would be

sufficient for the above phenomena to appear . There is a9)

strong likelyhood that the relative autonomy of these forms of

market integration will put pressure upon policy-makers to con-
tinue negative (and even positive) policy integration. It is

also evident that market interdependence is strongly increased

by the sketched forms of market integration. Furthermore, we

established the need for a coherent theory of the multination
corporation that may help to further clarify the process of

market integration. A third point of interest has recently beE

raised by Kindleberger (1974). He stressed the fact that factor

integration in Western Europe has not so much been an intra-

group affaire, but rather a process enforced by outside fac-

tors. To a considerable extent, the Euro-currency (and-bond)

market has done so for interest rates of short term capital.

Profit rates have probably become less divergent because of

American investments. In addition, low or non-skilled labor
from Mediterranean countries will have narrowed the gaps in

earnings for this part of EC labor markets.

A further question, not hitherto discussed, is the

reaction of labor unions and consumer-organisations upon this

internationalisation of production in a common market. Both
have remained essentially national in their reactions yet, al-

though trade unions appear to realize the implications of mar-

ket integration slightly better (see GUnther, ed., 1972).

It should be realized that market integration

strongly interacts with integration loyalty of economic sub-

9) Indeed,had not Great Britain also participated in the Euro-
currency market, in the flow of US direct investments and
in concentration tendencies, already before its entry in
the EC7
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jects and governments, and with positive and negative policy-
integration. To describe such interactions would amount to
fruitless taxonomy, but some examples may reveal the importance
of them. For instance, a lasting flow of mergers will necessi-

tate a common competition law, apart from the common elimina-

tion of trade barriers and the set-up of a CET. In addition,

transnational mergers will yield pressure for harmonisation

(for a definition, see below) of national commercial laws or/
and for a common statute of companies.

External economies of market integration (growth pole/industri-
al interdependence) may lead to agglomeration effects and in-

tra CM economic frontiers that might necessitate regional poli-

cy or at least regional policy harmonisation.

The rise of the Euro-currency markets has, as remarked above,
led to intensified policy-interdependence that can only be
countered by negative policy disintegration (that is, restric-
tions) or by some attempt of positive policy integration.

Large scale production and matching export patterns tend to
commit firms to be loyal to integration. There are signs that

collaboration of commercial banks have much the same benefici-
al effects upon integration loyalty (see Rijnvos, 1974).

All those examples may tempt one to forget that

market integration is also dependent on the achievements of

policy-integration. One may perceive some autonomous tenden-

cies, once a certain level of negative policy integration has
been reached, but even such tendencies have their institutio-

nal limits. The ensuing pressure that big corporations and
banks exert to promote policy integration, however, should not

be expected to be succesful a priori. After all, the benefits

of market integration are less clear for the highly competitive
parts of markets. Associations of specific sectors, or of small

firms and retailers may try to withhold their respective govern-
ments of displaying a great loyalty to pursue policy-integra-

tion. Furthermore, certain sectors may be so tightly managed
that only a common interference (i.e. policy unification) would
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effectively bring off market integration. This may be achieved,

such as with agriculture in the EC, but sometimes nationalis-

tic pressure may block policy-induced market integration (agri-

culture in EFTA; transport in EC).
Thus, interactions of market integration with the

other two determinants are probably complex and hard to gene-

ralize. Nevertheless, market integration, though less visible

and less political, has a significant impact upon the course

and outcome of the process of economic integration and cannot
possibly be ignored in a theory about the latter. It is an

undercurrent that should not be overlooked by focusing on in-

stitutional and political results only.

Par. 4. Policy-integration

4.1.   Negative policy integration

Both a CU and a FTA will remove tariffs and quo-

ta's within the group of member countries. This part of nega-

tive policy integration leaves largely unsolved the "other

restrictive regulations of commerce" (GATT, 1952, art. XXIV,
sect. 8 a/b). Both EFTA and EC have tried to deal with the
NTD's (Curzon, 1974, ch. 5; Scaperlanda, ed., 1973). A viable

CU may have to eliminate the following NTD's:
customs valuation, technical standards, health requirements

for agricultural products, safety requirements for industrial

products, import prohibitions , import licenses and export
subsidies. There is no reason to limit the regulation or re-

moval of those NTD's to a CU, but the sensitivity to close

substitutes of tariff policy is probably higher in a CU.
In fact, the simple removal of even the above NTD's

will not always be the proper solution. Regulations may have
to be harmonized or unified, rather than eliminated. There-

fore, negative and positive policy integration may well be
complementary here. Some other NTD's are more resistant to
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either negative or positive policy-integration, such as govern-
ment procurement (van Lith, 1973), government aid to industry
(Pelkmans, 1973) and some forms of state-trading.

A CU may not easily come beyond the stage of a
standstill agreement, the lowest possible form of negative po-
licy integration. The moment it gets beyond, the CU is bound

to encounter serious problems of positive policy integration.
In Balassain process terms, elements of his stage 4. (economic

union) would be introduced when constructing stage 2. (customs

union). The neglect of these important NTD' s will inevitably

falsify competition, introducing strains in the process.
By definition, a CM involves the removal of restrictions for

factor mobility. As has been explicated in Par. III. 3.5. and
III.4., the concept of the CM does nat hold for a system of

welfare states. In fact, we should have at our disposal a po-
licy theory of economic integration, before it can be establis-

hed what negative policy integration can be expected at what
stages. The incipience of such a theory is presented in Chap-

ter VIII. It appears that a common market of weZfare states
wiZZ, in effect, comprise several Btages of poZicy integration.
The intensity of negative policy integration may differ and

the consequences will vary at every stage. Therefore, we shall
abstain from a discussion here.

4.2.   Positive policy integration

Both a CU and a CM of welfare states are compelled

to transcend negative integration. Apart from some recent at-
tempts to analyse monetary unification, there is virtually no

satisfactory methodology of positive policy integration, due
10)

10) Balassa (1961-b) has dealt with issues of regional, social,
fiscal and monetary policy. However, he does nde present a
methodology of positive policy integration (note, that his
definition of economic integration solely refers to "mea-
sures designed to abolish discrimination", that is, to
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to the laissez-faire bias of integration theory. We shall dis-

tinguish five forms of positive integration, namely unification,

harmonisation, coordination, cooperation and consultation. Whe-
ther all five forms will be practiced, and to what extend, de-

pends on integration loyalty, the vehemence of market integra-

tion and the disturbances, caused by inconsistencies in natio-

nal policy-making.
Unification is defined as the legislation and common determina-

tion of policies. In a CU, it is both a legal (GATT) and a 10-

gical requirement to set up a common commercial policy, inclu-

ding a common external tariff. Furthermore, strongly managed.
sectors are eligible for common regulation, because, for those

sectors, tariff- and quota-elimination  will nat have a signi-

ficant market-integrative effect. The basic importance, sensi-

tivity and instability of sectors such as transport and agri-

culture having been the very reasons to control them national-

ly, unification of their regulation systems is clearly a much

demanding process, requiring a substantial integration loyalty.
The final outcome of this unification, and the course the com-
mon policy takes, may cause a further strengthening or weake-

ning of integration loyalty. This may have a positive or nega-
tive impact on sectors which are becoming eligible for common
regulation, such as energy.

Harmonisation is any process of removing inconsis-

tencies in governmental procedures as between the members of the

subsystem. This may be applicable to minor technical details of
law, to certain systems of interference embodied in law, to the

definition of socio-economic objectives, of instruments and of
statistics. Thus, harmonisation may vary from purely functional
adjustments of national law to extremely sensitive and politi-
cally important issues such as the appropriate definition of
unemployment, or, of a region, eligible for financial assistan-

(fn. 10, continued)
fegative policy integration). For an up-to-date, extendedversion of his monetary chapter, see his excellent treatment
in: Balassa (1975, ch. 6), where he seems to have abandonedhis old definition.
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ce. It is important to realize what harmonisation is n8t. It
is not equalisation of law, it is compatibility of law; it is
not equalisation of instruments, but transparency and compara-
bility of instruments; it is not unification of objectives but

a standardisation of each objective separately, but it does

imply identical methods of measurement, and therefore equali-
sation of statistical concepts. In a CU, some major distortions,
can be fought by harmonisation. The systems of indirect taxing
should become easily comparable and transparent, so as to cal-
culate tax rates at the intra-CU borders. The systems of regi-
onal policy should also become easily comparable and transpa-
rent, so as to clarify its NTD-character for commodities ex-
ported from that region and to enable coordination of regional
policies. Other kinds of financial aids, such as sectoral aid,
should become comparable as well for similar reasons. Finally,
the systems of social policy may be harmonized if refunding in
case of exports would obtain an NTD-character. In addition, all
kinds of technical standards, health and safety-requirements
should be harmonized as well rather than removed in a scheme

of negative integration. Lastly, the practice of nationally
tied development aid may be susceptible either for harmonisa-
tion (of the conditions under which tying is permitted) or for
unification (no national tying but union tying).

Coordination is the negotiated adjustment of poli-
cies in order to improve the final impact of all policies in-
volved. Coordination is concerned with the compatibility and
consistency of instruments, given the fact that jurisdiction
of policymaking is domestic while the affected markets are
partly international. Thus, coordination is the functional res-

ponse to economic interdependence in the CU. However, adjust-
ment of major policies in international negotiation amounts to
a serious diminution of autonomy and is not very likely in a
lixited set-up   such   as   a  CU.   In   case   of high integration loyal-
ty, however, coordination of all policies, concerned with the

nagic square, might be possible in principle. The most impor-
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tant one is definitely exchange rate policy, or, rather, the

abstinence of exchange rate policy via the pledge of fixed ex-

change rates. If such an arrangement would be made up, member

countries would have lost all major means of expenditure-swit-

ching policy (commercial policy already being transferred in a

CU) and all balance of payments troubles would have to be dealt

with by influencing the level of domestic expenditure (see
Chapter VI-VIII). Moreover, unification of sector management by

setting common prices may constitute a strong incentive to main-

tain fixed exchange rates if differential inflation would other-

wise urge for exchange rate adjustments. Of course, adjustment

of pegs cannot be postponed very long under such circumstances:

breaking the pledge of fixity of exchange rates would then have
the simultaneous effect of disrupting market integration in11)

that sector, disrupting an accomplishment in policy unification

and policy coordination, and endangering the partners' integra-
tion loyalty. Even if the alteration of an exchange rate in

such circumstances would only be a short term device for a per-

ceived emergency, it will probably set in motion a complicated

sequence of reactions that might hamper future progress. On the
other hand, such a 'crisis' tends to confirm rather than to cut

off the strong economic interdependence. Whether, in turn, this

may eventually strengthen or hamper coordination, is hard to
te1112)

Cooperation is any common action in pursuit of a

functional working of the subsystem. The utility of the concept
is rather low, as all kinds and intensities of 'cooperation'

11) As Johnson rightly argues, it is the differential inflation
that is causing the trouble, n8t the rearrangement of pari-
ties. See Johnson (1971, p. 194). Politicians sometimes
overlook this point.

12) Neo-functionalists have continually stressed the favourable
possibilities of crises. But in the beginning of 1975, the
'snake'-arrangement in the EC had still not been joined by
the Pound, the French franc and the Lire, despite nearly
two years of separate floating. Apparently, the neo-functi-
onalist argument is hard to extend to macro-economic policy.
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can be imagined. Using the term without further specification,
is concealing rather than clarifying the form of common action.
In practice, the term may therefore be applied as a means to
unify negotiating parties at a common denominator. Consequent-
ly, the term will usually, but not necessarily, point to minor
commitments.

ConsuZtation is any non-committing exchange and
discussion about national policy-making. Both cooperation and
consultation are typical products of economic interdependence,
a CU is necessarily producing. Both forms of 'positive' policy
integration are weak because of a reluctant loyalty to substan-
tiate integration in those matters. They therefore are similar
to the ways of dealing with economic interdependence in the

total system of welfare states. Nevertheless, in a CU they may
be preludes to more intensive forms of positive integration.
For the various stages within the conventional concept of the
CM, the same five forms can be distinguished.
Obviously, the problems of unification and coordination are
mounting high, as policy instruments are at stake that are the

core of short term economic policy. Much will depend on inte-

gration loyalty and on the state of market integration.

Both the concept of the CU and the CM are theoreti-
cal and do not account for practical combinations of trade and

factor integration. On the other hand, also the distinction

between negative and positive policy integration should not
conceal the linkages between the two.

Limited factor flows and some policy integration may act as in-
centives to further negative policy integration (i.e. further
liberalisation of direct investments, portfolio- and money ca-
pital, of low and high skilled labor, and of the so-called free
professions), for further positive integration (more coordina-
tion and unification especially, because of earlier positive

integration, or because of additionally liberalized factor
flows) and for further market integration.
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The course of this process is most probably not a linear cne.
The lack of a comprehensive theory of CM of welfare-states and

the actual reluctance of welfare-states to engage in a genuine

CM have effectively prevented a systematic understanding of the

complex dynamics involved. At any rate, it seems concealing ra-
ther than illuminating to gather all the possible intermediate

forms and stages in the single concept of the CM. On the other

hand, discussions in the EC, following the Werner Plan for an

economic and monetary union have indicated that there is not

much use in separating out the achievement of a common curren-

cy from the other demanding forms of positive integration. The
dilemma really is that one has to conceive stages of policy-

integration before a theory of policy-integration has come any-

where near completion.

Finally, repercussions of previous negative or posi-

tive integration may be unacceptable to some countries, leading

to feedbacks upon the process, culminating into an eventual

status quo at a lower level of economic integration or into

accelerating retrogression. Such dynamics should not be ruled
Out, simply because we do not have sufficient insights. But it

does make the case for a theory of policy integration a strong

and urgent one.

Par. 5. The anatomy of economic integration

Each of the three determinants appears to be in-

fluenced by a complicated set of factors. Our know-

ledge about those factors is still rather limited. On top of
this difficulty, there are the intricacies of interaction. The

'inner dynamics' driven by the neo-functionalist logic turn
out to be higly complex and badly predictable. The attraction,

early neo-functionalism might exert by its elegant conclusions

and relatively simple strategies, quickly fades away if the
above view on economic processes is to be applied.

Nevertheless, the beginnings are sufficiently clear.
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It is integration loyalty, being largely historically deter-
mined, that should be sufficiently positive to transcend the

loose organization of economic interdependence by institutio-

nalising a minimun form of negative policy integration, such

as a CU or a FTA. Both negative policy integration and market

integration in a CU extend beyond those of a FTA, so that the

former is better suited for the continuation of the process.

For phases beyond the CU, we do not have at our disposal a

satisfactory partition in stages. Once a partial factormobili-

ty is allowed for, it appears that market integration seems to

be largely determined by imperfect competition. To some extent,

such a modest progress in negative policy integration is largely

dependent upon the effects on domestic policy making, which, in

turn, should not decrease the probability of getting reelected.
Since such crucial considerations cannot be fitted in the con-
ventional theory of economic integration, the partition of

stages shall only become fully clear after the development of
a more appropriate theory of the process. The framework for

such an overall theory has been explicated in the present chap-
ter. However, the treatment of the three determinants has been

incomplete and, sometimes, merely suggestive. But a theory of

international production under imperfect competition being in
the process of being developed and integration loyalty being

the proper subject of political integration theory, it will be

the theory of policy integration that will demand special atten-
tion.

In consequence, without meaning to loose sight of
the overall framework, the following chapters will provide a

first effort to deal with policy-integration of welfare-states
in a more rigorous fashion. In doing so, policy integration

will be treated almost in isolation (although less so in Ch.
VIII). Since no systematic analysis of policy integration is

available as yet, our objectives have obviously remained very
 2 est. Only two policy-objectives (employment and balance of

Payments equilibrium) and four possible instruments - (fiscal,
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monetary, exchange rate and commercial policy) have been taken
into account. In addition, a simple Keynesian model was chosen,

be it in a more-country version. Therefore, although departing
from the classical framework of economic integration, the view

on policy problems will still be formulated on a somewhat ab-

stract level. Nevertheless, some explanatory power for the

Western European process between 1950 and 1970 may be claimed.

A
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Chapter V.
A Keynesian theory of trade liberalisation

Par. 1. Introduction

The aftermath of the Second World War gave rise to

a tariff-ridden world with controlled imports, con-

trolled credits and unrealistic exchange rates. For the Western

European countries, some liberalisation was imperative both for

acquiring goods that were simply not available as well as for

doing away with some intolerable inefficiences. Therefore, both

in GATT and in OEEC, programs of liberalisation were set up and

implemented within a spirit of loyal cooperation. In addition,
the EPU reduced the scarcity of international reserves by ser-

ving as a clearing house for monthly intra-group payments.
These arrangements have certainly been of great

help in the first six or seven years of reconstruction. But
they do not suffice to understand the further efforts of coope-

ration and liberalisation up to the mid sixties and the even-

tual rise of economic interdependence that was to flow there-
from. On the other hand, classical tariff theory did not prove

to be of much help either (see Par. III. 3.1.). In our view,
given the fact that Western European nation-states were trans-

forming into welfare-states, their conspicuous readyness to li-

beralize further should be connected to their increasing em-
phasis on policy-making.

In consequence, we have to develop a tariff-theory

for wezfare-states that conceives commercial policy as one out

of several instruments to serve one out of several objectives.
In this chapter, a Keynesian theory of tariffs will be construc-

ted. More specifically, we are interested in the effects of a

liberalisation of commercial policy upon national income, as a

Proxy for internal balance, and upon the balance of trade or
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external balance. Several alternative methods of liberalisation

will be discussed. Having such a tariff theory at Tur disposal,
we may construct a policy theory of trade integration in Chap-

ter VI (in complete analogy with classical theory where tariff
theory is also precursory of customs union theory).

There are several reasons to use a Keynesian ap-

proach. First, orthodox Keynesian analysis can be compared with

classical trade analysis, which is the base for the formal CU-

analysis that is now prevailing. Second, the simultaneous main-

tenance of internal and external balance having been the core

of economic policy since World War II, Keynesian analysis has
constituted the typical source of reference for this policy.

Third, Keynesian models - both in pure income and in IS-LM-

presentation - have been used for studying international eco-

nomic interdependence. Since our theory claims that it can only

be economic interdependence that may compel policy-makers to
proceed with economic integration (except when integration

loyalty is infinite), the third argument carries special weight.

Par. 2. Bilateral trade and tariff reductions

In pure income Keynesian models income is equal
to domestic absorption plus the balance of imports

and exports. Some specific features attract attention. Firstly,

any autonomous change in absorption will result in external

imbalance, but adjustment will remain incomplete. That adjust-

ment will not be complete can be attributed to a second fea-
ture: the neglect of the monetary sector. And finally, also capi-

tal movements are neglected, so that the balance of payments
reduces to the balance of trade.

The one-country version of the model is especially

relevant for the concept of the 'foreign-trade multiplier'.
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The multiplier (be it with savings,taxes or imports as leakages)

reflects the typical preoccupation with national income as a

proxy for home employment by studying the effects of expenditu-
re-increasing policies on this objective. The 'foreign-trade

multiplier' illustrates the constraint of external balance for

open economies, but it conceals the interdependence of the tra-

ding system by implicitly assuming the country very small, gi-

ving a negligeable increase of own exports as a result of fo-
reign income increases that result from the expenditure-increa-

sing policy. This assumption, and therefore the one-country-

model, cannot be maintained if interdependence and integration
are the subject of analysis.

Foreign economic contacts will be biased towards

at least some of the countries of the bloc, considering inte-
gration. IntuItively, this implies that the external (im-) ba-

lance constraint will be mitigated by the feedback of increased
foreign demand for own exports. It constitutes a well-known

example of economic interdependence: an autonomous increase of
effective demand, for purposes of domestic employment, spills

over to trading partners, constraining the domestic impact and

increasing the partner's levels of employment, leading in its

turn to a positive feedback on domestic employment by means of

an export increase.

Therefore, the (trading) system of welfare states
will be interdependent. In policy-theory this must imply that,

among the variables that influence policy-outcome, there will

be targets or instruments of other welfare-states. In this

sense, the capacity of bloccountries to influence policy-out-

comes autonomousty, decreases thereby.

It is peculiar that commercial policy has hardly

ever been studied with the aid of Keynesian theory (see how-
ever, Tower, 1973), the more so if one realizes that Keynesian
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models do, and classical models do ndt, recognize external

balance. In a general equilibrium analysis of classical trade
theory, one cannot find a justification of protection in the

trade- (im-) balance itself, as it is always in equilibrium;

of course, the terms of trade can be improved but this is only
beneficial if there is monopoly-power in trade . In the Keyne-

1)

sian model, protection presents itself as the easiest solution

for policy-makers in case of a deficit.
One of the grounds for this omission could be the macro-econo-

mic character of Keynesian models. Since the essence of com-

mercial policy is the expenditure-switch to or away from domes-

tically produced goods and resp. away from or to foreign pro-

duced goods, a model of more than one commodity is needed.

In effect, Keynesian models consider only one commodity - the
national product - and its price is assumed to be constant2).

This implies that the problem of relative prices and their

weights are neglected in the usual Keynesian macro-economics.

A good example can be found in the 'real cash balance' O ,

where M is the national money stock and p is the price level:

as p could represent some compound of several weighted prices,

it could formally remain constant, but this would entail great

complications. A one-commodity model ignores such complications.

In a Keynesian theory of protection, we shall therefore have

to concentrate on the expenditure-switching, bound up with
tariff-manipulation. We assume that tariff measures will not

1) This is the optimum-tariff argument. See, for example,
Caves & Jones, 1973, pp. 237 ff.

2) This implies at least two further points. The first is that
expenditure on home-produced goods (E) consists of C and I
goods, but that their relative prices 'never' change; there-
fore, the 'absorption-approach' applies the aggregate E.
The second point is that orthodox Keynesian models do n6t
incorporate a Phillips-curve. It is assumed that price-
rigidity can be maintained until full employment comes
about.
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influence the price of home produced goods (and that of ex-

port goods) and that import-goods increase in price with the
amount of the tariff or in some proportion to it. In an equa-

tion of the type Ya = Ea(Ya) + Ta(Ya'Yb)' (for meaning of

variables, see below) a tariff increase must imply an expendi-

ture switch towards Ea and away from Ta. The switch between E
and T is induced via price-changes, but, as prices remain fi-

xed in the Keynesian model, there can only be one reason for

price variation, and that is a change in protection (assuming

fixed exchange rates, of course). Thus, tariffs, and not pri-
ces, are included as variables.

Consider now the following model

Ya = Ea(Ya,ta) + Ta(Ya'Yb,ta'tb) ....(V-1)

Yb = Eb(Yb'tb) + Tb(Ya'Yb'ta'tb) ....(V-2)

Ba = Ta<Ya'Yb'ta'tb) = -Bb - -Tb(Ya'Yb'ta'tb) ....(V-3)

where the suffices a and b indicate the welfarestates A and B,
Y is national income, E is domestic expenditure on domestic

goods (= 'absorption'), T is the trade balance and t is the
tariff. We are interested in the effects of reciprocal tariff

reduction upon both countries' internal and external balance.

Differentiation  of  (V-1)   and (V-2) gives

6E 6T

dlra = Ea dia + 3€1 dta - madra + mbdYb + ZE  dta +a a

6T

TE  dtb ....(V-4)

6Et                      6Tdib = Eb dYb + T.- 3tb + madra - mbdY.. + --b dt  +-.b
6T L'        6 ta        a

b

TEb b ....(V-5)dt
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6E 6E -6T 6T -:T

where ·&Ya E Ea' OYb E El>' 5Y a E ma =   > 0 and 6 ·b E mA =a b a a b

6T

39 > 0.

It  is  assumed that  0 <  ea <   1  and  0<   <b <  1. In addition  to
these familiar marginal propensities, we introduce the ".,Grgi-
naL propensities to switch". It should be realized that tariff

reductions belongs to the expenditure-swi teking FO Ziefes, that

is, the instrument dti (i = a,b) should effectuate a switch
from one type of expenditure to another (Johnson, 1968, p. 383).
A tariff-reduction in A (dt  < 0) would induce a switch away

6Efrom expenditure on home-produced goods  (   a .dta ), this money
TE         6 Tbeing spent on additional (cheapened) imports      C Tta · dta) '

a
implying a simultaneous and equal increase of B's exports

(6 b .dta). A similar effect will be found for a tariff-reduc-
a

tion in B.

First, a tariff reduction by country A will be investigated

(dtb = 0)
Define the marginal propensities to switch as follows

6Ea 6Ta 6T 6T

Ya  E   (TE-  +  TE  )   >  0 1  -  Tta  =  Yb  E  Ttb<o
a      a             a           a

We assume a constant savings-ratio, thus a constant expendi-
ture-ratio (E-- --M, where M is imports), implying that

6E 6T
a=   a

6 ta   6 ta

It follows that Ya - -2 Yb'

Writing (V-4) and (V-5) in matrix-notation
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(1 - Ea + ma) - mb    dya       Ya dta

=

-

ma (1  -  Eb  + mb) dYa Yb·dta

Define, for simplicity, di E l-E i(i= a,b) and

(1 - Ea + ma) E (da + ma) E Za ....(V-6)

(1 - Eb + mb) E (db + mb) E Zb ....(V-7)

The determinant A=I Za.Zb - mambl  >0
Thus,the effect on A's internal balance is

dya =   . dta I Ya Zb + Yb'mbl Since [] > 0, it follows
that a tariff reduction in A will lead to a reduction of Ya

The effect on B's internal balance is

dyb -  . dta I Ya.ma + Ybo Zal

dyb = 81.  dta I -2Yb.ma + Yb'da + Yb mal

dYb   1
at-   =   T   I  rb (d a-    ma) 1a

The expression between squared brackets is negative if da > ma.
With positive savings, this is always the case3).

3) Two early treatises on foreign trade multipliers differ on
this point, however. For Machlup  dY = s.dY + c.dY + m.dY,
so that s +c+m=1. For Meade, one first decides to spend
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Thus, B's employment will be increased if A reduces its zariff.

The effects on the respective external balances are easy t:

derive. From (V-2) and (V-3) we know that

Bb = Yb - Eb(Yb'tb)

Since we consider A's tariff-reduction only, dtb = 0; diffe-
rentiation yields

dBb = (1 - Eb) dY ....(V-8)b

or

dB dy

34  =   1 1   -  'b)   34
It follows  that,   for a tariff

reduction in A, B's external balance will improve and A's one
will deteriorate.

The conclusion is that a unilateral tariff reduction is not

attractive for the tariff-reducing country (in an orthodox
Keynesian setting) because of the adverse effects on its in-
ternal and external balance.

Th€8 resuZt contradicts the oUtCOMe Of c:assiear tariff therrb·
The latter claims that unilateral tariff reduction is always
beneficial to the reducing country ( if the terms of trade
cannot be influenced). In the light of the foregoing chapters,

(fn. 3 continued)
or not to spend (dY = s.dY + c.dY) and then, to choose be-tween home produced goods or imports (C =E+ m). See F.
Machlup, (1943) and J. Meade, (1949), esp. p. 38. We con-
sider Meade's position as the appropriate one: moreover,the 'absorption approach' takes Meade's presentation.
For the case at issue, this leads to

E+m+s=l

m+s=l-E=d
If s > 0, it follows that d > m. If s = 0, d = m.
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this contradiction can be explained more easily.

Consider the following diagrams, illustrating a partial and

general equilibrium analysis. Given the tariff-reduction AF,

in Figure V. 1., the consumer surplus is increased by ABCF,

leaving a net benefit of the triangles 1 and 2, after subtrac-

tion of the tariff-revenue-loss DBHG and the producer-surplus-

decrease of ADEF. In Figure V. 2., given the tariff-reduction
in A, the price of importable x within country A will decrease

from tt to KL, leading to an improvement of welfare from I  to
If. However, both increases in welfare are bound up with effi-

ciency-criteria, ndt with the possible failure to achieve cer-

tain objectives. But if the countries at issue are welfare-
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Figure V-1 Figure V-2

states, and if their economies neither display an adaptive

production-structure nor wage/price-flexibility, the deterio-

ration of internal and external balance will be a too high

price for a unilateral tariff concession. This example under-

lines once more the relevance of the concept of the 'welfare-
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state'.

The contrast between classical and Keynesian tariff

theory extends to the explanation of negotiating principles in

GATT. In the classical context, the free-trade bias of the GATT

can be readily explained by the foregoing diagrams but the

principle of reciprocity has always remained puzzling. Reci-

procity has therefore suffered from a practice, mentioned in

Par, I. 5.1: it has been condemned as irrational and 'non-eco-
nomic'. However, within a Keynesian context, it is intuItively

clear from the analysis of A's tariff reduction that a similar

reduction by B would largely compensate for the damage under a
unilateral reduction. By explicitly defining welfare in terms

of policy-objectives, the concept of the welfare-state may

help to understand how international economic relations are

conducted. Several trade-theorists, like Bhagwati (1969) and
Johnson (1965), have come to realize that. Classical policy

recommendations "puts the economists in opposition to dominant

strands in the actual formulation of international economic

policy, which have to be treated by definition as 'irrational'

or 'non-economic', or as arbitrarily constraining analysis to

the realm of second-best theory" (Johnson, 1965, p. 100). It

should be recognized that "the distinction between economic

and non-economic objectives.......is ethically biased in fa-

vour of private consumption as the exclusive measure of wel-

fare" (ibid,, p. 101).  Our theory of the welfare-state has

been constructed on the basis of this recognition. There is

nothing 'economic' or non-economic to broad objectives of the

community: welfare should be recognized as a compound of indi-

vidual and collective preferences, which can only be resear-
ched when made expZieit via the poZiticaZ system.

Let us therefore investigate what the results of reciprocity

are. If dt = 0 and if we definea

-6T LT 6Et- 6Ti-bB   E- .a<O B   I  '--E + --E)>0
a        6 t             6 t                 b   -    ' 6 tl         6 t 
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we obtain for country A's internal balance

dYa 1
dEb  =  A[Ba (db - mb)1 <  0  A' s income will improve if

B's tariff is reduced.

For B's internal balance

dY

dE   -    I Ba'ma + Bb.Zal  >0 B's income will reduce if
B's tariff is reduced.

Along previously set lines the external balances may be veri-

fied. The conclusions are wholly symmetrical, of course. In a
static (and rigid) Keynesian framework, tariff reductions will

be understood aB ezport of activity. Only reciprocity of con-
cessions is therefore practical if, for micro-economic reasons,

for powerful business circles or for a longer time perspective,

the liberalisation is imperative. Reciprocity of tariff reduc-

tions can thus be understood as a typical consequence of Key-
nesian thinking, applicable where the flexibility of partici-

pating economies is low and the products traded are close sub-
stitutes. These conditions may well have characterized many

developed economies shortly after the Second World War, provi-
ding a possible rational for the reciprocity-rule in GATT.

Under reciprocal tariff-reduction, the impact on A's income is

dy
dYa - (Ya Zb + Ybmb) + Ba(db - mb)

  + dtb -    8
(wherein dta = dth)

= *.1 (-2Yb.db - 2Ybmb + Ybmb) + Ba(db - mb)1

=         I   - ' b  ( 2 db     +    mb )      +     B a  ( db    -    mb )1
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If the marginal propensities to switch to products of one an-

other could be assumed roughly equal (i.e. Tb63 ), the terma
between squared brackets would reduce  to  [ -,b (db  +  2mb)]>0'
indicating a deterioration of A's income in spite of recipro-

city. 'Sal has to be substantially larger than |Ybl before A

is capable of maintaining its previous income position.
The impact on B's income is

dYb + dYb = I Yb. (da - ma) + Bama + Bb. Zal
dta   dtb                 &

= * [-Ba(2da + ma) + Yb(da - ma)1
%

Also, B's income deteriorates if one assumes Yb = Ba.
In order to maintain B's income,  Ybl must be substantially

larger than IBa . For the two countries together, the picture

is rather gloomy: both tend to suffer from employment losses,

once again a counterpart to the classical conclusion of in-

creased specialisation. In the rigid Keynesian world the re-

leased labor will not be completely absorbed by the expanding

export-sectors: without further policy action, a worsening of
internal balance would follow.
Tariff-reductions will only be acceptable to welfare-states,

it may now be concluded, if there is sufficient flexibility in

the economy and if there is reciprocity.

Par. 3. Multilateral trade and tariff-reductions

In a multilateral trading system, reciprocity

between A and B would ipso facto mean discrimina-
tion of C. Therefore, GATT invisages two approaches to freer

trade; non-discriminatory reductions in so-called Tariff-Rounds

and discriminatory reductions (aiming to be complete) in cus-

toms unions and free trade areas. The essential difference
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between the two is, that, under the latter approach, the re-

ciprocal tariff reductions between A and B are not extended to
C under the most-favored-nations clause. Par. 3.1. treats non-
discriminatory reductions; Par. 3.2. the trade bloc.

3.1. A Tariff-Round in GATT

Consider the following three-country system

Ya = Ea<Ya'ta) + Ta(Ya'Yb'Yc'ta'tb'tc) ....(V-9)

Yb = Eb(Yb'tb) + Tb(Ya'Yb'Yc'ta'tb'tc) . . . . (V-10)

Yc = Ec(Yc,tc) + Tc(Ya'Yb'Yc'ta'tb'tc) . . . . (V-11)

Ba = Ta(Ya'Yb'Yc'ta'tb'tc) ....(V-12)

Bb = Tb(Ya'Yb'Yc'ta'tb'tc) ....(V-13)

BC = -(Ba + Bb) ....(V-14)

wherein ta is the tariff country A sets on foreign commodities,

whether from B or C; similarly for tb and tc· The model is fair-

ly complex, but this complexity is diminished somewhat by the

method of alternative abstraction we apply: only one tariff-

change at the time is being investigated. Thus, for dtb = 0 and
dtc = 0, we differentiate the system (V-9) - (V-14)

6Ea
dYa = EadYa + TE- = dta - madYa + mbadrb + mcadYc +a

6T

TE  dta ....(V-15)

6Tbdyb = £bdYb + mabdYa - mbdYb + mcbdYc + 3-r dta ....(V-16)
a
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dYc = EcdYc + macdYa + mbcdrb - mcdrc * 7-£ dta ....(V-17)
.

6T
Rewrite in matrixform, knowing  that TE   E  .. c <0  I and

a
Ya = -2(Yb + Yc)1

(1-Ea + ma) _mba -mca dia Ya·dta

_mab (1-Eb + mb) -mcb dyb  =  Yb dta

-m             -mbc  (1-Ec + mc)
dy

Yc·dtaac                                 c

If we define Zc E  (dc + mc) E  (1-Ec + mca + mcb) ' the deter-
minant can be written as

8 - Za(Zb Zc - mcb*mbc) +  mab<-mba'Zc-mca·mbc)

_mac(mba'mcb + mca'Zb)

Metzler (Metzler, 1950) has given a general proof that the de-
terminant of matrices of the nth_order of this type are posi-

tive. The two main characteristics are that the diagonal ele-

ments are positive and the off-diagonal are negative. But also
a specific proof does not entail too many difficulties4).

The income-change of the tariff-reducing country A will be

1

dYa = I.dta.' a(Zb*Zc - mcbombc) - Yb(-mba Zc - mca·mbc)

+ Yc(mba'mcb + mca'Zb)1

4) Knowing that Z  E (da + mab + ma ) and similar expressions
stand for Zb aRd zc, it appears Ehat za.Zb.Z  will contain
27 positive terms. Full multiplication of ali other terms
yields only 11 deductable terms.
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The term between squared brackets can be proved to be unambi-

guously positive . Therefore, A's income tends to suffer from
5)

a non-discriminatory tariff reduction.
For country B

dYb =  .dtal -Ya(-mab.Zc - mac.mcb)  + Yb(Za Zc - mcamac)

-Yc(-mcb'Za - mca'mab)1

This term cannot be manipulated so as to prove its sign.

B's income may increase or decrease, if further information on
the propensities is lacking.

Since there is no discrimination in the tariff policy, the ef-

fect on C's income should be equally dubious.

dyc =  ·dta| Ya(mab.mbc + Zb.mac)  - Yb(Za'  - mbc-mac·mba)

+ Yc(za0Z. - mba0mab)1

Again, it must be acknowledged that C's income may be affected
positively or negatively.

By comparison with (V-8), external balances of B and C are di-

rectly dependent on dyb and dyc (given that dtb = 8, dtc = 0),
so that the external balance objectives of B and C may or may

not deteriorate. Although A's external balance is likely to

deteriorate, this cannot be ascertained.
The conclusion must be that, in a general model without de-

tailed information, a unilateral non-discriminatory tariff re-

duction cannot be evaluated in the light of the two objectives.

5) As dt is brought outside, y  > 0, Yb <  0 and y  < 0, so
that athe diagonal elements Gill be positive an8 all off-
diagonal elements negative. According to Metzler (1950),
the expression between squared brackets must then be posi-
tive.
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Both in the two- and in the three-country model, unilateral

tariff-reduction (in A) will lead to a similar switch #a.dta)
depressing (A's) internal and external balance, but the feed-
back is necessarily weaker in the three-country model. A's

tariff reduction leads to export-increases in B and C, in their
turn leading to income-increases, but the consequent import-

increases in B and C are n6t (normally) equal to A's export-in-

crease (= feedback). Economic interdependence is therefore

weaker in multilateral trading systems and trade biases may
carry heavy weight. This may entail odd consequences for the

main negotiating principles in GATT, being reciprocal bargai-
ning and MFN-extension.
Say, A and C negotiate reciprocal tariff reductions, spreading

to B because of MFN-treatment in GATT.

Imagine now the following reactions: A-consumers switch to B-

products (mostly) and C-consumers switch to A-products (most-

ly), while B purchases additional imports from both. This would
harm C's objectives certainly more than A's. In this example,

reciprocity of concessions does not imply a balanced increase

of mutual trade. The present case shows how the reciprocity

principle may well block certain progress in a liberalization
round: C will refuse to reduce its tariffs.

All kinds of possibilities are included in the formulae so
that any general conclusion becomes impossible. Trade biases

may disturb the 'normally' expected picture, that is, an im-

provement of Yb and Y  and a decrease of Y . As we have seenc a
in the above example, such biases may prevent reciprocal agree-

ments, because reciprocity is tied up with MFN-treatment.

Thus, in this Keynesian world, progress in libera-

lisation of trade is largely dependent on the possibilities to
restore the advantages of reciprocity. The practice of trade

liberalisation after the Second World War has shown two major
efforts in this respect.
The first one consists in the tying of large tariff reductions
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to nearly full reciprocity of trade in the relevant product.
In fact, this amounts to an attempt to restore the two-country
model of Par. V. 2. This condition will not easily be fulfil-
led. A well-known example of this practice of tying is the
80%-clause of Kennedy's Trade Expansion Act6).

The second one is simply to minimize MFN-treatment. This was

recognized in the GATT-rules by exempting trade blocs such as

a CU and a FTA from MFN-treatment. In fact, trade blocs apply
reciprocal tariff reductions without giving MFN-treatment to

non-bloc countries. As the foregoing analysis suggests, this

might well have the purpose of creating biases in imports, that
is, biases toward imports from bloccountries, thereby ensuring

greater interdependence and stronger (positive) feedbacks of
tariff reductions for blocmembers.

3.2.    The trade bloc

Apart from additional measures, a trade bloc can be

defined (see Par. III. 3.2.) as any group of countries, redu-

cing (and eventually eliminating) intra-group tariffs.
Only two specific forms of the trade bloc have been allowed in

GATT, namely the customs union and the free trade area, both

aiming towards complete elimination of intra-bloc tariffs. In
the present analysis  we shall only stress the element of ta-

riff reduction, implicit in such blocs, considering their res-

pective means to prevent trade deflection only marginally. The

customs union prevents trade deflection by removing its cause
i.e. by unifying the national tariffs into one outer tariff.
The free trade area applies certificates of origin, leaving

6) 50% tariff-reductions could be negotiated by the U.S. Ad-
ministration if, in those product-groups, 80% of world trade
was covered by the negotiating parties. This proviso could
have been applied if Great Britain had joined the EC in 1963.
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the national tariffs as they were before.

A model of a trade bloc must be a three country

model because we must be able to distinguish two foreign sup-

pliers, one included in the bloc and one dicriminated. We as-
sume that C,the discriminated country, does not discriminate

in its turn. We then arrive at 5 possible tariffs before the

foundation of the bloc: tab (being the tariff, country A sets
on B-commodities), tac' tba' tbc and tc. This complicates the

analysis greatly. Therefore, we shall try to simplify the mo-

del without violating the definition of the trade bloc. GATT,
art. XXIV, 8a, on customs unions, prescribes that the 'general

incidence' of the common outer tariff wall should not exceed the

'general incidence' of the national tariffs of A and B to-

gether, before the customs union. What this terminology exactly

means, is already vague juridically; it is also insufficiently
detailed to inform the economist. If it means that nominal ta-

riffs should be averaged in determining the common tariff, this

does not imply that there can be no net damage to third GATT-
parties, as classical customs union theory has shown. If it

means the weighting of tariffs with actual trade magnitudes,

the 'incidence' of high tariffs will be low and the 'incidence'

of prohibitive tariffs will be zero. If it means that the ge-

neral incidence on C-exports should not change, the utility of
the CU can be seriously questioned for all close substitutes

(a high percentage of trade among richer countries).

A simple expedient can help. It shall be assumed that the pre-

bloc tariffs (ta and tb) were equal. This assumption has a
number of advantages, First, the side-problem of the 'general

incidence' in forming a common external tariff (in case of a CU)

no longer needs attention. Second, a FTA and a CU will now only

differ as regards the revenue-procedure. Third, if ta = tb be-

fore tariff reduction, then tac = tbc after the bloc has been
formed, since there is no reason to adjust their (equal) ta-
riffs towards C. Therefore, the problem is reduced to the in-

fluence of a decreasing tab and t a on internal and external
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balances of the respective countries.

Consider the following system

Ya = Ea(Ya'tabl + Ta(Ya'Yb'Yc'tab'tba) . . . . (V-18)

Yb - Eb(Yb'tba) + Tb(Ya'Yb'Yc'tab'tba) ....(V-19)

ic = Ec(Yc) + Tc(Ya'Yc<Ya'Yb'Yc'tab'tba) ....(V-20)

Ba = Ta<Ya'Yb'Yc'tab'tba) ....(V-21)

Bb = Tb<Ya'Yb'Yc'tab'tba) . . . . (V-22)

BC = -(Ba + Bb) ....(V-23)

The breakdown of intra-trade-bloc tariffs consists of two ana-

lytically separate steps: on the one hand dtab < 0 (dt a = 0)
and on the other hand, dtba <  0  (dtab = 0) . We treat dtab <  0
first. Differentiation of (V-18), (V-19) and (V-20) gives (for

dtba = 0)      OE
dYa = EadYa + It-- dtab - madYa + mbadYb + mcadYc +ab

6T

Sta dt ....(V-24)
ab  ab

dYb = Ebdyb + mabdYa - mbdYb + mcbdyc +  & dt
ab ....(V-25)

ab

6T
dYc = EcdYc + macdya + mbcdYc - mcdYc + O·t  dtab   ....(V-26)

ab

The forming of the trade bloc is, in essence, still an expen-

diture-switching policy. The switch from home-good-expenditure

to imports differs, however, from the switches, analyzed before.
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To give an example, in (V-9), the reduction of ta will cheapen

aZZ imports, whereas, in (V-18) the reduction of t Will
ab

cheapen imports from B, and will make home goods and C goods

relatively dearer (although their absolute prices need not
alter for the A-consumer).
Therefore, the switch is likely to be smaller in its trade-ba-

lance effect because part of the additional imports from B are

counterbalanced by a reduction of imports from C.

For this side-effect on C goods, we have to assume that A, B

and C goods are (gross-) substitutes, a reasonable assumption
as we are investigating trade among richer countries. Moreover,

the switch is likely to be smaller in its effect on E, as only
one of the two competing products changes in price.

Although not entirely satisfactory, the expen-

diture-switches in Keynesian thinking on discriminatory tra-

ding can be compared with the notions of trade creation and
trade diversion in the classical thinking. A problem is that

the classical concepts are defined for production costs, being

not known in the present analysis. Therefore, let us suppose
that C produces always more efficiently than the bloc countries

and, furthermore, that the products of A and B are gross-sub-

stitutes (close to the assumptions in Appendix B). Classical
trade creation is now analogue to the switch away from home

goods production upon A's tariff reduction: 6 Ea.dtab. Classi-
6t

cal trade diversion (the replacement of low co2t production by
high cost production)is now : 6Tc .dtab .  Thus, whereas trade

6tab

creation is necessarily welfare-increasing for the dearest

country (A) in a customs union under classical assumptions, in

(V-24) - (V-26), on the other hand, "trade creation" tends to

depress A's income. Moreover, whereas trade diversion may or

may not be welfare decreasing for A in the classical theory,
in (V-24) - (V-26) trade diversion does not harm A's income
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initially (apart from revenue, neglected here), while the
feedback from B (following upon B's increased income, because
of this trade diversion) will be beneficial to A. Finally, it
should be noted that A's tariff reduction is of great interest
for B, in this Keynesian model, as "trade creation" and trade
diversion will both result in an initial increase of B's acti-
vity. Although we still have to compute the final impact, it
will be clear that B's readiness to reduce its own tariffs will
be strengthened.
Once more, it appears that trade bloc constitute a reciprocity-
principle in disguise.

A final word concerns the marginal propensities to switch,
both as to their sign and magnitude. Compared with Par. V. 3.1.,

6T

Y.   E  TE 
is smaller   and (here) positive.   If A would increa-

se its tariff on B-goods, A consumers would tend to decrease
expenditure of B-goods, to some extent resulting in a demand
increase for A goods and to some extent resulting in a demand
increase for C goods (because of gross-substitutability). The
magnitude of Yc will be smaller in the case of the trade bloc,
because a change in tab will influence C's sales in A only di-
rectly, whereas a change in ta will influence C's sales in A
directly. Also, Ya is smaller in the trade bloc case7).
For country B, a possible discriminatory tariff-increase in A
would be worse than a general increase, because in the former
case it would loose sale to A-producers, selling in A, and to
C-producers, selling in A, so that Yb will be larger in the
trade bloc.

Table V. 1. summarizes these positions

7) The only approach that is somewhat comparable to the one
above, is Mundell (1964). However, he only takes account ofthe initial effects (i.e. the y's); moreover, his analysis
is entirely classical.
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Table V.1

The marginal propensities to switch

(1) (2)

3-country model trade bloc relative strength

12
Ta > 0 Yb >

0 Ya   Ya

Yb< 0 Yb < 0
1
yli 1   ,    1,i l

Yc < 0 Yc > O IY 1,1, 1

B's trade balance tends to benefit from both 'trade creation'

and trade diversion:

6E

|yb| = |Ot |  + |rc|.ab

Furthermore, we know that A's trade balance will not be affec-
ted- initially- by trade diversion, as this forms solely a

different origin of import (B instead of C):

5 „5
6tab  6 tab'

It follows that

|Yb| =  |Yal  + |Ycl ....(V-27)
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Rewrite (V-24) - (V-26) in matrixform

(1-Ea + ma) _mba -m dy
Yadtabca      a

-m       (1-Eb + mb)    -mab cb dyb  =   Yb'dtab

-m          -mbc   (1-Eb + mc) dyc Yc-dtabac

Although seemingly identical with the matrix, derived from
(V-15) - (V-17), it is n8t: sign and magnitudes of y's differ.

dY
Thus,    we    have to

recalculate   a-E      (i   =    a,    b,
c) , given    the

different y's, although the expressions appear to be equal.
For A, internal balance will deteriorate, as the term between
squared brackets is positive for all realistic values of the
marginal propensities . Also, for C, internal balance will

8)

8) From Par. V. 3.1. we know that

dYa =  .  dtab| ya(Zb Zc-mcbmbc)  -Yb<-mba'Zc-mcambc)

+Yc(mba*mcb+mca Zb)1
Write out the term between squared brackets, knowing that

-Yb = *Ya + Yc; after reworking, this gives

= Ya(db*dc + db mca + db mcb + mbc'dc)

1

+ 2 Ya(mba dc + mba mca + mba'mcb + mca'mbc)

+ Yc·mca'db - Yc'mba dc
Although extremely likely to be positive, it cannot a-priori
be proved. The single negative term would reach its maximum
if m a = dc = 1, which is a purely theoretical magnitude,
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deteriorate, if realistic values for the marginal propensities
9)are assumed . For country B, internal balance will improve,

as the squared bracketed term is unambiguously negativelo).

It should be realized that not all interdependencies can work

(fn. 8 continued)
implying no marginal expenditure on home-goods in C (thus
only on goods from the trade bloc) and a 100%-bias of B-
consumers towards A-goods. But if m a = 1, also db = 1, so
that m must approach zero in the last term but one, toca

allow Yc.mba.dc to be dominant. Even then the condition
would then be that Yc > 37a' which is highly unrealistic.

9)  From Par. V. 3.1. we know that

1
dyc = a.dtab|ya(mab.mbc + Zb mac) - Yb(Z&-mbc - mac·mba)

+ Yc(za Zb - mba'mab)1

Write out the term between squared brackets, knowing that

- Yb =   Ya + Yc' we obtain after reworking

= Ya(mac'db +  'mabombc +  'mac'mba + Yomacombc  -
1

2'mbc 'da)

+ Yc(da'db + damba + mab'db + mac'db)

Obviously, this term is very likely to be positive. The
theoretical maxima in the single negative term are m c =

da = 1 (thus db = 1, m a = 0, whereas m a had to be 1 in
footnote 8). Suppose further extremely beneficial trade

biases for C: m   = 1, mab = 0. The term could even thenac
only become negative if Ya + 2Yc < 0, which is impossible.
(See Table V.1).

10) From Par. V. 3.1. we know that
1

dYb = Tdtab| -Ya(-mab Zc - mac=mcb) + Yb(Za Zc - mca·mac)

-Tc(-mcb0Za-mca0mab)1
Write out the terms between squared brackets, knowing that
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themselves out in these formulae, since B's subsequent in-
crease of own imports (as dYb > 0) is not biased towards A
in the model, as we handle one tariff reduction at the time,
whereas it will be more biased towards A in practice, because
reductions will occur simuZtaneousty.
Let us verify these result by computing the reciprocal tariff

reductions of B (dtab = 0).
The matrix, resulting from (V-24) - (V-26) will remain the
same except the column of policy parameters.
In terms of expenditure-switching, the present case of tariff

reduction  dt a <   O is analogue  to  the  case  dtab  < 0. Whether
both switches towards A-goods are 'trade diversion', is irrele-
vant in the Keynesian model, because any switch - be it trade-
creative or trade-divertive - will be evaluated in terms of in-
creased activity (internal balance), not primarily as to costs.

(fn. 10 continued)
1

-Yb - 2Ya + ic; this gives

=  Ya(-da.dc - da mca - da mcb - mac'dc

+ mab'dc + mab'mca + mab'mcb + mac mcb)

+ Yc(-da dc - da mca - da mcb - mab'dc)

Since di , mi, we know that da , (mab + mac) and
dc , (mca + mcb)'
It can now be observed that, from the first eight terms,

da dc > mabdc da mcb > mab'mcb

da.mca > mab'mca mac*dc > mac mcb
implying that this group is negative. Thus, the squared
bracketed term is negative.
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1..
Table V.2. summarizes the marginal propensities to switch*- .

Table V.2.

The marginal propensities to switch

(1) (2)

3-country model trade-bloc relative strength

Ba< 0 B<0 1811 < 162

B >0 B >0 'Bbl > leib                            b

Bc< 0 Bc , 0 181  , 1 21

Similar to the previous case, we find that

 Ba| =   'Bbl + 'Bc'
....(V-28)

The effects on the respective internal balances do not yield any

surprise. Thus, A's internal balance will unambiguously improve,

those of B and C will deteriorate for all realistic values of
the marginal propensities 12).

11) In analogy with Par. V.2., Bi(i = a,b,c) indicate the reac-
tions on 6 tba'

6T 6T

Thus, Bc E TE'c > 0 in the trade bloc and Bc E TE'E<  0 in aba                                b
Tariff Round.

12) The expressions for dYi(i = a,b,c) will be similar to those
of Par. V.3.1., except for the replacement of Yi by Bi.
The signs of the respective squared bracketed terms is ana-
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Before we shall look to the total bloc-effects, it should be

remembered that not all interdependencies can work themselves
out in these formulae. Here, A's subsequent increase of im-

ports (as dY  , 0) will not be biased towards B-products

(cheapened by a simultaneous tariff-reduction) as we treat on-

ly one reduction at the time. Therefore, in practice, A's and

B's income positions would be slightly better and C's one sligh-

tly worse.

Adding the effects of dtab and dt a' we only need to calculate

the final effects on Ya and Yb' C's income deteriorating in
both cases.

As can be observed below, the computations are quite compli-
cated. However, a simple summary is provided in Table V.3.

The total effect on A's income will be

dY dY

dt  + dE a -  I (Ya + Ba) (Zb'Zc - mcb'mbc) +

(Yb + Bb) (Zcmba + mcambc) +

CYc + Bc) (Mba*mcb + mca'Zb)1 (wherein
dta = dtu

One may observe that everything depends on the relative strengths

of Ya' Ba' Bb and Yb; (Yc + Bc) being positive. No general

answer is possible.

(fn. 12 continued)
logous to those for A's tariff reduction. Thus, this term
can be proved to be unambiguously negative in case of
dY

3  , on identical lines as in footnote 10.
a dyb

For --- - it is positive for all practical purposes: this
dtba 

can be proven along the lines of footnote 8.
dY

For 3E , mutatis mutandis, as in footnote 9 (i.e. positive).
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Therefore, some additional information shall be necessary in

order to establish under what conditions this trade bloc would

be beneficial to A.
We assume that the switches towards one another's goods (being

Close substitutes) will not be too different in magnitude; this
%

implies that Ya = Bb.  This assumption fits in with the often
presumed tendency for reciprocity in successful negotiations.

Given that Ta 2 Bb' we can investigate four possible cases of
the blocmember's biases towards C-goods. They determine, in

classical terminology, how trade diverting the bloc will be.

1. A-consumers may largely switch from C- to B-goods and B-con-

sumers only modestly from C- to A-goods, i.e. |Ybl > 1¥a

and 'Bbl > 'Ba|'
In this case, |Yal > IBal and IYbl > 'Bbl'

implying that CYa + Ba) , 0 and (Yb + Bb) < 0· Thus, A's
income will tend to deteriorate.

2. A-consumers may only modestly switch from C- to B-goods and

B-consumers largely from C- to A-goods, i.e. |Ya| > IYbl and

 Ba| , 'Bbl' implying that (Ya + Ba) < 0 and (Yb +B b) > 0·
Things are less certain now, as the dominating term will be-

come negative as against two positive ones.
Therefore, A's income may or may not increase.

3. Both A- and B-consumers switch their purchases away from C-

goods only modestly, i.e. 1Ya| , |Yb  and IBbl > 'Ba|' im-

plying that (Ya + Ba) , 0 and (Yb + Bb) > 0·

Thus, A's income will deteriorate quite substantiaZZy.

4. Both A- and B-consumers switch their purchases away from C-

goods quite strongly, i.e. 1Ybl > 1Ya  and IBa| , 'Bbl so

that (Ya + Ba) < 0 and (Yb + Bb) < 0· Now country A will
most probably experience an income- improvement (but this is
not unambiguously so).

For country B we have

at!2 + 3 12 =*1(-Ya - Ba) (-mab Zc - mac mcb) +ab  ba
(Yb + Bb) (Zazc - mca'mac) +

C-Yc - Bc) (-mcb'Za - mca'mab)1
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Again, everything depends   on the relative strengths of
Ya'$Ba'yb and Bb. We, of course, maintain the assumption that Ya = Bb

and investigate the same four cases regarding the biases to-
wards C-goods.
1. A-consumers may largely switch from C- to B-goods and B-con-

sumers only modestly from C- to A-goods, i.e. |Yb|   | a|

and   I B b l   > 'B a| ' implying   (Ya  +  Ba)   )0   and   (Yb  +   Bb)  <0·
Things are not very certain as the dominating term will be-

come negative as against two positive ones.
Therefore, B's income may or may not increase.

2. A-consumers may only modestly switch from C- to B-goods and

B-consumers largely from C- to A-goods, i.e. |Ya|   |Yb|

 Ba| , 'Bbl' implying that (Ya + Ba) < 0 and (Yb + Bb) > 0·
Thus, B's income wiZZ tend to detoriate.

3. Both A- and B-consumers switch their purchases away from C-

goods only modestly, i.e. |ya| , |Ybl and |Bbl > 'Ba|' im-
plying that (Ya + Ba) ,0 and (Yb +B) >0.b
Thus, B's income will detoriate quite substan=ially.

4. Both A- and B-consumers switch their expenditure away from
C-goods rather strongly, i.e. |yb| , |Yal and 'Ba| , 'Bbl

so that (Ya + Ba) < 0 and (Yb + Bb) < 0
Now country B will most probably experience an income-im-
provement (but this is not unambiguously so).

Table V.3.

Country-Income effects of a trade bloc A-B

dtab <  0   dtba < 0 trade bloc

case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4
dY                   -              +                 -              7                 -                    +a
dY        +      -       7      -       -        +b

dyc          -        -          -        -          -           -
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The conclusion is that a trade bloc will be beneficial to the

internal balance-objectives of the blocmembers, if the trai:-

bloc is heaviZy "trade-diverting " (case 4) .

This resuZt is diametricaZZy opposed to :he cZassicaZ theory

of market integration, which emphasizes trade creation as neces-

sarily welfare-increasing, trade diversion being uncertain

(a-priori) as to its effect on welfare.

Par. 4. The model evaluated

It must be admitted that the picture, arising from

Table 3, is not very bright. One need not wonder.

A short discussion of some properties of the model may facili-

tate an appropriate evaluation of the results.

A major problem is the rigidity of pure income

Keynesian models. Of course, this is the very reason that the

objectives of internal balance and external balance have to be

watched by the government; under full flexibility of commodity-

prices and wages, and with high intersectoral and interregio-

nal factor-mobility, the two objectives would be continuously
guaranteed. Assuming some intermediate flexibility in wages/

prices and limited mobility of factors in the economy would

certainly be closer to reality. The problem can be (and often

has been) formulated in terms of the time-perspective of vari-

ous models. The here applied Keynesian model would then be a
typical short-run presentation; with this time-perspective, ad-

justments in the economy would then be inconceivable. This view
raises the problem whether tariff-reductions should be analyzed

in such a 'short-run'-model. On the other hand, tariffs are
often raised for purposes of a short run character.

A second point is concerned with the Mundell-rule,

more specifically, whether it is appropriate to assume that

commercial policy will be directed to the achievement of inter-
nal balance. Of course, to assume this would be arbitrary, to
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say the least. Expenditure-increasing policies work directly

on expenditures (on C+I= E), whereas a reciprocal liberali-

sation of commercial policy shows a direct negative influence

on E, together with a direct positive influence on exports. A

trade bloc of welfare-states can therefore not be analyzed

adequately with the model of Par. V. 3.2. In Chapter I we have

assumed welfare-states to pursue a rational economic policy.
In this case, it would certainly mean that internal balance

would be primarily sought for by means of the relatively effec-

tive expenditure-increasing instruments and external balance by
the relatively effective expenditure-switching instruments.

Such a theory will be developed in Par. VI. 4. for the pure in-
come cases and in Par. VI. 6.2. for the IS-LM-model.

In addition to these fundamental problems, there

is the technical problem of treating two reciprocal reductions

at the same time. Since we have added the effects of the sepa-

rate reductions, some interdependencies have been represented

too weakly. As has been stated before, this would brighten the

picture of Table V. 3. Furthermore, most of the gloomy part of
Table V.3. is probably not very relevant. Although Table V.3.

indicates four cases, case no. 4, implying that both A- and

B-consumers switch their expenditure away from C-goods rather

strongly, seems a likely one in a system where close-substitu-

tes constitute the majority of trade. If this suggestion would

be correct, it would also imply that the intra-bloc switches

would be substantial, thereby sharply increasing trade-inter-

dependence of the memberstates. However, large intra-bloc

switches do not deprive Table V. 3. of its validity as long as
the switches do not differ too much in size.

Despite some reservations about the above given
presentation of the model, it has a definite attraction. It has

proved possible to analyse the major issues of trade liberali-
sation, traditionally analysed in the classical geometry of

tariff theory, in a Keynesian model of similar simplicity.
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That may help to redress the recurring condemnation of 'irratio-

nal' policy-makers that are cautious in giving up protection.
A second advantage is that the Keynesian approach

is fuZZy comparabZe with the eZassicaZ theory of market inte-
gration. Both neglect money and the capital account. Rigidities

in the Keynesian world enforce the adoption of objectives such

as internal and external balance that are non-problems in the

classical world because of smooth and speedy adjustment. The

opposite assumptions are quite well reflected in three oppo-
site conclusions, reached. First, a unilateral tariff reduction
is always beneficial in classical theory, and it never is in

13)

the Keynesian setting. Second, reciprocity of tariff-reduction

cannot be understood in classical theory whereas it is a neces-

sary (but insufficient) condition to make a tariff-reduction

acceptable in Keynesian theory.
Third, discriminatory tariff reduction can be rationalized if

trade creation is greater than trade diversion in classical

theory; however, it always remains inferior to a non-dis-14) 15)

criminatory reduction, say, in a GATT-tariff-Round. In Keyne-
sian theory, discriminatory tariff reduction is beneficial if

the trade bloc is trade-diverting in nature; moreover, if this

is so, it is superior to a non-discriminatory reduction, say,
in a GATT-tariff-Round.

13) If the terms of trade cann6t be influenced.

14) If the terms of trade canndt be influenced.

15) See the Cooper & Massel-proposition in Par. III. 3.3.
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Chapter VI.
A trade-bloc of welfare-states

Par. 1. Introduction

The present chapter will develop a simple theory

of trade integration. As has been explicated in

Ch. I., welfare states provide a global guarantee to the voters

that some major objectives will be achieved. Efforts to pursue

trade integration will have to confirm to the global guarantee.

On this principle the theory will be constructed.

We assume that governments heavily stress short

term policy objectives, both for increasing the probability of
getting reelected as well as for reason of low and uncertain

effectiveness of long range policies. In the 'magic-square',

growth is the typical long term objective; welfare-states have
endeavoured growth in the 1950's and the 1960's but there is

some presumption that growth was only marginally resulting from

the global policies of governments. Policy emphasis was on the

three short term objectives. It is assumed that the most pro-

minent among these is employment. Policies for attaining higher

employment, or eventually internal balance, are constrained by
the requirement of external balance . For purposes of policy-

1)

making, therefore, external balance should be considered as a
second objective.

It shall be attempted to answer the question why

welfare-states are 'driven' into a trade bloc, given their

preoccupation with a high degree of employment. First, the sig-

nificance of policy interdependence will be analysed for em-

1) Employing a Keynesian model of the 'pure-income' and of the
IS-LM variety,a Phillips-curve is lacking and the requirement
of price-stability will not constrain the achievement of full
employment.
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ployment policy. Second, two alternative ways will be discussed

to relieve the external balance constraint under policy interde-

pendence. In Par. VI. 4., trade integration is then presented
as a specific form of reconciling internal and external balance.
Next, this argument will be illustrated graphically. In Par.

VI. 6., the rigidity of the Keynesian 'pure income' approach

is somewhat relaxed by the introduction of monetary adjustment,
occasioning a strengthening of arguments to initiate trade inte-

gration.

Par. 2. Policies for internal balance

Already in Par. V. 2. it has been suggested that

the preoccupation with internal balance is typical

for the Keynesian model, as exemplified by the ('foreign-trade')

multiplier. It is worth repeating how the working of economic
interdependence was described: "an autonomous increase of ef-

fective demand, for purposes of domestic employment, spills
over to trading partners, constraining the domestic impact and

increasing the partner's level of employment, leading in its

turn to a positive feedback on domestic employment by means of

an export increase". The present paragraph will deal with the

mentioned elements of this interdependence. It will be assumed
throughout, that there are only two trading countries, A and

B, both seeking to achieve internal balance via fiscal incen-
tives of effective demand.

Consider the following two country model

Y  = Ea(Ya) + Ta(Ya'Yb) + a ....(VI-1)a

Yb = Eb(Yb) + Tb<Ya'Yb) + A ....(VI-2)

Ba = Ta(Ya'Yb) - -Bb = -Tb(Ya'Yb) . . . . (VI-3)
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where E is domestic expenditure on domestic goods (absorption),
Y is national income, T is the trade balance and a and A are

policy parameters. An expenditure increasing policy (da > 0)

can be analyzed in its concequences by total differentiation
of (VI-1) and (VI-2), holding dA =0. Such a da-policy will

lead to an increase in income, part of which leaks away to tra-

ding partner B via increased imports 6T
(-a < 0). This furthers
6Ya

expenditure in B, leading to a feedback in A. Remembering the
marginal propensities to absorb  (0 <  si < 1)  and to import
(mi , 0) , total differentiation of (VI-1) and (VI-2) gives

dYa = Eadya - madya + mbdYb + da . . . . (VI-4 )

dyb = Ebdyb + madra - mbdyb ....(VI-5)

In these two equations we have two objectives.

Writing in matrixform and considering alterations in objectives
as unknowns, we obtain

1- Ea + ma -mb dYa da

=

-m
1-Eb +mb dyb          0a

The determinant A- [ (1-Ea + ma) (1-Eb + mb) -ma mb} >0.
We conclude that the internal balance objectives of both coun-
tries will be influenced positiveZy:

dY dY
a = 1-Eb + mb    0  and   b = ma  , 0.-da d    da r
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Of course, this is the well-known case of the foreign trade

multipliers nwith repercussions' . Also, the effects on exter-,2)

nal balances can be found fairly easily.
The external balance objectives of both countries are fully

dependent on one another in this two-country world. Differen-
tiation of (VI-3) yields

dBa = -madYa + mbdyb

dB dy dy
_ma (1-Eb)-2  -  -ma (-2) +  mb ( ) - < 0.

A

The impact on B's external balance is equal, except in sign. Not

surprisingly, the conclusion is that A is restrained in its

da-policy by an emerging balance of trade deficit.
A typical characteristic of economic interdependence lays in

the feedback. Technically, this is caused by the form of the

balance of trade function Ta = Ta(Ya'Yb)' wherein the policy-

objective of the trading partner is included. Would Yb be lac-

king here (or Ya in the Tb-function), there would still be

economic openness but no policy interdependence (see Par.

II.4.1. and II. 5.1.). In the present case, the feedback is
positive i.e. mitigating the external balance constraint in A.

This can be proved by working out the following inequality.

dB dB(a)  > (-   a)da 1 da 2

i.e. the trade imbalance in the two-country model is smaller

than in one-country model by the amount of the feedback.

2) See, for example Takayama, 1972, ch. 10; Staley, 1971, ch.
17; Kindleberger, 1973, App. H; De Roos, 1971, ch. III.
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Substitution3) gives

-m -ma(1-Eb) ...(VI-6)

-     1-Ea  +ama           -  41-Ea  +  ma) C 1-Eb  +  mb)   -  mamb

If the feedback is defined as the compensating export-increase
of A as a percentage of A's actual deterioration in the two-

country-model, it can be calculated that the feedback is4)

mb(1-Ea 

(1-Ea)(1-Eb) + ma(1-Eb)
x 100%

Without interdependence, A's external imbalance would have been

greater by this percentage. Thus, in an interdependent trading

3) In the one-country-case, (1) reads

Ya = Ea(Ya) + Ta(Ya) + a
Differentiation gives dYa = Ea.dYa - ma.dYa + da, giving a

dY
multiplier --da = 1-El+m . Upon external balance, the im-

a  a dB
dy

pact  is  dB = -ma. dYa'  or,  da  =  -ma (da) ' Herein, the multi-

plier can be substitited, to get the lefthand side of (VI-6).
4) Rewrite (VI-6) as

m 1-E ma(1-Eb)a   · T -=b ,1-Ea + ma -b (1-Ea + ma)(1-Eb + mb) - mamb

Since the right-hand-side represents the actual deteriota-
tion of A's trade balance, we can find the feedback by
dividing the left hand term by the right hand term. This
yields

(1-Ea + ma)(1-Eb + mb) - mamb
or, after reworking,

(1-Ea + ma)(1-Eb)

mb(1-Ea)
1  1

(1-Ea)(1-Eb) + ma(1-Eb)
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system, fiscal policy is constrained by external balance, but

less so than for a small, open economy. Interdependence is be--------

neficial for A in this respect. But this expenditure - increa-

sing policy has a positive effect on both income - positions,

although only A introduces the policy. For that part, inter-

dependence is also beneficial for B. If interdependence weakens,

both effects will also weaken. For example, in a three-country-
model, the (positive) feedback shall be weaker for A as the in-

duced additional imports of B and C do not all originate from

A-exporters(we have met this argument already in Par. V. 3.1.).

A similar weakening will be observed for the (beneficial) in-

fluence on B's and C's incomes, spilling over from A, but the
effects on Yb and Yc will at any rate remain positives). The

general conclusion is that expenditure-increasing policies are

adequate instruments to serve the internal balance objective,

but should - especially on the longer run be accompanied by
policies to maintain or restore external balance, without tou-

ching upon the achieved improvement of the first objective.

Par. 3. Policies for external balance

In theory, expenditure-increasing policies need not

necessarily lead to a deficit on external balance.

It will nat, if, instead of a strengthening of demand for ho-

me-produced gocds from within the country (E), one chooses for

5) The three-country-model shall not be treated in the main-
text. It would be identical to the system (V-9)-(V-14) in
Par. V. 3.1., but wi Stout tariffs as variables. The deter-
minant would be identical (A > 0) and the column of para-
meters would, of course, only contain da. The effects on
B's and C's internal balances would then be

dyb = mab*Zc + mcb'mac dyc = mabmbc + mac'Zb
da         8        >O    -36          8       >O,
confirming the statement in the text.
Metzler (1950) has demonstrated that expenditure-increasing
policy in A will improve the incomes of any number(n) of
countries, engaged in trade.
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devices that strengthen demand for exports (X). However, such
instruments do ndt seem to be under autonomous control of the

(home-) government, since exports in one country are a function

of demand from the rest of the world. That property makes it

politically attractive to focus on domestic absorption (E)
along the lines of Par. VI. 2., be it that an external balan-

ce problem may arise.
This customary view may conceal some justifiable

alternatives. Alternatives to an orthodox employment policy
can be constructed as soon as one leaves the narrow base of

the one-country-model, given the fundamental recognition that

welfare-states are interdependent. It is misleading to sug-
gest that orthodox employment policy is more "autonomous" than

any policy that seeks to promote exports because the former

may compel the government to retreat for reasons of external im-

balance whereas the latter may compel the government to coope-
rate with (some) other welfare-states. If there is substantial

interdependence, both devices to increase employment eanndt be

handied autonomousLy without losing a great deal of effective-
ness.

There are several ways of achieving export-increa-

ses. The first one, suggested by Par. VI. 2., is the sl:831ta=

neo-us application of expenditure-increasing policies in A and

B. B's exports will increase because of additional imports in
A and vice versa. Employment of both countries will now be

served in the sector of home-produced goods for the domestic

market as well as for the foreign market. External balance of

A will change because of the policy in A (da > 0)and in B (dA >0);
this change will be

-m-(1-Eb) mb(1-Ea dBa =   ---I-- . da +         dA8

This is zero for sa = sb = 06). For positive savings, A's ex-

6) ma + sa = 1-Ea ; mb + sb = 1-Eb · If sa = sb = 0, the ex-

pression becomes (-maomb + mb.ma) = 0
A
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ternal balance may turn into a surplus if B's marginal absorp-
tion   is  high  [  ( 1-Eb)  <    ( 1-Ea) ] and/or  if B's marginal propensi-
ty to import is high (m  > ma). Thus, if two welfare-states
would both apply expenditure-increasing policies, it would most
certainly be beneficial to employment, but it may or may not be
beneficial for external balance, dependent on some actual mar-
ginal propensities. Of course, this could be corrected by chan-
ging the absolute amount of autonomous increase in effective
demand, but this wouZd require a very high form of coordinatice
that cannot be achieved without a new policy-structure. It is
highly unlikely that emerging policy interdependence will in-
duce such radical ways and means.

A second instrument is export-promotion. However,
a most effective means to achieve this -export-subsidies -

has been ruled out by GATT and has consequently been used ra-
rely by developed countries (Van Veen, 1970). This only leaves
some very global policies such as foreign marketing, fairs,
availability of all kinds of export-credits, guarantees for
export-credit-insurance and the creation of a favorable climate
for (foreign) direct investors, supplying international markets.
This may have two effects: first, an increase in exports; se-
cond, additional investments in the exportsector, in view of
the structural nature of the export-increases. Therefore, an
analysis of exportpromotion has to apply an adapted version of
(VI-1)-(VI-3): exports should be made explicit, and two types
of investment could be distinguished, one, incorporated in
'absorption', and one, dependent on export-growth7).

This leads to the following model (I = investments in export
sector)

Ya = Ea(Ya) + Ia(Xa) + Xa-Xb ....(VI-7)

7) The possibility of a 'foreign trade accelerator' was discus-sed in the late 'fourties (see Stern, 1973, p. 189-190). In
comparative statics, there is, strictly, no accelerator.
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Yb  =  Eb (Yb)   +  Ib (Xb)   +  Xb  - Xa ....(VI-8)

Xa = Xa(Yb'Pa)
....(VI-9)

Xb = Xb<Ya'Pb)
....(VI-10)

wherein Pi(i = a,b) is a parameter, representing the policy of

exportpromotion, and X stands for exports.

Differentiation gives

dYa = Ea dYa + Wa.dXa + dxa - dXb
. . . . (VI-11)

dYb = EbdYb + Ub.dxb + dXb - dXa
. .  .  .  (VI- 1 2)

dXa = mb.dyb + ira.dPa
....(VI-13)

dXb = ma.dYa + iTb.dPb
....(VI-14)

Substituting (VI-13) and (VI-14) in (VI-11) and (VI-12) gives

dra = Eadra + Ua(mbodrb + wa,dPa) + mbodyb +

wa0dPa - ma'dra - ib'dPb
....(VI-15)

dYb = Eb.dYb + ub(ma dYa + Ab dPb) + ma dYa +

wb'dpb - mb'dYb - 'a'dFa
....(VI-16)

wherein 6I 6X6I

11 a    E    ZX     >     0,     lib    E    Tx<    >     0  '         Tr a    E    Tpa    >     0     and
a

6X  > 0
l'b = 3Fb

In matrixform
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(1-Ea + ma) -(1 + Wa)mb dYa    (1+Wa)5adPa-'bodPb

=

-(1+Ub)ma (1-Eb + mb) dyb -wadpa+(1+gb)1rbdPb

The effect of an export-promoting policy in A on the income of
that country is (dpa > 0; dPb = 0), (8 > 0)

dYa 1
dp-  =  1   .   { (1   +   ua) "a    I zb   -  mbI    >   0a

Not surprisingly, A's income (and employment) will increase.
For country B, the effect will be

dY

322 = * . Tra| (1+lib) (1+Ua)ma - Zal ' which is likelya

to be negative8).

Essential is A's external balance, being

Ba = Xa(Yb'Pa) - Xb(Ya) ....(VI-17)

dBa = mb.dyb + Ha.dPa - madYa ....(VI-18)

dB dy dY

ali   =  mb C )    +  'a  -   ma. (3Fa)a
an expression that may be positive or negative, dependent on
9 . Under a succesful policy of exportpromotion,  a may be

8) It can only be positive, if (1+Ub)(1+La)ma, (ma+sa)+ma'
or, if (1+lib) (1+Ua)  ,   asa + 2.

a
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substantially larger than one . The conclusion seems to be9)

that, to a large extent, the effectiveness of the export-pro-

motive policy determines whether an external imbalance will be
experienced. However, the effectiveness of an export-promotive

policy is hard to deal with,given the global character of the

measures; but even if Aa would be low (i.e. 'ineffectiveness'
would characterize the export-promotive policy), can more ef-

fectiveness be expected from A's autonomous policy-effects?

Substantial switches of foreign demand can hardly be induced

without price-changes; attraction of (foreign) direct inves-
tors, being suppliers to international markets, can not easily

be attributed to the benefits of "a favorable climate". The

application of export-promotive policies only marginally helps

to regain autonomy in an interdependent trading world, al-
though it might help to maintain external balance under income-

increases. Export-promotion being Zess interdependent compared

to expenditure-increasing policy, it is inferior to the latter

in its effects on home-employment if &26b A and B pursue ex-

port-promotive devices. B's efforts in this respect will have
A's imports increase to the detriment of A's income:

dYa   dra   1 r
dpa  + dpb  =  All+wa) ira[ Zb-mbl   +  KI  (1+lia) (1+Ub)rob-Zbl

This expression is likely to be positive, the more so if
'\'

Aa = Ab' however, an expenditure-increasing policy in both A

and B would benefit Ya (and Yb) twofozd.

The discussion of these two instruments demonstra-

tes that interdependence will rob autonomous policy-instruments
of their effectiveness. A welfare-state shall therefore be en-
forced to give up a purely autonomous policy-making, will it

effectively pursue internal and external balance.

9) 1a measures the marginal increase in exports (of A) in res-

ponse to a marginal policy-effect of export-promotion
6X

(Zpa).
a
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Par. 4. The case for a trade bloc

The welfare-state, applying rational economic poli-
cy, will continue to favor effective expenditure-

increasing policies but it is prepared to "buy off" external
imbalance by moderately decreasing its policy-autonomy. This              recognition of interdependence constitutes the initial phase              
of policy-integration. In this early phase, a genuine coordina-
tion of expenditure increasing policies will be considered as
a far too radical means, requiring an integration-loyalty, so
high as to set up a common policy-structure. Also, the device
of export-promotion will not be chosen for cooperation, given
its uncertain effectiveness.

Therefore, welfare-states will tend to look favo-
rably upon trade-integration. Given the primacy of home-employ-
ment, ezpenditure-increasing psI€cies wiTZ not be repIacet, bkt
viZZ be accompanied by expenditkre-switching devices in order
to achieve internal and external balance simultaneously. In
doing so, welfare-states would wholly confirm with the Tinber-
gen - and Mundell - rule (see Par. I. 4.1.) by applying two in-
Struments (effectively) for two objectives. The logical instru-
ment for inducing expenditure-switching in an interdependent
trading system, is tariff-re i.c=i ce. Tariff-reductions will
necessarily be reciprocal, and are likely to be discriminatory.

They will necessarily be reciprocaZ because A will
offer tariff-reductions to B with the explicit purpose to re-
ceive similar tariff-reductions from B, that will enhance A's
exports. This approach to tariff-negotiations is attractive
for both welfare-states for three reasons. First, exports of
both countries will tend to increase. Second, this form of (ne-
gative) policy-integration results in but a gradual loss of a
not-so-sensitive policy-instrument. Third, because of the struc-
tural nature of tariff-reductions, investments in the export-
sector will tend to increase.

Tariff-reductions are :ike:y te be diser€zi natcrk
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because trade diversion tends to strengthen intra-bloc trade

biases, increasing mutual exports even further (see Par. V.

3.2.). In view of the complexity of three country models, a

two-country approach shall be followed below, reducing trade
diversion to zero. Thus, in a multi-country world, the results

are likely to be more beneficial to the bloc-countries than in
the two-country-analysis, following below, because of trade

diversion.

For country A, there are two instruments (a and ta)

and two objectives (Ya and Ba). The model is close to (VI-7) -

(VI-10) of the previous paragraph. One specific assumption has

been introduced: it is assumed that the governments' increase

of expenditure, enlarging absorption, is equal to the switch

away from home-produced goods, decreasing absorption. This
equality-assumption is not essential to the analysislo).

The model is

Ya = Ea(Ya'ta) + Xa(Yb'tb) - Xb(Ya'ta) + a . . . . (VI-19)

Yb = Eb(Yb'tb) + Xb(Ya'ta) - Xa(Yb'tb) + A ....(VI-20)

Ba = Xa(Yb'tb) - Xb<Ya'ta) = -Bb . . . . (VI-21)

a =
-Ea(ta) ....(VI-22)

A = -El, (tb) ....(VI-23)

Total differentiation of the system - except (VI-21) - gives

10) It is introduced in order to simplify calculations. However,
it implicitly presupposes coordination between the two po-
licy-makers in one country. This has already been assumed
in Par. I. 4.2., but is, of course, not always fulfilled.
In practice, it may give rise to competence-problems.
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6Ea EX 6X
dy

a   =   E a. dYa   +    (TE-   -   3-E2) dta   +   mb .dyb   +   ZE  .dtba a

- ma dya + da . . . . (VI-24 )

6Eb   6 Xa                6X 
dyb  =  El:'.dYb  +   CIEb  -  3-Eb)dtb  +  ma.dia  +  Ita'dta

_ mb*dYb + dA ....(VI-25)
6E

da    =   -   3 ta. dta . . . . (VI-26 )
a

6E
" - -

TEt.dtb . . . . (VI-27)

Herein, the marginal propensities to switch are identical to

those of Chapter V. However, (VI-26) can be substituted in

(VI-24) and (VI-27) in (VI-25), thereby reducing

6Ea 6Xb 6 x 6E 6X

(TE- - Tr )E  Ya  (,  0)  to - TE  E  -Yb  (>  0)  and  (3.22 - TEa)  E
a      a                      a                       b      b

-6X

BbC, 0)  to -3 t  E - Ba(> 0) 0
We shall first solve the system for A's economic policy
(dtb = 0, d) = 0). This gives

dYa = Ea dYa - Yb.dta + mb.drb - ma.dra ....(VI-28)

dyb = Eb dyb + ma.dYa + Yb dta - mb dYa . . . . (VI-29)

In matrixform
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(1- Ea + ma) _mb
dY - yb.dtaa

=

-m (1- Eb+mb)    dyb          Yb dtaa

The determinant is positive because of Metzler's rule (see

Par. V. 3.1.). For A, we get

dYa = 81.dta| -Yl). Zb + mbo Ybl
Thus, A's income will decrease. For the partner country, being

essentially interested in A's trade-policy, we get

dyb =   dta[ Za*Yb - ma Ybl
Country B will benefit from A's offer to reduce tariffs. Ob-
viously, these results will be mirrored when B's economic po-

licy will be analysed (dt  = 0, da = 0). The determinant re-

mains identical (8 > 0) and the column of parameters will chan-

ge into Ba.dtb and -Ba.dtb' respectively.

For A, we get dia = * dtb[ Ba.Zb - mb' Bal
For B, dyb = i dtbI -Za0Ba+ Ba'mal

Country A will benefit from B's offer to reduce tariffs and

B will see its internal balance deteriorate. However, negotia-

tions result in simuttaneous reductions, and these effects de-

termine the adequacy of the here pursued economic policy. For
A,

dYa = i Idta(-Yb Zb + mb'Yb) + dtb(Ba'Zb - mb·Ba)|
Several conclusions follow. First, the marginal propensities

to switch will determine the impact on A's internal balance:

suppose, B-consumers switch heavily to A-goods, whereas A-con-

sumers switch moderately (IBa| > IYb1)' A's internal balance
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11)will benefit; would Ba 21 Yb 'the impact would be negligeable
Second, since the expressions for dYb were completely analo-
gous, the foregoing conclusions also hold for B.
The most important conclusion, however, is the following:
It will be remembered that, by concentrating upon the libera-
lisation of commercial policy, reciprocity could be demonstra-
ted to be less detrimental compared to unilateral reduction of
tariffs, but it could not be rationalized by its impact upon
internal balance (see Par. V.2.). However, assuming welfare-
states, wishing to improve internal balance -togetber with ex-
port-performance, reciprocity is both diplomatically understan-
deable and not harmful for internal balance. For negotiators,
an exchange of tariff-concessions is the logical means for
mutual export-promotion. For the government, it is (usually)
sufficient to compensate the loss of absorption to generate an
income-gain.

The government is also interested in reciprocity because it
minimizes the worsening of external balance, following upon
one's own tariff concession. Such worsening can be found by
differentiating (VI-21). For country A's policy,

Ba = Xa(Yb'tb) - Xb<Ya'ta) ....(VI-21)

dBa = mb-dYb + Ba.dtb - ma,dya - lb*dta . . . . (VI-30)

dB dY dY

(dtb = 0)   irE  = mb(dt ) - maCHE )- 'b
A's external balance is likely to deteriorate. However, B's
tariff concession more or less compensates this deterioration:
(dta = 0)

dBa
dy dY

f     =     mb        c aE  '        +      6 a      -      m a   c 3€  ,

11) In Par. V. 2., if'Ba =|Yb|'Ya was to deteriorate:
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For analogous reasons, A's external balance will improve.

It is now possible to re-formulate the simple case for the

trade bloc, summed up in Table V.3. If two welfare-states pur-

sue internal and external balance as main objectives, if, fur-
thermore, their respective economies display a low degree of

flexibility as to wages and prices, and if their integration-
loyalty is moderate, trade €v:eeration presents itseZf as a
:ogicar policy-sorution. Reciprocal tariff-reductions will be
negotiated as the only effective means to increase exports;

employment policy will be applied so as to compensate for

switches away from home-produced goods; and discrimination will
be sought for so as to maximize mutual export-increases, that

is, taking advantage of possible trade-diversion. In the final

analysis, it is the continuous concern for home-employment that

compels welfare-states to find a structural policy-solution for

external balance in the trade bloc.

Par. 5. The trade bloc graphically

The model (VI-19) - (VI-23) is derived from the

basic system (VI-1) - (VI-3) in Par. VI. 2. This
model has been graphically reproduced in Figure VI.1.12).

The YaYa-line is the locus of all combinations of Ya and Yb'
for which (VI-1) is valid: it is the income schedule of country

A. The YbYb-line is the income-schedule of B, reflected by

(VI-2). The TT-line is the locus of all combinations of Ya and
Y  that result in balance of trade equilibrium: it is equation

(VI-3). As is well-known, the intersection of the income-sche-

dules need not be situated on TT, as has been drawn in Fig.VI.1:

12) The original source is Robinson, 1952. This Robinson-diagram
is sometimes used in handbooks: see Kindleberger, 1973,
chapter 20. However, the treatment in both sources does not
go beyond Fig. VI.1.
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if the intersection S  is above and to left of TT, A expiriences
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a surplus and B a deficit, for example. The slopes of the three
lines can be found easily13):

dY                                                 mb            Z dy m     dY

3Ya         mb ' dYa - 4: ,  de TT = <
=-a. b

YaYa Yb b

Figure VI.1. can be used for the reproduction of expenditure-
increasing poZiey (say, da > 0). From Par. VI.2. we know that
A's policy will result in an income-increase for both countries

13) The slopes of Yaya and YbYb immediately follow from (VI-4)
and (VI-5), holding da = dA = 0. The slope of TT follows
from differentiation of (VI-3): dBa =0= -mad a + mbdYb
Note that a recent application of this Robinson-diagram bySwoboda & Dornbusch (1973) sticks to the Machlup-positionby replacing Zi(i=a,b) by si + mi. We apply Meade's method,
implying  that Zi =1-€i+mi0  si+mi · Compare footnote   3,   Ch.V.
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and an external deficit for A. Graphically, A's income-sche-
dule  shifts to YXYX,  leading  to  a  new  'equilibrium'  at  Sl'aa
where A finds itself below TT i.e. it experiences a trade defi-

cit. Both incomes have indeed increased. Of course, Sl is not
a real equilibrium, because the continuous net-flow of money

from A to B will have repercussions in A, but such monetary
considerations are to be consfdered later (in Par. VI.6.).

If both A and B apply expenditure-increasing policies simulta-
neously, the external balance problems of the two countries

will be minimized or disappear altogether (in P). However, P

will only be achieved by far-reaching coordination of one an-

other's policies (see Par. VI. 3.) or by sheer coIncidence.
The Robinson -diagram can also be used for the re-

production of expenditure-switching poZicies, such as tariff-
reduction  in the system  (VI-1)  -  (VI-3)  of  Par.  V.  2.  I f  dta<   0
(dtb = 0), A's income-schedule will shift to the left (less
absorption, more imports) and B's will shift upwards (more ex-
ports). In contrast to employment policy, both schedules shift

under expenditure-switching. Moreover, a tariff-reduction will
also cause a rotation of the external balance schedule TT.

m
The   slope   of  TT   is now determined  by  -8   ,   plus a component,
representing the changed structure o international trade14)
These adjustments have been illustrated in Figure VI. 2.

Alike Figure VI.1., the initial balance of trade

14) If dtb = 0, (VI-3) of Chapter V reads B = T(Ya'Yb't ). Dif-

ferentiation gives dB =0= -ma.dYa + mb.dYb -Yb.dta or
dy dt

m. .(b) =m  +Y-(-a)b  dY      a    b- dYa a

dY dY  -1b  = ma+Yb
dva                     (dta)mb mb  aTT

The tariff-reduction component is positive in case of a tariff-
reduction by A (see Par. V. 2.): TT will rotate towards the Yb-0 €8.
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is assumed to be zero (for simplicity). Three positions of
tariff reduction can be analysed, but only the first one has
been fully depicted in Fig. VI.2. To begin with A's tariff re-
duction, this will shift YaYa to the left to Y Y  and Ybyb up-
wards to Y Y . Furthermore, it will induce a rotation of ToToto Tlrl. Having been disturbed when being at S , the system
will eventually come to rest at Sl' where country A experien-
ces an external deficit. The second position to be analysed is
B's tariff reduction. In Par. V. 2., it has been calculated

Yb                           Y;         Yaa

T,
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"To

.
e
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Figure  VI - 2

that this policy move will have a comparable effect: in Fig.
V.2. it is represented by S2. The third position is reciprocitz
of tariff concessions. From Par. V.2., we know that this will
usually result in an absolute decrease of both incomes. If theopposite rotations of TT - each for the tariff-reductions in
isolation - would roughly cancel out, the final position of
the system may be Q in Fig. VI.2. Points such as Q will be the
normal outcome. However,    if the respective marginal propensit.21
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to switch diverge greatly, one of the two countries may find

its income increased. Suppose that |Ba|   |Ybl ; this would
imply that B's tariff concession would sharply deteriorate B's

income whereas B would only benefit to a limited extent from

A's reciprocal concession. In Fig. VI.2., this possibility has

been depicted as well: S 53 >> S Sl' giving a final net income

increase for A in R. Obviously, the final position of TT will

then no longer be close to T T ; TT will undergo a net rotation
to the right, causing a surplus for A and a deficit for B Jr

vtce versa.

The geometry, presented above, makes it possible to depict the

trade bloc analysis of Par. VI. 4. As will be recalled, the

trade bzoe of wezfare-states arises from reciprocal tariff con-

cessions combined with governmental incentives for home pro-

duction via fiscal policy. Graphically, this boils down to the

mere combination of Fig. VI.1. and VI. 2. However, the magni-
tude of the rotations of TT are smaller and the moves of the15)

income-schedules are more complicated.

Concentrating once more on A's economic policy, A's tariff re-

duction will shift YaYa to the left, but less far than in Fi-
gure VI. 2., because the reduction of absorption
6E

(Tta· dta) is compensated by an equal increase of expenditure
a

on home-produced goods. The YbYb - schedule will shift upwards,

but further than in Figure VI. 2., as both policy-instruments
of A induce export-increases in B. The trade-bloc of welfare-

states, as analyzed in the previous paragraph, is illustrated
in Figure VI. 3.

Starting from balanced trade and dependent on the magnitude of

15) For dtb = 0' (VI-30) becomes identical to the expression in
dY

footnote 14. However,  dE   is necessar€Zy negative  in  Par.  V.
a

2., and Zike ZD to be (less) negative in Par. VI. 4. There-
fore, the rotation is likely to be smaller.
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the fiscal incentive, the shift of YbYb will be greater than the
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shift of YaYa' making that Sl lays substantially higher than
S . A similar outcome for B's economic policy could be expec-
ted, arriving at 52. In total, the trade bloc may improve the
internal balances of the members (for example, such as in R).
Would fiscal policy exactly compensate the loss of absorption
(as in the model of Par. VI. 4.), the trade bloc would remain

close to S , as concluded in Par. VI. 4. The risk for external
imbalance still exists, but is confined between T1Tl (drawn)
and T2T2 (not drawn), being closer to TOT0.
Let us now investigate whether these conclusions are effected
by introducing the monetary sector.

Par. 6. The trade-bloc under monetary adjustment

As has been noted before, the neglect of the mone-
tary sector will be misleading if external imbalan-
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ces persist, caused by expenditure-increasing policies, ex-

penditure-switching policies or by both. More specifically, an

excess demand for foreign exchange can be expected to lead (in
the absence of neutralisation by the Central Bank) to a decrea-

se of the money supply . Thus, an explicit link between ex-16)

ternal balance and the national money supply will be introduced.

In their turn, fluctuations in the money supply will have their

feedback upon absorption.
For the analysis, a complete two-country IS-LM mo-

del will be applied algebraIcally and graphically. Such a model

is the logical end in the evolution of the literature on stabi-

lisation policy (in comparative statics). First, the IS-LM model

was applied to the analysis of fiscal and monetary policy in a
purely domestic setting. Also, extensions such as those of Patin-

kin (1956) have remained within the framework of a closed eco-
nomy. A second impetus was given by the theory of economic poli-

cy (Meade, 1951; Tinbergen, 1952; 1967) and Meade's famous "po-

licy-conflicts", where external imbalances were already taken

into account. A third wave of policy-mix models was initiated

and strongly stimulated by Mundell (1968), who persistently ap-

plied open-economy models to all his policy-problems; he also

found a simple solution for Meade's 'conflicts" by incorpora-

ting 'capital-openness'. The logical end to this evolution is

to replace economic openness by explicit interdependence of po-

licies in a two-country system. Admittedly, interdependence in
a trade-bloc may be exaggerated by the application of such a

model (one looses sight of third countries) but the problem of
autonomy versus effectiveness comes much sharper to the fore.

It is this problem that largely determines the process of in-

tegration and the loyalty to progress.

16) In the model, below, it is assumed that the Central Bank
maintains a ratio of reserves to monetary liabilities of
100 %. A lower rate would imply a manifoZd decrease of the
money supply.
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6.1. The model

17)The well-known IS-LM schedules are defined for a
given money supply and a given price-level. In our presentation,
below, the former may change and cause shifts in the LM-sche-
dule, whereas the latter may not. However, prices can be brought
into the analysis as several scolars have amply showed. (Patin-
kin, 1956; Smith, 1956). Even price-policy may be profitably
analysed in the IS-LM setting as an alternative instrument to

monetary and fiscal policy, as Claassen (1973) has demonstra-
ted. Nevertheless, we shall ignore the possibility of price-
variations so as to avoid further complexities18) .

It is important to distinguish the IS-schedule from
the YY-schedule of Par. VI. 5. The IS-schedule has been typi-
cally developed for the one-country model. It is defined as the
locus of all combinations of Y and i (in one country) for which
there is equilibrium in the market for goods and services.
For country A, this is

Ya - Ea(Ya'ia) + Ta(Ya) + a ....(VI-31)

The YY-schedule has been typically developed for the two-coun-
try-approach. It is defined as the locus of all combinations of

Ya and Yb' for which A's market for goods- and services (YaYa)
is in equilibrium (or B's one, for YbYb). Therefore, the incomes
of both countries will enter the formula of income determina-

17) The widely accepted version of the IS-LM model for an 'open'
economy without 'capital openness' is:

Y = E(Y,i) + T(Y) ....(a)
M = L(Y,i) ....(b)(a) representing the market for goods and services and (b)

representing the money market. For the common graphical
presentation  of  eq.    (a) [ IS-schedule]    and  eq.    (b) p LM-sche-
dule], the reader is referred to quadrant 2 (or 4) of Fi-
gure VI. 4., below.

18) This constitutes an essential deviation from the older lize-
rature about the theory of balance of payments adjustment.
In fact, it is a problem of choice: the model above is a
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tion, in contrast to (VI-31). In Par. VI. 2., we used for

country A, for example

Ya = Ea(Ya) + Ta(Ya'Yb) + a ....(VI-1)

Whereas (VI-31) is appropriate for analysing nopen" economies,

(VI-1) is appropriate for analysing "interdependent" economies.

However, a disadvantage  of   (VI-1)    is   that it represents  a  very
inflexible economy: activity is so low that variation in acti-

vity is accompanied by a variation in the velocity of money

circulation without any effect on the interest rate. In IS-LM-

models, on the other hand, it is assumed that output is much
closer to full-employment level, so that the so-called 'inter-

mediate' range of the LM-schedule becomes relevant.
To take this into account, we simply combine (VI-31) and (VI-1).

The present IS-LM model incorporates three markets:

the one for goods and services (IS-schedule), the one for money

(LM-schedule) and the foreign exchange market (TT-schedule ).

As we assume fixed exchange rates, the foreign exchange market

only has the passive function of linking the two money markets

without directly influencing expenditures. Nevertheless, this

linkage leads to a second form of interdependence, apart from

that of foreign trade. Both interdependences will constrain

arising imbalances in the trade-bloc and produce feedbacks that

bring the system back to equilibrium. Thus, in our Robinson-

diagram, final equilibrium situations will always be determined

by the intersection of the schedule TT, indicating trade inter-

3:pendenee, and the schedule KK (to be defined below), indica-

ting monetary interdependence.
The supply of money is assumed to consist only of

base money ('high powered money'), represented by a given amount

of domestic assets (say, government debts), and international

(fn. 18 continued)
two country model with monetary adjustment but without pri-
ce-variations; the alternative is a two country model withoit
monetary adjustment but wirk price-variations. Recently, Stern
(1973, pp. 209-210 and pp. 220-224) has provided the latter
alternative.
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reserves. In the absence of open-market policy, the money sup-
ply may only fluctuate if there is a net in- or outflow of re-

serves. The stock of world reserves is fixed.

This gives the following system

Ya = Ea(Ya'ia) + Ta(Ya'Yb) + a . . . . (VI-32)

Yb = Eb(Yb'ib) + Tb(Ya'Yb) + A . . . . (VI-33)

Ba = Ta(Ya'Yb) = -Bb ....(VI- 3)

Ma = Da+Ra = La<Ya'ia) . . . . (VI-34)

Mb = Db+Rb = Lb (Yb'ib) . . . . (VI-35)

W  =
Ra+Rb . . . . (VI-36)

Ra = Ra(Ba) ....(VI-37)

wherein M = money supply, L = demand for money, D = domestic

assets, held by the central bank, R = foreign exchange reser-
ves, W = world stock of reserves and i = interest rate. The

above system is a straight monetary extension of the system

(VI-1) - (VI-3)and has been introduced by Mundell (1968, ch.
18, Appendix), be it with capital openness. The graphicaL pre-

sentation in Fig. VI-4, below, has been provided by Swoboda &
Dornbusch  (1973,  p.  238) . To acquire A's IS-schedule , take
(VI-31), or, take (VI-32) but hold Yb constant. To acquire B's IS-

schedule, take (VI-33) but hold Y  constant. Would Y  (or Yb) nota a
be held constant, the ISb-schedule (or ISa) would shift because
of changing exports to A (or B). Here, we meet the relevance of

economic openness. To acquire the respective LM-schedules, the
own money supplies must be kept constant (as usual), as well as

the partner's income.

In quadrant 1, the TT-schedule is the same as in
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Par. VI-5; also, the YaYa-schedule does not differ from the
one in Par. VI-5, except that the money supply in B should now

explicitly be held constant. Given the fixed world money stock,

this
M :1

should be so chosen that it is consistent with equili-
brium in A. The same procedure goes for YbYb.

The result is presented in Figure VI-4. The Robin-

son-diagram is retained, implying equilibrium in the goods- and

services markets in the two countries for a given distribution

of the worZd money stock, compatible with monetary equiZibrium

in both countries.

Different distributions of the world money stock, compatible

with monetary equilibrium in A and B, imply different combina-

tions of Y and Y that are all located on KK. The KK-schedulea b
is defined as the locus of all combinations of Ya and Yb' for
which the money markets in both countries are in equilibrium,

given the world money stock.
Thus, for a given distribution of the world money

Stock, there is only one such combination (say, P, in the first

quadrant); by varying the distribution, other points of KK can

be found. Suppose, for instance, that a redistribution of mo-

ney towards B would take place. In Figure VI-4, this will shift

LMa  downwards   and   to   the   left   to   LM1,   and LM >
upwards   and   to

the right to LM . The initial increase in Yb will induce higher
imports, shifting ISb downwards  to  IS   and  ISa  upwards 19) to
IS1. After these shifts, a point on KK such as Q will be achie-

ved, where money markets are in equilibrium, but foreign ex-

change markets are ndt (Q is not on TT). The KK-schedule will

not necessarily have a negative slope , but we shall neglect20)

the unlikely case that it is positive.

19) Seen from the Y -axisa
20) The slope of KK can be found as follows. (Swoboda/Dornbusch,

1973, p. 239, only give the algebraic expression of the
slope of KK; however, it is useful to follow the derivation
completely, since the matrix-equation, we obtain below, will

recur on several occasions with only slight changes). Diffe-
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In the present IS-LM system, the KK-schedule may :Rift for two
reasons: one is money creation through open-market policy; the

(fn. 20 continued)
rentiate  (VI-32),  (VI-33),  (VI-34)  and  (VI-35) ;  (K .=6L./OY. >0) (6E./3i. <0), (6L./61. < 0) (j=a,b) J     J

J            J J ]      J

giving 6E

dYa ( 1-Ea + ma) - Ti dia + mbdYb ....(VI-38)
a

5E

dYb(1-Eb + mb) = 31 dib + madYa ....(VI-39)
b

6L

KadYa + TI .dia = dMa ....(VI-40)a

6L 
Kbdyb    +   TI 'dib   = dMb . . . . (VI-41)

or, the matrix-equation

6E

Za   -mb  - TI      0       dY              0aa

m            O  - ·  dY               0a    Zb            6 i         bb

6LaK 0 - 0 di =            dMa a a

o K O f-th di
b             6 ib         b             dM 

Along KK, money is redistributed, so that IdMa| = |dMb|.

Calculating the separate effects d b/dM3 and d a/dMa and

dividing the former by the latter (Thereby eliminating
the determinant), gives
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LMj       Yb K     K
T

LMb
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Yb

Yb
ISb

ISb                                            I

T            a
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Ya
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IS1

LMa

LM6
la

Figure VI.4

other can be a movement a Zong given LM-schedules because of

(fn.20, continued)

dy
6 lb   a-

6i a 6iSt Z . 5  + K  51--  5   5
b     =                a         a  -a 6 ia . 6 ib   &  0dy -6E 6L 6E 6E    6La

a    NK              TI  1 'b '  TI     +  .b  Ti  l +mb  Tib  '  TT 
.This result is, cf course, identical to that of Swoboda/
Zornbusch, op cit., p. 239(. A not too dissimilar behavior
ef A and B is a sufficient condition to have KK negatively
sloped. For a further discussion, see Swoboda/Dornbusch,p.240.)
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higher expenditure. Being in the 'intermediate' range of the
LM-schedule, a higher interest-rate will make a higher Y com-
patible with a given money supply, leading to a higher KK-line
and external imbalance. This imbalance will induce a redistri-
bution of money between two countries so as to arrive at TT with
both countries having increased their incomes.

6.2.  The case for the trade bloc, once again

In Par. VI-5, the graphical illustration was given
in three steps and we shall follow the same procedure, here.
First, let us investigate A's expansionary fiscaz po Ziey in
Figure VI.5. YaYa will shift to Y Y  and KIKI to KIK1.

Yb                                  Y'
T

Kt

Yj

---YJ                    w
K0

Yb
Y

K1

T Yo Y: Ko
Y0

Figure VI 5

The higher KK-schedule implies a higher interestrate, in this
case, that suppresses the effectiveness of fiscal policy. Wit-
hout this suppression-effect, the system would move from Q to *:
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at Q, A's deficit would decrease A's money supply, increase

B's money supply and YbYb could move up along Y1Y1. But withaa
this suppression-effect, the Y Y -schedule has to shift back

along the new K1Kl-schedule to R, where full equilibrium on
all three markets in both countries will be achieved. To achie-

ve W in the present system, both countries will have to pursue

a similar fiscal policy, just as in the non-monetary case of

Figure VI-1.
The second case under investigation is A's Zibera-

Zisation of commereiaZ poZ€cy (tariff concession dta < 0) in

Figure VI-6. In Figure VI-2., two reactions could be observed:

TT rotated towards the Yb-axis, and both income-schedules shif-
ted, giving B a higher income and a trade surplus and A the re-

verse. In a monetary world, more reactions will follow. However,
as KK will not move, the final equilibrium point must be at the

intersection of T1Tl and KK, as is shown in Figure VI.6.

Yb

#  Y'
T,

Y#

K

, TO

//        Y2
¥d          S, /1              YJ'

YJ                       ''                   Y 
f            :  O

/      52#

//                      54
'

'

T, of  yl   YJ   '(2                        K
Ya

Figure VI 6.
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Initial reactions will bring the system to Sl (just as in Par.
VI.5.). However, the structure of international trade has chan-
ged (TOTO to T1Tl)' so that A will experience an excess demand
for B-currency in its foreign-exchange market, despite its de-
creased income. Finally, the system will arrive at S3' where
Ya has decreased more than in the non-monetary world and Yb in-
creased more. Under reciprocity, the final position would be
between S3 and S4 on KK. Again, the conclusion is ndt identical
to that of Figure VI.2.: dependent on the final position of TT,
either Ya or Yb will increase (instead of a decrease for both).The marginal propensities to switch will influence this final
position of TT, just as before, but one of the countries is
likely (instead of only under great divergencies in the mar-

21)

ginal propensities to switch) to benefit.

Our third problem should provide, as before, the case for the
trade-bloc of welfare-states. Herein, it will be remembered,
welfare-states apply reciprocal tariff-reduction, together
with a specific expenditure-increasing policy, in order to im-
prove their respective incomes, while still maintaining external
balance. As will be clear, this amounts to some combination of
the previous two cases. Similar to Figure VI. 3., the initial
shift of YaYa will be smaller than under reciprocity, the ini-
tial shift of YbYb will be larger and TT will rotate. However,
in the present case, the expenditure-increase, that is to com-
pensate for the switch away from home-produced goods, will in-
duce a double shift of KK (both countries have fiscal policy)
upwards and to the right. Consider Figure VI-7. In analogy witz
Figure VI-3, only A's economic policy has been illustrated cam-
pletely.

A's fiscal policy aZone would initially being the
system to SS. A's tariff concession a Zone would bring the sys-
tem to Sl. Therefore, the "net" shift of Y Y  is not as far asaa

21) Would TT coincide with TQT , then, of course, dYa = dYb = 3-
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3 1 2 2
YaY ' but only YaYa. The TT-schedule will rotate to  T 1Tl and

the KK-schedule will shift upwards to X1Kl. The initial situ-

ation after A's combined economic policy will be at S2' where

A runs a deficit. Final equilibrium is at S3' which is only
slightly better for A than S4 (without fiscal policy)22).

But the core of the argument is the simuZtaneity of A's and B's
economic policies. They will negotiate reciprocal tariff con-

cessions so as to increase mutual exports and compensate the

switches away from absorption by fiscal policy, as a result
of their concern about internal balance.   Thus,   if  B  will  pus-

sue a similar policy for internal and external balance, the

"net" shift of YbYb will be downward (not drawn), the TT-sche-

dule would rotate from T T  to the Ya-axis (not drawn) and KK
would shift upwards.

All in all, the final position of TT will probably

be close to TQTQ, the final position of KK is K2K2 and an equi-

librium-position such as S6 will be achieved for the trade-bloc

as a whole. At S6' both trade-bloc members will have substanti-
aZZy improved their incomes. Note that this conclusion is much

more favourable that the outcome of the non-monetary case of

Par. VI.4. and Figure VI-3. Note also that S6 is reached wit-

hout final external imbalance and without great danger of an

inimical adjustment-process in view of the simultaneity of both
policies. After all, under simultaneous fiscal policy (both in

their own interest) and under reciprocal tariff concessions,

the gradual adjustment from S2 to S 3 will n6t take place. The

system will in fact remain between S2 and the analogue point to

the right of T T , and so approach a final equilibrium position

such as S6. Note, that reciprocity continues to be a necessary

22) The less TT will rotate towards the Y -axis and the more
KK will shift upwards, the further S)bwill be to the right

of S4'
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condition, since S2 will always be to the left of S 23).

Yb           'It, li yl 'ip YjK2        
K1

Ko                 ,                              , To
\ /

S, ' I

SU; 2 /
61                                     4
\/

\/
YD       i //,/                                                  K2A

'''l                            K,
\

T,  /, fo            ''Yl         Yal           yf          Yl                                                                            KO

Yo

Figure  VI. Z

Observation of Figure VI-7 might give rise to the question why
tariff concessions are necessary, if coordination of fiscal

23) This can be shown algebraically.
Rewrite the system (VI-32)-(VI-35) as follows
Ya = Ea(Ya'ia'ta) + Ta(Ya'Yb'ta'tb) + a ....(VI-42)

Yb = Eb(Yb'ib'tb) + Tb(Ya'Yb'ta'tb) + A ....(VI-43)

Ma = La(Ya'ia) ....(VI-44)

Mb  =  Lb (Yb'ib) . . . . (VI-45)
a  =

-Ea(ta) . . . . (VI-462
A  =

-E (tb) ....(VI-47)

After differentiation, and substitution of da and dk, thesame matrix-equation as in footnote 20 will be obtained,apart from the column of parameters. This column will nowread, resp. (-Yb   dta   +   Ba'dth)  '    (Yb   dta-Ba.dtb)  ,0,0·      Now,
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policies could do the same job, in principle. The answ
er to

that question is crucial to the case for the trade blo
c of

welfare-states.

Welfare-states have a strong inclination to pur-

sue their policies autonowously· The realisation that 
this is

no longer feasible under (trade) interdependence does 
not im-

ply that they will immediately seek for adaptation in
 the light

of an optimum regime of coordination. Careful and incr
emental

concessions in the sphere of commercial policy that ar
e easi-

ly compensated by internal, autonomous fiscal policy, 
consti-

tute an appropriate strategy to enhance internal balanc
e, while

checking adverse effects on external balance. This may 
gradual-

ly evolve into a trade-bloc, especially if the tariff c
oncessi-

ons have explicitly been discriminatory, thereby incre
asing

mutual exports further through trade diversion.

This strategy excele by caution. In contrast, mu-

tual coordination of fiscal policy would largely destro
y the

autonomy as regards a most essential instrument for int
ernal

balance. Such a strategy wouldn't be feasible in a syst
em of

welfare-states. Would it ever become feasible to arriv
e at

mutual dependence of fiscal policies, it would, no doub
t, be

at the end of a very long process of policy integratio
n.

The trade-bloc may be considered, indeed, as a constru
ction

to ini-tiate such a process.

Par. 7. On the negative integration of commercial policies

Trade integration can manifest itself in three

forms: market integration (from below), negative

(fn. 23 continued)
A,s initial income change will be (4 > 0) (dtb = 0)

dY               6 L                                    6Lb  ,

ae . f t-,bI Z..TT . R!' 'K;> >1  -'.I  -mb· Q. =i; 1 '
dY   b b a

For dt <0' HE  will always be negative (remember that Z
b> mb).

a
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policy integration (from above) and its positive ccunterpart.
Thus far, our analysis has concentrated on negative policy in-
tegration. However, a trade bloc of welfare states can also be
looked upon 'from below': this is essentially what the classical
view does. In confronting the two view, a proper evaluation of
our model may become possible.

The relevance of the classical emphasis on alloca-
tive effects depends to a large extent on the flexibility of the
economies concerned. There is little doubt that welfare-states
of the Western European type display such Keynesian characte-
ristics as downwards wage- and price-rigidity. Also, the fear
for low intersectoral and interregional mobility has been jus-
tified. On the other hand, the apparent wave of intra-industry-
specialisation in Western Europe (see Par. IV. 3.2.) has poin-
ted to the presence of beneficial 'scale-economies' as well as
to a less rigid structure of welfare-state economies than ha-
ving been assumed by using "Keynesian' models.

These considerations would seem to imply that the
trade-bloc-model for welfare-states, as developed in the pre-
sent chapter, exaggerates somewhat the Keynesian proposition
that a tariff-reduction amounts to export of activity.

The relevance of our policy model, presented above,
depends to a large extent on the behavioral characteristics of
the countries concerned. In the Chapters I and II we have ex-
tensively dealt with the nature of welfare states, as an ap-
proximation of the typical behavior of Western European coun-
tries in the 1950's and 1960's. Given a subsystem of welfare
states, the model provides an explanation of trade integration
on the explicit primacy of every country's home employment. The
welfare state's emphasis on home employment creates the concur-
ring problem of external imbalance that should be structurally
solved. It has been demonstrated that this problem can be ef-
fectively solved by tying expenditure increasing policy for
home employment to a policy of pursuing reciprocal tariff reduc-
tion. In so doing, negative integration of commercial policies
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constitutes a logical and effective response to the limited

autonomy for employment policy.

On first sight, the classical and the 'Keynesian'

view do not seem to be easily reconcilable . Yet, they are

compatible. More precisely, negotiators and ministers of eco-

nomic affairs have probably adopted a largely classical view
24)

on the matter of trade liberalisation , but this does ndt

deprive our model of its relevance. Rather, the simultaneity

of their 'Keynesian" look on home employment and their 'clas-

sical' look on foreign trade clearly points to the above pre-

sented 'Keynesian' case for the trade bloc. Given the wiZZing-

ness to liberalize trade along the lines of classical thinking,

the methods, welfare states tend to favor particularly, are

reciprocity and discriminatory liberalisation along the lines

of 'Keynesian' thinking. To the extent, income (employment)

would still be endangered for home industry, the home govern-

ment will seek to increase absorption by fiscal policy. Wel-

fare states have thereby benefitted from the gains from speci-

alisation (low cost imports; more exports) without having in-

curred noticeable employment losses at home.

Of course, the theory has its limits. There is first

the problem of stability in the 'open' IS-LM model. The condition

for stability is that the slope of the IS-schedule does not

exceed that of the LM-schedule. This condition does not seem to
25)

be very problematic as it will be rarely violated . Further-

more, a sufficient condition for stability of the two country

24) The free trade bias in GATT, the EC-Treaty and the Stock-
holm Convention (EFTA) seem to constitute strong evidence

in support of this suggestion.

25) The slopes of IS and LM can be found by differentiating
eq. (a) and (b) of footnote VI-17. This gives 1 = - /&  di|   _1-6+m0                                  <0
dY       Lit              O Y       O i       >

dY 1 -  dE/Ji
1
IS

The slope of IS could only become positive if £>1
(which we

excluded) And if 1(1-E)1 > m. But even then, IS might 
still

be less positively sloped than LM.
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version of the model is that KK be negatively sloped (see foot-note VI-20); would it, nevertheless, have a positive slope, sta-
bility would still be possible (for the specific conditions , see
Swoboda & Dornbusch, 1973, p. 240).

Second, the model assumes rigid (constant) prices.This assumption precludes the incorporation of such contempora-
ry problems as inflation and the trade-off between employment
and price-stability. That would be quite a serious omission ifthe model was to explain a potential process of trade integra-
tion in the 'seventies'. However, the theory has been developed
to provide an explanation of trade-liberalisation within the
Western European (sub-) system of welfare-states, that has ta-
ken   place   from  the  end  of the fourties   to 1958 , and more

26)

particularly,of the further-reaching trade-blocs, that have
been set up from 1958 to the mid-sixties . Up to the mid-six-

27)

ties, inflation has not been a serious problem and the marginal
price-instability, concomitant with near-to-full employment,
was not embarrassing. Therefore, the assumptions of this Key-
nesian policy-model do not take us too far from significant
features of post-War Western European trade integration.

Negative integration of commercial policies being
initiated, the stage is set for further initiatives. Chapter
VIII investigates the problems that may beset the positive
integration of commercial policy in a CU.

26) In 1958, many Western European currencies became covertible.
27) Both in (E)EC and EFTA, most of the tariff reduction hadbeen achieved by the mid-sixties.
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Chapter VII.
Economic policy in the Customs Union

Par. 1. Introduction

The previous chapter has provided a rational for

recurring tariff-reductions on a reciprocal basis,

in short, for the trade bloc. In the present chapter, we shall

go one step further by assuming that the level of intra-bloc
tariffs has been brought down to zero. Of the two practical

forms of a trade bloc, the FTA and the CU, the former is exclu-

ded for two reasons. The first reason is that a FTA need not

induce commodity-price equalisation (see Par. III. 3.2.2.) be-
cause there is still some scope for commercial policy to third

countries. The second reason is the often made suggestion that

a CU is likely to display a higher integration loyalty than a
FTA (Balassa, 1961, p. 78; Shibata, 1971, p. 82). In terms of

Chapter IV, a CU needs both negative and positive policy inte-

gration, whereas a FTA hardly needs the latter.

Members of a CU have lost a major instrument for
expenditure-switching: commercial policyl). Of the four tradi-

tional2)policy-instruments, only three have been left to achie-

ve internal and external balance. As has been shown in Par. I.

4.1., there are an infinite number of solutions in such a case

and a real policy-'problem' will not arise. But there is a
strong presumption that exchange rate policy will be hardly (or

never) applied within a CU, given its similarity to commercial

1) This is not completely true, since the national influence
upon the common commercial policy towards third countries
might sometimes be substantial.

2) Monetary, fiscal, exchange-rate and commercial policy.
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policy. This presumption will be investigated in Par. VII. 5.
The fixity of exchange rates constitutes a genuine policy-con-
straint as only one policy-solution will now be available.
This problem of autonomous vs. effective policy, under the men-
tioned policy-constraint, will be discussed below. However, it
should be kept in mind that the found policy-solution might be
unacceptable politically and this will have an impact upon in-
tegration-loyalty.

Par. 2. Monetary policy

Suppose that A's central bank purchases bonds (Da)
in the open market, thereby increasing A's money

supply. Fig. VII. 1. depicts such a monetary policy. First,
A's income will increase to Q under an external deficit. Second,
country B's exports will increase, pushing YbYb upwards, where-
as KK will shift upwards to K1Kl' going through Q. Since there
is no reason for TT to shift, equilibrium will be at R . In a3)

CU, such an outcome is satisfactory, as external balance has
been maintained and both incomes have been improved.

If A's reserves are substantial, even W can be achie-
ved by a sterilisation- (neutralisation-) policy in country A.
Sterilisation means that reserve-losses, suffered in point Q,
are not connected with the money-supply by decreasing it, but
are paid from stock. Now, there is no reason for Y Yl to shiftback because A's money-supply remains enlarged; the shift of
YbYb will be larger than without sterilisation as B's exports
will be stimulated much more, giving A's unrestrained income-
gain. So, W will be reached. Thus, without further coordination,
the members of the CU cduld pursue a succesful policy in terms
of internal and external balance. However, there are some limi-
tations to this welcome conclusion. First, the other CU-member

3) If country B inititates the policy, R will also be achieved,but via V.
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might not want a substantial increase in activity, fearing in-
flation above a target-level of Yb4). Country B will sterilize

reserve flows from A, preventing a movement to W. But now that
both countries are engaged in sterilisation, the system will

remain at Q, causing continuous reservelosses for A. In the

Yb
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V
Yb
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b

T         6             6             4
Ya

Figure VII.1

longer run, A would have to retreat and the system would return
to P. Second, even if B would n6t sterilize, the speed of ad-

justment would determine the reserve-losses per unit of time,

when moving from Q to W. This may have some relevance to the

fixity of A's exchange rate, as speculation may come up. Third,
the ignorance of third countries in our model may, in the present

4) As we neglect the Phillips-curve, inflation can only come
about when the full-employment income has been reached.
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case, be misleading. Suppose a third country that issues a key-
currency.  Suppose further that the CU benefits from the best
of coordination, allowing us to consider the group as one coun-
try (say A). There are two possibilities. If the group pursues
an expansionary monetary policy without sterilisation, but the
third country sterilizes, the system will eventually return to
P: the CU is not autonomous in an effective monetary policy.
On the other hand, if the third country pursues an expansiona-
ry monetary policy and the CU sterilizes, the CU may go on ac-
cumulating key currencies for years because the key-currency
country only need to take internal balance into consideration.
Eventually, this is bound to lead to a confidence-problem.
The conclusion is, that, subject to a number of loaded condi-
tions, autonomous monetary policies can co-exist in a CU and
achieve improvements in both internal balances. The conditions
are three:

There should be no fear for inflation, no confidence-problem
and no international liquidity-problem (low reserves). But
precisely those three problems have largely characterized the
nineteensixties' welfare states system. Therefore, the scope
for autonomous monetary policy in a highly interdependent tra-
ding system is probably quite low. Moreover, short-term capi-
tal mobility has considerably sharpened the questions of con-
fidence and liquidity in the sixties, but capital mobility is
only analysed in Chapter VIII, precluding additional conclu-
sions heres).

Par. 3. Fiscal policy

As Figure VII-1 is identical to Figure VI-5, an
expansionary fiscal policy will yield few surpri-

ses. The higher KK-schedule implies a higher interest-rate.

5) The trouble with the EC is, that it never was a fully com-
pleted CM; varying kinds and intensities of capital mobili-
ty have been permitted, making it a 'partial CM'. See Par.VIII.1. For solving intra-CU conflicts by tEBns-fers, see Par.
VIII.2.2.
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This suppresses the original incentive (the shift to Y Y1) and

YaYa shifts back along K1Kl to R where full equilibrium on all

three markets will be achieved for both countries. If both

countries pursue an expansionary fiscal policy, W could be

achieved. If A only pursues such a policy but both countries

sterilize,a point such as Q can be maintained if A possesses

sufficient reserves. If not, the system will fall back to P.

Par. 4. Conflicting objectives in a CU

Achieving and maintaining internal and external ba-

lance simultaneously, will usually require the ap-

plication of both monetary and fiscal policy. However, the ce-

lebrated Mundell-solution for the one-country-case cannot be

utilized here, as no capital-mobility is assumed. This takes

us back to Meade's discussion of the problem. As will be shown

below6), In Figure VII-2, his analysis can still be considered

as largely appropriate. The lines PV and PW divide Figure VII-

2 in four sectors where divergences of policy-objectives arise,

if V and W are resp. Y 's and Yb's target incomes, giving tar-

get employment. At P, both countries have achieved internal and

external balance simultaneously. All points, off the K K -sche-

dule (such as S) entail a problem of money-glut or money-shor-

tage (in S, the latter). All points, off the T0T0-schedule

(such as Q) entail an adjustment problem. Getting back to P is
7)

no genuine problem as only one instrument needs to be employed.

This is no longer the case if P is both off the TT-

and off the KK-schedule. Either internal or external balance

can be achieved, but not both; policy targets are conflicting

6) The present paragraph has benefitted from an analogue treat-
ment in Swoboda (1973) and Swoboda & Dornbusch (1973, pp.254-
255).

7) In points such as Q, the "need" is a matter of time, as ad-

justment is automatic.
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and no financial policy can remove the incompatibility. For
example, at R, Ya is at the target level but Yb is below. Pus-
hing country B to P, will cause an external deficit (to the

left of T1Tl). As both instruments work in the same direction,
assigning instruments to specific targets will not suffice. The
solution is recourse to expenditure-switching. Expenditure-swit-
ching will rotate T1Tl and may enable the achievement of P.

This discussion & la Meade demonstrates that the
loss of commercial policy may enforce exchange-rate changes in
a CU, even if a pledge to fixed exchange rates exists. If the
structure of intra-CU-trade has worsened for one membercountry,
that is, if T1Tl is far from TQT0, monetary and fiscal policy
are inadequate.
The reason for this inadequacy is evident. As fiscal and mone-
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tary policy are neither materially different in their effects

upon internal balance, nor in their effects upon external ba-
lance (here: trade balance), they should be considered as one

instrument. In total, we have three independent targets (Ya,Yb

and one external balance) and only two instruments ('financial'-

policy in A and in B), leading to a violation of the Tinbergen
rule.

If fixed exchange rates are imperative in the CU (that is, if

negative integration of exchange rate policies is decided along

with negative and positive integration of commercial policies),

national policy autonomy shall have to be touched upon by ef-
forts of positive poZicy integration of the responsible govern-

ments. Two such efforts can be conceived

a) coordination of instrueents: excluding a jointly agreed pa-

rity change by one membercountry (fixed exchange rates being
imperative), the sole possibility is the introduction of

transfers. This possibility will be treated in Par. VIII.2.2.

Transfers result from coordination since the autonomous po-

licy move would undoubtedly have been a devaluation by the

deficit country; this potential decision is now adjusted by

negotiation (see Par. IV. 4.2.).
b) coordination of targets: as, under the given circumstances,

the national income targets are incompatible with external

balance, the income target of one country or of both coun-

tries can be adjusted by negotiation. Starting from R on T1Tl'
in Figure VII-2, autonomous policy making would compel coun-

try B to remain PR below its target level, whereas country A
would achieve its target income; coordination, however, will

lead to an upwards move of the equilibrium point a Zong TlTl'
that will result in a lessening of the burden of adjustment

for country B.
Two things remain to be noted. First, both forms of

coordination (but especially the latter) will require a substan-
tial integration loyalty, that is not often associated with such

a low stage of integration as the CU is. This introduces the
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question  of  the   viabi Zity of customs unions. Second,   as   long  as
capital movements are ignored or effectively ruled out by res-

trictions, trade and monetary interdependence have dissimilar
consequences under fixed exchange rates. The difference is that

the KK-schedule may be removed but the TT-schedule may not.

Although both forms of policy interdependence restrain policy
autonomy, an explicitly common policy structure is not neces-

sary for coping with monetary interdependence. On the other

hand, coordination is a necessity for coping with trade inter-

dependence.

Par. 5. Exchange-rate policy

It appears from the Par.   VII-2 - VII-4, much like

Chapter VI. that the TT-line governs the (equilibri-
um) distribution of the CU-income. That is the basic fact of
trade interdependence. Monetary and/or fiscal policy in the CU

may only bring both countries to a higher absolute position,

if there is coordination and if some important conditions are

fulfilled, but the relative positions remain quite the same.

Lacking coordination (a realistic assumption for this low sta-
ge of integration) or some conditions being ignored, even the-

se absolute improvements may be endangered. Thus, on the one
hand, short-term policy conflicts may pop up in a CU, even if
the structural condition of equilibrium (the position and/or

Slope of TT) is not being disputed.

On the other hand, short term policy conflicts

may be prevented, but the structkr-* distribution of income

may not be acceptable to one of the members. There may be a

variety of background reasons for the given distribution, but,

infact, it is still determined by ma/mb. Under such conditions,
the CU may not be a viable one. One country will seek ways and

means to let the TT-schedule rotate or shift, but this might

be intolerable to the other country. So, integration loyalty
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will quickly melt away in the crisis.

It should be emphasized that the dissatisfied part-

ner does not possess too many instruments to escape the given

income-distribution. Commercial policy, the instrument ready at
hand to enforce rotations in TT, is no longer available in the

CU. If this country would invoke commercial policy, the Treaty

notwithstanding, the CU would have been dissolved ez defiriti-

one. It is nothing less than disintegration. The country could
also introduce a subtle tax system so as to enforce expenditure

switching away from foreign goods . The advantage of this mea-8)

sure is that the given stage of economic integration is not suf-

ficiently advanced to provide for a common regime for indirect

taxes, so that the measures cannot be forbidden strictly. But
they will undermine integration-loyalty of the partners. A final

but rather drastic solution is recourse to exchange rate policy.
If near-full employment income of the country can only be main-

tained at the cost of prolonged external imbalances, the exchange

rate is "overvalued"  and a devaluation  is the right course.  How-

ever, if exchange rate policy is to substitute for the loss of
commercial policy, the viability of the CU can, once again, be

seriously questioned. The threat to the integration-process may

well be greater than with the other forms of switching for two
reasons
a) There is voZuntary interdependence of two commercial poli-

cies, as export promotion is a function of the exchange of

tariff concessions (see Par. VI.4.), but there is fuZZ de-

pendence of two exchange rate policies in a cu, as a revaluation

in A is also a devaluation in B. Thus, reciprocity is not

only not required for exchange rate policy (as it is with
commercial policy on the road towards a CU), reciprocity of

exchange rate alterations makes the whole attempt fe:€Ze and

effectless in a two country system.

Of course, this argument is the less valid, the more countries

8) In 1974, Denmark introduced selected 'wealth' taxes, that
typically affected imported luxury goods.
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9)the CU will count , or, the larger the percentage cf extra-
CU-trade (zero, in our model).

b) In terms of political economy, abrogation of exchange rate
policy (at least within the bloc) may well be preferable to
either a re-/or a devaluation. A devaluation disrupts the
delicate construction of tariff concessions in one stroke,
while still requiring that all hit partners do not react:
it cannot be surprising that devaluations constitute a sour-
ce of profound conflict in a trade bloc. A revaluation
amounts to one very large and broad tariff concession (so
to say) and then even a unilateral one. Such a move is only
likely to be achieved after high level pressure or a sum-10)

mit: it is typically a product of positive integration 10-
yalty.
In our two-country analysis, de- and revaluation occur at
the same time, and the problem, which country actually pur-
sues the policy, becomes entirely political.

Let us, after this lengthy introduction, analyse
the effects of exchange rate policy in an interdependent tra-
ding system more rigorously. It is important to note that the
'marginal propensities to switch' may now have the cF;cei:e
sign of those under commercial policy. The exchange rate is
defined as the number of units of foreign currency for one
unit of own currency ('English' definition): r = rb/ra. This
gives, for instance, 6Eb/Sr < 0, because A-goods become'chea-
per for B-consumers in this definition, whereas 6Eb/ Btb > 0,
because A-goods become more expensive for B-consumers in this
definition.

9) It remains valid if all CU-members pursue reciprocity.
10) It was only after high governmental and diplomatic pressurein resp. November 1968 and summer 1969, that the 'DeutscheMark' was permitted to float and, eventually, to revaluein the autumn of 1969.
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Consider the following system

Ya = Ea<Ya'ia'r) + Xa<Yb'r) - Xb(Ya'r)
....(VII-1)

Yb = Eb<Yb'ib'r) + Xb(Ya'r) - Xa(Yb'r) ....(VII-2)

Ma = La(Ya'ia) = Da + Ra
....(VII-3)

Mb = Lb(Yb'ib) = Db + Rb
. . . . (VII-4)

Ba = Xa(Yb'r) - Xb(Ya'r)
....(VII-5)

W =Ra+Rb .... (VII-6)

Ra = Ra(Ba)
....(VII-7)

In this system, an exchange rate alteration dr > 0 is a devalu-

ation of A's and a revaluation of B's currency. Differentiation

of (VII-1) - (VII-4) gives

6E 6E 6 Xa   6 Xb

dYa(1-Ea+ma)-mbdYb - Tiaclia = dr<Tra + Tr  - Tr-) ...(VII-8)a

6%. 6 Eb   6X 
6X

dYb(1-£13+Inb)-madYa - 3-i lib = dr(Tr- + Tr- - Tra) ...(VII-9)

6L

dMa =0= KadYa + Tia dia . . . . (VII-10)
a

6L

dMb =0= KbdYb + TI  dib . . . . (VII-11)

As we have seen above, the 'marginal propensities to switch'

have to be defined carefully, since dr (or tr) does not mean

the same thing for A and B.

6X

(6Ea - aXb) . Pa (> 0)    Tra E wa (> 0)6r 6r
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6E    6X                    6Xb(Trb  -  Tra)    E   wb      ( < 0)
Tr      E    Pb       ( <    0)

Note that, if 6 r and 6 ti would lead to similar price changes in
imported goods, Pi and wi are comparable to the marginal pro-
pensities to switch because of tariffs (see Par. V. 2.) in the
following way: ga = Ya' Pb = Yb' wa = - B  and w  = -Ba     b     b'Eq. (VII-8) - (VII-11) gives the same matrix-equation as in
footnote 20 (Chapter  VI) , except  for the column of parameters.In the present   case, this column reads:    (pa   +  wa) dr,    ( Pb   +wb) dr,0 and 0.
Its determinant is positivell). A's devaluation will then af-
fect Y as followsa

dy
6La 6L  6E   6Ladra =     Cga + wa)1  Zb, Tr-* 3-i   + Kb  TI  ' 6'r 1a b ba
6L

(Pb + wb)  I -mb' Zil. :>1  }a b
This is positive but not unambiguously. However, if the respec-
tive country behavior is not too dissimilar, i.e. if |Pb+wb12

11) The determinant is the same as the one in footnote 20(Chapter VI)

SL 6L 6E 6L
6   -   Za {   Zb -   TIa   .   31-b   +   'b.   Tib   '   Tia}  +   ma {  -mb -    ia   ·   -  a b ba a b

+ 'i, {- z   22  5+ .   -OED  22 }b' 6 ia   6 ib -b'    6 1 6iba
Only the third term is a negative one (-ma.mb' 2 ' ZI:, 'but it is unambiguously less than the first term, becauseZazb > mamb: 8>0
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12)
Ip=+ w-1   A '8  income  w€ZZ  improve  unan,biguoueZyu -

B's revaluation will have the following effect

dy
aL   6Lb _ ,  -6-Ea  251drb = *  (Pb + Wb)[ Za' TI  ' Tib  -a' Sia  ' dib
6L 6L

+ Coa +  wa)[ ma= Tia · Tib- 1 }a b
This is negative but not unambiguously. However, if the respec-

•%
tive country behavior is not too dissimilar, i.e. if |pa+ wa|=

Pb + w I' 8'8 income will deteriorate unambiguously.

As could be expected, the expressions are largely one another's

opposite. The graphical analysis is presented in Figure VII -3.

The Y,Ya-schedule will shift upwards and to the right since ab-

sorption will increase and imports decrease (because A devalues)

and since exports increase (because B revalues). For the oppo-
site reasons, YbYb will shift downward and to the left. The ro-

tation of the TT-schedule can be found by differentiating (VII-

5)

6X              5 dr ....(VII-12)dBa = mbdyb + 3331 dr - madYa - 6r

On TT, dB = 0, so thata

-mb. dYb  =  -madYa  -    C Pb   -   wa) dr

dy ma   (pb -wa)  dY

3Yb     = E  +    m     (-3 )-1a  Tr

6La   6Lb
12)    Because   |-  rob·   Tr-   ·   Tr-1    <    1 Zb.Zi    -   I  1,   for   Zb   >   mb;a b a b

6Eb   6La
still apart from the positive term Kb'TI;; ' TI   
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Figure VII.3

As the component, representing the changed structure of intra-
CU trade, is negative, TT will rotate towards the Ya-axis. For
simplicity, the analysis starts from the full-equilibrium S 13).
Initially, Sl will be achieved, where A runs an external sur-
plus. Sl must be on the KK-schedule, since the net expenditure
switch is equal to the net reserve flow. From Sl' things will
aggravate for B as it keeps on losing reserves, depressing
activity further until S2 (and Y Y2) is achieved, where B's

13) Convenient, as it may be, this is more objectionable than
under reciprocal tariff reduction. If there is external
balance, why should one revalue7 On the other hand, the
reader may remember that the celebrated Marshall-Lerner
condition is derived under the ex-ante equilibrium  as-sumption, as well.
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deficit will be eliminated.

The conclusion is that a devaluation has rather

drastic effects in a relatively closed, interdependent trading

system of welfare-states. Realizing that a substantial integra-
tion loyalty is necessary for the tiring process of building a

CU by piecemeal tariff concessions over a long period of time,

it seems higly unlikely that exchange rate policy (especially

devaluation) is compatible with the maintenance of this inte-

gration loyalty.

It also appears that it will be hard to convince a partner of
the necessity of revaluation. In this static world, a drastic

loss of reserves would follow and income would considerably
decrease.

An assisting fiscal policy couldn't be of much help, either,

because this would vastly increase the amount of lost reserves,
while helping Y only marginally14).

Some reflection on the nature of the problem only

strengthens the argument to forego exchange rate policy as a

useful policy-instrument in a viable CU. A settled CU has pas-

sed through a serie of reciprocal tariff-concessions, having

substantially increased "trade-openness" of the membercountries.
Memberstates have become much more sensitive to repercussions

of foreign economic policy; on the one hand, because intra-tra-

de has become a much larger percentage of the total CU-income,
on the other hand, because countries have lost a major instru-

ment of economic policy - commercial policy. In these circum-

stances, a drastic switching of expenditure that is caused by

autonomous exchange rate policy is hardly tolerable, except if
the country experiences a secular deficit. On top of this ar-

gument of interdependence, the problem of reciprocity renders

14) In Figure VII-3, this can be seen by looking to S, (giving

the same Y. as S ), where A benefits even more and K K0 has
shifted up ards rather far, indicating the intensity
of B's fiscal policy.
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exchange rate policy even more delicate. Reciprocity of devalu-
ations robs the instrument of any lasting influence, but the po-
litical price will be very high: a race in devaluations runs
precisely counter to the entire postwar trend of international
economic cooperation, and, of course, even more to efforts to
promote economic integration of welfare-states. Reciprocity ofrevaluations may, on the other hand, be interpreted as a so
high form of interdependence, that is, sensitivity to one an-
other's policy moves has increased so much, that a currency
btoe is emerging. For countries that continually tie their ex-
change rate policies, coordination of monetary and fiscal poli-
cies will not be seen as a great loss of autonomy. For such a
group, the theory of optimum currency areas (see Par. III. 5.)
may have some relevance.

All in all, viable CU's can be expected to have ri-
gid exchange rates inside the blocs. Given the fixity of ex-
cange rates (or "group-floating*), the policy autonomy in mix-
ing fiscal and monetary instruments will shrink considerably.
In fact, not all situations can be solved autonomously anymore
and regular consultation, if not coordination, will be requi-
red. Absence of coordination will make it harder, in most ca-
ses, to achieve internal balance without intolerable reserve-
losses or interest increases. The CU, as a modeBt stage of eco-
nomic integration, is in fact a rather advanced form of econo-
mic interdependence: policy-autonomy and policy-effectiveness
will not often coIncide.
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Chapter VIII.
The theor  of the Common Market

Par. 1. The concept of the Common Market

A satisfactory theory of the CM is not available.
The present chapter shall make a modest contri-

bution towards such a theory. The framework will be entirely

that of the 'integration from above', that of 'macro-integra-
tion'. The purpose is to investigate the apparent hesitation

of welfare-states to enter a stage that should lead to nothing

less than Pareto-optimality, according to classical thinking.

An adequate definition of a CM is hardly there,

neither in theory nor in practice . Four types will be dis-
1)

tinguished: the perfect, viable, pseudo and make-believe CM2).

The perfect CM is a CU that has liberalised fac-

tormovements. Of course, this amounts to the classical defini-

tion of the CM. Although the real world diverges substantial-

ly from the classical framework, it is implicitly assumed that

'liberalisation' should be interpreted to mean the best possib-

le realisation of the conditions for Pareto-optimality. In a

system of welfare-states, such an effort would imply an incre-

dible amount of harmonisation of business laws, tax laws, laws

1) The EC, the CACM and the ACM are the only practical examp-
les. The Central American Common Market has even started
central bank cooperation, whereas the Arab Common Market
never came off the ground (Wionczek, 1969, pp. 102 ff; pp.
284 ff). Only the EC consists of welfare-states; it con-
ceived the CM in the beginning as something closely rela-
ted to the Balassain concept. From the mid-sixties onwards,
this attitude has undergone a profound change.

2) This terminology is inspired by, but unequal to, Corden's
(1973) treatment of monetary integration.
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for commercial banking, insurance, traffic, of social laws, etc.;
it would also imply unification of (most of) the tax rates, soci-
al allowances, state aid to industry and regions; national compa-
nies should get the possibility to become a CM-company; however,
most important would be the irrevocable transfer of national mo-
netary, fiscal and exchange rate policy as they are incompatible
with the complete disappearance of economic frontiers within a
CM. Autonomous stabilisation policies would form an effort to
maintain different economic circumstances for one member-state
and would thus be an attempt to circumvent equality of condi-
tions in the CM. This concept of the CM is unrealistic and nai-
ve.

It is unrealistic because the classical case for the CM (see Par.
III. 3.5.) applies a serie of highly unrealistic assumptions.
Knowledge of the practice of market-integration - inadequate
as it may be - confirms this stance (see Par. IV. 3.).
It is naive because optimal allocation of production is neither
the sole nor the most important socio-economic objective of wel-
fare-states. If necessary, welfare-states will subordinate the
aim of optimal allocation-via-complete-factor-mobility to other
aims.

The viable CM is a CU that has gone through a deli-
cate process of further policy-integration in order to permit
the irreversible liberalisation of factor movements.
In such a CM, the three determinants of the economic integra-
tion process have all been working in the same direction: sti-
mulated by a high integration loyalty, micro- and macro-inte-
gration are combined on the explicit primacy of macro-integra-
tion. This concept is useful in recognizing the role of all
three determinants of the process; it is also a realistic one,
as it starts from the predominance of socio-economic policy in
welfare-states.
There are several corollaries to the concept of a viable CM.
The most important one is the logical necessity of a common po-
licy-structure. The new policy-structure will have to unify
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those policies that, under autonomous application, would be

able to reverse the liberalisation of factor movements. As

will become clear, later in this chapter, these policies are

monetary, fiscal and exchange rate policy. The transfer of the

latter should be made irrevocable by pooling reserves entire-

ly. Not analysed in the present book, but a quite obvious can-

didate for unification as well, is regional policy. A second
important corollary is the institutional side of the common

policy-structure. As has been set out in Chapter I, represen-

tative government has been an essential property in the deve-

lopment of the welfare-state and the rise of economic policy.
The transfer of the essence of this policy-machinery does not

eliminate the basic reasons for their previous establishment.

Voters and political parties will therefore express a quickly

decreasing integration loyalty if instruments are to be trans-

ferred which they consider as essential to their specific ob-

jectives. Two cases should be distinguished here. One is the

fear to be overruled in the common policy-structure, so that

proposed representative institutions ('legislative') will be
refused; here, integration-loyalty is simply too low and the

CM will not be a viable one . The other is the proposed absen-3)

ce of sufficiently powerful institutional provisions that ac-
company the gradual unification of essential policy-instru-

ments; here, the essence of the welfare-state is neglected and
the CM of welfare-states will again ndt become a viable one.

Under the first of these two cases, the CM may eventually be-

come a viable one as the fearful memberstate manages to ob-
tain sufficient guarantees in the form of common objectives,

common finance and/or weighted majority-voting in the new

policy-structure.
A pseudo CM is a CU that has not gone through a

delicate process of further policy-integration, but arranges

3) Many Englishmen might have felt this way, during the begin-
ning of the seventies.
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for the liberalisation of factor movements on the solemn pro-
mise of necessary coordination under fixed exchange rates. In
such a CM, the primacy of socio-economic policy is denied, lea-
ding to a built-in tension between advanced integration from
below and lagging integration from above. The loyalty of voters,
political parties, but above all, governments is drawn back and
forth between domestic objectives and the (sometimes conflic-
ting) promise to coordinate to maintain free factor mobility.
The pseudo-CM is a typical crisis-system. There are likely to
be periods of progress and periods of retrogression. The pseu-
do form of the CM might be a necessary step for achieving the
much demanding viable CM. But in itself, it is highly unstable.
In Par. VIII. 3., we shall investigate some of the policy-pro-
blems involved.

A make-be Zieve CM is a CU that agrees to libera-
lise factor movements without any true commitment and without
substantial provisions for the coordination of policies. This
form of the CM is simply an extended CU. Some less sensitive
categories of factor movements will be permitted and some har-
monisation of laws will take place. Since there hardly is any
doubt as to the supremacy of domestic economic policy over the
agreement of factor liberalisation, the latter will have to
give way if the former is too much restrained in its autonomy.
The Rome Treaty of 1957, establishing the EC 'Common Market',
has typically created a 'make-believe CM': the Treaty does ndt
provide irreversible commitments to liberalize (all) capital
flows, neither does it prescribe a substantial degree of coor-
dination of monetary and fiscal policies, nor does it oblige
reserve-pooling and/or the transfer of exchange rate policy and,
finally, it does not indicate the foundation of a new, common
policy-structure.

This situation has changed after the Werner-re-
port (Werner et.al., 1970) was issued. In a crude judgment,
this report can be characterized as an effort to describe a
viable CM and the road towards it. It has rightly shifted the
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emphasis from the micro-nomination "common marke:" to the

macro-nomination "economic and monetary unicr.": genuine and

irreversible factor liberalisation on the micro-level implies

an economic and monetary union on the macro-level. However,
the EC has hardly made actual progress on this road ever since4),

although it has also shown an equal resistance to inherent
tendencies of retrogression. Given adverse factors, such as

the extreme uncertainties in the international monetary sys-

tem, the disparities in intra-EC welfare and the energy-cri-

sis of 1973-1974, this resistance to retrogression may be due
to a typical development that has helped to stabilize the weak

'make-believe-CM', the EC really is. This property of the make-

believe CM will be investigated in Par. VIII.2. Par. VIII.3.
will then be concerned with the pseudo-CM and Par. VIII.4. with

the viable CM.

Par. 2. The 'make-believe' Common Market

2.1.   The function of Common Funds

The make-believe CM will continuously experience ex-

amples of'opting out' of the commitment to liberalize factors

flows. This will hardly be felt as a 'crisis'-situation because
the commitment will probably have been circumscribed by easy

escape-clauses and other guarantees for sufficient autonomy.
The superficiality of the CM-arrangement being well-known, how-

ever, the make-believe CM should not be taken as a worthless

construction. It may well represent the wish to get beyond the
CU on the explicit condition of marginal progress. For some

4) The so-called 'first stage' of the road towards monetary
union (decided in Februari, 1971) showed signs of a pseudo-
CM. But in the aftermath of this decision, policy-behavior
confirmed a make-believe CM. For a similar opinion , see
Corden (1973, p. 172).
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membercountries, clearly visible progress by acceleration of
common programs may be embarassing in domestic politics, but in-crementalism may not. This strategy results in what might be de-
noted as "creeping integration". :reeping  integration is defined
as the conscious search for piecemeal steps that slow down the
progressive loss of policy-autonomy, while taking away the
toughest opposition to common measures, by installing small
agencies, that deal with special measures towards these groups
or areas.

An adequate instrument to pursue creeping integra-
tion is the Common Fund. Common Funds have a 'Janus-face'. On
the one hand, they provide a way out for unwilling governments
to treat politically sensitive problems at the conuiion_level
without too much risk in domestic politics. On the other hand,they acknowledge that essential policy-decisions are still be-
ing taken autongEously. They realize a net transfer of public
capital and form some sort of intermediary between the CU and
the pseudo-CM . Therefore, it seems unlikely to encounter them
in FTA's.

If we look to the EC, six Funds will be found
5)

(against none in EFTA). The Agricultural Fund has largely lost
its purpose of protecting autonomy, since a common policy with
a common budget has been developed. The other five clearly have
the function to unify the relevant policies on the margin, wit-
hout touching in any essential way upon domestic autonomy in
these matters. Furthermore, they may augment the scope for po-
licy-coordination as the Funds will obviously press for an ap-
propriate coordination, facilitating their tasks. Along these
lines, a multiplication of Funds may be taken as a precious, in-
crementalist process towards a pseudo or even a viable CM. To

5) The Agricultural Fund (with a Guarantee- and a Re-adaptation-division), the Investment Bank, the Social Fund, the RegionalFund, the Monetary Fund and the (3rd) Development Fund.
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the extent that creeping integration applies the strategy of

common Funds, a most fundamental element of common government

is silently introduced: net transfers from one area (read: CU-

member) to another are politically accepted. In a federal sys-

tem, this is hardly even known as it concerns the net transfer
of taxes and levies over the received subsidies and social pay-

ments. In a make-believe CM, it takes the more sensitive form

of net transfers of public capital. The regular decisions about
these gross and net transfers will lead to intensive consulta-

tion on one another's policies and possibly to an emerging po-

licy-structure. Transfers will gradually become a source of con-
tinuous concern to the common Administration and its Council of

Ministers.

Therefore, a more rigorous analysis of transfers in

a two-country model of the 'make believe CM' shall be developed

below. Its rational can be seen most clearly if the question is

posed, to what extent transfers may substitute for the loss of

expenditure-switching instruments in the CU (see Par. VII. 4.).
The fear for recourse to expenditure-switching by deficit coun-

tries may suffice to have surpluscountries agree with net trans-
fers, either in Common Funds or bilaterally6).

2.2.   Transfers under fixed exchange rates

A (net-) transfer is a unilateral payment to another

country. It implies an immediate, absolute decrease of available
income in the transferring country and an immediate, absolute

increase of available income in the receiving country. Of cour-

se, this will lead to further effects in both countries. Under
classical assumptions, this will usually induce a change in the

6) Germany's loan to Italy in 1974 may be a case in point of bi-
lateralism. The EC Regional Fund is a clear example of cree-
ping integration in multilateral terms.
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terms of trade (price-effect), whereas under Keynesian assump-
tions, this will usually lead to change in absorption and the
trade balance (income-effect). However, the Keynesian analysis
of the transferproblem has always been cast into models of
pure income-determination (Metzler, 1942; Machlup, 1943; John-
son, 1956) but never into the IS-LM version. The reason for
this is not hard to find: as one needs a two country IS-LM mo-
del in order to study the secondary effects of a transfer, such
a model had to be available in the first place. Swoboda & Dorn-
busch's (1973) effort to build a complete IS-LM two country mo-
del has logically included the transfer analysis. The graphical
analysis of Figure VIII-1, following below, is largely theirs
(op. cit., p. 244-245).

The model is identical to that of Par. VI. 6.2., except that
a and A should be replaced by -H and +H, respectively, if A is
the donor and B the recipient country (H = transfer). Dependent
on the direction and magnitude of the transfer, the (initial)
relative income changes differ, but all those new combinations
of Y  and Yb must lie on the so-called transfer-line RR, that

a
is negatively sloped7). A necessary assumption for this result

7) Thus, the transfer line RR is the locus of all ex post com-
binations of Ya and Yb' after a tax financed transfer has been
made from country A to country B.
The slope of RR can be found easily (Swoboda/Dornbusch onlygive the result). Take the matrix-equation of footnote 20 of
Par. VI. 6.1., replace the column of parameters by, (-dH,+dH, 0 and 0), giving (A > 0)

dy
6La 6Lb 6Eb   6La _     6La 6Lb}

_a = -1 { ZdH           a       b'  Tr   '   3/7  +  Kb  Tr  ' 3/- mb' 6i  6ia D ba a b
dy

f  Z        6 La       6 Lb                             6 E

bl
a 6 Lb 6La  6Lb

aiT--  =    E  '    a  ri     E.Ii;     +  K a    TI     3-I ;    -  ma    TI     TI ; 
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is that the transfer is financed by fiscal contraction in A

and fiscal expansion in B, more precisely, that absorption in

A (Ea) is decreased by H and absorption in B (Eb) is increased

Y                                        Ya,'K0 /  B
Kl                                                //

E
/ T

*

YbR         S   /      ---,/,--- ---
---- 4  /u       P

f             /'                                      RI

B           ''
1

,,Ya

K0

T                                                 
  K,

Yo

Figure VI11.1

(fn. 7 continued)
Multiply both expressions

by         1       >  0.
6La   6L 

Tia  aib
Next, divide the latter by the former, yielding

6Ea   6L
dy                                          da   +    C Ka   81) /   Oi 

b                                                        a            adya  = -      dE 6L < 0.

db + (Kb b)/      b
RR 6ib   6ib

(Remember that da E l- Ea)'
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by. H . In this case, a transfer is then completely effected if
8)

A's tax collection would equal its eventual trade surplus; it
is undereffected if the latter is lower than the former. Now
consider Figure VIII-1.

Initial equilibrium is at P. Country A's fiscal contraction will

shift the initial relative income-position to Q (along the trans-

fer line RR), where the transfer appears to be undereffected.

But at Q, the KK-line has shifted downwards and to the left, be-
cause interest will have decreased with the given money supply.
Monetary adjustment along K1Kl will realize final equilibrium

at S. S forms the intersection of K1Kl and a new schedule BB.
BB is a shifted TT-scheduZe and ndt a rotated TT-schedule, as

under expenditure-switching. This is so, because public capital
transfers change the hitherto used balance- of trade account

into a balance of payments, but the structure of international

trade has not changed. Therefore, BB and TT will have the same
slopeg)

In spite of this difference, it follows that trans-
fers are a feasible alternative for expenditure-switching in
economic integration. Both constitute effective means to escape

the income distribution, the TT-schedule dictates. A second
important result of this analysis is that an undereffected trans-

fer (i.e. pure income effects do not suffice) will not be fol-

lowed by an supplementary terms of trade (i.e. price) effect,

8) This has been denoted as the 'Metzler-Machlup' case by H.
Johnson (1956). This assumption is less restrictive than it
seems to be, since, in a CU, the taxing of imports would be
close to impossible (this regards A), and every welfare-sta-
te will try to spend its government funds on home-produced
goods, in spite of its NTD-effect (this regards B).

9) Differentiating eq. VI.3. gives dBa(=0) = madYa + mbdYb;

dY dY dY

Divide  by  dH        ma .   3Ha  =  mb  3Hb        so   that     39              =  <   .
BB
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as is often held to be the case (for example, Staley, 1970,

p. 267; SBdersten, 1971, p. 452; etc.). Such conclusions can

only follow from an analysis in terms of pure income-determi-

nation. In the present, mone tary approach, A's external defi-

cit will imply a redistribution of the CM-money stock along

K 1Kl and this monetary adjustment will suffice to achieve final

equilibrium in S.
The given transfer-analysis strengthens the case

for 'creeping integration'by Funds. Under trade integration,
there is no escape from the requirement of external balance

(TT) and monetary equilibrium (KK), except by changing the con-

ditions, underlying these schedules. As has been pointed out in

Chapter VII, lack of coordination may prevent effective moneta-

ry or fiscal policies in a CU. If, nevertheless, some countries

have set higher target-levels of absolute or relative income,
only three 'policy-solutions' will be left:

- expenditure-switching via commercial policy

- expenditure-switching via exchange rate policy
- income-transfers

The first two will usually be excluded, but a threat to apply

them, nevertheless, may induce surplus countries to agree with

income-transfers, Common Funds, or even bilateral transfers,
can thus be seen as a form of process- Zinkage: such net-trans-

fers may "buy off" the tensions between surplus and deficit
countries, without truly accepting the higher stage of the CM.

This process-linkage is clearly of the 'neo-functionalist'

type, although it has never been formulated by neo-functiona-
10)lists in a macro-economic context . This form of creeping in-

tegration is interesting for the neo-functionalist because the

strong money-trade interdependence in the CU may neceaBitate

preparatory steps for the CM in order ndt to 'spill-back'.

10) Rather, neo-functionalists expected more from sector-inte-
gration.
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Par. 3. The pseudo-Common-Market

3.1.     The model

For understanding a perfect CM, complete factor-
mobility would be required. But for acquiring some insights in
the pseudo (or even the viable) CM, this is not at all necessa-
ry. Two important points should be noted. First, we shall ig-
nore labor mobility. This is not to say that a pseudo CM does
not alleviate or eliminate legal restrictions on labor mobili-
ty, but that no significant reaction of workers will follow. For
example, in the EC actual mobility was low; what could be ob-
served, was some mobility in the category of non-skilled labor,
but, apart from South-Italian workers, none of them originated

11)

in the EC (Yannopoulos, 1969; BBhning, 1972). Probably linguis-
tic, religious, cultural and social ties are valuated so high,
that they have become prohibitive barriers to labor mobility in
a system of welfare-states, having all achieved a considerable
degree of discretionary spending for their workers.

The second point is concerned with the precise
significance of 'capital mobility'. If capital refers to allo-
cative efficiency in a classical argument for (perfect) CM's
(see Par. III. 3.5.), it should be read as production capital.
This being suitable for a 'real' theory with a very long time
perspective, it is both misleading and inappropriate for ana-
lysing a CM of welfare-states. It is misleading because govern-
ments of welfare-states tend to emphasize a short run view. It
is inappropriate, because there are many ways of dealing with
capital movements, all deriving their relevance from different,
often overlapping, aspects of the phenomenon. One may distin-
guish short, medium term and long term capital, risk-bearing
and risk avoiding capital, private and public capital or invest-

11) For the present analysis, only E-:rs-EC mobility would inte-rest US.
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ment and human capital, the latter certainly not belonging to
the capital market.

Other distinctions may be found as well. The theory, offered

below, is based on the distinction between public and private

capital. Mobility of pub:€c capital has been treated in the

previous paragraph. Obviously, transfers over Common Funds will

be even more important in the viable than in the make-believe

CM, so that the analysis of Par. VIII. 2. is applicable with

more weight in the present treatment of the viable CM.

Private capital movements may be split in those

of short-term (money-) capital, portfolio capital and direct in-

vestments. In our analytical definition of capital movements,
we shall leave out direct investments for a variety of reasons.
To begin with, direct investments are subject to broad and struc-

tural policy instruments of welfare-states, that are hard to

analyse in terms of effectiveness, given the present state of
the theory of economic policy. Moreover, the problem of direct

investment and the spread of multinational enterprises belongs

typically to the integration-process 'from below' (see Par, IV.
3.2.). Finally, a welfare-state's integration loyalty is often

severely tested in case of transnational mergers, take-overs or

new direct investments. This may lead, and indeed has led (Feld,
1970), to strong political overtones in final investments deci-

sions and to an 'ad-hoc-ery', that does not fit into the theory

of ('rational') economic policy. These considerations underline
once more the limited significance of our approach in the Chap-

ters V - VIII, wherein only one of the process-determinants

('integration from above') is singled out for further analysis.

Especially in the case of direct investments, there is some pre-
sumption that the three determinants strongly interact.

The model, used below, is the system (VI-32) -

(VI-37) of Par. VI. 6.1., extended with the capital account of
the balance of payments. To include capital flows - apart from

direct investment -, short term and portfolio capital are con-

sidered as one on the assumption that both are equally interest
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responsive. The system, to be used below, is a twc country ver-
sion of the Mundellian 'policy mix' model that has become widely
known in the mid-sixties (Mundell, 1968, Ch. 16-18). Both for
a proper assessment of the value of the model as well as for
its practical implications for policy makers, it is worthwhile
to review some of the particularities of the one country model.
As before, this shall be done within the IS-LM framework12).

In Par. VII. 4., we have dealt with the problem
of Meade, that monetary and fiscal policies may not always be
able to achieve internal and external balance, given the there
Used version of the open IS-LM model. The reason is that mone-
tary and fiscal policy cannot be clearly distinguished as se-
parate intruments in that case. As Mundell has shown (op.cit.),
this problem vanishes if the open IS-LM system is considered
with the capital account: now monetary policy has a differential
impact on internal and external balance,since(for example) high
interest rates will restore external balance quickly by attrac-
ting foreign capital. Mundell's advice to policy makers was,
therefore, to assign monetary policy to the external balance
objective and fiscal policy to the internal balance objective.
This Mundellian policy-'mix' is important for our analysis of the
pseudo CM for two reasons. First, capital movements are expli-
citly introduced. Second, both Meade and Mundell excluded re-
course to expenditure switching policy (in order to isolate the
problem), a situation that is not likely to be encountered in
practice, except in a CU or in a pseudo CM.

The core of Mundell's argument may be profitably

12) Mundell worked both with IS-LM schedules and with, what hedenoted as, "iso-balance lines". Having two objectives   (in-ternal and external balance) and two instruments (govern-ment expenditure and the rate of interest), the slopes ofthe iso-balance lines indicate the 'relative effectiveness'of monetary and fiscal policy onto the said objectives.For comparison, see Chapter I: in Figure I-l, XX and YY areiso-balance lines if the instruments A and B are appropria-tely defined.
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illustrated by means of Figure VIII-2 , representing country
13)

A. The first quadrant gives the usual IS-LM system, supplemen-

ted by a BB-schedule. The BB-schedule is defined as the locus

of all combinations of i and Y that maintain external balance.

AlgebraIcally, the BB-schedule is expressed as

Ba = Ta (Ya) - Ka (ia)
(VIII-1)

wherein Ka is defined as capital outflow (6Ka/6ia < 0). So

la                                                  Bo

IS                          LMa

P

R

Q

15
Bo                    ISa

K. 4 4    1   5
49

To

/0- -

B.BQ To 'Ta

F,gure v :

14)
defined, the BB-schedule must be positively sloped , because

13) Figure VIII-2 is based on a wellknown diagram of H. Johnson
(1967, p. 309), although important adaptations have been
made by us.

14) Differentiation of (VIII-1) gives

dB =0= -ma.dYa - (6Ka/6 ia) dia
It follows that BB's slope is

di

39      B   =   -ma   (6 ia/6Ka)    >   0
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increasing income will result in trade deficits, but the increa-
sing rate of interest will attract capital inflcws rhat main-
tain external balance. Given BB's positive slope, the problem
arises whether LM cuts BB from below or from above. BB will be
steeper than LM if the interestresponsiveness of capital flows

15)is relatively low, as drawn . BB will be vertical if capital
16)flows are ignored or prohibited; it will be horizontal if

capital mobility is perfect, giving a fixed world interest rate
from the point of view of a small country such as A. The MundeZZ-
assignment can now be formulated as follows: as long as capital
flows are responsive to interest rate changes, monetary policy
should be assigned to external balance and fiscal policy to inter-
nal balance. This 'assignment' will a Iways yield a move towards
the desired objectives. A further inference of this model is
that capital mobility will smooth the automatic adjustment, im-
plicit in the IS-LM system. In Figure VIII-2., this has been
depicted. As drawn, P represents a position of overall surplus

(TQ > K0): the interest rate is so high that capital outflows
are too modest to yield external balance. External balance (Kl =
T ) would be given at a lower interest rate in Q. Without poli-
cy, the external surplus will enlarge the money supply, LM will
shift to the right and equilibrium will be achieved in R (not
in Q, since higher income will have imports increase).

Before turning to the two country version, some
remarks should be made about the adequacy of the model. In fact,

15) The slope of the LM-schedule is (see fn. 25 in Chapter VI)
- (6L/6 Y)

(LL/6i) > 0. Thus, for BB to be steeper than LM the
condition is   -m

a  (dia/SK„)  ,   -   :1. :I  .  in other words

if  €Ka/dia  c *ma (/L 6Y)!, implying a low interestponsi-
veness of capital flows.

16) Thus, in quadrant 2 and 4 of Figure VI.4., BB-schedules (or
rather TT-schedules) could be drawn, parallel to the interest-axes. However, their use is limited.
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the celebrated Mundell assignment is still subject to debate

in current literature. We shall briefly touch upon a few im-

portant points. First, some authors suggest that capital may

not only be interest responsive but also income responsive

(the so called Johnson-effect; Johnson,  1966) :  6K/6Y <0.  This
will effectively undermine the Mundellian assignment as the
BB-schedule may now become negatively sloped, and possibly even

more negatively sloped than the IS-schedule. The relevance of
the Johnson effect is not clear so that we shall not include

it . Second, wealth effects are ignored, in other words, port-17)

folio-balance is considered irrelevant. Simplified portfolio

balance models are generally considered highly restrictive and

unsatisfactory inasfar as they have been dpplied to the present
model . In consequence, we continue to ignore them. Third,

18)

capital movements in eq. (VIII-1) are a flow phenomenon, with

total neglect of the fact that interest changes will also indu-

ce a stock adjustment. Therefore, it would be more appropriate
to include both the sustained capital flows and the interest
payments, going the other way. Obviously, the pure flow model

becomes less and less satisfactory, the longer the time horizon

becomes, so that the neglect of stock aspects should be recogni-
zed as a true limitation of the model. On the other hand, the

main conclusions  regarding a stable policy-mix are not affec-
ted as long as the effect of a higher interest rate on the level

of sustained capital flows exceeds that on interest payments

over the capital account , as BB will then remain positively19)

17) Some of the pro's and contra's are given by Stern (19 73, p.
343). For treatises, including the Johnson effect , see
Takayama (1972, pp. 336 ff), Swoboda (1972-b), Stern (1973,
p. 344) and Levin (1974, pp. 283-284).

18) See von Neumann Whitman (1970, p. 29) and Stern (1973, p.
354/356)

19) See Levin (1974, p. 289 - 2909 for details.
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sloped. Applying a flow model is, of course, only possible for
short term purposes, still apart from the return flow of inte-
rest payments: after some period of time, stocks will have been
adjusted and policy-induced flows will stop.
Fourth, there is the problem of stability, of the system in
Figure VIII-2, when left to its own devices. Given eq. (VIII-1),
the system can be proved to be stable on acceptable dynamic

20)

postulates. Hence, what is left, is only the problem of 'poli-
21)cy stability', i.e. what policy-mixes are stable

Let us now turn to the two country version. It will
be assumed that capital mobility is not perfect and both A and
B do have an influence upon the interest rate. Also, in Figure
VIII-2, capital mobility is not perfect; otherwise, BB had been
horizontal, in quadrant 1, at the given world interest rate.
Therefore, two interest rates have in fact been applied impli-
citly and the divergence of ia from the world interest rate is
the proper determinant. In a two country model, this can be
done explicity. The BB-schedule in the Robinson-diagram will
now read

Ba = Ta(Ya'Yb) - Ka(ia - ib) (VIII-2)

The more perfect capital mobility would be, the more 6Ka/6(ia-ib)
would approach -oo. The imperfection of capital mobility and the
gap in respective rates of interest are typical for the pseudo

22)

20) For proof, see Swoboda (1972-b, pp. 111 ff). He finds thatthe BB schedule should have a greater slope than IS. As weexclude the Johnson effect, this condition is necessarilyfulfilled.
21) For an exhaustive treatment of assignment in the Gre coun-try model, see Stern (1973, ch. 10).
22) Mundell's pioneering contribution (1968, ch. 18, App.) isbuilt on perfect capital mobility and one world interestrate. This restrictive assumption is not necessary. For some

part (namely Figure VIII-3), our analysis draws heavily fromSwoboda & Dornbusch (1973), who have solved the graphicalproblems involved. For a recent algebraic treatment, diffe-
ring only slightly from ours, see Levin (1974, p. 291-293).
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CM, where exchange risks and the possibility of divergencies

in economic development cannot yet be ruled out.

In the Robinson-diagram, there will be a BB-sche-

dule for any value of (ia-ib). Thus, under imperfect capital mo-

bility, a change in one of the interest rates will induce a

shift of BB. For example, would the interest differential be-

come larger (say, because A tightens money), A would experien-
ce capital inflows (or less outflows) and BB would shift down

and to the right.

3.2.     Economic policy in a pseudo-CM

3.2.1.   Monetary policy

Consider Figure VIII-3. An expansionary monetary
policy in A will lower the interest-differential, causing an

1  1
upward shift of BB. YaYa will shift to the right to YaYa.  The

contrary shifts of YaYa and BB will tend to induce a -u:h Zarger

external deficit than in case of monetary policy in the CU (see

also Figure VII-2, where TT was sticky). Attendant reserve-flows

to B will shift KK upwards and 8181 downwards (and back to BOBI)

so as to reach R. Y Yl has shifted back somewhat (not drawn),
just as in the CU case, and YbYb has shifted upwards (not drawn).

Since R is at B B , the same trade imbalance will match the sa-
me capital outflow as before (in P), implying that monetary
policy has no Zasting influence on the interest-rate differen-

tial. Note that a similar open market policy in B would also

lead to final equilibrium in R (via E this time).
Three important conclusions follow:

a) monetary policy may improve both internal balances in a pseu-
do CM (just as in the CU) without endangering long term ex-

ternal balance, but at the cost of large deficits during the

period of adjustment.

b) neutralisation policies are quite difficult (that is, A wis-
hes to remain at YlY1); per unit of time, much larger flows
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must be sterilized than in the CU, risking a quick running
down of reserves. If A could sustain sterilisation, BlBl
would ndt shift back and the system would eventually come to
rest at the intersection of Y Y  and 8181 (S). As can be ob-served, B would benefit very much and A would need a long
road to adjust, meanwhile running down its reserves. Such a
sterilisation-policy will be virtually impossible, indeed.
Would both A and B sterilize, then the CM would remain in Q
until A's reserves would be exhausted (in reality, earlier,
of course) and a retreat to P would become necessary. This
would effectively frustrate A's monetary policy.
Would B sterilize alone (say, because, in P, the targetlevel
Yb would be achieved), KK could not move and the system would
not be able to leave P. Reserve flows out of A would immedia-
tely undo the monetary expansion. Also here, A's policy
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autonomy is more apparent than real.

c) Under all alternative arrangements, large imbalances will

characterize adjustment. They will endanger the pegged ex-

change rate much more than in a CU. Speculation will rear
its head and the policies will have to be cancelled or15)

tightly coordinated. This will be even more likely under ste-

rilisation.

In short, there is not much scope for using monetary policy as

an employment-increasing device in a pseudo CM. Without coor-

dination, autonomous policy may easily be without effect. Wit-
hout substantial reserves, it is not feasible, except if large

swap-arrangements could curb speculative flows (combined with

coordination, ex post).
This analysis clarifies why a pseudo-CM is likely

to be unstable: however solemn the promise of fixed exchange

rates will be, without further policy-integration (such as ex-

ante coordination), this promise is bound :c be ser€OUSZy threa-

tened.' CM-members may pretend to have retained autonomous mone-

tary policy, simply because the pseudo-CM does not require in-
stitutional transfer of it, but the autonomy Zives without much

effectiveness.

3.2.2. Fiscal policy

Consider again Figure VIII-3. Initially, an expan-

sionary fiscal policy is likely to increase the interest-rate16)

15) AlgebraIcally, this has not been provided for in (VIII-2);
yet, the experiences of the period up to 1972 are all too
clear.

16) Take the matrix equation in footnote 20, Chapter VI, change
the column of parameters into (da, 0,0,0) and calculate the
expressions for dia/da and dib/da. This gives (t >  0)

d(ia-ib) 6Lb 6Eb 6La <

da     =  A l- Ka(Zb.Tib i Tib ' <b)1 -2 1 -ma'Rb'Tr ] >O
The term in the first pair of squared brackets gives the
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differential between A and B, shifting BB downwards. Two cases
can be distinguished. First, Q remains be;:1 the 8282-schedule,
implying a deficit for A. This would lead to an even higher dif-
ferential, to additional capital inflows and to a further down-
ward shift of B2B2; simultaneously, A's excess of imports over
exports will push YaYa backwards to the left and Yb b upwards,
so that equilibrium will be achieved in a point such as F.
Second, the increased interest-differential induces such large
capital outflows from B that B3B3 shift downwards beyond Q,
giving A a surpZus as a result of its own expansion(:). A point
such as H could be achieved, finally, where B's income will
have deter€ orated. Apparently, the CM produces such heavy inter-
dependencies that such 'perverse' possibilities cannot be ruled
Out: even a fiscal policy might be a 'beggar-thy-neighbour' wea-
pon under economic interdependence 17).

In the Swoboda/Dornbusch-framework, the explanation is ready
at hand: the capital outflow from B "is large enough to "suck
Out' money in an amount sufficient to counteract the expansio-

„
nary impact of the increase in the second country's exports
(op.cit., p.252).
Three important conclusions follow for fiscal policy:
a) in a pseudo-CM, the speed of adjustment will be higher than

after fiscal expansion in the CU
b) in a pseudo-CM, the negative feedback on A's income will at

any rate be reduced (since BB may shift so as to decrease
the deficit; in the Cu, TT is sticky) but it might even turn
into a positive one for A (from Q to H)

(fn. 16 continued)
change in ia' being positive, and the other in i , beingpositive as well; deducting the two does not yie d an un-ambiguous result. However, under similar behavior, the ex-pression between the first pair of squared brackets domi-nates (that is, i  increases more than ib does), giving awidenize of the i#terest differential. In the text, above,the other case is ignored. (Note that Swoboda & Dornbusch,
1973, p.251, fn.28, draw a correct conclusion from an in-correct calculation.

17) Mundell (1968,ch.18 ,app.) has first discovered this result.
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c) monetary and fiscal policy differ structurally in a pseudo

CM, as the latter may and the former may not have a lasting

influence on BB. This makes fiscal policy much more attrac-

tive. On the one hand, expansionary fiscal policy is not

easily frustrated by the partners, on the other hand, the

deficit it tends to cause will be smaller, zero or even turn

into a surplus.

A preliminary conclusion is that the achievement of a target

income-level with external balance is possible in a pseudo-CM,

in principle.

However, it is unlikely n8t to expect a policy-

reaction in B, either to restore external balance, or internal

balance or both simultaneously. To study B's reaction, let us
more closely observe B's situation. Figure VIII-3 can be exten-

ded with a second quadrant, representing the three markets in

B. This quadrant has been reproduced in Figure VIII-4, below,

and is similar to the first quadrant of Figure VIII-2. The ca-

pital outflow in B will shift B Bb to the left to B . B's

increased exports (induced by A's fiscal policy) will shift

ISb to the right IS . Initially, D will be reached, comparable
with D in Figure VIII-3. B's money supply has been vastly de-

creased; so has Yb. As A's surplus enlarges its money supply,

A's  subsequent income addition (in Figure VIII-3, D is to the
right of Q) will induce a further export-increase in B, shif-

ting ISb to ISb and B Bb to B Bb , leading to final equilibrium
at H, both in Figure VIII-3 and VIII-4. Suppose, B would react

with monetary policy. As known, an expansionary monetary poli-

cy will induce large capital outflows from B (on top of those,

caused by A's fiscal policy) and can only be considered if B

has huge reserves. Contrarywise, it may try to tighten money,

thereby depressing income but inducing a sharp shift of B Bb

downward and to the right, But this policy does not really

help, unless the induced capital inflows are sterilized; even
then, it improves external balance at the cost of unemployment.

Suppose, next, B would react with fiscal policy.
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2
Expansionary fiscal policy will shift ISb to the right, there-
by tending to increase both income and interest; the increase

of i  will narrow the interest differential (ia-ib)' shifting
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B23   downwards in Figure VIII-418). Dependent on the magnitu-

de of B's government expenditure, most or all of the previous

capital outflows will return, external balance will restore

and B's money supply will increase (LM  shifts to the right).

Equilibrium may be achieved in a point such as Z, where Yb did
not only improve relative to H, but also relative to P. As

drawn, Z in Figure VIII-4 is  comparable with Z in Figure VIII-

3, where A has largely retained its previous income gain.

Although there is scope for autonomous fiscal po-
licy in the pseudo-CM, the application of it will clearly bring
tensions in the group. As shown, there is a good case for coor-
dination, here. Non-coordinated fiscal policies will render the
external balances of the CM-members highly unstable; this cannot
be the purpose of an appropriate policy. In addition, it may

18) Upwards in Figure VIII-3.
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easily stimulate exchange rate speculation.

3.2.3. Exchange-rate policy

It may surprise the reader that exchange rate policy

is being considered in the pseudo-CM. After all, the pseudo-

CM-construction is based on the solemn promise to maintain

fixed exchange rates within the group. Of course, this might

still include an inescapable, once-for-all alteration of the

exchange rate, but certainly not a 'policy'. Thinking in these
terms, the analysis below can only be rationalized by the even-

tuality of a once-for-all de-or revaluation. Examining a once-

for-all alteration of the exchange rate, we may return to the

system (VII-1) - (VII-7), be it that eq. (VII-5) will now read

Ba = Xa<Yb'r) -  Xb(Ya'r) - Ka(ia-ib) (VIII-3)

Let us assume that dr > 0, i.e. that A devalues and B revalues,
just as in Par. VII.5. Initially, A will tend to have a surplus

(exports increase, imports decrease) and absorption will in-

crease. The former effect will tend to depress ia' as A's mo-

ney supply will be enlarged, but the latter effect will tend

to increase ia. Similarly in B, ib will undergo a tendency to
decrease (less absorption) and to increase (less money because

of the initial deficit). However, it is intuItively clear that,

usually, ia will increase and ib decrease: as imports and ex-

ports may roughly cancel out in their effect on interest in

both countries, the change in absorption will mainly determine
the change of the interest-rate . This implies a widening of20)

20) Solving the system (VII-1) - (VII-4), we get respectively

di
ELb   6Eba   1,

d r-I i (Pa + wa) I -4-alzb TI;; + Tib ' Kbl -(Pb + wb)
'     6Lb

I - a <-mb.   TI )1 }
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the interest-rate differential, so that BB will shift downwards
and to the right. Furthermore, the TT-line underlying BB, will
rote:2 to the Ya-axis, just as in Figure VII-3. Now, consider
Figure VIII-5. For simplicity, it is assumed that A's(and B's)

Yb

Bo

K

Tl

B1

S3

1 B                 K

Ya

Figure VI11.5

initial trade balance is zero, so that TT and BB will coIncide

and SQ is full equilibrium. The alteration of the exchange rate
will change the structure of international trade in one stroke:

(fn. 20 continued)
di                       6L 6L

drb =  - (Ma + wa)[ ma Tia Kl, 1+ (Pb + wb)[ KbC-Za0 TI  ,a a
6E

- Ka   Tia) 1  1a
In general, both expressions may be positive or negative.Under :€-€:=r behavior, i.e.  Pa + -ai i |pb + wbl' ia will
certainly increase ( <Z ), and i  will certainly decrease(ma  < Za) '   increasingm he  nterest- i fferential.
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Tr (BOBI) will rotate to T1Tl. In moving down towards the new

TT-schedule, the increased interest-differential will induce

capital inflows for A, increasing its external surplus even

more, so as to arrive in S3' where B has reached a trade-balan-

ce surplus checked by an equally large capital outflow. A's

income has increased so much that its additional imports are

greater than its initial improvement of the trade balance.

B's internal balance has deteriorated dramatically.

These disruptions being impressive enough, a curious phenomenon

can be observed on top of that. Apart from reserve-flows, ex-

change-rate alterations are accompanied with substantial capital

flows. In practice, exchange rate alterations may be anticipa-

ted or even enforced by capital flows, a phenomenon that our

model can not encompass, but here we see that even after the

paritychange, substantial capital flows can be expected.

We conclude that, the disturbances of the pseudo-CM already

being quite substantial, they will no doubt augment both in

amount and intensity if exchange rate alterations are permit-

ted. Every threat of a parity-change will produce a crisis-

atmosphere in the group; tendencies to curb the 'hot-money-

flows' by restricting their access to the foreign exchange mar-

kets deny the promise of free capital mobility and will en-

counter opposite tendencies to intensify policy-integration.

3.2.4.  The prolongation of the pseudo-CM

The previous sections have demonstrated that the

pseudo CM is liable to experience large capital flows, once and

again. It constitutes a highly unstable system, that will enfor-

ce membercountries either to defend their parities with the

recurring possibility of currency-crises, or, to restrict the

movement of troublesome capital. The latter alternative would

imply a retrogressive process of integration: the image of the

pseudo-CM is upheld, but during periods of crises it turns out

to be a make-believe CM in spite of numerous consultative
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meetings of finance-ministers . The former alternative (de-
19)

fending the parity) would merely imply a 8:ases c.r. But cur-
rency crises cannot be endlessly repeated, because market-inte-
gration processes would be seriously hampered and the necessa-
ry integration loyalty to tighten coordination would fade away.
So, the pseudo-CM canndt be ZongZived. If retrogression to the
make-believe CM can be prevented by maintaining a sort of sta-
tus quo via an extensive, but voluntary, machinery of crisis-
management, that applies techniques of ex-post coordination,
swap-arrangements, transfers and possibly even reserve-pooling,
the status-quo is very likely to induce a pr:2888 if Greeping
policy-integration. As it is the firm purpose of crisismanage-
ment to prevent intolerable, adverse effects upon another mem-
berstate, substantial pressure will arise to introduce ex-ante
coordination, being much more effective. Ex-ante coordination
requires a bigbsE integration-loyalty than ex-post. Ex post
coordination is 'facilitated' by the presence of a raging cri-
sis and the threat of weaker countries to go retrogressive. Ex-
ante coordination is not accompanied by those strong pressures
and tends to be much tougher; worse, it will often fail on a
voluntary basis. This will increase the likelyhood of renewed
crises, and so on. It is not realistic to foresee a prolonged
status quo in the pseudo CM. To escape retrogression, ez-ante
coordination wiZZ hdve to be fxstitutionaZized after some pe-
riod of time. And there should n6t be any confusion about the
term: ex-ante coordination means that other CM-members have
the right and the power to influence economic policy decisions
of a memberstate before implementation of the policy has star-
ted.

19) This is probably what Corden (1973, p. 161) would denoteas -integration through talk' . Also, Johnson is quite harshin his judgment: "one can flirt interminably with the ideaof marriage, without ever actually sacrificing one's tech-nical virginity" (Johnson, 1973, p. 196).
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This is not yet unification, not yet a common economic policy.

Thanks to two main divergences from unification, ex-ante coordi-

nation may leave some scope for autonomy in policy: a) national

objectives are mutually respected as much as possible, since

they will not yet be identical, neither in kind nor in prio-

rity; therefore, national objectives will not easily be dis-

puted - rather, they will be accepted as given - but the in-

struments might be
b) the entire execution of policies and the political respon-

sability for it is still a domestic one; this is a great weak-

ness of the peekdo-CM. effectively preventing its viability.

Nevertheless, there is a likelyhood that a pro-

longed status quo of the pseudo CM will, in fact, display

characteristics of creeping integration. The institutionali-

sation of ex-ante coordination in economic policy constitutes
20)the foundation of a new policy-structure. In this phase, the

policy-structure is highly decentralized but a most essential

condition for setting up a viable CM will be fulfilled.

In conclusion, the pseudo-CM appears to be dynamically unstab-

le. Therefore, the likelyhood of a prolonged status quo is

smallest. But the response to instability is not necessarily

positive. Only a firm wish to prevent retrogression may induce

incremental progress towards a viable CM. In a welfare-state

subsystem, such firmness must be borne and sustained by strong
21)

majority governments , displaying substantial integration-

loyalty. This stringent, twofold condition may well turn the

viable CM into an academic construction.

20) That is, for the integration from ibgys. This will 
usually

extend the powers of the already existing policy-struc
ture

for the integration from belgy·

21) This :or.diti:r. was, for example, nowhere fulfilled in the

EC in 19-4, except in Ireland. Governments were b
acked by

large =iner:ties or weak majorities.
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Par. 4. Towards a viable Common Market

The previous treatment of unstable arrangements of
factor mobility may have left the impression that

only one road could lead to the viable CM. This is not necessa-
rily so. Leaving labor mobility aside as practically less rele-
vant, three major distinctions can be made in describing the
policy-requirements of a viable CM (see Cohen, 1973, p. 32; Corden,
1973, p. 159-162)

a) currency integration involves the fixing of exchange rates,
supplemented by some standing credit arrangements, such as
the initial task of the European Monetary Fund.

b) capitaZ market integration includes two aspects of policy-in-
tegration: the part of negative policy-integration is the
liberalisation of capital movements; the part of positive
policy-integration consists in the unification of financial
institutions and the harmonisation of numerous laws for com-
merce, credit and banking.

c) pkre monetarg integration is unification of monetary policy
and other instruments to the extent that it is deemed (truly)
necessary. It is what Europeans often call the economic and
monetary union.

This threefold splitting up of the viable CM
calls for further comments. First of all, the conventional,
BalassaIn process is no longer followed. Thus, to have the ar-
rangements depend on the definition of a classical CM, is no
longer necessary. A viable CY may equally well, or propably bet-
ter, be deneted as the positive €r.,€Pr=:€c,: cf (sher:-term)
economic po:iey. Our relatively simple model points to the like-
lyhood that true and irrevocable liberalisation of capital mo-
vements Es a :kneticn (a consequence) of the irreversibility
of policy-integration. However, from the perspective of the
BalassaIn CM, the suggestion would be the opposite: the primacy
of factor movements would compel CM-members to join their poli-
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cies.

Second, to some extent the first two pathes are

independent. More accurately, the fixity of exchange rates can

be uphold without and with capital movements; capital movements

can be liberalized in a system of fixed and of flexible exchan-
ge rates. If the two are nat combined, the unification of finan-

cial institutions would not be required. However, the indepen-

dence is a relative one for two reasons. To begin with, it is

often suggested that, apart from the 'magic square'-objectives,
the process of economic integration is borne by a kind of 'over-

all' objective of economic (or political) integration. Member-

states would not only be driven by the common socio-economic

aims but would be prepared to take some losses for the mere

achievement of a higher stage. In this reasoning, rigidity of
exchange rates,or better even a common currency, M is an outward

symbol of, but not a prerequisite for, effective economic inte-
gration" (Johnson, 1973, p. 195). A further relativation is a

matter of political economy. The continuation of significant

exchange rate fluctuations in a CU will undoubtedly lead to a

minimisation of integration-loyalty. The purely analytical
possib€Zity of upholding autonomous policy for internal balan-

ce under flexible exchange rates and capital movements (for
ex., see Mundell, 1968, ch. 17) is n8t wholly indicative for
the feasib€Zity of it. This also holds for Meade's famous plea

for flexibility in trade blocs (Meade, 1957). Exchange rate

policy is a form of expenditure-switching that is drastic and

very crude compared to the precious and cautious construction
of a trade bloc by piecemeal and recurrent tariff concessions,

negotiated over numerous goods and over a considerable period
of time.

The one exception to this argument is the pre-

sence of differential inflation . Different degrees of in-
22)

22' Our model assumes rigid prices throughout and could, there-
fore, not deal with this phenomenon, most inimical to inte-
gration.
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flation do require exchange rate adjustments, simply because
commodity price equalisation would occur under diverging costs,
putting the high-inflation products at a competitive disadvan-
tage that has to be removed. In a viable CM, however, not the
consequence (exchange rate fluctuations) would be permitted but
the cause (differential demand management) would have to be
tackled. Of course, this would transcend ex-ante coordination
and would, at least de facto, imply unification of policy ob-
jectives, especially as to priority.

Third, the viability of the CM is certified by
the achievement of 'pure monetary integration'. This has been
especially realized since the Werner-report. In earlier treat-
ments, the emphasis had been quite different, on the presump-
tion that the unification of central banks as well as of curren-
cies would be more sensitive than positive integration in tax,
budgetary, exchange rate, regional and social policy, so the
latter would preceed the former. Of course, the viable CM could
still be denoted as an economic and monetary union, but the
unification of monetary policy would be necessarily complete
whereas the other policies would only be partically 'integra-
ted". For example, governments of member countries would joint-
ly decide about the budget deficit of every partner, but they
might only loosely be interested in the actual contents of the
budget. Another example, it is questionable whether the union
would have to introduce a common social policy, to the exclu-
sion of national measures; harmonisation of some social insu-
rances and a Common Fund for (say) the unions' unemployment
might be sufficient to solve most problems.

It is not the purpose of this book to go into de-
tailed questions of positive policy integration. In the afore-
going analysis we have only been concerned with the macro-eco-
nomics of negative policy-integration. Nevertheless, there
seems to be no a-priori reason to proclaim only those unions
or CM's viable that have achieved unification of all major
socio-economic policies. Such unions might not yet be 'perfect'
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ones, they may often be workable and stable arrangements.

A final word on the process dynamics. The second part of the

book has emphasized the integration 'from above', sometimes

considering a few inferences regarding integration loyalty,

but to the nearly entire neglect of market-integration. In Par.

IV. 3., we have forwarded the theory that the process cf market

integration should be seen as subservient and responsive to po-
licy and as a fairly autonomous phenomenon. It is important to

realize that the crises-ridden path towards the viable CM may

be facilitated by pressure 'from below'. Policy may sometimes

be a foZZower of market-integration and it might run the risk
to become its servant. We have not thoroughly investigated this

question, as it may well require another treatise of booklength,

but it might smooth a process that, from a macro-economic point
of view, would require substantial integration-loyalty and the

patience to uphold it.

Par. 5. The irreversibility of economic integration

If the process of economic integration would be

uni-directional, the completion of it would seem

to imply the achievement of an irrevers€bZe situation. But the
aptitude for economic integration processes to go unambiguous-

ly forward has been shown to be virtually absent:some periods

may be vivid, others may lack progress and the fear for 'spil-

ling back' is sometimes turned into reality. Rather than by

progress and acceleration, integration processes are likely to
be typified by crises, strains, tensions and threats and the

'solving' of those by ad-hoc-ery. Therefore, irreversibility
seems to be of marginal interest only, given its low salience

in the overall process.

Yet, Farricipants in the economic integration

process have always been fascinated by irreversibility, having
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magic overtones for one group and traumatic for the other. But

nobody  really knows, or is able to specify clearly, what ir-

reversibility of economic integration comprises. However defi-

ned, it must imply that retrogression is logically ba,t<ed from

alternative choices that can be made at a certain point, in ot-

her words, that certain point must lie beyond the =point of no
return". Still, such specifications are rather empty. They leave
a large serie of questions unanswered.

The major question, often implicitly confirmed, is

whether the completion of eeonomze integration would be a suf-

ficient guarantee for irreversibility. To affirm that question

would imply that the move from a viable CM to a perfect CM would

make for irreversibility of integration. It would imply a high
degree of market integration, perfect negative policy integra-
tion and positive policy integration in all areas of short term

and medium term economic policy. It would require that there be

no scope for efforts to withdraw, to separate or to frustrate
unity. It should be clear that even a perfect CM will not bring

off the so conceived irreversibility: even within nation-states,

where irreversible annexation seems to be indisputable, sepa-

ration movements have sometimes succesfully sought independence.

Irreversibility is inextricably tied up with in-

struments of settling and maintaining internal and external

order. Thus, even if dissolving a viable CM would lead to see-
mingly unbearable costs, so that it would constitute an irre-
versible achievement to many an economist, disintegration can

still not be excluded. The reason is that irreversibility lays
in the realm of sovereignty, nationhood and high politics, be-

ing concepts and problemareas that are usually avoided by the
economist since they do not seem to belong to functionalist

frameworks of thinking. There is a likelyhood that, the capri-

cious process of economic integration being virtually completed
in the viable CM, nevertheless, the irreversibility of this

final stage will be decided outside the economic sphere or even
the sphere of political economy. In consequence, the theory of
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economic integration will never be capable to analyse the con-

ditions for irreversibility.

As has been shown before, it Is capable to analyse the stabili-
ty of arrangements in the lengthy process towards the highest

stages. But stab€Zity of arrangements in the socio-economic

sphere does not render those arrangements irreversibte; the

former is merely a necessary but insufficient condition to the
latter.
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Appendix A.
Economic opennes of Western Europe

The purpose of the present Appendix Al is twofold:

in the first place, it is prepared to throw light
on various aspects of economic openness of Western European
countries in the two decades, following the Korean War; secondly,
it aims to clarify some of the manifold deficiences, an emperi-
cal treatment of economic openness is likely to tackle insuffi-
ciently. Therefore, Appendix A is aiming to be illustrative,
only, of an approach that is broader than the usual one 2).

As defined in Par. II. 4.1. economic openness mea-
sures the share of international transactions in the total of a
country's transactions for a given period. Apart from the ques-
tion of weighting the various types of transactions, this share
can, of course, be found by turning to the complete balance of
payments of the countries under review. In  Par. A. 1., most
Western European countries are compared as to their individuaL
degrees of economic openness. In Par. A.2., the EC is looked
upon as a group and its "consotidated economic openness" will
be investigated.

Par. 1. Economic openness of individual countries

In Table A.1., the traditional foreign trade share

(defined as exports plus imports, divided by GNP,

1) I am indebted to Mr. Jan Koevoet for the time-consuming pre-paration of all statistical Tables in the present Appendix.
2) For the major issues of the 'foreign trade share' approach andthe 'law of Sombart', derived therefrom, see, for example,

Deutsch & Eckstein (1961), Lipsey (1963), Visser (1970) and
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times 100 %) is presented for 11 countries (economies) over a

period of 19 years. It can be seen that, in spite of vigorous

economic growth, the law of Sombart does not hold for this pe-
riod . Apart from a slight decrease for Denmark and a constan-3)

cy for the United Kingdom, the ratio definitely increased, some-
times substantially. The overall picture is a secular increa-

se of trade openness. A second conclusion from Table A.1. is

that trade openness is 'substantial' for every Western European

country, included: in 1971, there was no country with a ratio
below 25 %.

These ratios grow even larger in Table A.2., where

commodities and services (im/export) have been incorporated in
the denominator. The first conclusion is that this 'revised'

foreign trade share is larger for all economies concerned. Fur-
thermore, it can be observed that 8 out of 11 economies have

experienced sometimes slight increases in the revised foreign

trade share, 2 economies have maintained their 1953-share up
to 1971 and only one (U.K.) saw its revised foreign trade share

decrease slightly. Finally, Table A.2. tells us that this re-
vised trade openness is 'substantial' as it is nowhere lower

than 33 % in 1971 (France; however, in 1968, it was only 28 %)

and 7 out of 11 economies have ratio's beyond 50 % in 1971.

But even this revised foreign trade share is not
yet satisfactory. An important category that may have an im-

pact upon economic openness consists in the factors of produc-

tion. Within this category, several distinctions can be made

(fn. 2 continued)
Studenmund (1973). For a broader view on economic openness,
see Rosecrance & Stein, (1973) and the Rey-report (Rey et.
al., 1972).

3) The 'law of Sombart' predicts a secular decrease of the fo-
reign trade share under secular industrialisation, largely
because of a growing emphasis on services that belong to
the category of non-tradeables.
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that,   under the condition of accurate measurement, could sig-Zi-
ficantly contribute to a refinement of the concept of openness.
However, the statistical difficulties are great, indeed, and
the results below are an illustration of them. Factors of prc-
duction are supposed to consist of capital (short-term, port-
folio, longterm), labor (various levels of skill), nature and
'technology'. Of those classes, nature is immobile internatio-
nally and will not enter the total of international transacti-
ons4)

Table A.3. is an effort to present openness-ratio's
for short term capital flows. Apart from some measurement problems
(such as gross or net flows, or, the choice of the time-period
- as balance of payments figures are on a year basis whereas
short term capital is usually set out for shorter periods of
time), the problem is to choose an appropriate numerator. Two
ratio's have been computed: one represents short term capital
flows as a percentage of the country's reserve position at the
end of the year; the other represents short term capital flows
as a percentage of the country's money supply. Note that these
ratio's are therefore not comparable to the ones in Table A.1.
and A. 2.5).

A first conclusion is that the pattern is highly
irregular and no general trend or overall pattern is discern-
able. But at the same time, this implies that 'short term ca-
pital openness' may rise all of a sudden, as can be seen in
some years for 4 out of 5 countries . The second conclusion

6)

4) Transactions regarding the possession of ' nature' will usu-ally belong to 'equity' capital.
5) There, the numerator used was: GNP. For such an approach to

capital openness, see von Neumann Whitman (1969).
6) Taking 'gross' figures would accentuate the peaks, giving amore appropriate picture of the problems of monetary authori-ties of a certain point in time.
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is that short term capital flows may truly endanger a coun-

try's reserve position as the sometimes high ratio's indi-

cate. Although the figures might suggest more accuracy than
their problematic computation permits, they give some idea

of an order of magnitude. The main result is that economic

openness can be unpredictably large as far as short term capi-
tal is concerned.

Table A.4. is a comparable effort to measure open-

ness in direct investments. Again, statistical questions pro-

bably disturb the picture as the exclusion of government in-

vestments and housing from gross fixed investments is never

wholly equivalent for the countries involved. A first conclu-
sion is that flows of direct investments show regularity, in

sharp contrast to flows of short term capital. Although the

ratio's of individual countries vary from low (France) to high

(Netherlands), they have (sometimes hesitantly) increased for

all six economies under review. Yet, the contribution of fo-

reign direct investments to business investments (as defined)

is not always impressive or indispensable, but for at least
four7 economies it extends beyond 10 % and may be called 'mo-

derate' openness.

On first sight, it may seem evident to apply the

same procedure to other factorflows. However, the gains are

doubtful. Table A.5. is an attempt to illuminate labor migra-

tipn quantitatively. As with direct investments, the inflows

are related to the increase of the country's total of wage and

salary-earners. As it turned out that the increase of this

group is very irregular and sometimes even negative, the re-
sults of Table A.5. are illustrative of statistical deficien-

ces rather than of 'labor openness'. Yet, it might be conclu-

ded that the net inflow of foreign workers has been of cycli-
cal importance in the margin for several Western European coun-

tries. Since it is well known that recently migrated labor

7) Probably even five, if Germany's figures are improved. See
footnote 4 of Table A.4.
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belongs almost exclusively to the category of non-skilled wor-
kers, this marginal importance may even tend to become crucial
for that category in Germany (persistently high ratios), for
example. Furthermore, the sometimes high ratios seem to suggestthat domestic labor is substituted by foreign laborB). Alto-
gether, 'labor openness' seems to be resistant to a characte-
risation in one or two single ratios.

Is our picture of economic openness of individual
Western European countries now complete7 Not at all. There is
first the flow of technology that is hard to measure. One sug-
gestion might be to focus on payments for licences and patents

9)

but this approach is unsatisfactory. Some technology and orga-
nisational skill is incorporated in foreign direct investments
and, to an unknown extent, technology may be imported via the
purchase of foreign capital goods. Second, our ratio's have not
taken into account the qualitative problems involved, that is,
some flows of commodities and factors may be more essential to
a country's economy than other ones (dependency on energy, cer-
tain minerals, food, transport, unskilled labor, etc.).Third,
the problem of 'weighting' the various ratio's has been igno-
red (see Par. II. 4.1.). Fourth, our definition of openness in
terms of ungoing transactions might not cover the entire pic-
ture: especially, the stock-aspects of foreign direct invest-
ments and foreign workers should be considered as well, since
they give rise to continued factor remittances.

Table A.6. gives the values of accumulated EC (+
Swiss) direct investments in the USA and USA's direct invest-
ments in the EC. Whereas the former have increased by a factor
of 24, the latter have increased fourfold. Especially for UK,

8) This is necessarily so in case of a decrease of the workingpopulation. On the other hand, re-substitution has also oc-
curred.

9) For instance, the German F.R. and to make net payments forlicences and patents: in 1960 DM 352 million, in 1965 DM
463 million and in 1972 DM 826 million
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the Netherlands and Switzerland, the stock aspect of direct

investment in the USA is of more than marginal importance. Al-

so, for the USA, the stock aspect of direct investment in the
EC has become significant (note: i 30 % of total stock of USA

foreign investments).

Table A. 7. gives the share of foreign workers in
the total number of wage and salary earners. Since the level

of skill is not indicated, these shares are hard to evaluate

properly. However, it seems equally hard to dismiss them as in-

significantly low. On the whole, there is a tendency to increa-
se the share (a slight decrease for France). Together with the

flow-measure (Table A.5.), there is some ground to conclude that

EC countries are 'open' in terms of (low skilled) labor.

Par. 2. Consolidated openness of Western Europe

Table A.8. gives the percentage-share of intra EC-

trade in the total of external trade of EC-members.

It appears from Table A.8. that trade openness of the EC as a
whole has decreased considerably . Two small, younger members

10)

(Denmark and Ireland) have recently stabilized their EC-share in

total trade after a secular decrease; all others have strongly
increased their EC-share. This does not hold for other items on

current account. A second conclusion is that this inclination

to trade with EC partners has, by no means, reduced extra-EC-

trade to minor proportions; this holds especially for the lar-

ger economies France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom.
This is confirmed by Table A.9. that provides

ratios of extra-EC trade to GNP; It appears that these ratios,

by country have hardly declined (apart from the Netherlands);

some have even increased. For the EC as a whole, the decline
is minor. The Table illuminates the continued relevance of

10 This does Ms: mean that trade with third countries has
abs/Ik:e:9 decreased.
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extra EC-trade to EC memberstates , a fact that is often ig-
11)

nored by third countries' critics.

Finally, Table A. 10 illustrates the concentration
in flows of direct investment, entering or leaving EC countries.
The first conclusion is that for all the years given, the USA
took the major share of direct investments, coming into the EC
of six (although the USA share is decreasing). If we include
the U.K., the share of EC-of-six-and-U.K. only outstrippes the
USA share from 1969 onwards. The flow of direct investments
leaving EC countries gives a different picture. However, it
should be noted that the absolute amounts of these flows are
always lower than the inflows. Roughly one-third of outflowing
EC direct investments goes to other memberstates (with U.K.,
close to one-half) and little to the USA. For a common market,
this moderate bias towards intra-CM investments is rather sur-
prising if one adheres to the conventional framework of thin-
king. Table A. 10 shows that the EC is open towards third coun-
tries in terms of direct investments.

The presented evidence indicates that it is un-
justified to consider the EC as an inward looking, relatively
closed economic bloc. Economic openness with third countries
has remained important for economic developments within the
EC.

11) For comparison, remember that the average propensity toimport   is   2   0,05   for   the   USA; USA's foreign trade share
is roughly 0,10 (EC in 1971: 0,18).



Table A. 1. Ratio of Foreign Trade to GNP
1)

Country Year 1953 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

111,·u 55 54 59 63 62 57 60 65 64 66 69 71 73 74 70 77 85 85 83

Denmark 50 53 53 54 53 53 54 55 52 51 51 52 51 49 47 48 49 49 47

France 19 19 21 20 21 20 20 21 21 20 20 20 20 21 20 21 23 25 26

Germany, F.R. 25 28 29 31 33 29 31 30 29 28 29 29 31 31 32 33 35 34 34

Ireland 58 57 59 54 56 56 55 57 62 58 61 61 59 59 59 66 68 66 68

Italy 19 19 19 20 22 19 19 24 24 24 25 24 25 26 26 27 29 30 31

Netherlands 71 74 74 77 78 72 74 76 76 74 74 75 72 71 68 69 74 79 78            N
5

United Kingdom 34 33 35 34 33 30 30 32 30 29 29 30 29 28 28 32 33 34 34

Norway 49 51 51 52 52 51 50 52 52 50 50 52 52 52 53 51 53 54 51

Sweden 38 39 41 42 33 40 38 42 40 39 39 40 41 39 38 39 42 45 43

Switzerland 42 42 44 47 49 44 46 48 49 49 49 49 48 48 48 49 53 56 53

Sources: United Nations, Handbook of International Trade and Development Statistics

1972.

OECD, National Accounts of OECD countries 1953-1969.

OECD, Main economic indicators

1) The ratio is defined as exports plus imports, divided by GNP, times 100%.
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Table A.2. Revised foreign trade share 1)

ear 1953 1956 1959 1962 1965 1968 1971Country

Belgium-Luxembourg  60    72    66    72    75    79    87

Denmark 60 67    66    61    61    59    60

France              27 27 26    26 27 28    33

Germany             31 40 43    35 38 41 42

Ireland             68    62    64    68    70    76    78

Italy                23    25    25    30    31    34    38

Netherlands         91 98 94 93 90    85    95

United Kingdom      44    44    40    38 37 41 43

Norway              81    87    83    80    81    82    81

Sweden              46 52 47    47    47    46    51

Switzerland         51    57    56    60    60 62 67

Sources: OECD, National Accounts of OECD countries 1953-1969
OECD, Economic Surveys.

1) Ratio is defined as the total of import and exports of bothcommodities and services, divided by GNP.



Table A. 3. Private short-term capital flowsl),

(1964-1971 for selected countries)
2)

country Year 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Franco
Outward -37 -492 -514 -467 -1225 -642 +483 +1907

Inward +230 +152 +290 +235 +108 +426 +501 -371

Ratio of short-term

t«Pittion«lwliqoidity3) 5 10 12 10 32 28 20 28
Money supply4               1       2       2       2       3       3       3       5

Germany
Outward -53 -56 +40 -139 -1 -264 -160 +157       '

Inward +109 +264 +430 -270 +135 +76 +1924 -535       g
Ratio of short-term

capital flows to: In- 3)    2
ternational liquidity               4       6       5       1      

 5      15       4

Money supply4               1       2       3       2       1       1       7       2

Italy
Outward -495 -136 -1010 -1387 -2650 -1405 -1629

Inward -229 -676 +287 -102 - -117 -101

Ratio of short-term
capital flows to: In-3)
ternational liquidity 15      17      24      28      53      29      25

4)                                3           3          4           4           7           3          3Money supply

Netherlands 5)

Outward +48 -31 -26 +10 -28 -99 -48 +47

Inward +2 +22 +37 +18 +20 +53 +55 -26



Ratio of short-term
capital flows to: In-
ternational liquidity       2        2       3       1       2       6      3      23)

Money supply                 1        1       1       1       1       1      1      14)

United Kingdom
Outward +53 +53 -294 -176 -496 -475 -139 +22
Inward -17 -39      -8      -9 +274 +459 +410 +461
Ratio of short-term
capital flows to: In-3,
ternational liquidity '     3        3      10       7      32      37     19      5

Money supply                -        -       1       1       4       4      2      2
4)

Sources: EC, Balances of Payments Yearbook (1969-1972)
United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics (various issues)

N
Ln
/0

1) In million $; 'net' figures (see also footnote 5).
Outward = net increase of liabilities of non-residents to residents.
Inward = net increase of liabilities to non-residents.

2) Most of the figures for 1971 are provisional.

3) Gold holdings + Reserve position in IMF + Foreign exchange + Special Drawings
Rights (SDR's).

4) 'Near money' is not included.

5) In general there can be a substantial difference between 'net' and 'gross'
figures. For instance, in the Netherlands the gross figures are respectively10 and 4 percent in 1969.



Table A.4. Private Foreign Direct Investmentl),

(1964-1971 for selected countries)
2)

Country 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Belgium-Luxembourg
outward (-)                      64      40 100 100 104 176 276

Inward (+) 166 200 268 300 300 356 517

Itat to  of  foreign  di-
rtict investment togr„Hu fixed investment3        10     9     13     15     13     15     18

France
Outward (-) 187 240 196 383 402 308 413 483

Inward (+) 260 266 271 353 408 400 659 650

Ratio of foreign di-
rect investment to

gross fixed investment   3       3       3       4       4       4       5       4           0
4)Germany, F.K.                                                         5) 832 980           

Outward (-) 261 311 349 401 482 545
5)           1618

Inward (+) 598 1033 1014 956 673 347 843

Ratio of foreign di-
rect investment to
gross fixed investment   5       7       7       8       

6       4       5       7

Italy 378 386 286 697
Outward (-) 188 232 195 292

Inward (+) 567 332 362 377 412 559 727 827

Ratio of foreign di-
rect investment to
gross fixed investment  11       9       8       9       9      10

       9      12



Netherlands
Outward (-) 261 238 421 486 516 846 1003 1225
Inward (+) 222 258 248 354 518 699 872 1044
Ratio of foreign di-
rect investment to
gross fixed investment  17      16      19      24      27      39      39      39 6)

United Kingdom5)

Outward (-) 736 862 773 770 984 1318 1219 1394

Inward (+) 453 551 546 461 658 766 814 938
Ratio of foreign di-
rect investment to
gross fixed investment 11 12 10 10      13      16      13      13

Sources: EC, Balances of Payments Yearbook
United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics

N

OECD, Economic Surveys                                                             2

1) 'Gross' figures, in million $ (1969-1972).

2) Most of the figures for 1971 are provisional.
3) Gross fixed investment is defined as investment by industry excluding housing.

By both excluding 'housing' and 'government investment', figures for grossfixed
investment may sometimes be calculated too low.

4) Foreign direct investment for Germany are too low. Certain loans that may more
properly be treated as direct investments cannot be separated from other forms
of long-term capital.

5) "Net" figures. For United Kingdom capital invested in the petroleum industry is
excluded.

6) Ratio 1972: 32
1973: 35 ('Nederlandsche Bank' Annual Report).
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Table A.5. Share of the net-inflow of foreign workers
in the increase of wage and salary earnersl)

Country
Year Belgium Luxembourg France Germany Italy Netherlands2)

1958 13.3 (a)

1959 22.3 3.2

1960 65.3 5.6

1961 6.5 88.2 67.6 4.3

1962 23.7 17.0 13.531 69.0 8.1

1963 28.4 175.0 57.3 17.1

1964 34.9 175.0· 78.0 (a) 11.8

1965 11.1 72.2 7500.0 (a) 31.0

1966 (a) (b) (c) 0.8 (d)

1967 (a) 77.8 (a) 1.6 12.5

1968 9.3 68.2 4.3 61.5 5.5 26.7

1969 17.1 69.8 3.8 93.6 (a) 8.5

1970 100.0 1.2 38.0 (a) 15.6

Sources: EC, Social Statistics Yearbook 1968, 1972.

EC, 'Het vrije verkeer van werknemers en de arbeids-
markt binnen de EEG-1970'

EC, Report on the Development of the Social Situation
in the Community in 1973.

a) negative share. b) 125 percent of the decrease of wage and

salary earners. c) idem 42 percent. d) idem 66.7 percent.

1) soldiers are excluded

2) 1961-1969 midyear figures

3) period 1962-1968
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Table A.6. Value of EC and Swiss Direct Investment in USA
and of USA Direct Investment in EC.

(in millions of dollars)

1961 1965 1970 1971 1972
EC and Swiss Direct

Investment in the USA

Belgium-Luxembourg 151 175 338 341 309

France 175 200 286 315 318

Germany 120 209 680 771 845

Italy                     89     87 100 109 107

Netherlands 1.023 1.304 2.151 2.225 2.357

United Kingdom 2.248 2.852 4.127 4.438 4.621

Switzerland 830 940 1.537 1.567

Total 4.636 5.767 7.682 9.736 10.124

USA Direct Investment
in EC

EC of six 3.104 6.304 11.774 13.605 15.720

United Kingdom 3.554 5.123 7.996 9.007 9.582

Total 6.658 11.427 19.770 22.612 25.302

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business
1964 (august), 1973 (february/september), 1974 (august).
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Table A.7. Foreign workers as percentage of total number of
1)

wage and salary earners

Year  Belgium Luxembourg France Germany Italy Nether-  United
lands Kingdom

1958 0.7 1.0

1959 0.9 0.7

1960 1.4 0.8

1961 5.7 21.8 2.5 0.9

1962 5.8 23.0 7.0 3.2 1.0

1963 6.0 23.0 3.9 1.1

1964 6.5 25.2 4.4 0.2 1.5

1965 6.9 27.5 5.4 0.2 1.8

1966 7.0 28.3 6.1 0.2 2.1

1967 6.9 27.2 5.0 0.3 2.0

1968 6.7 27.6 7.7 4.9 0.3 2.2

1969 6.7 28.5 7.6 6.4 0.3 2.8 4.5

1970 6.7 30.1 7.5 8.3 0.3 2.9 5.0

1971 6.9 32.8 7.4 9.7 0.3 3.0 5.4

1972 7.2 34.0 7.3 10.5 0.4 3.0 5.5

Sources: EC, Social Statistics Yearbook

EC, Report on the Development of the Social Situation
in the Community in 1973

1  Average year figures; soldiers are excluded.



'Mble A.8. Ratio of Intra-Community Trade to Total EC Trade

Intra-Community Trade share (ex- Intra-Community
1)                                         2) "Scr-

cluding Services) vices" sharecountry

1954 63  68  71  72 65 68  71

Belgium-Luxembourg    51  65  68  72 73 60  56  57

Denmark 61  51  45  44  43 3)

France                 25  43  52  55  56                    46  37  36

Germany, F.R.          35  42  44  49  50                    37  35  37
tri

w   Ireland      78 72 72 70 73(N

Italy                 32  41  44  48  50                   32  32  31

Netherlands           49  62  64  66  67                    55  52  57

United Kingdom        19  24  26  28  30                    294)284)294)

Source: United Nations, Yearbook of International Trade Statistics.
EC, Balances of Payments Yearbook 1969-1972.

1) EC of Nine

2) EC of six and United Kingdom
3) 1973: 45

4) Including: Earnings from work.
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Table A.9. Ratio of Extra-Community Trade to GNP

Country 1954 1963 1971

Belgium-Luxembourg 27           24          24

Denmark                   21          28          26

France                    14 11 11

Germany                   17          17          17

Ireland                   13          17          20

Italy                     13          15          16

Netherlands               37          28          26

United Kingdom            27          22          24

Total EC 20          17          18

Sources: United Nations, Yearbook of International Trade
Statistics.

United Nations, Handbook of International Trade and

Development Statistics 1972.

OECD, Main economic indicators.
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Table A.10 Private Direct Investment of EC by selected
1)

area.

(percentages)
Total Direct In- By EC By United By United

Year vestment in EC countries Kingdom States
2)              3)

1965 2055 22 11 40
1966 2105           28          10        38
1967 2308 27          10        39
1968 2332 25           9        36
1969 2633            38          10        32
1970 3457            28           9        33
1971 4657           23 13 31

3)

Total Direct In- To EC To United To United
Year vestment by EC countries Kingdom States3)

1965 1085            33           8         5
1966 1205           44          11         1
1967 1655            33          13         4
1968 1878            30            7         7
1969 2393           36           8        15
1970 2710            38          12         8
1971 3661            36          16         6

4)

Source: EC, Balances of Payments Yearbook

1) EC of Six

2) In million $

3) However, figures are not fully reliable. Differences are due
to countrywise divergencies in computation

4) Most of the figures for 1971 are provisional.
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Appendix B.
The pure theory of trade integration

Par. 1. Assumptions

This appendix provides a systematic survey of the

classical theory of trade integration. Although
fairly comprehensive, the survey will not exhaustively treat
the voluminous literature that has been written in the 25 years
since Viner (1950), Giersch (1949) and By6 (1950) started to
question the favourable opinions about customs unions.

The classical theory of trade integration has al-

ways been presented in its pure (i.e. real or non-monetary)
form and the analysis has generally been pursued graphically.
Trade integration is defined to comprise all forms of coopera-
tion between two or more countries that arrange for (lowering

and/or) eliminating tariffs. It is therefore only concerned
with international commodity-flows. Trade integration belongs
to the process of market-integration as defined in Par. II. 6.1.:

liberalisation will induce reactions of economic subjects that
will tend to have prices converge.

The framework of analysis is that of laissez-faire,
as specified in Par. III. 3.1. and commonly used in simple, geo-
metric presentations of the pure theory of international trade
in comparative statics. The following assumptions will be ap-
plied:

1) perfect competition in all markets of all countries

2) no transport costs
3) fixed exchange rates

4) no international and perfect intra-national factor-mobi-
lity
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5) governments do nOt interfere domestically; however, they
do possess one instrument of border-intervention: tariffs.

Throughout the appendix, country A and B will be involved in in-
tegration and country C will be excluded therefrom (Thus, world-
wide free trade is not investigated). We assume A to be most
protectionist (least competitive) in the relevant commodity and
C to be the most efficient producer.
A large part of the analysis focuses on customs union, though
the free trade area and the trade bloc will be considered in
partial equilibrium. All analysis is entirely static.

Par. 2. Partial equilibrium in discriminatory trading

2.1.    The trade bloc

A trade-bZoe is any group of countries that eli-
minates intra-group tariffsl).

The trade-bloc is a theoretical concept for two reasons: first,
preferential arrangements in the so defined form are forbidden
in GATT; second, this set-up would lead to excessive transit-
trade, undermining the purpose of the treaty.

Therefore, a trade bloc is compelled to apply ad-
ditional devices in an effort to prevent such transit-trade.
This prevention takes the form of a juridical means in a free
trade area (only commodities with a certificate, proving that
the good has been produced within the area, are tariff-free)
or the form of an economical means ( a common external tariff)
in a customs union.

These additional means are analysed later. In this
paragraph we are only interested in the changes in production
(specialisation) and consumption, when a group of countries

1) We shall ignore the possibility that intra-group tariffs are
only red:ced instead of eliminated. Kemp (1969, p. 20-21)calls this a 'Preferential Trading Club'.
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decides to eliminate intra-group tariffs and refrains from fur-

ther actions.

Let us denote the price of good x in country A by Pa; for coun-

try B Pb and for C Pc. In this paragraph we will apply the
tools of partial equilibrium analysis, looking to good x only.

Figure B-1 gives the most simple case of the tra-
de bloc, seen from the market of country A. All suppliers of

x produce at constant costs (S-schedules denote supply, D-sche-

dules denote demand). Assuming ad valorem tariffs only, A's

tariff is {(pa-pc)/Pc . 100 % and B's tariff is {(Pb-Pc)/Pc  '

100 %. As drawn, A's tariff is prohibitive so that A-producers

will deliver all demanded production. Once the trade bloc has

started, A's tariff will only be effective for products from C
so that two alternatives will arise: either B exports BC to A

Px                                                 Px                     Sa

i                                      D
o

PO G             \11 MA            BSa Pa-------  --
Pb B                  F  C                     Sb     FbN      C  D ;E F   sb!

.

:E -

PcO     K A G H K         L                              -'c

1 Ps
, \ .

X                                                      X

Figufe 8.1 Figure B. 2

or country C exports BC to A, but through the customs of coun-

try B. For country A, the choice is indifferent as in both op-

tions its x-industry will disappear, a lower price (Pb) Will

be established and consumption will increase by FC. For coun-
try B, the second alternative is superior since it will then
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receive BCAD in revenue . As can be observed, a world of con-
2)

stant costs separates production and trade for the dearest
country: A's tariff is either prohibitive (no trade) or effect-
less (no production in A).

Ever since Viner's pioneering analysis (Viner, 1950,
Ch. IV), the description of ensuing production - and consumption -
switches has been presented in a variety of concepts, properly
designed for market-integration. Although these concepts may
sometimes introduce ambiguities - to be pointed out later -, it
is impossible to avoid their use in integration-theory. We shall
adopt four concepts from the literature; in addition, two sup-
plementary ones will be defined that have not been applied
yet - to our knowledge -, but logically belong to this set of
tools.

Trade defZection is the exploitation of tariff-differentials
among bloc-partners by leading bloc-imports through the bloc-
country with the lowest tariff. Thus, trade deflection must be
A's trade with C, being deflected through B: in figure B-1 this
is DA = BC.

Trade creation is the replacement of high-cost production by
low-cost production. Thus, trade creation is meant to repre-
sent the allocative consequences of a decrease in protection:
in Figure B-1, this is GH (= BF) = DK.
Trade diversion is the replacement of low-cost production by
high(-er)-cost-production. Thus, trade diversion is meant to
represent the allocative consequences of an increase in pro-
tection: in Figure B-1, there is no trade diversion.
Trade expansion is the expansion of consumption caused by the

2) The first option would imply a production increase of BC incountry B, but, under constant costs, there is nothing to
gain by producing more. (Note that the full employment mo-
tive is not conveivable in the present model; see Par. III.3.1.).
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ensuing price decrease: in Figure B-1 the trade expansion is

FC = KA. Thus, trade expansion is the consumptive gain of re-

allocations concomitant with the bloc-formation. The reader

should be warned that trade expansion is unequal to the expan-
sion of international trade: the latter is trade creation and

trade expansion (here: the two being equal to trade deflection

BC). Some of the concepts have their opposites. The opposite
of trade creation is n8t trade diversion, as is sometimes sug-

gested, but trade destruction: it is the replacement of low

cost-production, previously traded, by own production. This is

only possible if protection increases. As will be shown later,

protection can increase despite regional efforts of trade libe-
ralisation.

The opposite of trade diversion is only of interest in very
special cases and will not be considered3).

The opposite of trade expansion is trade contraction: it is

contraction of consumption, caused by the ensuing price-increa-

se. Again, this is only possible if protection increases.

In Figure B-1, no trade destruction and trade contraction will
occur.

In Figure B-2, A is now producing at increasing
costs, and B and C still at constant costs. Tariffs are equal

to the ones in Figure B-1. Before the treaty, A will produce

MA of x, and will import AB from C. After the bloc-formation

it will produce NC and CF will be imported from C, but via B.
Thus, trade deflection is CF = GL, trade creation is CD and
trade expansion is EF; there is no trade diversion, no trade

contraction and no trade destruction.

Figure B-1 and B-2 can also be read with the help of so-called

3) It is trade rever: f:n (See, for example, Balassa, 1974-a).
It may occur if a country from the rest of the world suffers
from trade diversion, initially, and is joining the bloc
later (Great-Britain:).
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'welfare-effects'. Hereby, it is explicitly assumed that the
concepts of producer-surplus and consumersurplus are not objec-
tionable4).

In Figure B-1, A looses: it gains GHCB for consumers, but this
is practically always more than offset by the revenue-loss
GHKD. B gains additional revenue BCAD, without additional pro-
duction. In Figure B-2, we also have to reckon with producer-
surplus since Sa is sloping upward. The loss of producersurplus
is MACN which leaves a net addition of the consumersurplus of
ABFC for A. But A also looses revenue to the amount of ABKH, so
that the gains of A consist of the gain from trade creation
(ADC), plus the gain from trade expansion (BEF), minus the (net)
loss of revenue DEKH . This may be negative or positive, depen-
dent on the height of A's tariff (determining AB = DE), the
relative height of the bloc-partners tariffs (determining AD =
BE), the elasticities of A's supply and demand (determining the
slopes of Sa and Da) and the relative efficiency of C vis-A-vis
B (determining DH = EK).

This complicated conclusion of a seemingly simple
case of a trade bloc emphasizes the second-hfst characters)of

4) The Marshallian representations of the various x-marketsincorporate the concepts of producers- and consumerssurplus.
These concepts can be used as tools, indicating 'welfare'-
magnitudes of consumers and producers for a given price and
for price-changes. One of the rather grotesk assumptions be-hind this presentation is that money has a marginal utility
of one under all circumstances for every economic subject.
For a further discussion of the relevance of those concepts:
see, Mishan (1968) and Harberger (1971). For the specificcase of trade restrictions and welfare-effects, see, for
example, Magee (1971).

5) The comparison of two non-optimal (= second best) situations
has been called 'second-best' analysis (Meade, 1955-a, Ch.VII). That no generalisations are possible, has been found
by Lipsey & Lancaster (1956) as a by-product of the theoryof trade integration.
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the present analysis: no generalisations are possible if one

moves from one sub-optimal situation Chere: a tariff-world)

to another (here: the trade bloc). We are only certain of B's

gains in both cases (through revenue on trade deflection), but
this conclusion might be dependent on the constant cost assump-

tion. The bloc as a whole will gain in Figure 1 (net gain: HCAK)

but may gain or loose in Figure 2 (since CDGH# ACD and EFLK >
EFB, DEKH being compensated).

In Figure 3 we relax the constant cost assumption
for the partner B. As B is more efficient, it will still be

able to supply A if tariffs would be eliminated. The S(a+be)-
schedule represents total bloc supply of x on A's market, this

is, the normal supply of A-producers plus the (horizontally

added) excess supply of B. By definition, excess supply becomes

positive at the self-sufficiency price in B, here Pb. Tariffs

are similar to previously used ones. As drawn, the tariff in

B is just prohibitive. For C, the rest of the world, constant
costs still prevail.
Upon the conclusion of the treaty, A will now continue to im-

port from C but via B. Trade deflection will be CF, trade cre-
ation CD, trade expansion EF and trade diversion is zero. These

results do not differ from the implications of Figure B-2.
The analysis of the gains is the same as before: the rising

costs-assumption for B does not effect B's revenue gain from
trade-deflection (CFLG).

Figure B-4 differs only from B-3 in two alterna-

tive assumptions about initial protection in B. The first al-
ternative  is  that  B  has a non-prohibitive  tari ff (pt-pc, 'pc'
initially, and so imports from C. The bloc being formed, Clfl

would become trade deflection, ClDl trade creation, ElFl trade
expansion and trade diversion, trade contraction and trade des-

truction would be zero; all the same qualitative conclusions as

in Figure B-3. This is no longer true for the second alternative,
where B's initial tariff raises the price of potential imports
above B's autarchy-price: for the (P2-pc)/pc alternative, B has
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"air" in its tariff. Before the bloc-formation, this height of
the tariff is unnecessary. But after the bloc-formation, the
trade between B and A will no longer consist of transit trade
from C only, but country B will capture some of this trade
deflection. As drawn, A will import C2F2 from B: C2F2 will con-
sist of C2D2 as trade creation, D2Q of trade diversion and QF2
of trade deflection (of which E2F2 is trade expansion). If B's
tariff would result in an excess supply up to T, the bloc would
have become autarchic with a maximum trade diversion of AB and
a trade deflection of zero. Now, we see that, even in a trade
bloc, trade diversion can occur if negotiations tactics allow
for more than prohibitive tariffs.

But there is more. In B's market, producers will

increase production under rising costs until p  is reached,entailing trade contraction for B-consumers (B-producers will
benefit from additional producerssurplus, that will outweight
the trade contraction). Thus, if B has "air" in its ex-ante
tariff, the 'filling-up' of this margin amounts to an increase
in protection by inducing trade diversion and trade contrac-
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tion . Whereas the costs of the trade bloc in Figure B-1, B-2
6)

and B-3 could only comprise revenue-losses, while efficiency
was increased by trade creation, trade expansion and trade de-
flection, Figure B-4 introduces the possibility of costs in
terms of efficiency. As the gains from trade follow from opti-
mality of allocation, it must be concluded that trade creation,
trade expansion and trade deflection (comprising the other two)
are beneficial ("good"), and that trade diversion, trade con-
traction and trade destruction are ndt ("bad").

The literature on the trade bloc, as defined here,
is scant. Shibata (1967, esp. par. 2) has used the concept7)

for purposes, similar to ours, namely for showing that the free

trade area and the customs union are derivatives of the trade
bloc. He concludes that the trade bloc is "an ideal step to-
wards universal free trade" (Shibata, 1967, p. 156). This con-
clusion appears to be correct, except for the case that B has
"air" in its tariff. Shibata excludes this possibility by his
assumption that both bloc members are ex-ante importers (Shi-
bata, 1967, p. 150). Under this assumption, indeed, only the
"good" effects will prevail (apart from revenue).

2.2. The free trade area

A free trade area is a group of countries that
eliminate their tariffs for area-produced imports while main-
taining their respective tariffs for non-area-produced importsB).
This definition implies that products have to be accompanied

6) N8t trade destruction, since B didn't trade with C.
7) Shibata calls the trade-bloc a 'simple economic union', a

name which may easily be confused with the BalassaIn conceptof economic union. See also Par. III. 2.
8) This definition is almost identical to the GATT-definition.

See GATT (1952), (art. XXIV, 8 (b)).
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by a certificate-of-area-origin in order tz be exempted frc=
tariff-levying within the area. The purpcs: ef this clear non-
tariff distortion is to prevent trade deflection. In Figure
8-5, the essentials of Figure B-1 have bee-r. reproduced. The ta-
riff (pa-Pc) /Pc is again prohibitive. Befcre the free trade-
area (PTA), A will produce GH and will not trade.

After the ratification of the treaty, A will import BC, of which
BF is trade creation and FC is trade expansion. There will be
no trade diversion.

The certificate of origin is an effective instru-
ment because, contrary to Figure B-l, BC is no longer imported
from C, but from the partner B: so no trade deflection. This
prevention of trade deflection has the effect of moving from
a third best situation (autarchy for A) to a second best (im-
port from B).

Observe, however, how weak this beneficial case is: if S' isa
the relevant supply (and ndt Sa)' A's tariff has a revenue-
purpose before the FTA and GH will be imported from C, giving
GHKD as revenue; in this non-prohibitve case, there is no home
production. Under such circumstances, the complete trade cre-
ation turns into complete trade diversion (BF). As drawn, the
trade diversion will outweight the trade expansion FC, illu-
strating a most harmful case from an efficiency point of view.

It is interesting to observe the differences with
Figure B-1. If ta is prohibitive, there are no a Z Zoeative dif-
ferences between the trade bloc and the FTA, since BF is trade
creation and FC is trade expansion; under the trade bZoe, B Will
capture the revenue, while the FIA will do away with any revenue.
If ta is lower than prohibitive (thus, ineffective for A), the
trade bloc would neither show trade creation nor trade diver-
sion, but there would be ("pure") trade deflection; this implies
a revenue and no allocation-effect. But for a similar non-pro-
hibitive tariff in A, the FTA will convert the ("pure") trade
deflection into trade diversion; the prevention of trade de-
flection induces a reallocation to higher cost sources, a wor-
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sening, aggrevated by the incurred revenue-loss.

Figure B-6 introduces rising costs for A. Before
the FTA, country A imported AB from country C; after the FTA

has started, A will import from B to an amount of CF, consisting

of a trade creation CD, a trade diversion DE and a trade ex-

pansion EF. In term of 'welfare', DEKH is the dead-weight loss
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of the revenue-loss ABKH; A gains in the triangles ADC and BEF;

whether A gains on balance, depends on the determinants, summed

up in Par. B-2.1.

Figure B-6 is fully comparable to Figure B-2. The 'welfare

gains for A are identical: in both cases A incurs a net tariff-

revenue-loss (DEKH), being (fully7) compensated by ADC and BEF.

If such 'welfare'-indications would be decisive for policy, it

is n8 t clear why A would want to introduce the clumsy system of

origin-certificates. Also, B would not insist on it, as it gains
more in the trade bloc (a revenue CFLG) than in the FTA. But

from an allocative point of view, there are clear differences.

Part of the former trade deflection that was neither trade cre-

ation nor expansion, (npure" deflection) is now being converted
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into trade diversion by the shielding certificates of origin.In fact, even the FTA-trade creation (CD) and FTA-trade expan-
sion (EF) are inferior to their counterparts in the trade bloc
from an aZZocative point of view, since the reallocation in
Figure B-2 is from A to C and in Figure B-6 from A to B, pro-
ducing less efficient than C.
Here, we meet one of the ambiguities that arise with the ap-
plication of Vinerian concepts  .

As to trade deflection, this is composed of a
shifted part, called "pure" deflection, and an induced expan-
sion of trade.

To prevent trade deflection by certificates of origin is not
necessarily 'protective' in comparison with the continuation
of trade deflection under the trade bloc: if the 'pure' part
(AB = DE) is small, the conversion into trade diversion will
be small and the FTA will increase world efficiency.
The conclusion is that, under rising costs for A, the FTA will
always induce trade diversion, except if A's tariff is ex-ante
prohibitive. This exception indicates a weakness of the Vine-
rian concept of trade diversion: if A's tariffs are prohibiti-
ve, there are no previous imports to divert, so, no trade di-
version can appear; nevertheless, C's access to the market con-
tinues to be inhibited.

In Figure B-7, also country B is assumed to have
rising costs. Figure B-7 is based upon Shibata's pioneering
analysis of the FTA (Shibata 1967;1971). Some specific cases
have also been worked out by Victoria Curzon (Curzon, 1974,
Ch. 10). Figure B-7 is not completely analogous to Figure B-3.

If both partners have rising costs, we might be
inclined to construct again B's excess supply, add it horizon-
tally to A's supply, and expect diagrams close to Figure B-3

9) In fact, Viner introduced only trade creation and trade
diversion, but since he was interested in allocative effi-ciency, the analogue effects are often called 'Vinerian'.
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and B-4. This would be incorrect. In Figure B-7 the distortive

effect of the certificates of origin become apparent in the
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simultaneous im- and export of x by partner B: when the FTA

is formed B will export its totaZ production to A as long as

the costprice remains below A's pre-FTA price Pa. Before the

FTA A imports AB from C. Upon the ratification of the treaty

we have to be informed about the supply and demand structure

in both A and B in order to be able to construct total supply

in A. If we exclude "air" in B's tariff, B might import a cer-

tain quantity of x at the cumtariff price Pb' before the FTA.

This import cannot be transported to A at that prevailing pri-

ce, but it can be extended infinitely for B consumers (as

C produces at constant costs) if necessary. After the PTA, B

producers will massively sell in A because for every unit of

x they expect to obtain a higher price, observing the pre-FTA

price Pa in A. So, we have to construct a schedule S (a+b)'

representing totar supply of area-origin. This curve is not
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relevant below the price Pb' because B-producers could then
sell profitably in B, and above Pa' because A-consumers would
then start to import from C at pa-

Dependent on how strong demand will be in A, we
distinguish three subcases. For demand curve  Dl we recognize
Figure B-6. However, the analysis is nat similar. Trade cre-ation is again CD, diversion DE and expansion EF, but all are
of a different character. In fact, trade is doubly created
because CD is an increase in B-A trade, replacing A production,
but it will simultaneously be imported in B from C, as B pro-
ducers will not offer CD in B anymore. The same applies to thetrade expansion. Also, the trade diversion does not fit our
definition too well, because C's exports to A (AB) simply switch
to B in order to replace DE. Strictly, DE is trade diversion,as B is a higher cost source than C, but to assert this is
contrary to the intent of the concept - namely, to represent
the allocative consequences of an increase in protection. C
retains its previous exports to B; in addition, it redirects
A's imports to B; therefore, it could also be said that trade
diversion is occuring in A, trade creation in B and that area-
trade-diversion (which is relevant for C) is zero.

Again, we have trouble in applying the concepts
as intended. But this is not all we can observe. One should
realize that CF coming from B and the equal replenishment in
B by C boils down to the same thing as transit-trade, Although
there is no official trade deflection, CF should be called 10)

"indirect trade deflection", having the equivalent effect for
A consumers of purchasing at the price, prevailing in B. As
drawn, B-producers will not obtain additional benefits abovethose, when supplying in B, but this is due to A's demand de-
ficiency. Let us turn to demand-curve 02. The pre-FTA imports
were AT. The treaty concluded, A will import QR entirely from

10) The term is Shibata's (Shibata, 1971, p. 78)
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B at the price Pi· But as pb < pi' this implies price differen-

=iation in the free trade area, a remarkable feature indeed
for trade integration . Trade creation is QM, trade diver-11)

sion is MN and trade expansion is NR.
The extent to which the three will be equalled

in B is now uncertain: the maximum C can replenish in B is CZ,

being B's supply at the prevailing cum-tariff price Pb. Thus,
there will be area-trade diversion if MN < CZ; in other words,

if A's previous imports cannot be fully delivered in B at Pb.
If MN Z CZ, trade creation and trade expansion will constitute

an intra-area production-increase, enabled by the certificates
of origin. Note that, if MN < CZ, C's exports to B will be

greater than C's previous exports to A, meaning that some in-

direct trade deflection contributes to trade creation QM and
to trade expansion NR.

Whether A looses depends on the being greater of

MNSH than QMA + TNR; B gains additional revenue CZ times (Pb-
Pc), apart from its original revenue . As drawn, the bloc tends
to loose on balance, but, of course, a general conclusion is

impossible . An analysis in terms of 'welfare'-gains cannot be

a useful policy-guide, here. In turning to demand-schedule

D , we see that pre-FTA-imports (AU) from C will not be wholly
replaced by B. Nevertheless, trade diversion is still conside-

rable (AW) and it is, moreover, not compensated by any trade

creation and trade expansion. A will keep some revenue (WUU'W')

but will loose a good deal of it (AWW'H).
Thus, if A's demand is sufficiently strong, the

FTA is highly inefficient and protective; in addition, a maxi-

mum price-divergence will come about between A and B . In B,12)

11) However, there is still market-integration in the sense of
Par. II.6.1., as prices in A tend to converge with those in
B (from pa to pi)'

12) In the terminology of Par. II.6.1., there is no market-in-
tegration (but market-interdependence has increased in spite
of that), although there is some negative policy-integration.
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C's extra supply of CZ can never meet the loss of A's imports
AW, so that there will also be area-trade diversion (AW-CZ).
In comparison with the trade bloc, having partners that pro-
duce at rising costs, it appears that (great) total demand is

highly influential under the FTA (making it protective and

eliminating direct and indirect trade deflection), whereas the
magnitude of total demand, or even the magnitude of A's demand

solely, is not of any relevance to the "protectiveness' of a
trade-bloc (excluding "air  tariffs).

We conclude that area-trade diversion is certain-

ly possible in an FTA but there is a strong presumption that
it be fairly small. Country-wise, A's trade diversion is lar-

gely (or completely) offset by B's trade creation, so that the

rest of the world does not loose the access to the area-market.

Certificates of area-origin are roundabout means in their bloc-

king of trade deflection. Firstly, indirect trade deflection

may come about if demand in A is not very fierce. Second, they
have clear (non-tariff) distortive effects in their double
creation of trade (B's penetration in A and C's take-over in

B), in the conversion of trade deflection into trade diversion

(mostly), and more important, in the likely price-differenti-
ation they cause. In terms of welfare-effects, not any state-

ment of meaningful generality seems possible for the area as
a whole. However, looking to countries separately, country B

has a striking bias for benefits. It does not only profit from
trade creation (and the ensuing tariff revenue addition) but

also from extra producersurplus, the moment its exports to A
become larger than CZ (in Figure B-7). This gain is so peculi-

ar because it is not accompanied by price-increases for
consumers i.e. it does nat entail trade contraction.
As a final point, it may be noted that, complications in the

administrative field still aside, the FTA is not well-suited
for beginning the long road of integration, as gains are often
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13)
unevenly distributed and (commodity) market integration

can sometimes be weak or absent. For low-level cooperation,

it may be a feasible method in specific situations.

2.3.    The customs union

A customs union is defined as a group of countries,

eliminating their tariffs for intra-group-trade and unifying

their national tariffs into a common external tariff for trade
14)

with third countries . A customs union (CU) differs from a

trade bloc in the removal of one additional degree of freedom

in national commercial policy; a trade bloc does, and a CU

does not, permit tariffs (for trade with third countries) that

13) This conclusion is in conflict with the results of Curzon
(1974, ch. 10). In comparing FTA's with customs unions, she
maintains that, generally, the gains in FTA's are fairly

evenly distributed (p. 285). She arrives at this result by
analysing six cases, that, under close inspection, hardly

do away with Shibata's (and our) analysis, above. Her case
1 is incompatible with Figure B-7 since country B is as-

sumed to be more competitive than C; also case 6 is in-

compatible since country A is assumed not to produce x at
all. The cases 2,4 and 5 amount to the demand-schedules

Dl,D, and D, of Figure B-7; however, the revenue-Zoes in
FiguEe B-7 Is large in case of D2(Curzon's situation 4, p.
278) since we have drawn the ex-ante imports of A (AT) as

being substantial whereas Curzon has drawn them as being
small, giving A only a small revenue-loss. Finally, her
case 3 is simply our 02, only without ex-ante imports in

A: this obviously aggrandizes the outcome for A in the
FTA, compared with Figure B-7.
This detailed treatment may remind the reader that the
casulstry in second-best analysis is virtually endless and

the 'generality' of conclusions is never more than limi-

ted. The distributions of gains within the FTA can there-

fore be predicted only with caution.

14) For the GATT-definition, see GATT (1952), art. XXIV, 8 (a).
Several ZegaI problems have been ignored in our definition,

such as the 'general incidence' of tariffs (see also Par.
V. 3.2.), trade regulations 'other' than tariffs and the
provision that a CU should comprise 'substantially all' the
trade.
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increases). In addition, both the PTA and the CU have inferior
trade creation and trade expansion from an aL:33ative point of

view, inferior with respect to the trade bloc (Figure B-2).

where CD and EF are imported from C instead of (here) B. (See
also Figure B-6). Thus, under non-prohibitive tariffs and con-

stant costs in B, trade destruction in B and trade diversion
in A will both occur. Therefore, the world will not particu-

larly welcome such an arrangement.
In Figure B-10, A and B have rising costs. As

there is free transit trade possible for all products, we have
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to reintroduce an excess-supply curve such as in Figure B-3

and  B-4  [ S (a+be) 1.  The only thing  we know about  the  CET  is
that it should lie between Pb and pa

We have taken four typical cases as focus points. If P4 be-
comes the price at which A (and B) consumers may import from

the rest of the world, the CU is for A the same as a non-dis-
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criminatory tariff reduction . Trade creation is C4 D4' trade
16)

diversion is zero and trade expansion is E4F4' results that
would have been the same if there had been no CU at all but

only a reduction of ta. Also, revenue may or may not be grea-

ter (ABKH as against C4F4F5Cs)· Let us now suppose that P3

becomes the cum-tariff import price. At this price B is self-
sufficient, as we can see, but any excess production beyond

its own needs drive up prices above P3. Thus, this CET does

not "protect" B's access to A's market, but it does allow self-
sufficiency in B as the tariff facing B-consumers goes up from

(pb-pc) to (P3-pc). Both cases, treated above, are comparable
with two cases from Figure B-3 and B-4. Both the trade bloc and

the CU (not, the FTA, where transit-trade is distorted) cannot

favor B above C for all possible tariffs: B can onty take ad-

vantage of the agreed and institutionalized discrimination if
its tariff in the trade bloc or the CET in the CU lift the

import prices of C-origin above B's autarchy-price. The reason

is simple: B must be able to supply at rising prices along

S(a+be). Thus, the tariff-averaging CU may well be of a purely
beneficial nature. Stronger, even if the CET results in prices

higher than P3' this does not imply trade diversion pers6:

only beyond the price where S(a+be) cuts the line AD4' trade

diversion will occur. For a C-import price P2' for example,

we get a trade creation C2D2' a trade diversion D2L and a

trade expansion E2F2. Note that LF2 is the total C-supply in

A, being larger than before, although C "suffers" from trade
diversion:

Once again, in this world of casuIstry, trade diversion does

not imply, a priori, that C's access to A's market has weake-

ned.

But, on the other hand, in B'G market the loss

16) For B, imports from C will diminish as the tariff increases
to  (pd-p·-) /p  . Some trade destruction  and some trade  con-
traction wili be found.
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is always complete for prices equal or higher than P3. For a

CET, higher than P2' two possibilities are of interest. At Pd C

starts loosing net supply to A since XY = AB. At Pl C has been

driven out of A completely: the CU has become autarchic and

higher union prices are not possible.

In terms of 'welfare' gains, everything is possib-

le. A dominant determinant is the CET, obviously: this is not

solely a CU-affaire as the "averaging" has to be accepted by
the GATT-members. Furthermore, apart from the usual determi-

nants, it is crucial where C3 is situated; to put it different-

ly, how competitive B is, compared to A, and compared to C.
The revenue question is also fairly unpredictable: it is cer-

tain that for prices between Pd and Pl, revenue will be less
than before the CU (as XYY'X' must be less than ABKH), but for

any lower CET it is hard to ascertain, a priori, whether there

will be a revenue-loss (is LF2F6L' 2 ABKH?).
The crux of the CU, therefore, should nat be

looked for in A's market, but in B. For pre-CU tariffs in B,

such as (Pb-Pc), trade contraction and trade destruction can
become substantial if a CU is joined. In some of the older

literature and in many handbooks, this important conclusion is

hidden by the constant cost assumption for the partner or by
neglect of B's market . Let us look somewhat closer to B's17)

market in Figure B-11. Before the CU B imports AB at Pb. This
possibility is cut off when the CET is installed. By obligation,

all these possible CET's will be substantially higher than

(pb-Pc). This leads to a reversal of the process of liberali-
sation: negative trade creation or trade destruction (AC) and

negative trade expansion or trade contraction (CB) will occur

17) It is pointless to sum up all examples. Handbooks such as
Kindleberger, 1973, p. 175; Caves & Jones, 1973, p. 295-
297 and Clement, Pfister & Rothwell, 1967, p. 184 etc. ap-
ply this one-country, partial equilibrium approach. More
appropriate are Shibata, (1967) and Curzon (1974), prece-
ded by H.G. Johnson (1957).
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up to P3. Beyond P3' the net producers surplus for B-pro-
ducers can only be acquired by selling in A: thus for Pd' GHS

in Figure B-11 must be equal to C2XC3 in Figure B-10. For B,
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Figure 8.11

the CU leads to an increase of consumption from higher cost

sources, accompanied by sharply increasing consumption prices.
This conclusion, much more than the implications in A's mar-

ket, renders the CU more protective and seemingly less appea-

ling than the FTA (and the trade bloc). In the FTA, B consumers

do not suffer from the cost increases and reallocations of B-

producers. Therefore, if its government has, for whatever rea-

son, a preference for preferential trading, it seems irratio-
nal to favor the customs union alternative. In summary, both

the FTA and the CU are inadequate liberalisation methods, but

a general answer as to the point whether either the FTA or

the CU will do better in this respect cannot be given. It all

depends, in theory.
This conclusion can of course be worked out by

going through a serie of comparative cases, varying such things
as the elasticities of demand and supply curves, the height of

autarchyprices, the heights of respective tariffs and, as we
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have done for some representative cases, the different possible

cost assumptions. It is, however, most important to understand
that the second-best nature of discriminatory tariff treatment

renders any a-priori-conclusions very implausible , be it
18)

that the unfavourable effects of the CU upon B's market may indeed

be   generalized.   Thus,   a   FTA is nothing "better"   than  a  CU   in
terms of allocative efficiency or in terms of welfare gains,

although more cases may be constructed wherein the FTA is less
protective in character . The Balassain argument to put the19)

FTA at a lower stage is therefore a purely political argument:
it tends to imply only a partia Z transfer of autonomy in the

relevant instrument (commercial policy).

Par. 3. General equilibrium of customs unions

Partial analysis, such as that of Par. B-2, is

unsatisfactory for a variety of reasons, which

will probably be well-known to the reader. In integration-ana-
lysis, one reason is added: the one-product analysis may con-
ceal the distortive nature of sectoral integration (see also

Balassa, 1961-b, pp. 15-17). The framework of general equili-

brium analysis, that is applied, is of the transformation/in-
difference curve variety. A considerable amount of work has

been done within the framework of offercurves (see Vanek, 1962:

Vanek, 1965; Kemp, 1969; Arndt, 1969; Baldwin. 1973 and Ghosh,
1974), but we shall abstain from surveying these contributions20).

18) N6t: impossible, as Lipsey & Lancaster (1956) have conclu-
ded. See, the Cooper/Massel proposition in Par. B-3.4.

19) See Curzon (1974, ch. 10). Although her FTA-cases may dis-
play a favourable bias (see footnote B-13), the compariaonwith  CU' s still holds because  of the effects   in the B-market:

20) Their analysis of the intra-CU effects is mostly similar.
Offercurves (especially Vanek's excess-offercurves) have a
comparative advantage for extra-CU-relations.
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3.1.    The CU under constant costs

Viner's (1950) stimulating contribution has al-

ways been somewhat puzzling as to what the underlying assump-

tions were. We do not wish to go into the dragging dispute
about the precise intentions of Viner (see Lipsey, 1957; Lip-

sey, 1960; Johnson, 1957; Melvin, 1969; Bhagwati, 1971; Krauss,

1972; Kirman, 1973; and Bhagwati's comment, following Kirman).

In Figure B-12 and B-13, Lipsey's presentation

will be followed . Lipsey's interpretation is important be-
21)

cause he intended to show the dubious utility of the 'trade-

diversion' concept, once substitution between commodities is

allowed for.Figure B-12 is close to Figure B-8. If Lipsey is
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correct in interpreting Viner, the latter's analysis assumes

inelastic demand, thus no trade expansion, whereas Figure B-8

21) Strictly, only Figure B-13, Figure B-12 can, however, be
constructed from Lipsey's textual interpretation (see
Lipsey, 1960).
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included trade expansion .From Figure B-12, the expressions
22)

trade creation and trade diversion originate. If ta = (pa-pc)/
pc is being changed in a CET = CPb-Pc)/pc of the CU, trade cre-
ation GHFB is a useful and immediate concept: it shows that
allocative efficiency is served by a shift to B-production i.e.
trade creation is 'good'. If a slightly lower tariff ta =
(Pd-Pc)/Pc had been applied, trade diversion G'H'FB is again

a useful and immediate concept: it shows that C-production for
A's market is now replaced by the less efficient B-production
only because governments have created artificial price differen-
tiation i.e. trade diversion is 'bad'. But it cannot be stressed
sufficiently, that those concepts lose much of their force, or
can not be defined appropriately, in more complex analysis.

Already the very simple Figure B-13 introduces some
peculiarities in order to protect the original purpose of Vi-
ner's concepts. Inelastic demand is now taken to be a fixed con-
sumptive ratio between x and y: although there is a two-good
analysis, there is nothing equilibrating and little general.

Trading product y along the world terms of trade AC, A-consu-
mers will have to pay tariff-duties (KP) and will so achieve
H; after the supposedly neutral distribution of revenue , they
reach K. In trading with B, without revenue because of the CU,
they only reach F. This somewhat awkward transposition of Fi-
gure B-12 on to 'general equilibrium' implies the same conclusion
as in Figure B-12: trade diversion is 'bad', since it is clear-
ly a shift to inefficient resources and, consequently, less of
x and y can be consumed.

To demonstrate the restrictive nature of the ori-
ginal trade creation/trade diversion concepts, Lipsey (1960;
see also Gehrels, 1957) replaced Figure B-13 by Figure B-14.

Consumptive satisfaction is now indicated by the familiar com-
munity indifference curves, here I  and Il. If K represents the

22) The term trade expansion has been introduced by Meade (1955-
b). Viner only investigated production effects.
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free trade situation, the highest possible I-curve is actual-
ly reached. Trade, restricted by the tariff tt, would suppress

x-consumption and bring the country on a lower I-curve in E.

Y
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Figure 8 14

Note that the cum-tariff price in A (the slope of tt) may not

be higher than the autarchy price (the slope of AA'), because
then E would coincide with point A, inducing A-producers to

start x-production behind the now-prohibitive tariff. The fol-

lowing step is the customs union. We can observe that Viner's
conclusion - trade diversion is 'bad' - will now depend on F's

location. One possibility is that B's price-line touches the

same I-curve Il' so that the CU will imply no welfare-change.
This situation has been drawn: the decrease of the internaZ

A-price of x will induce x-y-substitution (from E to F). Such

a substitution-process is a typical general equilibrium effect

and will, in this case, have the effect of leaving satisfaction
unchanged. The other two possibilities are that B's price-

line is either between AA' and AB or between AB and AC. The
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first will induce a welfare-decrease,the latter a welfare-in-
crease. The reason is that the move from restricted trade (with

the world) to another form of restricted trade (in a CU) consti-
tutes a move from one suboptimal case to another.

It is, thus, second-best-analysis, and no general,

a priori, answers can be formulated. In this particular case

of customs unions, the commodity-substitution follows upon the
(artificial) price-alterations and this may (over-) compensa-
te the allocative inefficiency. The distinction between trade

creation and trade diversion has now been shown to be a dubi-

ous distinction from a consumptive point of view: for all kind

of relative prices, an indifference curve indicates equal sa-
tisfaction, so that an increase in costprice does not necessari-

ly imply a decrease in satisfaction. If we move to the analy-
sis with variable opportunity-costs, the distinction will be-

come even more dubious since, in that case, costprices may now
also change in the home country itself.

We close this section by proving that trade cre-

ation is necessarily welfare improving, under constant costs.
As far as we are aware, this has never explicitly been proved

in the literature. It is, however, easily demonstrated as soon

as one realizes that Figure B-14 is comparable only to the non-

prohibitive case of Figure B-12, namely for ta = (pd-Pc)/Pc

For the tariff ta = (pa-pc)/Pc' complete autarchy arises in x.
In all the cases of constant costs, treated previously, trade

creation could only come about if and only if A's tariff had

been prohibitive i.e. if A had been autarchic in x. For Figure
B-14, this must imply that only those tariffs, that make the

internal (cum tariff) price of x equal or higher than A's au-
tarchy price, may lead to a tradecreating CU (thus, the slope

of tt must be equal or steeper than AA'). This trade creation

must be welfare-improving, because a CU price-ratio, laying

to the right of AA' must touch higher I-curves than I 2.
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3.2. The small CU under increasing costs

As has already been perceived in Par. B-3.1.,

the case of increasing opportunity costs poses yet unencoun-

tered problems. In this section, we will analyse the CU under
given world terms-of-trade, implying that the CU be small.

We now get two substitution processes, one consumptive and one
productive. In B-3.1., a shift in costs is tantamount to a

substitution of productive centers: in other words, lineair

transformation schedules in CU-analysis imply country-substi-

tution. But concave transformation curves imply a change in
own costs as soon as tariffs are at stake, so that the allo-

cative changes should be traced differently. Therefore, we
have to point out clearly whether we wish to isolate the al-

locative effects (in the Vinerian tradition) or not. In order

to isolate the production effects, a fixed eonsumption ratio
is applied in Figure B-15, similar to Figure B-1323).

The two goods are consumed along the ray OZ. The

given world-terms-of-trade is QlK, implying that K is the free

trade consumption point and Ql the free trade production point

of A. If x-imports are charged by a tariff tt, A's x-produc-

tion increases, reaching Q2 as the countries' production point
and E as the countries' consumption point. It appears (not to

our surprise) that welfare has decreased with KE, comparable

to Figure B-13. From this position A concludes a CU-treaty.

A's inefficient x-production will now be partially replaced

by B's less-inefficient supply, so that Q3 becomes the new pro-

duction point. The intra-CU terms of trade (Q3F) must be better

than tt but still inferior to the world terms of trade Q1K, com-
parable to Figure B-13.

It is obvious that the move from Q2 to Q3 is trade

23) With minor changes, Figure B-15 is adopted from Krauss,
1972 , P. 416.
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creation. But, and now contrary to Figure B-13, this trade crea-
tion is not caused by country-substitution but by the permit-
tance of competitive x-imports alongside own production of
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-
-
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Figure B.15

importables. Thus, there are two forces: a move towards free
trade, observeable as a move towards higher efficiency (ED =
trade creation), and a worseing of the externaZ price ratio

24)(DF = terms of trade loss) . As drawn, the 'trade creating'-
CU happens to be indifferent because here ED = DF. Of course,

24) The internaZ price-ratio of A improves from tt to Q3F.
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it is no longer useful to label such a CU to its production

effect as both trade creation and trade diversion occur, the

former being AB and the latter BE (expressed, as in partial
analysis, in quantities of the protected product x)25).

Furthermore, the proposition that trade creation is necessari-

ly welfare-improving is hard to verify because it can only

analytically be separated from a simultaneous negative terms
of trade effect26),

As we have observed before, as soon as the constant cost case

has been left, the analysis becomes a typical second best ana-

lysis: here, at Q2 we have limited-trade at the best terms of

trade, and at Q3 we have more-trade but a less advantageous
terms of trade.

The next step is to undo the previous analysis of

its consumptive rigidity. The removal of the ray OZ, however,

deprives us from a most convenient way of measuring welfare.

Instead of the ratio of quantities of x- and y-consumption,

we can convert all changes along the CU-price-ratio into quan-
tities of either x or y . In Figure B-16, Ql  is the free27)

trade production point and K the free trade consumption point

(as in Figure B-15). A tariff tt lowers welfare from IS to I2'
that is, to E (as in Figure B-15). The CU with B results in an

intra-union terms of trade of Q3F, F being the new consumption

point. Again, there is a worsening of the external price ratio

CQ2E//Q1K becomes Q2R//Q3F), which could be called consumption

contracting to Il' and there is the improvement of allocation

25) Note, that for BE to be trade diversion, we implicitly
assume that the partner is not very small. If B could not
completely supply BE of x, matters become complicated.

26) It cAn be verified with certainty if A had a prohibitive
ex ante tariff (reaching Q4 in Figure B-15), since always
Q D > DF.
4

27) This technique has been introduced by Johnson. Figure B-
16 is based on, but different from, Krauss, 1972, p. 418.
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from Q2 to Q3, leading to a movement from Il to I3 (trade cre-
ation). But if we wish to uphold the analogy with Figure B-15,
we should convert with a different price: the given world terms

Y

Q1

Q3

0          K IS
D             I4

C7

0                          C6
I7

Q

E                        I3

04|=H)                                    S
I2t                          R                 I 

X

Figure B.16

of trade. The trade creation effect brings consumption, then,

from E to D (along 03D) and the consumption contraction, be-
cause of the worsening of the external price ratio, would bring
consumption back to F on I3. Of course, the two methods are
not materially different, although, for statistical reasons,
one tends to favor the latter.

In analogy with the fixed consumption case, this
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trade creation may or may not be welfare-improving. If the

new production point is Q5, or even closer to Q2' the CU will

be indifferent or mean a deterioration as to A's welfare. Si-
milar to Figure B-15, we could draw trade triangles for the

pre-CU- and for the CU-situation, trade creation being the

horizontal projection of Q3Q2, trade diversion being the ho-

rizontal projection of Q2E and trade expansion the horizontal
projection of EF. But these concepts are not very meaningful

here, as it is the final indifference curve that measures wel-

fare, taking the sacrifice of y into account.

A similarity both to Figure B-15 and Figure B-14 can be found

if the pre-CU tariff was prohibitive. As there is no external

price ratio in such a case, it cannot worsen and there will

obviously be no trade diversion. Therefore, if H(= Q4 in Fi-
gure B-16)represents the autarchy point, there will be an im-

provement of the (internal) terms of trade, because B is more
efficient, and there will be trade creation. The proposition
that trade creation will necessarily be beneficial can then be

maintained. But in Figure B-14 (constant costs) autarchy is a

necessary assumption, while in Figure B-15 and Figure B-16 it
is a bordercase.

Our conclusion is that, under increasing costs and

in general equilibrium, there is both trade creation and trade

diversion, but this does not help too much in establishing

welfare-changes.
Dependent on the relative efficiency of A vis-a-vis B (is Q3

Close to Q27) and, thus, dependent on the intra-CU-price ratio,

such customs unions may or may not be welfare improving.

3.3.    The rational for a small CU

until Par. B-3.2. trade blocs, free trade areas

and especially customs unions have been considered as a poli-
tical datum. Thus, in the foregoing analysis, the task of eco-

nomic analysis has been to evaluate the "welfare-costs-and-
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benefits" of a given political decision, being the foundation
of a customs union. Such a procedure is based on three assump-
tions. First, political decisions are assumed to be taken wit-
hout economic considerations, a typical procedure for a laissez-
faire world, where politics and economics have been separated.
Second, and a derivative of the first assumption, there is no
need for the search for (better) policy alternatives, as the
customs union decision seems to be entirely determined by the
political machinery. Third, political decisions cannot be, as
an a-priori, rational. This being known, it is a fut€Ze attempt
to find a general, economic rational for customs unions in the

foregoing paragraphs.

In Figure B-10, it is possible to discern 4 re-
presentative cases which will all be disadvantageous compared
to a similar non-discriminatory tariff. This leads to the so
called Cooper-MasseZ-proposition28): n......a customs union is
necessarily inferior to an appropriate policy of non-preferen-
tial protection". This proposition seems to make politics and
economics antagonistic: whereas classical economic theory pre-
cludes the  a-priori rationality of political decisions, such
as the creation of customs unions (implying that a CU may hap-
pen to be rational or non-rational), Cooper & Massel (1965-a)
hold that there is never a rational for customs union within
the classical framework. They distinguish four representative
tariffs of A before this country enters the CU: a prohibitive
one (Pb)' a less than prohibitive one (Pa)' a tariff Pl for
which A is not, but the CU Is, autarchic and a lower tariff
p2. For all four cases, two alternative  policies are analy-
sed: the entry of A into the CU and an "appropriate" non-dis-
criminatory commercial policy.

28) Cooper & Massel (1965-a) have first formulated this con-
clusion. See, op cit., p. 96. Figure B-10 has, in part,
been suggested by their analysis.
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case 1: having p , the CU results in a price-decrease to

pl; but a tariff decrease to Pl could also achieve this

price and, in addition, such a non-discriminatory tariff

decrease would still result in a revenue of (Pl-Pc)x Clfl;

case 2: having pa' the CU results in a price-decrease to

pl and in trade diversion (AB) whereas a tariff decrease

reaches Pl without trade diversion. The trade diversion in

the CU-option takes the form of a deadweight loss DlE1KH;

in the option of a tariff-decrease this revenue-stream is not

only maintained but will swell to (Pi-Pc) x Clfl

case 3: having Pl, the two options do not differ because

the price will remain pl· However, trade diversion in the

CU-option  takes the form of a complete loss of revenue

(Pl-pc) x Clfl

case 4: having Pa' a CU with an outer tariff of (P2-pc)

would result in a partial replacement of C-import by B-

imports (namely C2L), whereas the maintenance of the non-

discriminatory tariff (P2-pc) would leave things as they

were. Thus, the CU-option entails a revenue-loss of C2C6L'L.

So it appears that for all representative cases,

the option of a customs union is inferior to the option of a

non-discriminatory tariff policy, that has been made comparab-

le with regard to the price of x in A, A's total consumption

and A's own production. The commonly hold view about this pro-

position is that the free trade-orientation of classical the-

ory, and therefore of Vinerian customs union theory, prec Zudes

the expZanation of the existence of tariffs. In Classical the-

ory, tariffs are "bad", thus reductions of tariffs are "good"

and always "bettern than a roundabout approach towards free

trade such as the customs union. But, as Cooper & Massel right-

ly argue, this means that either governments are condemned as
irrational policy makers or customs union theory must be con-

strueted from a different perspective.

"By making explicit the economic ends served by tariffs, the

stage is set for an extension of customs union analysis" (Cooper
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& Massel, 1965-a, p.97). Such a statement implies a departure
from classical theory, since what is 'economic', is governed
by private welfare considerations , and those require, under

29)

the prevailing assumptions, that goods be traded freely. We

conclude that the Cooper & Massel findings constitute an ex-

plicit confirmation of our thesis that classical theory is not
suited to understand the economic relations in a system of wel-

fare states.

There is a strong presumption that, in such a sys-
tem of welfare states, policies, that are "irrational" from the

laissez-faire point of view, may be partly or fully rational
in an economy that is guided towards collectively formulated aims.

(See Ch. V.).

The Cooper & Massel-proposition being proved, some

objections may be raised to their analysis, that may limit the
generality of their proposition. The first point is concerned

with the inappropriateness of partial-equilibrium analysis; the
second with their assumptions about the outer tariff; the third

with their assumption about a given world terms of trade. As

regards the first objection, Arndt (1968) has demonstrated that
their partial equilibrium analysis can be replaced by a general

one; this analysis has later been extended by Krauss (1972).

Consider Figure B-16 anew. As drawn, Figure B-16 can represent
all the cases Cooper & Massel were analysing.

The prohibitive tariff (case 1) would touch A's

transformation curve at Q4=H. As we have seen before, gains are

maximal in case of a subsequent membership of a CU with an in-

29) Johnson (1965), Cooper & Massel (1965-b) and Bhagwati (1969)
have tried to incorporate public preferences in the clas-
sical framework of tariff analysis. In doing so, they have
been able to expZain tariffs and discriminatory trading.
However, this analysis is typically suited for underdeve-
loped countries and their specific preference to enhance
home industry. For a Keynesian tariff-theory, using govern-
ment objectives as a proxy for welfare, see Ch.5 V and VI.
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ternal CU-price Q3F. The less than prohibitive tariff (case 2)
is tt, touching at Q2 and E. Gains here are both negative and
positive, but the positive ones more than compensate the nega-

tive ones. Case 3, wherein A is not, but the CU will be autar-

chic, is here the line Q6C. Alike Figure B-10, A will reduce
its production (to Q3) but it will achieve the same satisfac-

tion in case of a non-discriminatory tariff as in case of a
customs union ((6 and F both being on I3). Case 4 is any tariff,
touching A's transformation curve between Q6 and Q , enab-

30)
3

ling A to achieve a higher I-curve than I3. Entering the CU

while being at Q7, A would now start to trade along Q3F, but
at the intersection with the previous terms of trade line (say
Q7c7) it would import the rest from C, thereby maintaining its

satisfaction on (say) I7' just as in Figure B-10. F would be
achieved in both options. The proposition of Cooper & Massel
can now be found easily, because in all four cases D could ha-

ve been achieved under an "appropriate" non-discriminatory
tariff, whereas the actual outcome of the entry into the CU,

for  A,  will  be  F  on  I3  or  (7  on I7. Although the analysis seems
somewhat complex, the results are completely analogous.

In turning to the second objection, it should be
admitted that Cooper & Massel overlook the GATT-prescription
for customs unions.

GATT prescribes a CU to apply an intermediate tariff so as to

cause the same "general incidence" on substantially all trade

as before the arrangement. Although there is no widespread
agreement as to the exact meaning of this phrase , it cer-

31)

tainly does not imply the maintenance of the tariff of the most

protectionist member of the bloc. But Cooper & Massel assume
precisely that.

30) For an ex-ante tariff Q F, equal to the ex-post CU-price-ratio, the entering of 2he CU would no longer effect the
A-C trade along Q30. Compare with ta = (P3-pc)/pc in Figure
B-10.

31) See also, Par. V. 3.2.
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However, this  objection does not invalidate their results. To

invalidate their proposition, the CU with the intermediate tariff

would still have to be contrasted with a comparable ("appropri-

ate") non-discriminatory tariff policy. Only for a final outer

tariff of (P3-Pc) or lower, when the CU would have become effect-
less, there is equality. Therefore it is still true to consider

the customs union as a roundabout means to liberalize trade, that
cannot be rationalized by classical theory as there is nothing

a CU can do that a non-discriminatory tariff cannot do better.

This only leaves the third objection. The sole

classical, economic argument for tariff protection is the opti-
mal tariff argument, this is, an improvement in the terms of

trade of the levying country. If the CU is not too small, the

potential improvement of the terms of trade may be marginal or

inconceivable for anyone member of the bloc alone, but might be

feasible for the bloc together. This would invalidate the Coo-

per & Massel-proposition that there is nothing a CU can do, a non-

discriminatory unilateral commercial policy cannot do better.

Within the framework of classical theory, this would simply be

an extension of the optimal tariff argument.

To investigate this possibility, it seems proper now to drop
the hitherto maintained assumption of a fixed world terms of

trade.

3.4. A large CU under increasing costs

For a given (world) terms of trade it is unclear -

economically - why the forming of a CU would be preferable to a

government above an appropriate liberalisation of commercial

policy. But as the world terms of trade may already improve for
one tariff-levying country in tariff-theory, there seems to be

a firm case for lifting the fixed terms of trade assumption for
a larger unit, the customs union.

The problem is not so much the identification of

trade creation or trade diversion, but the verification of the
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Cooper/Massel-thesis. If the terms of trade is no longer fi-

xed, it may improve for the tariff-rasing country if it is

large, and it may improve for the union if that is relatively

large. By means of intuitive reasoning or by applying offer
curves a number of writers have been thinking about the terms
of trade effect of CU's. But only few have tried to streamline

the analysis in the conventional transformation - indifference

framework (Arndt, 1968; Melvin, 1969; Krauss, 1972). Arndt's

presentation has been given in the somewhat complicated Figure
B-17. The complexity is great because, for any given trade-

situation, both the A-B terms of trade and the A-C terms of
trade might change. The free trade situation is represented by

production at Ql, consumption at Cl and trading occurs along

Q (1 (not drawn) with C. The raising of a tariff C2S/C2R causes

an improvement of the terms of trade to T2' leading to consump-

tion at C2 and production at Q2·
A distribution of the revenue as an income-subsi-

dy could bring the consumer again to (say) C3 or even further

on Q S . The following step is the customs union. As we have32)
2

seen already in Figure B-16 and before, partner B must first

reach its autarchy price before starting to export to A and

diverting C's market share in A. Let us suppose that the intra-
customs-union terms of trade at which B starts exporting x to

A is P3. Thus, alike the analysis with Figure B-16, if the CU
is to have any effect at all, its internal price-ratio shall

be between P3 and P2
The four focus cases of Cooper & Massel can now be traced.

For case 1, country A would have to be autarchic (at Q ). The
less than prohibitive tariff would be P2 (case 2). Case 3 was

32) In personal correspondence, Arndt pointed out to me that S
would not be achieveable "because of the distortions (e.g.,
in prices) and consequent adjustments introduced by the ta-
riff". This argument does not seem tenable if the distribu-
tion is neutral, thus, if only C2S of x is distributed.
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a situation where A would be an importer from C, but, for that

terms of trade the CU-to-be-formed would become autarchic: thus,

A must produce between 02 and Q4, because for x-prices, higher
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Figure 8.17

than P3' B takes over from C in A's market. This CU-terms-of-
trade will be called Pu. For case 4, C's previous imports in A

will be partially taken over by partner B after the formation

of the CU: thus, the terms of trade between A and B (touching

A's transformation curve) must be between P3 (where B starts
taking over A's imports from C) and Pu (where B has taken over

all A's imports from C.
The first three cases are fairly immediate. All
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outer tariffs that would raise the price of x-imports equal or/

above Pu render the CU autarchic. For case 1 and 2, previous

consumption would take place along the Pu-line (not drawn, but

touching A's transformation curve at Q5)· However, this higher
consumption caused by the customs union would also be achievable

with an "appropriate" tariff-decrease, along a terms-of-trade

T3 (not drawn) with C, slightly better for A than T2. Thus,
the Cooper-Massel-proposition is still valid. For case 3, trade

will be on the Pu-line after the formation of the CU, whereas
before, A would trade along T). Therefore, even without libera-

lisation, non-discrimination will do better than discrimination
via a CU.

But case 4 is essentially different from Figure

B-16. The crux of the matter is (once again) the market of B.

Whereas trade liberalisation, in this case, would result in a

terms of trade, slightly better than T3 (because for C it gets

harder to penetrate A's market), a CU would cause a terms of
trade that mos: be even better (because for C it gets harder

to penetrate A's market, while having lost B's one already:).

For an outer tariff that makes B self-sufficient, this terms

of trade could be T4: A is still trading only with C, although
the CU has been formed, but the closure of 3 has improved A's

terms of trafe. It appears that, for case 4, it is possible to

achieve welfare levels such as Cu' under appropriate distri-
bution policies . "What this implies necessarily is, that

33)

the combined economic power of the two countries acting in uni-

son may accomplish what one country acting in isolation cannot bring

off" (Arndt, 1968, p. 161). The Cooper/Massel proposition has

33) If,contrary te what Arndts asserts, S would be achieveable,
there is no way of knowing whether S implies a higher I-cur-
ve than C . Furthermore, one may wonder why it is that, in
one situa irn, a distortion prevents A-consumers to reach
S under diszribution, while in another, a likewise distor-
tion does nzi prevent them to achieve C .

U
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no general validity. The crux of the customs-union being the
closure of B's market, in fact, the CU is not necessary. As
long as A can persuade B to levy a prohibitive tariff, the ef-
fect would be the same. Therefore, the proper alternative for
a CU is some (other) sort of international collusion , some

34)

other way of the pooling of economic power.
Overlooking the somewhat tedious efforts to bring

CU-theory on a higher analytical level than the partial equi-
librium approach, we cannot be very impressed by the differen-
ce in conclusions. Although there is a case for a customs union,
it remains .very weak, and only valid for some positions. It is
still not possible to explain the fear for normal trade libera-
lisation or for alternative preferential agreements such as the
trade bloc or a FTA.

Par. 4. The trade bloc in a three-by-three model

That an analysis of preferential trading requires

a three-country-approach has been widely accepted,
especially since it has proved to be possible to extent the ap-
proach to all levels of (graphical) analytical intricacy. Less
well taken have been the criticisms of Lipsey and Vanek, that35)

the theory of preferential trading also requires a three-good
analysis, both for investigating consumption effects and terms
of trade effects. In contrast to the three-country requirement,
the three goods case has hardly been dealt with because it
seemed hardly possible to overcome the great problems involved.
We shall concentrate on Mundell's surprisingly simple generali-
sation of the problem, in due neglect of some other work36).

34) See Arndt, 1968, p. 165. Note that a CU is then seen as oneout of several ways to acquire economic power (see Par. IV.2.2.).
35) See Lipsey (1957, p. 64; and 1960, p. 227) and Vanek (1965,pp. 13-14).

36) See Mundell, 1964. We neglect Vanek's effort to construct a
geometry; see Vanek, 1965, p. 195 ff.
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In fact, he is not specifically interested in a customs-union
but in a preferential reduction of tariffs among A and B i.e.,
in a trade bloc37).

Apart from his geometry, Mundell's analysis is
striking in his emphasis on the substitution-problem, that be-
comes essential in a three goods world. In his phrasing, all

exports are assumed to be "gross-substitutes in world consump-
tion in the sense that a rise in the price of any country's ex-

ports, all other prices remaining constant, creates an excess
demand for the exports of every other country" (Mundell, 1964,
p. 143). The explicit neglect of complementarity does not make

the analysis more restrictive than in the two-good case; of

course, substitutability is also assumed in the two-good analy-
sis (indifference-curve:). In Figure B-18, AA, BB and CC are

iso-balance-lines. Such a line is defined as the locus of world
prices of A and B, relative to the world prices of C, which per-

mit external balance. At Q, the actual terms-of-trade can be

found that equilibrate trade flows. The slope of AA is positive;
furthermore, AA is also below OQ, because a price increase in A

(relative to C) necessitates a stronger price increase of B in
order to maintain external balance. One may apply similar rea-

sonings to BB and CC. If there is a movement away from equili-
brium, and away from the iso-balance lines, external imbalances

will arise: such imbalances will be different in all six sec-
tors. For example, in sector I, country A will be in surplus

and C and B will suffer a deficit; however, realize that all
those imbalances will only be potential, since, given the clas-

sical assumptions, prices will change so as to achieve equili-
brium again. A tariff reduction by A for B-products only, will

potentially improve B's external balance and potentially worsen
those of A and C (both, because of gross-substitutability).

37) As we do not know whether the tariff is to be eliminated,it could also be a Preferential Trading Club.
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Thus, adjustment in this classical world has to remove those

tendencies by opposite movements of the various terms of trade:

B's one will improve (worsening its external balance again)
and A's and C's will deteriorate; in other words, the system

moves to sector I. Similar deductions can be applied to B's ta-

riff reduction for A-products, leading to a movement to sector
III. A trade bloc, i.e. simultaneous discriminatory reductions

of A and B, would then move to T, probably (but not necessarily)

in sector II. This leads to two general propositions:
1) a discriminatory tariff reduction in a trade bloc by one mem-

ber necessarily improves the terms of trade of the partner

2) many intra-trade-bloc-wise reductions of tariffs necessarily
improve the terms of trade of both partners with respect to

the rest of the world (namely in sector II).

The second proposition  implies that a certain weighting of ta-
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riff reductions (if previous tariffs are roughly equal) or a
certain ratio of tariff reductions (if there was a large ta-

riff disparity before the bloc treaty was signed) may result

in the maintenance of the previous A-B terms of trade: OQ

would then be extended and C's terms of trade will worsen cer-

tainly.
The Mundell-geometry is certainly creative. One

can be appreciative for his succesfull effort to reduce the

3-country-3 goods model to its bare essentials. Nevertheless,
the usefulness of Figure B-18 is questionable with respect to

two closely related problems. The first problem is that, in
the Mundell-analysis, one cann8t: and in practice, one must,

distinguish between a trade bloc (giving trade deflection) and
the FTA or CU (no trade deflection). This objection only streng-

thens the Mundell-analysis as the prevention of trade deflection

tends to weaken C's position even further on A's and B's market

under both arrangements , implying the acknowledgement of38)

his proposition 2.
The second problem is whether the (weak) case for preferential

trading (and more specifically, the CU) is strengthened by Mun-

dell's analysis. It is not.

Figure B-18 shows that there are cases in which

both countries improve their terms of trade with C, and this
is new because Figure B-17 accounted for only one terms of

trade, being left over, because it was a two good analysis.

But we are left in the dark about the final 'welfare'-positions,

38) This is not necessarily true in partia Z analysis (trade ex-
pansion can outweight trade diversion) but it is necessari-
ly true in general equilibrium with substitutable goods.
The "Keynesian" counterpart of substitution under price-
changes (because of tariffs, for example) is "expenditure-
switching'. Our Keynesian theory of trade liberalisation
(Ch. V) is, in the final analysis, based on a similar
reasoning as Mundell applies to Figure B-18. Compare foot-
note 7, Ch. V.
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let alone, to compare them with normal trade liberalisation.
Under non-discriminatory tariff reductions, T could become situ-

ated in any of the six sectors, without further a-priori know-
ledge.

Thus, also the generalisation of the preferential trading pro-

blem, although quite revailing as to the terms of trade effects,

fails to provide us with a significant case for trade integra-
tion.

Par. 5. Trade integration under decreasing costs

Treating decreasing costs in a separate paragraph
has four reasons. First, the partial equilibrium

approach in case of decreasing costs is not symmetrical to the
cases of constant and increasing costs. Second, for this case,
the extension of partial equilibrium to general equilibrium
constitutes an underdeveloped part of classical theory. Third,
the first assumption, underlying the preceding analysis, cannot
be maintained: perfect competition and decreasing costs are
incompatible. Fourth, increasing returns imply a conceptually
different argument for trade integration.

All too often the notion of economies of scale
-is   suggested   to be identi.Bal -to- decreasing costs.   This   is   not

the case, although often costs are decreasing when scale eco-
nomies are at stake.
The argument needs to be specified rigorously. The entire Ap-
pendix B (as well as most of classical trade theory) is based

on  «atics and comparative statics, whereas  most   of   the   ' eco-
nomies', that imply a saving of resources, are dynamic in na-
ture· This effectively limits the cause of decreasing costs
to the 'tesbDigal economies of scale' (Par. IV. 3.2.). Tech-
nical economies of scale is a concept of comparative statics.
They Mrelate to the effect on average costs of production of
different rates of output, per unit of time, of a given commo-

dity" (Silberston, 1972, p. 369) . Scale refers to the 'different
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rates of output'; the given state of technical knowledge will

enable different techniques for differing quantities of output.

Although the average costs of production depend on factor pri-

ces, these prices are not considered as a variable: this implies

F the important point that scale curves may well differ as between

two countries because the 'given' factor prices may differ. The
shift from one technique to another in response of larger output,

is assumed to be timeless and without friction.

5.1.    Partial equilibrium analysis

Technical economies of scale, and the scale curves

belonging to them, can only be properly defined for one commo-

dity. Therefore, the suitable approach is partial equilibrium
analysis. In Figure B-19, there are two average-cost-curves, Sa

and Sb' and one normal supply-schedule Sc (for simplicity, with

constant costs). Note that, in absence of marginal pricing in

A and B, there can be no producerssurplus for every price: on-

ly if the (average) costprice is below the sales price, produ-

cerssurplus arises. In consequence, the "formal analysis of eco-

nomies of scale varies according to whether it is assumed that
the minimum point on the firm's average cost curve lies below

or above the world price level. In the former case the firm

should be an exporter sympathetic to a free trade policy; in the

latter, protection is required and the domestic producer supplies
the whole of the market" (Krauss, 1972, p. 420). In keeping to

our assumption that C is the most efficient producer, we must

now assume that the minimum points of both A's and B's average

cost curves of x lie above the constant cost supply schedule
of C . Many cases are possible, dependent on relative effi-

39)

39) Similar to Corden's approach (Corden, 1972, p. 475); Krauss'
gecmetry (Krauss, 1972, p. 433) seems less appropriate as he
does not assume discriminatory tariffs for the case that C is
always more efficient than A (he simply neglects B). However,
fcr the case that A can become more efficient than C, his
analysis is useful.
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ciency of A and B, the ex-ante tariffs, their demand positions,
etc.

Figure B-19 assumes A to be less efficient than B,
as usual. However, this must either imply no ex-ante trade be-
tween A and B or no ex-ante production in A, dependent on whet-
her A's pre-CU tariff is sufficiently protective. We assume A-
production of x before the CU; by implication, this A-tariff
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Figure B.19

is to be prohibitive. The purpose of the analysis is now to
investigate the 'welfare'-effects of a CU between A and B.

In Figure B-19, Dcu represents total demand of
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the CU, found by adding Da and Db horizontally. Here, Da and

Db have been assumed identical so that the schedule DaDa also
represents DbDb. This simplifies the problem of bringing two
ex-ante situations and one ex post-situation into one diagram.

In country A, the pre-CU tariff is   f-Pc)/Pc' bringing con
sumption at Ca and production at Pa . In country B, the pre-

CU tariff is (Pb-pc)/Pc' bringing consumption at Cb and pro-

duction at Pb. Before the union, there will be no trade in x41)in this tariff-ridden world . The foundation of the CU will

enable B to export to A, thereby eliminating A's x-industry,

if and only if the CET > (Pcu-Pc)/Pc. Our hitherto applied

suggestion to expect intermediate CET's turns out to be high-

ly protective in the present case; on the one hand, B-produ-

cers may receive a huge 'rent'; on the other hand, the CU may

drastically reduce its CET in GATT without ever endangering

home-production:
Suppose, the CET is intermediate, as drawn. A-

consumers gain ECaC A, of which CaC B is the normal trade ex-

pansion and ECaBA is trade creation (FPaBA) plus the previous

'rent' (ECaPaF). This gain is twice that of normal trade cre-

ation (no triangle, but rectangle). B-producers will arrive at
G, but sell at D, making a monopoly-profit of ADGH of which

only KCbPbJ is existing profit. B-consumers suffer from trade

contraction (CLCb) and the increased profit of B-producers

(for the part ACLK). Thus, the huge profit of B-producers con-

sists of trade contraction, a pure profit increase for B-pro-

ducers (ACLK), a pure profit increase because A-consumers start

43) As there is no perfect competition, we must have some in-
formation about the profit-maximizing price (p opt. =
optimal price). For the present analysis we assume that
p opt. 2 P's o that A-producers will "price up" to the
tariff-incfusive price Ta.

41' This precludes trade diversion, later.
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buying in B (CDGMCb) ' an old profit (KCbPbJ) and a cost reduc-
tion effect (JPbMH). Note that his quite unbalanced outcome is
entirely in the hands of governments, having arranged a very high

CET for B. In terms of allocation, trade creation (FPaBA) in A
and cost-reduction in B (JPbMH) must be weighted against the set-

back (ACC K) for B-consumers. Therefore, the argument for cus-

toms unions is hardly strengthened.

Finally, if we would consider the lowest CET that

would still offer protection (at Pcu)' this would have a great

distributive effect (from B-producers to CU-consumers) and a

considerable gain in allocative efficiency (trade creation in A
would be FPaQO, cost reduction in B would be JPbRO). In contrast
to the highly protective case, this CU may have a strong case

to be founded. However, our results are unduly favourable because

we exclude ex-ante trade with C and ignore possible trade di-
version . This brings the whole argument back to casuistry.

42)

We shall not go into the multitude of cases that could be envi-

saged.

The conclusion is that increasing returns have some

pecularities in a CU-analysis; it has also a stronger bias for

gains. A general conclusion as regards a strong case for customs

unions cannot be formulated, although, if it does anything, it
tends to strengthen the weak arguments in favor of trade integra-

tion. On the other hand, free trade would remain superior.

5.2.    General equilibrium analysis

A two goods-model of two countries, producing at

decreasing costs is known to lead to complete specialisation in

one good. Following Janssen (1961, p. 26-29) and Kojima (1970),
one may investigate the case of two identical countries, having

42) And, what Corden calls, "trade suppression" (see Corden,
1972 , p. 468).
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decreasing opportunity-costs in their two products. However,
the "remarkable point about the case envisaged here is that,

in the initial situation, there is no comparative cost advan-

tage, notwithstanding the fact that specialisation is shown to

be advantageous" (Janssen, 1961, p. 29). Therefore, speciali-

sation has to be pursued. "It is indeed the specialisation that
creates the comparative advantagen (ibid,), "Where, however,

for political reasons, both countries specialize in the same

product considerable wastage results. Mutual agreements, or

perhaps even a supranational form of control, will be neces-

sary to obtain an optimum result" (ibid.). This has led Kojima

(1970) to build integration-theory from a theory 'of agreed

specialisation'. In practice, such agreements or joint invest-

ment control may be very important for highly technological

products . But as a firm base for the general equilibrium43)

approach of CU's under decreasing costs, our insights are too
scant (see also Lundgren, 1969).

Par. 6. On relevance vs. depth

The static theory of trade integration has become

a quite complicated structure of analysis. Never-
theless, a variety of works has not even been mentioned and44)

not all contributions have been explicated with equal depth. The

static theory of trade integration has indeed few unturned sto-

nes (as Krauss, 1972, p. 434, rightly concludes), it has great-

ly gone into depth and into casuIstry. Nevertheless, its rele-

vance is highly doubtful. The theory provides a weak case for

CU's under increasing costs and a non-general case for CU's under

decreasing costs, but the latter not as against free trade. As

43) Both in Comecon and EC, projects in aircraft, atomic energy,
color television, computers, space-research are sometimes
transnational.

44) To mention a few works that would not materially alter our
systematisation: Makower & Morton (1953), Meyer (1956),
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a policy guide, it seems too vague in its conclusions and too

unreliab Ze because of its problematic assumptions.

(fn. 44 continued)
Humphrey & Ferguson (1960), Spraos  (1964) , Mishan (19661,
Lipsey (1971) and the many emperical tests of trade creation/
trade diversion, admirably surveyed in Balassa (1974-a) and
Balassa (1975), ch. 3.
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Samenvatting
'Het proces van ekonomische integratie'

In dit boek wordt een poging gedaan een theorie van internatio-

nale ekonomische integratie te ontwikkelen. Aan deze theorie

ligt de volgende vraag ten grondslag: 'Waarom vangen natie-sta-

ten. met ekonomische integratie aan, en eenmaal begonnen, waarom

zouden zij dit proces kontinueren?'.

Deze vraag wordt gesteld tegen de achtergrond van de Westeuro-
pese integratie in de vijftiger en zestiger jaren, welke zich

hoofdzakelijk heeft gemanifesteerd op ekonomisch terrein.

In Hoofdstuk I wordt de in West Europa geldende, gemengde, eko-

nomische orde nader gespecificeerd in het konsept 'welvaarts-

staat'. Dit begrip is aanmerkelijk ruimer van strekking dan de
veelal gebezigde term 'verzorgingsstaat'. De 'welvaartsstaat'

wordt gedefinieerd als een land met een hoogontwikkelde, gemeng-

de ekonomie, waarvan de regering garandeert de volgende doel-
stellingen effektief na te streven: volledige werkgelegenheid,

betalingsbalansevenwicht, ekonomische groei en prijsstabiliteit.

Uiteengezet wordt waarom dit konsept de wezenskenmerken van de

na-oorlogse Westeuropese ekonomiin bundelt en op welke eenvou-

dige wijze het konsept kan worden gehanteerd voor ekonomische
theorievorming. Tenslotte wordt ingegaan op de nauwe relatie

tussen politiek en ekonomie in de 'welvaartsstaat'. Dit is voor-
al van belang om het sterk politieke karakter van ekonomische

integratie te kunnen begrijpen.

Hoofdstuk II behandelt de internationale betrekkingen tussen
welvaartsstaten. Het gedrag van welvaartssaten wordt nu aan-

zienlijk gekompliceerder, omdat naast de verwevenheid van poli-
tiek en ekonomie ook de koppeling van binnenlandse en buiten-

landse ontwikkelingen de beslissingen mede bepaalt. Het blijkt

dat de theorie van de internationale betrekkingen nog maar nau-

welijks begonnen is met een adekwate analyse van de relaties
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tussen welvaartsstaten. De ekonomische betrekkingen worden be-
sproken aan de hand van drie konsepten: ekonomische openheid,
ekonomische interdependentie en ekonomische integratie. Dit
onderscheid heeft geringe betekenis voor 'laissez-faire' eko-
nomion maar is wezenlijk in de gemengde ekonomische orde (en
dus in 'welvaartsstaten'). Ekonomische integratie, als een spe-
cifieke vorm van ekonomische betrekkingen tussen 'welvaartssta-
ten', wordt onderverdeeld in marktintegratie en beleidsintegra-
tie. Marktintegratie omvat alle aktiviteiten van ekonomische
subjekten welke konvergerend werken op goederenprijzen en fak-
torbeloningen in de betreffende landen. Beleidsintegratie zijn
alle bewuste maatregelen van deelnemende regeringen om te komen
tot &6n ekonomie: dit kan negatief geschieden (afschaffing van
diskriminatie) of positief (de opbouw van 66n beleidsapparaat).
Hoofdstuk III bespreekt de konventionele theorie   van de ekonomi-
sche integratie in het licht van het tevoren ontwikkelde denk-
kader. Het blijkt dat niet de gemengde ekonomische orde maar
'laissez-faire' ten grondslag ligt aan de gangbare theorion.
Zelfs al aksepteert men dit (werkelijkheidsvreemde) uitgangs-
punt, dan nog geldt dat deze theorie bijzonder weinig verkla-
ringsrecht heeft voor het ontstaan en doorzetten van handels-
en faktorintegratie. Deze konklusie wordt bereikt na een staps-
gewijze bespreking van de diverse onderdelen van de theorie,
waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van een systematisch overzicht van
de 'zuivere theorie van de handelsintegratie' in Appendix B.
Verwijzing naar de uitvoerige en vaak technische Appendix maakt
het mogelijk Hfdst. III betrekkelijk kort en leesbaar te houden.
In Hoofdstuk IV geven wij de hoofdlijnen aan van onze theorie
van het ekonomische integratie-proces. Dit proces wordt bepaald
door drie determinanten: marktintegratie, beleidsintegratie en
integratie loyaliteit. Op hun beurt worden elk van deze deter-
minanten weer beInvloed door een aantal faktoren welke niet-uit-
puttend worden behandeld. Bovendien worden enige suggesties ge-
daan aangaande de interaktie van de drie determinanten. De the-
orie geeft aan dat de gedragingen van 'welvaarsstaten', ekono-
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mische subjekten en kiezers op elkaar betrokken zijn en alleen

tesamen tot een bevredigend antwoord kunnen leiden op de aan

het begin van het boek gestelde kernvraag.

In de volgende vier hoofdstukken wordt een theorie gekonstrueerd

van 66n van de drie proces-determinanten: beleidsintegratie.

Daarbij wordt de analyse in hoofdzaak gericht op de negatieve
beleidsintegratie. Zo'n theorie dient echter te steunen op infor-

matie over de beleidsvorming bij 'welvaarststaten'. Bij wijze

van vooronderstelling is uitgegaan van de gedragshypothese dat

regeringen van welvaarststaten sterk gericht zijn op korte ter-

mijn beleid, niet in het minst om politieke redenen..Als  doel-

stellingen zijn gekozen de handhaving (of het bereiken) van zo

volledig mogelijke werkgelegenheid en van betalingsbalanseven-

wicht. Prijsstabiliteit wordt als doelstelling buiten beschou-

wing gelaten. Zo wordt een benadering van de opvattingen ver-

kregen welke bepalend waren voor de beleidsvorming in Westeuro-

pese landen in de vijftiger en zestiger jaren. Aangezien deze op-
tiek een sterk Keynesiaanse inslag had, ligt een Keynesiaanse

analyse voor de hand.
Teneinde handelsintegratie te kunnen analyseren in een Keyne-

siaans model, is het noodzakelijk over een tarieftheorie te be-

schikken. Hoofdstuk V vult deze leemte door de behandeling van
diverse vormen van handelsliberalisatie in een (niet-monetair)

meerlandenmodel. Deze Keynesiaanse tarieftheorie is vrijwel

geheel analoog gehouden aan de klassieke tarieftheorie: het

blijkt dat de konklusies tegengesteld zijn. Een additioneel

voordeel van de Keynesiaanse versie is dat reciprociteit en

discriminatie een gunstiger effekt op het nationaal inkomen(nei-

gen te) hebben dan eenzijdige en non-discriminatoire tariefaf-

schaffing. [ Immers, binnen de klassieke tarieftheorie is m.n.
reciprociteit, als belangrijk GATT-principe, moeilijk te ver-

klaren] .
In Hoofdstuk VI wordt verklaard waarom 'welvaartsstaten' met

(handels-) integratie aanvangen, gegeven de in de vorige decen-

nia sterk gevoelde verplichting tot handhaving van vaste wissel-
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koersen. 'Welvaarsstaten' streven 'n zo volledig mogelijke werk-
gelegenheid na door ekspansief budgettair beleid. Het hieraan
verbonden gevaar voor eksterne deficitten zal steeds opnieuw
blijven optreden en kan dus niet met hogere protektie worden
bestreden. De enige mogelijkheid die dan resteert is eksportbevor-
dering. Een effektieve eksportbevordering is mogelijk door reci-
proke tariefkonsessies; de verminderde 'absorptie' door de daar-
in begrepen eigen tariefsverlaging zal worden gekompenseerd door
het ekspansieve budgettaire beleid. Aangetoond wordt dat intern
en ekstern evenwicht gehandhaafd blijven in het niet-monetaire
model (algebratsch, grafisch). Uitbreiding tot 'n twee landen
IS-LM model, waardoor monetaire aanpassing plaats vindt, levert
zelfs 'n verbetering van de werkgelegenheid op. Het primaat van
de werkgelegenheid zal de 'welvaartsstaat' voortdurend aanlei-
ding geven tariefkonsessies aan te bieden teneinde de eksporten
effektief te kunnen bevorderen. Het gunstige effekt wordt slechts
vergroot door deze reciproke tariefkonsessies discriminatoir te
maken. Aldus ontstaat 'n handelsblok van welvaarststaten via
negatieve integratie van handelspolitiek.
Hoofdstuk VII veronderstelt dat zowel positieve als negatieve
integratie van handelspolitiek heeft plaatsgevonden: dit is het
geval in de douane-unie. De effekten van autonoom budgettair,
monetair en wisselkoersbeleid worden onderzocht, alsmede de ar-
gumenten voor koBrdinatie bij beleidskonflikten tussen partner-
landen.

Hoofdstuk VIII doet 'n eerste poging te komen tot 'n theorie
van de gemeenschappelijke markt (GM). Verondersteld wordt m.n.
de onherrroepelijke afschaffing van restrikties op korte kapi-
taalbewegingen. De gemeenschappelijke markt van welvaartsstaten
kan vier vormen aannemen: de 'make-believe' GM, de pseudo GM,
de werkbare GM en de volmaakte GM. De laatste twee kunnen beter
met hun makro-ekonomische betiteling 'ekonomische en monetaire
unie' worden aangeduid. De 'make-believe' GM is 'n ongeloof-
waardige konstruktie maar zij kan, als tussenfase, haar bete-
kenis hebben. Zo kan de proliferatie van gemeenschappelijke
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Fondsen 'n proces van 'kruipende integratie' in gang zetten.

De pseudo GM is slechts ogenschijnlijk 'n stabieler systeem

dan het voorgaande. De met de pseudo GM verbonden negatieve

integratie van wisselkoersbeleid leidt tot soms onaanvaardbare

konsekwenties voor intern en/of ekstern evenwicht. Dit lokt bij

voortduring krises uit omdat de koordinatie van instrumenten

of zelfs van doelstellingen niet institutioneel voorzien is, maar

wel van een aantoonbare noodzaak blijkt te zijn.

De negatie van wisselkoerswijzigingen zal bij grote kaptiaal-

stromen onmogelijk zijn. Institutionalisering van de beleids-

koordinatie is noodzakelijk of wisselkoerswijzigingen doen de

integratie terugvallen tot de 'make-believe' GM. Zo'n "afge-

dwongen" wisselkoerswijziging blijkt bovendien grote ex-post

kapitaalbewegingen uit te lokken, zodat, naast de wisselkoers-

wijziging, voor kapitaalrestrikties gevreesd moet worden: al-

dus valt de integratie terug tot nauwelijks meer 'n douane-

unie.

Vervolgens worden nog enige lijnen aangegeven waarlangs de werk-

bare GM bereikt zou kunnen worden.

Het boek wordt afgesloten met enige bespiegelingen omtrent de

onomkeerbaarheid van het proces.
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Rasuma

"Le  processus  de 1' int6gration 6conomique".

Ce livre pr&sente une th&orie de l'intogration 6conomique inter-
nationale qui s'6carte de la th&orie conventionelle et qui en
plus prate attention au processus dans son cours. La th&orie est
bas&e sur "1'Etat de prosp6rit&", ('welfare state'), concept qui
d&signe sans faire une trop grande abstraction de la r6alit6,
l'essentiel des aconomies d'apras guerre en Europe Occidentale.
Dans le premier chapitre nous d6finissons l'Etat de prosp6rit6
comme une &conomie mixte hautement d6velopp&e, pour laquelle le
gouvernement garantit la poursuite effective des objectifs sui-
vants: le plein emploie, 1'6quilibre de la balance de payements,
la croissance 6conomique et la stabilit6 des prix. Tout d'abord
nous examinons le comportement caract&ristique des Etats de pros-
p&rit6s A l'interieur (Ch. I.).

Ensuite nous analysons les relations internationales entre ces
Etats de prosp6rit6, dont l'intagration 6conomique s'av&re atre
une forme spacifique (Ch. II).

A partir de ce cadre de pens&es on fait la critique de la th6orie
conventionelle (Ch.III). (Se r&f6rer A l'Appendix B pour les ana-
lyses graphiques souvent compliquaes dont se sert la th6orie con-
ventionelle). Dans Ch. IV finalement, nous expliquons notre point
de vue sur processus complexe. Le processus de l'int6gration 6co-
nomique se r6vale dtre d6terminS par trois facteurs: le respect de
l'int6gration ('integration loyalty'), l'int&gration du march6 et
l'int&gration (de la) politique (Sconomique)[ 'policy integration'] .
Chacun de ces "facteurs daterminants" est A son tour influenc6
par nombre d'autres facteurs.
La deuxiame partie de ce livre est une tentative pour arriver a
une thaorie de l'intggration politique. Pour cela, nous faisons
une analyse comparative statique en se servant d'une mod&le sim-
ple Keyn6sienne de deux pays. Pour raussir 8 expliquer l'intagra-
tion du commerce (Ch. VI), nous avons da d'abord davelopper une
une th&orie Keynosienne des tarifs (Ch. V). Le chapitre VII traite
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ensuite des conflits politiques dans une union douanidre et le

Chapitre VIII des divers stades d'un march& commun. Il ressort

que les conflits concernant la politique gconomique a court

terme peuvent mener a une instabilit& de la phase de l'int&gra-

tion et a une r6trogression du processus autant dans une union

douani&re ainsi que dans un march& commun.
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Zusammenfassung

"Der Prozess wirtschaftlicher Integration"

Dieses Buch stellt eine Theorie der internationalen wirtschaft-

lichen Integration dar, die sich abhebt von der konventionellen

Theorie und die auszerdem dem Verlauf des Prozesses besondere Auf-

merksamkeit widmet. Die Theorie beruht auf den 'Wohlfahrtsstaat'

('Welfare State'), einem Konzept, welches das Wesen der westeuro-

pRischen Wirtschaften seit dem Kriege trift, ohne zu stark von

der Wirklichkeit zu abstrahieren. Kapittel I umschreibt den Wohl-
farhtstaat als eine hochentwickelte gemischte Wirtschaft, dessen

Regierung das effektive Erstreben folgender Zielsetzungen gewohr-

leistet: Vollbeschoftigung, Zahlungsbilanzgleichgewicht,Wirtschafts-

wachstum und PreisstabilitRt. Das charakteristische Betragen der
Wohlfartsstaaten wird zuerst filr das Inland untersucht (Kap. I) .
Darauf werden die internationale Beziehungen der Wohlfahrtsstaa-

ten analysiert, von denen sich wirtschaftliche Integration als

eine spezifische Form herausstellt. Von diesem Denkansatz heraus

wird die konventionelle Theorie in Kap. III kritisiert (fur die

oft komplizierten, graphischen Analysen der konventionellen Theo-
rie wird nach Appendix B verwiesen. Schlieszlich wird in Kap. IV

unsere Theorie ober den komplexen Prozess dargestellt. Es zeigt

sich, dasz der Prozess wirtschaftlicher Integration durch drei

Determinanten bestimmt wird: IntegrationsloyalitRt, Marktintegra-

tion und (wirtschafts)politische Integration; jeder dieser Deter-
minanten wird wiederum von einer Vielzahl von Faktoren beeinfluszt.

Der zweite Teil des Buches ist ein Versuch, zu einer Theorie der

wirtschaftspolitische Integration zu kommen. Dazu wird ein ein-

faches Keynessches Zweildndermodel in einer komparativen stati-

schen Analyse gebraucht. Zur ErklRrung der Handelsintegration
(in Kap.VI) muszte zuerst  eine Keynessche Theorie der Zollta-

rife entworfen werden (Kap. V.). Kap. VII behandelt die wirt-

schaftspolitische Konflikte in einer Zollunion und Kap. VIII die

einzelnen Stufen eines gemeinsamen Marktes. Es stellt sich her-

aus, dasz Konflikte auf dem Gebiet der kurzfristigen Wirtschafts-
politik sowohl in der Zollunion wie im gemeinsamen Markt zur In-

stabilitat der Integrationsphase und zu einem Zuruckschrauben

("retrogression") des Prozesses filhren k6nnen.
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Summary

The process of economic integration

This books present a theory of economic integration that strong-

ly diverges from conventional theory and, in addition to that,

pays special attention to the course of the process. The theo-

ry is based on the 'welfare state', a concept that encompasses
the essence of Western European economies of the postwar period

without objectionable  abstraction  of reality.

Chapter I describes a 'welfare state' as a highly developed,

mixed economy, the government of which guarantees to pursue ef-

fectively the following objectives: full employment, balance of

payments equilibrium, economic growth and price-stability. First-

ly, the characteristic behavior of 'welfare states' is investi-
gated as to its domestic aspects (Ch.I.). Next, international

relations among 'welfare states' are analysed, of which economic
integration appears to be a special form (Ch. II). From this

framework of thinking the conventional theory is criticized in

Ch. III (for the often complicated graphical analyses of conven-
tional theory, the reader is referred to Appendix B). In Chapter

IV finally, our theory of the complex process is explicated. It

turns out that the process of economic integration is a function
of three determinants: integration loyalty, market integration and

policy integration; each of these determinants is influenced by

a multitude of factors.

The second part of the book is an effort to build a theory of

policy integration. To that effect a simple Keynesian two-coun-

try-model is applied in comparative statics. Before obtaining

an explanation of trade integration (Ch. VI), we have to develop

a Keynesian theory of tariffs (Ch. V). Next, Chapter VII deals

with the policy conflicts in a customs union and Chapter VIII

with the respective phases a common market may go through. A
main conclusion is that conflicts in the sphere of short term

economic policy can lead - both in the customs union and in the

common market - to instability of the phase of integration and

to retrogression of the process.
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Riassunto

"Il processo dell'integraziane econamica"

Questo libro presenta una teoria d'integrazione econamica inter-
nazionale, che si oppone alla teoria convenzionale ed inoltre si
occupa dell'andamento del processo. La teoria & basata sull'agia-
tezza ('welfare state'),un concetto che & del dopoguerra, un'
economia occidentale che fiorisce senza una forte astrazione del-
la realtd. Secondo il cap.I. l'agiatezza & descritta come un'
economia in alto sviluppo ed mista, dove il governo garantisce
di mirare agli scopi seguenti: pieno impiego, bilancia dei paga-
menti in equilibrio, aumento economico e stabilatA dei prezzi.
Il comportamento caratteristico di questa agiatezza viene esami-
nato prima sul ramo nazionale (cap, I). Quindi vengono annaliz-
zate le relazioni internazionali delle diverse situazioni di
agiatezza, dove l'integrazione econamica sembra abbia una deter-
minata forma (cap. II).
Da questo punto viene criticata la teoria convenzionale nel ca-
pitolo III (per le analisi grafiche complicate della teoria con-
venzionale, viene rimandato all'appendice B). Al capitolo IV per
finire, il nostro modo di vedere viene discusso nell'intero pro-
cesso. Il processo d'integrazione economico sembra che venga sta-
bilito da tre fattori "determinanti": fedeltd d'integrazione
('integration loyalty'), integrazione del mercato ed integrazione
governativa ('policy integration'), a loro volta ognuna di ques-
te determinazioni viene influenzata da una moltiplicita di fat-
tori. La seconda parte del libro & un tentativo per arrivare ad
una teoria di integrazione governativa. Per questo viene usato
un semplice modello del tipo Keynesiano di un'analisi comparati-
va statica. Per arrivare ad una dichiarazione dell'integrazione
commerciale (nel cap. VI) il modello Keynesiano deve essere ela-
borata in tariffe (cap. V). Il capitolo VII tratta in seguito
conflitti di gestione nell'unione doganale ed il capitolo VIII le
diverse fasi di un mercato commune. Pare che i conflitti riguar-
danti la gestione economica possano risultare in breve, sia nell'uni-
one doganale, come pure nel mercato comune ad una instabilitd della
fase d'integrazione e ad una retrogressione del processo.
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